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In the Kigezi area of south-western Uganda, there is a forest
known as Bwindi Impenetiable Forest The name intrigued me and
I asked some colleagues whether it really was impenetrable The
answer I got was, "well, yes and no It's not really totally impenetrable; access to parts of it are very difficult and some areas
haven't yet been explored" I wasn't at all surprised by this kind
of answer and it seems to me an appropriate enough analogy for
negative theology Friends have often remarked that it seemed a
contiadiction to write a book about the ineffability of God Yet,
negative theology is precisely a method of speaking about the
Unspeakable, but fwm the realization that all we can say is inadequate
There has been a renewal of interest in negative theology over
recent years. The present volume is rather different in tone from
Raoul Mortley's excellent two-volume study, From Word to
Silence (Bonn, 1986) Mortley's approach, which is much more
differentiated in terms of his initial understanding of the scope of
negative theology, explores in greater detail the more linguistic
concerns of the way of negation. The present volume is more
'open' \O what constitutes negative theology: it is not simply a
method of 'speaking' about God, but rather, a holistic approach to
divine reality whereby, paradoxically, the unknown God can be
known and related to
It has often been said that negative theology is the attempt to
refine God into a kind of 'philosophic absolute' That criticism,
however, would appear to be unjustified when we find that most
of the writers studied in this volume do not stop their theology 01
their spiritual search when they realise that nothing more can be
said of the divine nature. A H Armstrong said that Plotinus loved
the One. The Pseudo-Dionysius loved the unknowable God In the
Mystical Theology, the purified soul becomes the blinded intellect
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who throws itself relentlessly and unknowingly against the ray of
divine darkness in the search for unity with God
The very strong Neoplatonic elements in most Christian forms
of negative theology hare perhaps contributed to the often-quoted
and unfortunate distinction made between the 'Christian God' and
the 'God of the Neoplatonists' Anyone who has read the Enneads
cannot fail to see that Plotinus was not talking about an abstract
reality, a philosophic absolute. Neoplatonism itself was not simply
a philosophical system; it was also a way of life. Here we come
close to the truth of the way of negation This book will attempt to
make clem that those Christian writers who trod the path of negation were not 'mystical atheists'. They were, rather, intimately
involved with the divine reality which is unnmneable, ineffable
and unknowable The ultimate concern of negative theology,
according to many of the writers examined in this volume, is unity
with God, a unity which is the result of the most radical purification The destruction of one's concepts and even of oneself is not
a quietistic relaxation in the company of one's maker:
'You should totally sink away from yom youness and dissolve into
his hisness and your 'yours' and his 'his' should become so completely one Mine' that with him you understand his unbecome
Isness and his naked nothingness.' (Meister Eckhart Sermon,
'Renovamini spiritu')

This book does not claim to be a comprehensive study of negative theology; I have omitted many authors which could have
found a place in such a volume The authors I have chosen to
examine make up a series of enlarged details, which together give
a good picture of the development and use of negative theology in
the Greek and Christian traditions I include chapter seven in Part
II on Christian apophasis since Philo of Alexandria was an important influence on the early Fathers of the Christian Church.
This book is not mine alone, fm many people had a part to play
in its evolution. My teacher, Tames McEvoy (Louvain-la-Neuve),
formerly of The Queen's University of Belfast, directed my postgraduate research from 1981 until 1988 with patience, kindness
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and wisdom in a spirit of true friendship 1 am indebted to him in
very many ways, but most especially for having taught me to think
for myself The stylistic corrections he made to many of these
chapters in their early stages have made the text much more readable Andrew Smith of University College Dublin and John Dillon
of I rinity College Dublin, have been most careful critics of my
work and have saved me from many errors. My thanks are also
due to Werner Beierwaltes, ludwig-Maximilians Universitat,
Munich, who has always encouraged me to pnblish and to Carlos
Steel, Katholieke Universiteit leuven, who generously facilitated
this process. Gregory Collins and Philipp Rosemann share my
interest in negative theology and many of our late-night discussions are reflected in this book My greatest debt, however, is to
Arthur Hilary Armstrong, (Professor Emeritus liverpool and
Nova Scotia), who has, since I 983, kept a watchful and paternal
eye on my work. His careful criticism and sometimes extensive
commentmy on many of these chapters as they emerged sometimes tather shakily onto the printed page, comes from a lifetime's
intimacy with Neoplatonic texts His own work on Plotinus and
negative theology has contributed greatly to our understanding of
both
Chapters nine and eleven in the present volume began life as
conference papers given in Dublin and subsequently published in
Dublin and Leuven I am grateful to the editors of Philosophical
Studies and Recherches de Theologie ancienne et medievale for
their kind permission to use the latest revised versions of these
chapters. 1
On the financial side, 1 acknowledge the assistance of the
Depmtment of Education, Northem Ireland, who funded part of
my post-graduate study; the Deutscher Akademischer Austaushdienst for the award of a Stipendium for a period of study in
Munich, and University College Dublin, where I worked for three
1

Apophmi'> and Metaphysics in the Pe1iphylf:on of John Scottus Eriugena'
Pluto sophie a! Studie\· XXXll (1988-90), pp 63-82
'Negative Theology in the Thought of Saint Augustine·, Rahn dws de Ilu!ologit
ancienne et mMitiva!c. LIX (1992) pp 5-22
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years as a post-doctoral Newman Scholar The Inter-Library Loans
Departments in The Queen's University of Belfast and University
College Dublin were most helpful in obtaining relevant offprints
and the Computer Centres of both institutions patiently dealt with
my queries and problems until I was eventually able to stand on
my own feet
Finally, the greatest debt of all is the one which can never adequately be paid The dedication of this book, in recognition of that
fact, is one attempt to thank them
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INTRODUCTION

Apophasis proper begins in the speculative philosophy of late
Platonism, in the typically Neoplatonic way of understanding the
nature of the One and can be said to have reached its zenith in
Greek philosophical thought in the wmks of Proclus In its specifically religious development we can distinguish two distinct points
in its history The first was the fusion of Platonic and Hebraic
ideas which is found in the writings of the first-century Jewish
philosopher, Philo of Alexandria. It was his unique synthesis, centring as it does upon the theme of the transcendence and immanence of the divine, which was adopted and developed by the
early Fathers of the Christian Church, a development which
reached one high point in the radical negative theology of the Cappadocian Father, Gregory of Nyssa. The second, and perhaps more
important moment, was the Neoplatonic fertilization of Christian
principles effected in the works of Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite, although the influence of Plotinus on Gregory of Nyssa
was also important It was through Eriugena's translation of the
Dionysian works in the ninth century, that the apophatic principles
enshrined in the writings of the Areopagite became a formative
influence upon the Christian scholasticism of the Middle Ages
The developed forms of apophasis in Proclus and the PseudoDionysius, Eriugena, Meister Eckhart and Nicholas of Cusa have
received some scholarly attention; this study will attempt to trace
the roots of the apophatic tradition, both in Greek philosophy and
in early medieval Christian philosophy, for a correct understanding of the theme depends upon a proper consideJation of its
sources The first part of this book will outline the pre-Plotinian
emergence of the theme of the transcendence of the first principle
in Plato and the Middle Platonists before moving on to a consideration of its development in Plotinus and Proclus The second part
will concentrate upon apophasis as it was utilized and developed
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in Christian philosophy, in the early Clnistian Fathers, Gregory of
Nyssa and the Pseudo-Dionysius in the East, and Augustine and
John Scottus Eriugena in the West
According to the Pseudo-Dionysius, the 'sacred science of theology' comprises two distinct methods of speaking about God, the
positive and the negative In his rre pi ~ucrnKfi<; 8eo1coyluc;,
Dionysius set down the distinctions between what he called kataphatike (towards speech), and apophatike (away from speech).
Understood at its most basic level, the kataphatic, or affirmative,
approach states that we can attain to some knowledge of God, no
matter how limited, by attributing all the perfection of the created
order to him as its source. This truth was accepted almost exclusively by the medieval scholastics and led to the idea that God
cannot be known directly outside of the mkonomia in which he
reveals himself The apophatic, or negative way, on the other
hand, affirms God's absolute transcendence and unknowability to
such an extent that no affirmative concepts, except that of existence, may be applied to him, although among some of the later
Neoplatonists and some of the more radical negative theologians
of the latin West, even to on is denied According to the principles of negative theology, one cannot transfer creaturely attributes
to the divine nature without diminishing the umestricted aspect of
God's transcendence The formulations of affirmative theology
can be understood as the attempt to provide mental forms tlnough
which aspects of the divine truth may be communicated to the
human mind, while the negative way can be seen as a guard
against equating the divine nature with its formal expression, an
expression which relies upon terms accessible to the limited
human reason Both ways, then, take creation as their initial point
of reference: the one states that God can be known through creation, since he created it, while the other states that God is beyond
creation, and cannot be known in any way through it According to
Meister Eckhart who represents a most forceful case for negative
theology, before creation, God existed supreme in himself; human
nature must, therefore, seek to attain to a 'knowledge' of God
which is not dependent upon divine economy, for God cannot be
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understood simply as creatm

1

Accordingly, this stance necessi-

tates a transcendence of causal categories, which, if understood in

terms of a radical negative ontology, renders understandable the
heretical-sounding statements of Eckhart It is only in the light of
the practice of intense purification that the remark, 'I pray to God
to make me free of God', can be understood 2
However, there is one very important aspect of

apophasi~

and

katapham, and that is that they can be understood on a more cosmological level. This characteristic is most clearly displayed in the
writings of Plotinus, Gregory of Nyssa and, to a greater extent in
the Pseudo-Dionysius and in Eriugena, all of whom understand
kataphatic theology to signify the outgoing (proodo1) hom God
who always 1emains in himself (mane), while apophatic theology
signifies the return (epi1trophe) of all things to their source. In the
Pseudo-Dionysius, the way down from the miginal darkness of
God to the light of creatures is a way of knowing, a continual
theophany of being The way up, on the other hand, is an ascent
from the light of creatures to the darkness of God and is a process
of leaving creatures behind. Beings can be seen only in light, yet
in the light the darkness of God cannot be seen, fm darkness is
invisible in light. 3 It can, therefme, be said that a basic ontological
premise lies at the heart of both the kataphatic and apophatic
methods of philosophical and theological speculation. The kataphatic theologian relies upon the more typically Western assertion that God is the 'fullness of being', while the apophatic theologian asserts that God is best understood in teirns of
'non-being'

At first it would appear that these two methods of speaking
about the divine nature are strictly opposed; there exists a continual tension between the two approaches, a tension which reflects
1
See the vernacular sermons Beati pauperes 5pi1itu and Nolite timae In this
volume full references not given in the footnotes can be found in the bibliographies
2
Beati paupe1es <;piritu; seeM 0' C. Walshe, Meiste1 Eckhmt Sermom and
Treatise\·, vol. 2. p 274
3 Dionysius the Areopagite Ep I (I 065A)
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the ontological dialectic operative between them. Howeve1, apophasis and kataphasis are not simply highly-schematized devices

dition has remained relatively more open to apophatic theology,
the Byzantine theologian did not regaJd the 'attributes' of God as
purely abstract concepts, something which has often been implied
by the Western theologian's seemingly abstract method of theological analysis. However, the differences between Eastern and
Western thought cannot be simply reduced to such a facile opposition, at the risk of distmtion. I do not suggest that the Western
theological tradition represents an attempt to enclose the mystery
of the divine reality within 'a tidily aJranged set of clear and distinct ideas', 5 and I certainly do not agree with C YannaJas's general evaluation of Western theology as 'abstract intellectual discourse' 6 Nevertheless, it is true that there was, and still remains,

4

whereby we are enabled to speak of or not speak of the divine
essence; they are perhaps best understood in terms of a dialectic
which is of divine, not human origin. Perhaps it was unfortunate
that the Pseudo-Dionysius proposed such a clear distinction
between the two, since later readers and interpreters of the Corpus
Areopagiticum tended to widen the gulf ever further, making it
extremely difficult for negative theology to function fully as an
acceptable way of approaching the metaphysical composition of
divine and human reality This apparently deep theological rift can
boast not only of histmical but also of geographical parameters,
for it would seem that the philosopher or theologian who properly
understands the negative way tends to belong mainly to the Eastern camp of philosophical and theological speculation.
In the West, there has always been a strong tendency to favour
affirmative theology in the analogical method of the via eminentiae, leaving the continuance of the negative tradition to Eriugena,

EckhaJt and Nicholas of Cusa, among others The affirmative
way of 'speaking' about God, with its heavy reliance upon the
credal formulae adopted by the Ecumenical Councils of the early
Church, has sometimes tended to forget that while credal fmmu-lae provide a conceptual form through which a ray of truth can be
communicated, they cannot contain the whole truth about God;
they remain its expression in linguistic terms only. This understanding was officially reaffirmed at the Fourth Lateran Council
in 1215 4 A literal interpretation of anything said of the divine
nature betrays, at least in the eyes of the negative theologian, the
measure of human conceit, and that is seen as an attempt to
enclose the mystery of the divine within a rigid set of concepts;
01 perhaps it validates in a measure the Jungian observation that
the Western mind cannot function without the aid of concepts
Although it is generally accepted that the Eastern theological Ira-

a tendency in this direction.

While it is extremely difficult to determine the reasons lying
behind the almost overwhelming support given to the kataphatic
way in the West, I would suggest that the link between negative theology and mysticism may have contributed to this neglect It has
often been the experience of those who have followed the negative
way to its utmost limits that they pass beyond the traditional boundaJies of theology, understood as an intellectual discipline, to the
realm of 'mystical union' Mysticism has always been a difficult
aJea of study for the philosopher, and indeed for the theologian, as
its advocates lay claim to a vision which cannot be subjected to the
scrutiny of intellectual reasoning. For this reason the mystic, and by
the same measure the radical negative theologian, has never been
very populaJ with ecclesiastical authorities. The mystic has often
been treated with extreme caution and even suspicion because of the
claim to an intimate and direct knowledge of God While I do not
wish to overemphasize the mystical aspect of some forms of negative theology, or to suggest that the apophatic way and the mystical
way aJe one and the same thing, the two can be linked, in that the
final outcome of the apophatic way easily merges into the mystical
5

See H. Denzinger A SchOnmetzer, En(hiridion Symbolmum (34th ed. Rome,
1967), 806 (432)

4

See A H Armstrong's comments on this theme in, 'Plotinus· s Doctrine of the
Infinite', in Plotinian and Clui5tian Studies, Variorum Reprints I, no. V, p 58
6
'Orthodoxy and the West'. Easte1n Churches Review, 3 (1971). p. 292
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way 7 At the same time it is necessary to point out that neither
method of theology need enter the realm of experimental knowledge; they can remain at the level of theological discourse
However, having outlined the general nature of the methods of
apophasis and kataphasis, I wish to stress the fact that both methods of philosophical and theological speculation belong together
not only dialectically, but also necessarily, since they are two
aspects of the one divine truth of 1evealed religion: God is both
hidden and present, known and unknown, transcendent and immanent Any failure to take both aspects of this simultaneous tmth
into account in a discussion of the divine nature could result in a
distorted view To stress only the affirmative account of theology
in terms of univocal predication (as Aquinas puts it) could result in
an antluopomorphic conception of God, while to stress exclusively
the negative account in terms of equivocal predication could sevei
all connection between the human and the divine The two ways of
seeking an understanding of God must admit that neither way can
exclude the other The metaphysical supposition underlying the
application of both methods of theology is most clearly demonstrated in the Plotinian assertion that the One is all things and yet
not a single one of them: "All these things are the One and not the
One: they are he simply because they come from him; they are
8
not he, because it is in abiding by himself that he gives them " In
Christian terms, this tmth is expressed in the affirmation of God as
both transcendent and immanent Therefore, theological speech,
whether apophatic or kataphatic, stresses one or other side of this
divine truth and is understood as an expression of human understanding of the composition of divine reality On the verbal level

thete will always be a tension underlying the intellect's understanding of the dialectic operative between the idea of transcendence and immanence; both are ultimately access to "lux inaccessibilis" 9
While most Christian writers emphasize more strongly one or
other aspect of this double truth, for the most part, they do realise
the distorted image to which an exclusively affirmative or negative
path could lead. This is why we find Augustine - who has generally been considered to rely chiefly upon the affirmative way of
theology- continually proclaiming the two-fold truth of seuetissime and prae~enti~sime: 'tu autem eras interior intima mea et
superior summa meo' 10 In the same way, Aquinas, that great master of the analogical method, displays his keen sense of the
unknowable nature of God: 'hoc illud est ultimum cognitionis
humanae de deo quod sci at se deum nescire'. 11 We can know only
that God is, not what he is, or as Aquinas prefers to say, we know
what God is not 12 It is because we find the majority of Christian
writers taking at least some account of negative theology, that I
suggest that there exists, not simply two fundamentally distinct
theologies, but rather, a variety of positions lying between the
extremes of apophasis and kataphasis 13
At this juncture, it is important to reaffirm that the nature of theological discourse consists in speaking about God and, as such,
remains on a secondary level, at more than one remove from reality. However, negative theology is not simply concerned with
speech about the divine nature: it has also been utilized as a
9

1Tim6:16

° Conje~sion.1

1

The obvious connection between mysticism and apophasis is something which
I do not intend to discuss in any detail in this volume; however a certain amount
of caution is required lest the reader be tempted to equate intellectual purification
with passing into the mystic night This is a tendency to which R Mortley appears
to succumb in F1 om Word to Silence I The Rise and Fall ofLogm, p 125 and PP
153-4
8 rc6vm Of: caU-m tKEivo~ Kai oUK tKcivo~ f:Kcivo~ )-lEv, On t~ hcw6u ollK
tKcivo~ 6t. On BKcivo~ tcp' f:amoG 11tvrov EOroKEV: Enn V 2, 2. 26-28; text
and translation, A H Annstrong (Loeb Edition); sec also Enn V 2, 1, 1-2
7

7

VII (11). ed M Skutella, rev M Jurgens and W Schaub
(Stuttgart, 1969); sec also Conf I 4 and VI. 3
11
Quaest disp de pot dei, q 7 a 5, ad 14; seeS Thomae Aquinatis Opew
Omnia, vol. 3, ed. R. Busa (Holzboog, 1980)
12
See S T 1a, 3, Prologue and la, qu . 2. a 2 2; the distinction between thar
(existence) and what (essence) is first found in Philo of Alexandria (see Quod
dew immutabili~ ~it. 62) and is an important aspect of the negative approach to
knowledge of the divine nature
13
A more detailed account of apopha5is and katapha~i~ can be found in D Carabine, 'Apophmi5 East and West'
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method of approaching the unknowable, divine nature. A H
Armstrong makes this point very well:
In considering the via negativa it is important to distinguish
between the apophatic method of intellectual approach to God, or
negative theology, and the experience of supreme transcendence
_ . which impels to and is undergone in the search for
the
Divine mystery beyond speech or thought 14

The kind of negative theology which is found in Plotinus, Proclus
Gregory of Nyssa and the Pseudo-Dionysius, is a negative theology which forces negation to its most radical conclusions, into a
cognitional crisis, which is resolved when the negative theologian
once again enters into the area of experimental knowledge. This
'knowledge' is achieved when the mind is brought beyond the
normal limits of human understanding to reach knowledge of the
divine which is the result of its former state of ignorance . Thus,
the logic of abstraction becomes clear, as Dionysius says: 'we take
away everything so that we may know that unknowing without its
being veiled'. 15
The result of this radical aphairesis is not ignorance or negation
alone, nor an empty agnosticism, but knowledge which stems from
a personal communion with the unknowable God This knowledge, which Plotinus refers to as a kind of 'presence', is called by
some followers of the negative way 'knowing by unknowing', or
'divine ignmance' 16 The 'ultimate beyond' where one understands God to be above all affirmations or negations made on the
descriptive level, is, according to Nicholas of Cusa, an understanding of God as the co inc identia oppo sitor um, that to which
nothing can be placed in opposition 17 The transcendence of affir14 Apophatic-Kataphatic Tensions in Religious Thought from the Third to the
Sixth Century A D' p 12; see alsoP Hadot, 'Apophatisme et theologie negative'
15 De my1t theol II 1; translations not acknowledged in the footnotes are my
own
16 See Enn VI 7, 35, 36-40, VI 7, 36 15-19 and VI 9, 4, 3; see also Meister
Eckhart's vernaculaT sermon Ubi e\1 qui natm
17 See De docta ign01antia, chs II and IV; see also Periphy~eon 517B-C and
453A-B
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mation and negation in the negatio negationis can result in an
incommunicable knowledge which is exemplified in the paradoxi·cal statements of those who have attempted to describe that which
lies beyond the scope of linguistic expression: 'ineffable word',
'superessential essence', and indeed, 'unknowing knowing'
Faced with the assertion that God is best and most truly known
through not knowing, it is not surprising to find that most Western
philosophers and theologians have left this particular path alone,
for rt rs a path that cannot always be charted according to the commonly accepted process of human reason. Precisely because the
negative way is less categorical than the positive way in its under~tandi~g of the divine nature, it is more open to misinterpretation:
rts radrcal transformation of normal cognitional and ontological
categories render it an approach to the divine which does not
always conform to the accepted traditional ontological and epistemological categories
The three-fold manifesto of apophaszs, that God is ineffable,
unnameable and unknowable, paradoxically necessitates that there
must be some way to speak the unspeakable, to name the unnameable and ultimately, to know the unknowable, without compromismg the essentraltranscendent characteristic of the divine nature It
was the attempt to do precisely this which has provided the philosophrcal and theological tradition of the Latin West with a way of
speculation without which it would have undoubtedly been the
poorer
There are, however, two fundamental points I wish to make at
the outset. The first is that even the use of the terms 'apophatic'
and 'kataphatic' in the abstract is problematic The descriptive use
of the term 'apophatic' has not precisely the same meaning when
applied to Plotinus, Proclus, Gregory of Nyssa, Dionysius or
Enugena At a very basic level, however, I think we may understand apophatic theology to begin with the assertion that God is
unknowable to the human mind and that one must proceed by
means of negations, ultimately, even to the negation of the negatron m order to attain to some 'positive' knowledge of him
Whether the methodology of negative theology is presented in a
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systematic form by a given writer is, however, another question
entirely. l believe that the fundamental assertion of God's ineffability and unknowability is the foundation stone of both ways of
theology; it is the manner in which these assertions are confronted
or related to, which marks the differences between the two methods of theological analysis
The second point I make here concerns the fact that there exists
a number of ways in which the divine can be regarded as unknowable. These distinctions have been formulated by E. R Dodds as
follows. 18 God may be unknown because he is foreign or nameless, or because of the limitations of the human mind. He may also
be regarded as unknown to those who have not enjoyed a special
revelation or initiation He may be unknown in essence, but partially known through his works; unknown in his positive character, but definable through negations, or finally, accessible only
through the unio mystica With this comprehensive account in
mind it will be possible not only to chart the development of
apophasis more clearly, but also to recognize the various positions
adopted by the philosophers I shall be dealing with in this volume
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Ever since the beginnings of critical thought human beings have
been asking questions about and pondering the nature of the gods:
About the gods, I am not able to know whether they exist or do not
exist, nor what they are like in fmm~ for the factors preventing
knowledge are many: the obscmity of the subject, and the shortness of human life 1

It was because of this simple, yet outspoken agnosticism that Protagoras (481-411 BC) was reputedly expelled from Athens His
treatise On The God1 was condemned by the authorities, and all
copies ordered to be destroyed. Thus began a tradition which was
to have a long, sometimes tortured history and which was reflected
almost sixteen centuries later with the condemnation of twentyeight statements from the writings of Meister Eckhart by Pope
John XXII in the Bull In Ag10 Dominica (1329). It is, of course,
obvious that the causes of their respective disgraces were not
entirely similaJ, but the common denominatm (if indeed one may
be sought) was the admission that the divine is essentially
unknowable to mortal nature While the negative theology of
Eckhart is much more profound than the untrammelled agnosticism or philosophical diffidence of Protagoras, nonetheless there
remains, I think, a tentative link between the two, a link which I
hope to demonstrate in the course of this book
Although Protagoras was by no means fully representative of
the Greek attitude towards the divine, he can be numbered among
the members of a critical st1eam of thought which developed
Protagoras On the God~ H Diels. Die Fwgmente drJ Vonokwt!Ae1 vol 2. 80
B 4; translation K Freeman, Ancilla to the P1e-SouatiL Philowplw ~ p 126

1
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alongside the popular religious beliefs and customs accepted by
the majority Sacred history, which human beings attempted to
recount in the form of myth, telling of the heroic exploits of the
gods, was scrutinized and found to be wanting. It was this critical
stream of thought which contributed, at least in part, to the Platonic attitude towards the divine

The Old Gods Abandoned
While most studies of early Greek philosophy concentrate on the
anthropomorphism of the gods of Homer and Hesiod, consequently
attributing to the Ionian physicists the breakthrough hom myth to
monotheism, nevertheless, there are strong traces, especially in the
works of Homer, of the notion of one most powerful god, to whom
the rest of the gods are submdinate 2 The idea of Zeus as the father
of tl1e gods is a Homeric theme which persisted in Greek thought and
which is still visibly present in the Enneads of Plotinus Although the
old gods of the Greek pantheon became de-personalized during the
centuries from Plato to Plotinus, they were not forgotten by the
philosophers: the Homeric conception of the deities had a long history, and rem ;ned for many centuries the powerful symbolic core of
Greek religious thought However, it is true to say that because of
theii 'ungodly' behaviour the gods came to be regarded as 'beings
unsuited by their very nature eitl1er to call forth or satisfy the deepest
religious feelings of men' 1 Although the old conception of the gods
was not eradicated by the newer, more scientific or rational accounts
of the nature of reality, as a wholly new kind of intellectual understanding of the deepest mysteries of the universe arose hom the
'rational' explanations fm realities, up to then attributed to the gods,
the old pantheon began to lose its credibility
A H Armstrong, while admitting the obvious differences
between myth and the early Milesian philosophies, argues that
the latter do conform 'to the great basic assumptions of Greek
2
3

!had l. 544 and Odyssey I. 26
W K C Guthrie The G1eeks and Theil' God1. p 255
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traditional religion and cosmology'' W Jaeger goes a step further
and argues that there is no such great historical epoch as the dawnmg of an age of natural science 5 It could be argued that the old
gods merely became de-personalized; this position is strikingly
true of the 'one; greatest god' of Xenophanes, who has more in
common with the god Zeus than most histories have cared to
admit It would appear, therefore, that while we should not overstate the conquest of natural science over myth, the new explanations of natural phenomena were the force that began to upset the
traditional notion of the power of the Greek pantheon The early
Greek phrlosophers who rebelled against a pluralistic explanation
of th.e um~ers.e, represe_nt an atte1npt to discover a single quasiphysrcal prmcrple of bemg, capable of both unifying and sustainmg the whole cosmos
As a representative of the critical stream of thought in Greek
phrlosophy I mention, very briefly, Xenophanes (b c. 570 BC), for
hrs rdeas have an important bearing on the development of the
concept of transcendent divinity Xenophanes showed himself
strongly opposed to the muthoi in his criticism of the prevalent
notrons of the gods accepted by popular cults. The myths, he said,
are nothrng but useless old tales which make the gods too much
like the society they are supposed to govern, and mortals consider
the gods to have been bom like themselves 6 According to Xenophanes, rt rs not frttmg for the human mind to think of the gods in
thrs way, rather we should conceive of: 'one god, greatest among
gods and men, m no way similar to mortals eithe1 in body or in
7
thought' Whatever the underlying reasons of Xenophanes in
posrtmg the rdea of one, supreme god, he can be regarded as the
fn st Greek thinker lo have conceived of the gods as existing in a
realm different from the realm of mortal nature Xenophanes, like
Protagoras, also insisted that human nature cannot know the truth
about the gods: 'No man knows, or ever will know, the truth about
~ Anlntloduuionto Amiwt Plulosopln- pp. 4-5
:, Pmd~za Die Founung Des G1ie(hiuhen MeniLhcn, vol I pp 207-208
H: D1els Du hagmwtt du Fmsok1atiku vol 1, 21 B 1, B. 11, B 14
7
D1els 1 21 B 23; ttans Kirk and Raven. The Pucwuath Phi!osophus, p 169
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the gods and about everything I speak of' 8 This attitude of diffidence concerning knowledge of the gods is one which was to have
a long history in Gteek thought and may perhaps be linked to
Plato's famous remark about knowledge of the father and maker
from the Iimaeus. I will return to this point in rny discussion
below
The philosophical speculations of Parmenides (fl c. 475 BC),
one time Pythagorean, politician, and the supposed pupil of Xenophanes, can be said to constitute a turning point in the history of
Greek philosophy, since his remarks on the properties of ttue bemg
have been regarded as the first example of an ontological system I
mention Parmenides in the context of this study because his
description of ttue being (as opposed to the wmld of becoming) is
couched in negative terms, terms which would be repeated in the
Platonic dialogue named after this philosopher, and were to be
developed as an integral part of the negative theology of Plotinus
Accmding to Parmenides, the basic distinction to be made is
that which pertains between being and non-being: being can be
thought, non-being cannot be thought, an important observation
which was to culminate in the Plotinian assertion that the One
beyond being, cannot be thought In the Parmenidean system it is
the pi ocess of 1eason which can come to a correct understanding
of the nature of being. 'Errn is the antithesis of ouK !:rrn, and in
Fragment VIII, we find the following atttibutes applied to errn:
uysV1110V, livupxov, uvffilce8pov, ouOi; StuipE10V, dtpE)lSt;,
dxi VT\WV and dtslcerrwv 9 Yet Parmenides does not sever being
completely from the realm of change, for it has a boundary and
limit, a place, and a shape Although Pannenidean being is not yet
tianscendent, it is, like the one god of Xenophanes, in most
respects, unlike anything in the domain of human nature or of the
visible physis
At this point 1 wish to suggest that there was within the Greek
tradition, two strands of thought which contiibuted to the develop-

II

men! of the idea of a transcendent reality. The first of these will be
seen in the Platonic development of the 'negative ontology' of
Parmenrdes, for the world of the Forms, as Plato conceived of it,
was transcendent (though still finite), and totally removed from
the world of becoming The second contributing factor is characterized by the attitude of Xenophanes, in his radical criticism of
the notion of the gods as portrayed in the popular religious tradition, and indeed, the diffidence expressed by a number of philosophers concerning human knowledge of the gods. Although it
would be a mrstake to suppose that from the time of Xenophanes
on there was a heightening of critical powers concerning the
nature of the gods, there was, all the same, a steady stream of
thmkers who would not accept the ideas of the gods as portrayed
by the ancrent poets Although Protagoras and Xenophanes took
this cntlcal position to its extreme in ancient Greece, there were
others who were critical without adopting views similar to those of
Protagoras 10 This conflict between fhe Homeric gods of the
maJonty, and the conception of the gods by those who rebelled
against them, continued for a long time, even into the first century
AD, when we see Dio Chrysostom stienuously defending the
Homenc gods and their symbolic representationsii This critical
attitude gradually became more a part of the method of the
philosopher, and it is in the philosophy of Plato that we see the
two strands of thought become almost inseparable: on the one
hand, the critical attitude towards the tiaditional representations of
the gods, and on the other, the development of a metaphysical
system which is independent of fhe Olympian pantheon
Socrates (b . c 469 BC), was perhaps one of the most stiiking
examples of a Greek who would not accept unconditionally the cults
surroundmg the gods of the old myths. He saw himself as a pilgrim
who had received a divine mission from the Oracle at Delphi, and
had been appomted to execute important educational tasks. 12 His
10

R

9

Diels 1, 21 B 34; trans. Kirk and Raven. p 179
Die\~ l. 28 B. 8
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duty was a religious one, which in the end demanded his life In
spite of the evident religious observance in Socrates's life, an
observance which cannot be thought of as entirely singular and
completely divorced from the whole Greek tradition, he was found
guilty of impiety At his trial, the charge against him read:
'Socrates is guilty of refusing to recognize the gods recognized by
the state, and of introducing other new divinities' 11
ln this sense, Socrates can also be said to follow in the footsteps
of Xenophanes, yet the accounts of Socrates given by Plato are
much more complex than the simple categorization of his teaching
as being either of this or that school of thought Although I do not
have the space here to give a comprehensive account of Socrates's
teaching concerning the gods, there is one point which must be
made. It was due chiefly to the philosophical speculations of
Socrates (and Plato) that the course of Greek philosophy was turned
in a more religious direction, and we see the beginnings of a tradition in Greek thought which can be said to have reached its culmination in the philosophy of Plotinus The function of psyche, as the
divine and rational element in human natrne, became the fOrce
whereby the divine itself could be reached. It is to the philosophical
speculations of Plato that I now tum my attention, for he has been
regarded as the founder of negative theology. How far tbis claim
can be substantiated will be discussed in my concluding remarks.
Plato
It is true to say that by the time of Plato the gods and heroes of
the old myths had partially lost their credibility; Plato himself held
that their truth had become concealed under various layers of fabrication Accordingly, Plato's own conception of the gods is not
that pmtrayed by Homer Although he gives no systematic outline
of his account of religious matters and of the nature of the gods,
his attitude can be discerned quite clearly The gods are, first and

foremost, unchanging; they know neither sorrow nor joy; they do
not alter themselves like the old gods; they are not to be bribed by
prayers and sacrifices to overlook evil and impiety, but are concerned only with the good of humanity. 14 For Plato, it would be
scandalous not to believe in the gods, but we must, at the same
time, be cautious in what we believe about them IS The gods are
beings worthy of reverence and must be honoured with prayers 16
It is immediately apparent that neither Plato nor Socrates has left
religion behind in the search for philosophical wisdom; the gods
are still regarded as very real beings and continue to play an
important part in the affairs of everyday life
However, it would seem that the gods have little or no ethical
role; while they are to be regarded with respect, they do not
appear to have any moral function regarding the 'ascent' of the
soul. While the gods are good, they are not the agathon, and Plato
never implies any such identification The gods, who belong to the
realm of the divine, are said to be 'friends of the forms', along
with beauty, goodness, and wisdom 17 Plato would nndoubtedly.
have attended the festivals and observed the prevailing religious
customs, but for him, the divine meant much more than the gods.
Jo theion is a realm or state of knowing, which is attainable
through nous guided by love; it is that region where the immortal
soul dwells with the gods after death 18 Therefore, while Plato
would have regarded the gods as being of some considerable
importance in the everyday affairs of life, in his philosophical system, it is the creative, transcendent ultimacy of the agathon which
is mme readily comparable to the Christian and Neoplatonic idea
of God.
It can be said that Plato's 'new order of wisdom' replaces both
the world view contained in the old myths and also in the philosophical speculations of the early philosophers ln simple terms,
14

15
16

13 Dioaenes Lae1tius Lno of fh( Eminulf Phil01oplun II
0
Hicks. vol 1 (Loeb edition 1925)

4-0; trans R D
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his philosophy can be described as the movement of the divine
towards the divine The realization that the soul itself is divine and
able to partake of divine immortality, and is also capable of attaining to divine wisdom (that permanent, unchanging truth, the
Good), establishes a moral and ethical code of behaviour, which
19
prompts the human soul to follow the path to the Good
Therefore, one theme which loosely ties together much of
Plato's thought is that of the unfolding of the origin and destiny of
the souL The ascent of the soul is portrayed as a journey upwards,
a difficult journey to what is beyond 20 The soul, which characterizes the human person, is akin to the divine and is itself immortal;
unlike the body, it is simple and indestructible 21 Its highest part is
the rational element nous, which continually strives towards the
fmms It is the soul's natural kinship with the divine, the immortal and eternal, which makes it long for that which rightfully
belongs to it The thrust of the soul towards the forms, towards the
'blessed perfection of the Good' ,22 while remaining always a rational, intellectual movement, is indescribable in terms other tban
those of metaphor and symboL The simile of the cave, with all its
nuances of light, half -light and darkness, remains, in the final
analysis, a forceful portrayal of an experience which does not
readily admit of more direct verbal expression; Plato's half-playful scorn of language must always be kept in mind 21
The divine, then, is like a single thread running through all
things, bnt there exists a gap between human nature and the
forms, a gap between human nature and transcendent beings
Between human nature and the forms there is no intermediary, but
between human nature and the gods there exists the world of
demons; thus, the unity of the cosmos is complete, for there does
not exist a being or beings which can be considered outside of this
1"
20
21
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Phaedo 678 Phaed1 us 247B and Sympmium 201E
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ordered structure It is important to note that the concepts conveyed by the terms 'finite' and 'infinite' in relation to the divine
are not present in Plato's thought; rather it is the immortal in the
mortal which strives towards the ImmortaL Although Plato has
sometimes been regarded as the Father of apophasis, and while
there are certain unmistakable elements of this method in his writings, along with a rather distinctive mystical outlook, 24 Plato himself cannot be regarded as the founder of the negative way However, it is true that his ideas provided the spark from which the
principles of negative theology were eventually derived. As we
shall see, very little movement is needed in order to identify the
'father' of the Iimaeus with the 'one' of the Parmenides, but this
remains an identification which Plato himself did not make As we
discuss various Platonic texts below, it is important to remember
that Plato did not identify any of the several highest realities present in his discussions with one transcendent source
At this point I must note that Plato was precluded from reaching
a conception of absolute transcendent being in the style of Plotinus, because his overall concem with the theory of forms and his
conception of the forms as true being, forced him rather to make a
distinction between the real and the unreal Although the forms
were regarded by Plato as transcendent because they were totally
removed from the world of becoming, nevertheless, they remain
still on the level of being, as that which is most truly real It is, of
course, possible to read Plato with Christian or Neoplatonic eyes,
and to find a theory similar to that of the One in Plotinus, for
Plato's thought lends itself easily to this kind of interpretation, as
the Neoplatonists and earjy Christian Fathers experienced in their
different ways Therefore, any responsible reading of Plato's work
must make the consistent effort to maintain an unbiased perspective, one which does not burden the texts with an overlay of later
Platonic or Christian thought It is illegitimate to tie all the various
tlueads of Plato's thought together into one comprehensive sys24
For an account of the mystical element in Plato s thought see A -J Festugiere,
Contemplation et vre Lontemplative selon Platon
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tern; if this were to be attempted, the result would resemble the
Neoplatonic scheme of Plotinus. However, I must point out that
the texts from Plato which I have chosen to examine are precisely
those texts which Plotinus and the Neoplatonists would have
regarded as the backbone of Platonic doctrine

The Pannenides and The Symposium
The first text I wish to mention here and the one perhaps of greatest consequence fOr the Neoplatonists, is from the Parmenides. This
is one of the most difficult of Platonic dialogues, and it caused controversy regarding its interpretation, even at an early stage in its history Was it meant to be an exercise in dialectic, or was it a more
serious presentation of the One, as the unknowable, transcendent
ground of reality? E R Dodds has suggested that if it is read with
the eye of faith, then we find a 'lucid exposition of the famous negative theology' ,25 while A E I aylor has noted that it may have
been 'an enjoyable philosophical jest'. 26 While I am concerned here
to present Plato as Plato, I cannot attempt to resolve such a longstanding difference of opinion within the space of a few pages
Therefore, I will concentrate on that portion of the dialogue which
is intrinsic to the ideas expounded by the Neoplatonists (the First
Hypothesis), reserving judgement, at least for the present, on that
which some scholars have regarded as the first matter of importance The dialogue itself is structured in two parts: the first is an
examination of the theory of forms, and the second involves a pre-liminary exercise, conducted by the aged Parmenides, as a training
to enable the young Socrates to attempt a definition of the various
forms 27 It is proposed that Parmenides consider the initial hypothesis and both affirm and deny it, in the attempt to establish the truth
of either the hypothesis or its negation
'The Pmnunides of Plato and The Origin of the Neoplatonic One·, p 133.
Plato Tlu Man and Hi.s Wmk. p 370: seeR Mortley's interp1etation of the
Pmmenides in From Word to Silence I The Ri5e and Fall of Logo~ p 128ft
27 Pa11n 135C
25
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Plato takes as his starting point for the First Hypothesis: if there
is a one, or if there is not a one (Parmenides began with 'exists' or
'exists not') According to Plato, if there is a one, then it must be
defined as absolutely one, and it is from this primary definition
that the now famous negations are derived, negations which were
to become inseparably associated with the One of Plotinus These
negations are as follows: if the one exists it cannot be many
(137C); if it has no parts, it can have no beginning, middle or end
(1370); it is without form (1370); being of such a nature it cannot be anywhere (138A); the one is neither at rest nor in motion
(139B); the one cannot be other or the same to itself or to another
(139E); the one cannot be like nor unlike itself or another (140B);
the oue cannot be equal nor unequal to itself or another (140B);
the one cannot be younger or older or of the same age as anything
(141A); the one has nothing to do with time, and does not exist in
time (1410); the one has no share in being at all (141E); the one
has no being, even as one (141E); the one has no name, there is no
description, knowledge or perception of it (142A)
When we compare this passage with the idea of the One as Plotinus presents it in the Ennead1, there can be little doubt where he
found his inspiration Yet in the last few negations, we are drawn
back sharply from a Neoplatonic exegesis to the logically sound
conclusion of Plato's argument: for the one does not exist, even as
one That which is unlimited in the way that Plato describes this
one cannot have existence, for it cannot be real. Here we find the
very forceful Platonic distinction between what is real and knowable on the one hand, and what is umeal and, therefore, unknowable, on the other Although it would require a more detailed
examination of the text in its entirety in order to show how the
First Hypothesis slots into the whole configuration of hypotheses,
it is clear that Plato was concerned with a linguistic analysis of
logical thought This conclusion is obvious if we proceed immediately to a reading of the Second Hypothesis, where the emphasis is
on 'is' rather than on 'one', and the conclusion reached is the
affirmation of the negations of the First Hypothesis The ultimate
conclusion at the end of the dialogue is a confirmation of the

24
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dialectical purpose of the whole exercise: 'It seems that, whether
there is or is not a One, both that One and the Others alike are and
are not, and appear and do not appear to be, all manner of things
in all manner of ways, with respect to themselves and to one
another' 28
The second text I wish to mention is Socrates's speech on love
from the Symposium, another Platonic text which was to exert a
tremendous influence on Plotinus. Keeping in mind the prisoner's
escape from the darkness of the cave in the ascent to light and reason, here in the Symposium, Plato is simply characterizing a different aspect of the same kind of ascent The journey of the soul
from the sensible to the eternal world takes place in the Sympo5/Um through the force of e1os, which is the desire for the Good.
The setting of the dialogue is, as the title suggests, a meal/drinking
party, after which each of the guests agrees to speak about love.
The speech of Socrates, as the climax of the dialogue, recalls what
he lcamed about love from the seer, Diotima 29 This ascent, which
requires a special initiation, is to be undeistood as an ascent
tluough the various levels of the mysteries of love and are
described in terms which betray Plato's interest in the mystery
religions These mysteries are normally kept secret, except for
those capable of understanding without misinterpretation, and in
the Symposium there may be some sort of initiation implied in the
telling 10
According to Socrates, the young lover first falls in love with the
physical beauty of one body, but must pass from there to a love of
all physical beauty. Beauty of soul is the next stage in tl1e initiation,
and from there the lover is taught to love beauty in all arts, activities, institutions, and sciences . The last stage, which constitutes the
final initiation, is the 'sudden' catching sight of the inconceivable
beauty itself. 31 The eloquence of Plato's language here, and the evi-

dent passion he displays for his subject, is comparable to some of
the finest passages in the Enneads, and indeed in the Confessions
of Augustine . This vision is also one which is vouchsafed suddenly
(exaiphni!s), just as it will be in Plotinus and Dionysius It is Plato's
language when describing the ultimate revelation of beauty that
interests us here, fOr he describes it in negative terms. There is no
positive verbal expression which would be adequate to describe
this inconceivable beauty and do it justice in the description
Beauty, then, is eternal, ungenerated, imperishable; it does not vary
either in part, time, relation or place; it is unlike corporeal, intellectual or spiritual beauty 32 In 'positive' terms, beauty is absolute,
existing alone with itself (monoeides - an idea which will be used
extensively by Plotinus), unique, and eternal; all other beautiful
things partake of it, yet do not cause it to change, increase or
decrease in any way. The similarity here witll tile negations of the
Parmenides is obvious in the method Plato uses to describe the ultimate beautiful reality. Even though Plato does use positive terms,
these are not terms which are commonly applied to tile world of
mortal, changing reality . I remark that here Plato effects a shift in
emphasis from the contemplation of beauty to the practice of moral
virtue and goodness, for the word arete, can be understood to mean
moral goodness or virtue. While Plato does not say here that
absolute beauty is goodness, it is clear that the attainment of goodness is a condition for the attainment of beauty and, therefore, of
immortality, which is the ultimate aim of the initiate

28

Pann I66C; trans H N Fowler, vol VI (Loeb edition. 1953)
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It is interesting to compare this extract with Phatd!u5 250B-C, where Plato
speaks of the mysteries and the ascent of the soul in mythical terms
3 1 210D; see also Rep. 509A

The Mysterious
Apart from Plato's use of negative terms in describing the highest realities, it is his 1emarks conceining their mysterious nature,
and his consequent silence regarding their description, which bring
him close to the fundamental principles which will later guide
negative theology Up to this point we have seen Plato use what
32
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we understand to be the distinctive method of negative theology,
but we have not heard him enunciate his reasons for doing so. I
now examine a number of passages where Plato affirms the mysterious, almost unknowable nature of transcendent reality
I o lead us into this discussion I mention first a passage from the
Iimaeu<, namely, that famous text which gave rise to the idea of
the unknowability of the god of some later Platonists (notably
Numenius): 'to discover the maker and father of this universe is a
task indeed, and having discovered him, to declare him to all men
is an impossible thing' ·13 This text requires little elaboration It is
clear that there remains a possibility that the demiurge can be
known by at least some people Before he embarks on his account
of the nature of the universe, Plato excuses himself from providing
a completely accurate explanation of the nature of things, for, he
says, human reason is not equipped to render an exact account of
matters concerning the gods and the generation of the universe 34
There is a limit to human knowledge, due, we may infer, not so
much to the transcendence of that which is to be discussed, but
rather to the weakness of the human condition 35
In the Cratylus we find another reason for silence concerning
the highest realities; this time it is the nature of the gods themselves and a consideration of their names which is under discussion by Socrates and Phaedrus . The dialogue is concerned chiefly
with the correct process of naming things as part of the progress
towards episteme, but there is a section which explores the correctness of the divine names, a thematic which was to have a long
history in philosophical thought 36 When asked about the kind of

correctness involved in the naming of the gods, Socrates answers:
'of the gods we know nothing, neither of them nor of their names,
whatever they may be, by which they call themselves' - an answer
which is typical of the later negative theologian who states that
mortal nature cannot know anything about the divine nature 37
This reticence on the part of Socrates is prompted not only by the
lofty nature of the gods, but also because he has no wish to appear
impious. He cannot discuss the divine nature, but he adds that
there is no impiety involved in discussing the names human beings
have given to the gods. 38 This distinction is an important one for
many reasons and it prefigures the great Plotinian theme of the
naming process as necessary since pure negation does not indicate
the One 39 Following an etymological discussion of the names of
the gods -names indicate their functions - Socrates shows a certain uneasiness because he may be too deeply involved in a dangerous area: 'for god's sake let us leave the gods, as I am afraid to
talk about them' 40
This dialogue contains one of the strongest cases in favour of
the unknowability of the gods in Plato, even though the Cratylus
is rarely mentioned in this respect Socrates's admission that he
does not know anything about the nature of the gods, indicates an
awareness that their nature is sacred; any attempt to discuss them
would be tantamount to bringing the gods down to the mortal
level In this respect, Socrates is not so far removed from Plotinus,
Proclus, Augustine, the Pseudo-Dionysius and Eriugena, all of
whom will advocate silence concerning the nature of the divine
In Epistle VII, written to Dian's associates and friends at Syracuse, Plato speaks of yet another aJ ea where human thoughts
ought not to be committed to paper: the highest goal of
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28C; some excellent comments on this passage can be found in D I Runia,
Philo of Alexandria and the Umaeus of Plato pp 111-113 It is interesting to note
at this point that the eatly Fathers of the Christian Church used this Platonic text
more frequently, in fact, than their pagan contemporaries or indeed, Plotinus
4
'
Tim. 29C-D
35 In the Ennead~ of Plotinus we see both these aspects - the transcendence of the
supreme principle and our inability to know it ·· fused into a comprehensive negative theology.
36 At this point I must note that the modern debate raised by this and other Platonic dialogues concerning names and language is of marginal interest only to

those interested in the historical development of negative theology; I direct the
reader to R Mortley F 1om Word to )ifence I, for a discussion of these and othet
related themes
7
' 400D; trans H N Fowler, vol VI (Loeb edition, 1926)
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401A; see also Laws 884ff
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philo sophia 41 There is a certain passivity of the philosopher, or
initiate, at the summit of the intellectual ascent, and what is gained
is given as the result of continuous, rigorous preparation and application. The goal of philosophy, the most serious of all subjects and
the object of tmth, is attained only by those most capable and
solely through the application of nous. Those who have experienced it, according to Plato, will be reluctant to commit its secrets
to paper, rather, it should be kept in the head, which is, after all,
the most divine part of human natme. 42 We should no longer be in
any doubt that the goal of philosophy is in some way mysterious
and is not an easy subject to talk about Thus far, we have
encountered three reasons why we may not either know or speak
of things pertaining to the highest realities. Firstly, the ancient
truth about the maker of the universe is a difficult subject for mortals to understand, for the human intellect is such that it cannot
hope to represent matters of real importance with complete accu' acy Secondly, human nature knows little of the gods fm the same
reason, and indeed to speak of them or to inquire more deeply into
their nature would constitute impiety Finally, the philosopher who
seeks the truth must keep secret the knowledge gained, lest it be
misinterpreted by the majority, who have not had the requisite
training to come to a true understanding of it in the appropriate
way. Effectively, it could be said that the reasons Plato gives constitute one single thesis, namely, the inadequacy of the human
capacity to understand the transcendent; he does not refer explicitly to the unknowable nature of these realities in themselves. Even
Socrates's fear of irreverence does not, I think, indicate that the
gods are unknowable so much as it expresses his reverent awe
before their powers.
The final text I wish to mention is the one which had the most
important influence on lateJ Platonists who were concerned with
the nature of the highest reality, and in many ways this text throws
light upon the other extracts we have been examining It is taken

from Book VI of the Republic 43 When discussing the nature of the
greatest study of all, Socrates says that the highest knowledge is to
learn the idea of the agathon Thus the passage from Epistle VII is
immediately given a particular focus. Again Socrates explains that
this knowledge is almost impossible and carurot be spoken about,
or understood totally: 'that which every soul seeks and for its sake
does all that it does with an intuition of its reality, but yet baffled
and unable to understand its nature adequately, or to attain to any
lasting belief about it as it can about other things'. 44
There is a definite air of mystery surrounding the agathon in the
build-up to an expected definition Glaucon presses Socrates to
attempt a clarification just as he had explained the other virtues,
but Socrates denies the request and agrees instead to speak of what
he calls the 'offspring of the good', that which almost resembles
the good 45 This refusal to confine the nature of the agathon in linguistic terms heightens further the sense of mystery; even the 'offspring of the good' (which focuses upon the distance from the true
source of its being) is spoken of in terms of simile Just as the sun
in the visible world illuminates objects so that the eye can see
them, so too the idea of the good enables the intellect to grasp
intelligible objects Socrates concludes that it is the idea of the
good which is the cause both of intelligible objects (those things
which are really true) and of the power within the knower to know
these realities 46 It now becomes clear that while the demimge
makes sensible objects by looking towards their unchanging counterparts in the world of forms, it is the idea of the good which is
the cause of intelligible objects
However, just as the visible object and the eye are not themselves the sun, so the agathon remains apart from both the intelligible object and the cognitive faculty; they are akin to the idea of
the good, but are not identifiable with the good in itself. A shift
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from the original epistemological simile is startling, and Glaucon
and the others are shocked when Socrates states thatjust as the sun
provides the source of being for visible objects, so the objects of
knowledge receive their essence and existence from the good. The
good must, then, be other than the intelligible object; according to
Socrates, it transcends all essence, it is EnEKnva 11lc; oUcriac; 47
This is the fundamental Platonic text which is of such seminal
importance for the early development of negative theology and for
the Plotinian notion of the One beyond being. Accordiug to Plato,
the good beyond being is an 'inconceivable beauty' (aJll']xavov
Ka),A.o<;), which is the source of all knowledge and truth, surpassiug even these in beauty 48 Once agaiu we see the Platonic interchange of good and beauty (an interchange which can be found in
many passages in the Enneads) 'In similar fashion, you are to say
that the objects of knowledge, not only receive from the presence
of the good their being known, but their very existence and
essence is derived to them from it, though the good itself is not
essence but tianscends essence in dignity and surpassing power' 49
It is thus that the agathon becomes cause, the fundamental creative
principle which itself remains hidden and ulrknown; it is the
somce of all true being, but cannot be understood as being Later,
however, Socrates retracts this almost unbelievable statement,
when he admits that the agathon is not totally unknowable: it is
the last thing to be seen, but even then hardly at all 50
In this text, we encounter the frequently-used metaphor of
vision and sight, which was to become integral to Plotinus's conception of unity with the One, for in the Enneads knowledge of the
One is described as intuition or presence 51 It is interesting to note

that in the end Plato does not say that the agathon can be known,
rather, that it can be seen or glimpsed, which implies, I think, a
very subtle shift in emphasis. For Plato, the summit of the soul's
journey to the most blessed part of reality is almost always conceived in terms of the metaphor of sight; it is a vision which is
somehow imprinted upon the mind like an indwelling power
which is not forgotten, and it enables those who have glimpsed
reality to lead others in the same direction. 52 Thus, in Plato's
terms, the agathon as the highest reality, is the transcendent source
about which little can be said. Although it is better not to speak
about it at all, if one must, then it is better to speak only of what
proceeds from the good, its offspriug. Yet, even the offspring of
the good, if we can take it that Plato means form, must also be
spoken of in negative terms, as one passage from the Jimaeus
demonstrates 53
However, lest we think we have found the key to the individual
philosopher's (or the lover's) salvation and ultimate goal, we
should remind ourselves that Plato's remmks on the agathon are
made within an educational, social, and political framework
Plato's ultimate goal is not to be understood as the goal of the lone
mystic, as has sometimes been said (unfairly) of Plotinus; the
ascent to the good necessmily involves active participation in the
social and political life of the state. Those who would attribute to
Plato an intimate, self -enclosed mystical experience of the
agathon, are forgetting the context of his remarks. The agathon,
the supremely transcendent ethical, and indeed, ontological reality,
cannot remain a solitary preserve of the chosen few in their flight
to the good, yet at the same time, not many are enabled to reach it
I he philosopher who has had even a fleeting glimpse of the good
must descend again into the cave to guide those fellow-prisoners
still in need of enlightenment; this 'descent' is undertaken as an
ethical duty, a social act for the good of the polis The philosopher
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Plato was not thinkable; seeR Mortley, F10m W01d to

Silence I. ch VII, for an examination of the relationship between being thought
and language in Plato
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50 517B.
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is not permitted to remain in the region of the good (although in
death the winged soul will remain in the region of light 54 ) Plato is
as much concerned with the well-ordered state (especially in the
Republic and Laws) as with individual salvation. A well-ordered
soul, one who has understood even partially the hidden nature of
the good or its offspring, will contribute to a well-ordered state 55
The ethical role of the good, while given the most elevated position in the realm of the forms, becomes the axis through which
political and social life can be led to conformity with the life of
philosophy. The good is not only the summit of all knovdedge, it
is also the ethical impetus for a well-ordered life geared towards
the highest reality; the ttanscendence of the good is a necessity if
it is conceived in te1ms of the telo5 towards which human life is
continually moving While freeing mortal nature from the bonds
of injustice and dismder (both individual and political), it also
constitutes the ultimate teleological value and sanction, by which
we can live a good life

Plato: Father of Negative Theology?
While each of the texts I have examined provides a trace of an
embryonic 'negative theology', it is solely in the light of the
final interpretation of the good that we can begin to reach some
sort of awareness of how Plato's thought in this respect can be
understood as a precursor to the Enneads of Plotinus 56 Although
Plato does not use negation in a systematic fashion as a means
of describing ar1d relating to a transcendent, unknowable reality,
nevertheless the whole thrust of his thought was moving in that
54

Rep . .519C-E and PlwcdiUs 256D
R£p 506B
56
R Mortie} examines a different selection of Platonic texts as relevant to the
eventual development of negative theology; of particular interest is his analysis of
those instances where Plato uses the tenns apophasi5 and aphahe5n, see F10m
Wmd To )i!enu !. pp. 135-137, although he notes that Plato does not use the
te1 ms in a metaphysical sense
55
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general direction Therefore, while we cannot call Plato a negative theologian in the sense that we call the Pseudo-Dionysius
a negative theologian, at the same time a complete overview
of Plato's writings would go a long way towards convincing
even the most sceptical reader that such a path towards transcendence was emerging in several different expressions in his
thought
However, a word of caution may be opportune at this point We
should not be tempted to interpret our previous remarks concerning negative terms and the unspeakable nature of the highest realities in the light of Plato's conception of the agathon as beyond
being . The identification of the good of the Republic with the god
and father of the Iimaeus and beauty of the Symposium, constitutes a reduction of the rich diversity of Platonic thought, and is a
later Platonic development While Plato leaves but a short step
towards this identification, he never makes it fully explicit Yet the
interchange of the terms 'beauty' and 'good', and indeed the
reputed identification of the One with the Good in his 'Lecture on
the Good' (see the next chapter), would go at least some way
towards indicating that Plato's thought was heading in this general
direction The agathon, while undoubtedly occupying the highest
and most elevated position in the intelligible world, remains at the
apex of a host of other ideas The good is cause, the power and
divine fmce which holds all things together; it is almost unknowable, but it cannot, at least at this stage of Platonic philosophy, be
identified with the 'father' 01 'maker' of the Timaeus. This kind of
unification of Plato's thought came, of course, to be typical of the
Platonists who followed him, and even modern authors and commentators have found it a temptation too strong to resist 57 There is
no transcendent, unknowable God in Plato, but there is a hint of
the idea of a transcendent, unknowable good
Even in the light of the extract from the Republrc, which stands
alone in its explicit description of the good beyond being, it must
57

See for example, H A Wolfson s comments in The Knowability and Dcscribability of God in Plato and Aristotle
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be remembered that the whole thrust of Plato's philosophy is
focused upon the attainment of knowledge: true knowledge is of
that 'truly-existing essence' 58 In spite of the adverb epekeina, the
agatlwn does remain in some way knowable. The fact that it is
unknowable to the majority of human beings is dne more to their
deficient ability than to any intrinsic unknowability on the part of
the good itself The forms themselves cannot be unknowable since
they are that which is really real, and therefore knowable According to the core of Platonic epistemology, it is only that which is
umeal which can be regarded as unknowable; the focus of human
knowledge (in its act of anamnesis) is directed always towards the
truth of unchanging reality However, having said that, there is, I
think, more than a hint that even the most capable, well-educated
philosopher experiences some difficulty in the attempt to know the
good, a difficulty which is not entirely due to intellectual defi-ciency This is the most one can venture to say without producing
a distortion of the texts in question
On the basis of the texts where Plato uses negative terms to
describe the highest reality, I think it is possible to say that the
good and beauty are, each in some way, transcendent and indescribable The final condition necessary for a fully-developed negative theology, that of the unknowability of the highest cause, is
not explicit in Plato's philosophy In spite of all his attempts to
examine the true nature of reality, in the end, Plato does not state
dogmatic doctrines. Neither may we.

CHAPTER TWO
AFTER PLATO: THE NEO-PYTHAGOREAN REVIVAL

When tracing the development of the idea of the divine transcendent One in Greek thought, especially when one is looking for
the One beyond being and beyond intellect, most studies tend to
make a rather large jump from Plato to Plotinus The great Ncoplatonist himself is so well knowu that often his predecessors are
forgotten; yet without them, the mighty edifice of Plotinian philosophy would not have existed, not at least, in the way we know
it The gap of five hundred years is too large both historically and
thematically to negotiate in the space of a few paragraphs. The
work of John Dillon and more recently, Stephen Gersh, has done
much to remedy the need for a good comprehensive survey in
English of what is now commonly called Middle Platonism, and
has contributed hugely towards scholarship in this field by providing a generous framework for research on particular themes. I
What we see during this period of almost five hundred years,
from Plato's death to the birth of Plotinus, is the spontaneous
appearance of diverse movements, many of them having as their
fountain head Plato, not simply 'Plato the man and his works', but
Plato, 'Verkiinder eines Wissens vom Gi:ittlichen' 2 The main
feature which characterizes the Middle Platonic period can be
described as the rediscovery of the Plato who offered a path to
theologia While Middle Platonism was itself 'poised eternally
1

J Dillon The Middle Platonists and S Ge1sh, Middle Platoni~m and Neopla-

ronism The Latm T1adition; see also H J Kramer, Der U1 sp1ung de1 Gei~tmeta
phy.sik.
2
H DOrrie, 'Der Platonismus in der Kultur und Geistesgeschichte der frlihen
Kais~rzeit',. in Platoniw Minora (Munich. 1976). pp 195-196; see also Diogenes
Laertms, Lzves of the Eminent Philosoplm s. III, 2 where we find a reference to
"
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Plato conceived of Apollo and born of the virgin Perictione, an example of one of
the many legends which reflect the special status of Plato
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between the two poles of Peripateticism and Stoicism', Plato can
be said to have remained its foundational inspiration.' It is also a
very complex period of philosophical development; at no other
time do we find the appearance of such diverse groups: the birth
of Christianity; the emergence of the early Christian apologists
(Justin and Irenaeus) and the development of the Christian allegorical school at Alexandria (Clement and Origen); the birth of
Gnosticism; the appearance of the Hermetic literature and the
Clw/dean Oracles; the revival of a more 'dogmatic' form of Platonism which was instigated by Antiochus of Ascalon; and last
but not least, the revival of Pythagoreanism All these developments came together in one huge melting pot, making it very difficult in some cases to trace any given idea to a single definite
somce. However, if we keep in mind the Platonic dialogues most
relevant to the theme of negative theology, then it is possible to
keep a fairly steady check on what was imported into Platonism
from other sources, and even on what was shamelessly misinterpreted, with respect to the development of negative theology.

The Academy (347-130 BC)
Because of the historical turn of events, tracing the development
of the theme of negative theology is relatively simpler than first
sight would suggest, for within the Academy itself, the main thrust
of its teaching moved away from 'Platonic' Platonism towards a
more Stoic kind of Platonism After the death of Speusippus, Stoicism, Epicmeanism and Scepticism became the mme dominant
forms of philosophical development within the Academy, and
Plato's theological and metaphysical writings became less important during the three hundred years following his death Ethical
problems became increasingly more predominant, especially in the
teachings of Polemo, Crates, and Crantor The chief concem of
Epicmus was the pwblem of how to live well and be happy
' J Dillon The Middle Platonim. p 140
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According to his teaching, the gods were simply not concemed
with the world and human affairs (unlike the Platonic gods); while
they are makarioi and aphthm toi, they are not transcendent in the
Platonic sense; they simply live in another sphere, are concemed
with their own affairs, their own pleasure and happiness 4 However, the speculations of Epicurus have little or no direct bearing
on the theme of negative theology, for his concern in asserting the
complete separation of the world of the gods and the world of
mortal nature was due largely to his reaction against the Stoic doctrine of divine providence The introduction of Scepticism into the
Academy was rooted out, at least partially, by Antiochus of
Ascalon (b. c . 130 BC) in the famous dispute with his teacher and
head of the Academy, Philo of Larissa (fl. 110 BC) Therefore, the
period of Platonic development from Xenocrates right down to
Antiochus of Ascalon, has little to offer to the development of the
idea of the divine transcendent One, apmt from the contribution of
Speusippus. The chief concern of the Academy, with human
knowledge and ethical problems, reflects a plimarily antluopocentric world view. It was only after Antiochus that the Academy
began to take a new direction, in that it looked back to Plato's
more theological themes . In doing so, it came to adopt a more
theocentric world view, and this can be said to characterize the
centuries that follow, for theologia again became the main preoccupation of the philosopher
Although Antioch us officially 'abandoned' the Scepticism of
Philo of Larissa, on the whole, he remained faithful to his Stoic
inheritance: 5 he continued to promote the Stoic ideal of life lived

4

See Diogenes Laertius. X, 139 and Letto to Menoeceu\. 123-124
R. Mmtley, in his portrayal of Greek thought as a movement from lof?OJ to 1·ige,
sees Scepticism as an important link between Aristotle and the ideas of lateJ antiquity. He argues that Scepticism was, at least in part, responsible for the breakdown
of logo\ and reliance on discursive thought and he notes that silence in late classical philosophy is a 1esponse to the sceptic's suspension of judgement see F10m
Wmd to Si!enu:!. pp 149-153 and 160-161; see also A. H Armstrong s remmks
on the relationship of Scepticism and negative theology in 'On Not Knowing Too
Much About God', Hellenic and Clm\tian Studies, Variorum Reprints II n XV,
p 133 and p 140ft
5
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in accordance with nature, and many aspects of his philosophy
reflected the ethical colouring of Stoicism Antiochus saw no real
difference between Plato and Aristotle, and he can therefore be
regarded as the founder of a tradition which carne to be well established in Platonism by the second century. This kind of outlook,
which believed that Platonism could be enhanced by ceJtain Aristotelian ideas, is exemplified by Alcinous in the second century
AD. The nee-Pythagorean revival, therefore, is the first important
development witlrin the Platonic tradition which has any direct
bearing on the development of negative theology. It is generally
agreed that this revival was instigated primarily by Eudorus of
Alexandria, and it indicates a movement towards a fast-growing
religious consciousness within Platonism However, it is generally
agreed that the nee-Pythagorean interpretation of Platonic ideas is
said to have had its origin in the teaching of the Old Academy,
especially that of Speusippus, therefore, it is to the latter that we
must first tum

tures such as the concept of participation (methexis), instead of fue
usual Pythagorean term, imitation (mimesis) It must be noted at
this point that the agrapha dogmata controversy arose precisely
because of the discrepancy between Plato as he presents himself in
the dialogues, and Plato as he is represented by Aristotle; although
it is somewhat difficult to see how Aristotle, having been in the
Academy for some twenty years, could have gone wholly astray
H. Cherniss denies the truth of Aristotle's account, since to accept
it would be akin to judging the ideas of a teacher through the notes
of a student! 7
In brief, the system of Plato according to Aristotle is as follows8 The One and the Indefinite Dyad are opposed first principles. Ihe activity of the One imposes a correct measure upon the
dyad, which is limitless unless order is imposed on it By acting
thus on the dyad, the One generates the forms or numbers which
are the causes of things. The first fom numbers making up the
decad (the Ietracty1) can be used to explain the basic dimensions
of being, and in De anima, Aristotle himself outlines the fournumber theory in its geometric aspect, with reference to the soul
and knowledge 9 This can be set out as follows:

The Old Academy and the Pythagorization of Plato

I begin this discussion with some remarks on Plato's 'Lecture
on the Good', Pythagorean number theory, and Aristotle's account
of Plato's unwritten doctrines
Ever since Schleierrnacher's pioneering attempt to distinguish
Plato from the Platonic school, the discussion of the merits of the
case he made has continued It does not lie within the scope of this
chapter to give more than the broad outline of this debate, which
can be stated simply as 'dialogues versus oral teaching' Whether
Plato himself in his later years actually did teach Pythagoreanism
in the form that we are led to believe, is a question that cannot easily be answered. According to Aristotle's account, 6 Plato followed
the Pythagoreans, although he introduced some distinguishing lea-
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This illustration will be important in the discussion of Alcinous's
method of aphairesis
According to another account, that of Diogenes Laertius, Plato
set out two universal principles, not monad and dyad, but God and
matter: God is the mind and cause who created the universe in his

own likeness. 10 This supreme creator is to agathon Ihe familiar
identification of God with the Good, familiar at least to the later
Middle Platonists, portrays an understanding of God, not in terms
7

See The Riddle of the Emly Awdem}, p. 31ff
" Met. Bk Z, 1028b, Bk M 1085a and Bk N, !090b

(, Metaph)\iu, Bk A. 987a-988a; see also J A. Philip, 'Aristotle's Sources for
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Pythagorean Doctrine·, Phoenix. 17 (1963). pp 251-265
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of the Pythagorean monad, but as the demiurge or creator The
identification of to hen with to agathon surprisingly does not
occur until very late in the Middle Platonic period (perhaps with
the exception of Plutarch), and is a characteristic of the Enneads
rather than Middle Platonism
Plato's famous 'Lecture on the Good', which provoked both
ridicule and outrage, is also an important source for the development of our theme. According to Aristoxenus, the statement, On
ayu86v EGHV EV, was not well received by those present,
although it seems to have been adopted by Aristotle himself in a
slightly modified form 11 This statement is, of course, preserved as
the epitome of the lecture, and its particular context has been lost
to us. As it stands, it suggests that the good, which in the Republic is 'beyond being', is the first principle of all things conceived
in terms of the unity of the Pythagorean monad. Realistically, the
One of the lecture cannot, without distortion, be identified with the
One desCiibed in the First Hypothesis of the Parmenides; although
it does indeed develop in this direction, that does not become fully
explicit until Plotinus

along Pythagorean lines; Aristotle classes him among the Pythagoreans, though admittedly he does note the differences between
Speusippus and the Pythagoreans 11
Most of the smviving fragments of Speusippus are to be found
in A1istotle, preserved chiefly in the Metaphysics His teaching
can be outlined briefly as follows The One, as supreme cause, is
separate both from the Good and from Beauty, for these are not
themselves causes, but effects of the evolutionary process, that is,
they belong to created natme. 14 This is borne out in a fragment
prese1ved by Aetius: 'Speusippus [claimed] that nous is not the
same as either the One or the Good, but is of similm nature' 15
Here Speusippus would appear to distinguish the One both from
Intellect and from the Good; while he admits that the God who
governs the universe can be conceived in terms of nou~, this cannot be said of the One 16 This is a startling development which
would seem at first glance to diverge from what may have been
implicit in the dialogues of Plato and what was explicit in the
'Lecture on the Good'. According to the theory of Speusippus,
that which is the cause of any given quality in other things cannot
itself possess that quality in the same way 17 If the One in its simplicity is the cause of both goodness and being in other things, it
cannot itself be termed good or existent, in the sense that the One
cannot be said to have being in the same sense as created beings
The One cannot be called good, because good stands at the end
of the process of evolution as its perfection and telos. 18 According
to Aristotle's view, Speusippus did not believe that goodness was
present in the first principle, relying on the theory that actuality

Speusippus and Xenocr ates
Although more than three hundred years separate Speusippus,
the successor and nephew of Plato from Eudorus of Alexandria,
the instigator of the nee-Pythagorean revival, the teaching of the
forme! has much in common with the teaching of Eudorus on the
One We know ve1y little about the nephew of Plato who became
head of the Academy in 347 BC According to Diogenes Laellius,
Speusippus adhered faithfully to Plato's teachings, leaving behind
mme than thirty works before his untimely death in 339 12 It is
generally believed that Speusippus developed Plato's thought

11

El Hm m II, 30-11; see also Alexander of Aphrodisias 's account in Simplicius, In phys 454. 24; see Met Bk N, 109lb
12
IV, 1-S

13

41

Met. Bk M. 1080bff and Bk. A, 1072b
L Taran argues that according to Aristotle Speusippus posited the 'one' as
principle of mathematical number only, not as a generative principle; see Speusippu~ of Athem. pp 32-47; all references to the fragments of Speusippus refer to
Tanin s edition.
15
Fr. 58, p 155; Stobaeus. Ed I. 1 (2, 29). see Diels Do.wgraphi G1 aeci p
14

303,20
16
Fr 28. 13-14, p 140
17
Fr 42a, pp. 148-9; perhaps Speusippus derived this idea from Rep 509B
18
Fr 42a. p 148; Met Bk A 1072bff
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has priority over potentiality, that is, developed plants are superior
to seeds. Aristotle himself criticises this notion and maintains that
from seeds (causes) come developed plants; this idea is strongly
defended in the Enneads of Plotinus, where he argues that the seed
is superim to the fully grown plant 19 A H Armstrong has noted
that for Speusippus to place the idea of the Good further down the
hierarchical scale makes a 'curious break in the Platonic tradition',20 because after Speusippus, the Good of the Republic stands
at the beginning of the cosmic process, not simply at its end . Howevet, it is difficult to maintain that Speusippus regards the Good as
a principle in evety way inferior to the One and from the brief
fragments we possess, an argument could be constructed to suggest that the One is opposite to the Good. Just as the One is the
m!he of the cosmic process, the Good can be regarded as its tel as
Some scholars would claim that this One of Speusippus, because it
is not the Good, has no moral or religious significance, being simply an ontological principle. L Dillon, for example, has suggested
that Speusippus may have read Plato's Good in a primarily ethical
context, as the object of all striving 21 This could well be the case,
for if Speusippus reasoned that goodness is a quality caused by
something else, belonging as it does within the ethical sphere, its
ontological significance as cause would be severely diminished I
have already demonstrated that Plato did understand the Good pri-marily in an ethical sense, for there is only one passage in the
Republic (509B) where the Good assumes an ontological aspect
However, this passage from the Republic is singular in its presentation of the Good both as the cause of being and as beyond being;
therefore, we cannot claim that Speusippus is totally inaccurate in
his reading of Plato He is, however, at variance with what we
understand to be the meaning of the statement refened to from the
'Lecture on the Good' According to L Tarin, the fact that
Speusippus did not 'hypostatize' universal concepts (numbers and

19

Enn V 3, 8. III 2. 2 III 7 II and V 9. 6
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magnitudes exist separately as objects of thought), he could not
have ascribed goodness or beauty to them in any way. 22
That Speusippus denies any ontological status to the Good does
not mean that he is simply wrong in his interpretation The fact
that the One and the Good were understood so early in Platonic
development to be two separate principles is not so very different
from the later Middle Platonists, who portrayed the supreme
divine being, both in terms of arc he and telos, although these are
to be understood simply as different aspects of the divine nature
One interesting point of connection between Speusippus and the
Neoplatonists, is that the former's hierarchy of reality is quite similar. According to Aristotle, it consists of One, number and soul, a
dim reflection of One, nous and soul in the Enneads23
According toP Merlan, one particular fragment in Iamblichus's
I1spl tfi<; Kotvfi<; JlU9YJJ1UtiKfj<; ibncrtt']Jll]<;, chapter IV, may be
regarded as a source for Speusippus independently of Aristotle_24
In direct opposition to Aristotle's account, Iamblichus says that
the One is non-being, in the sense that it is above being; similarly,
the One can be regarded as not-beauty and not-good The notion
of the Speusippean One as presented by Iamblichus, bears a
striking resemblance to the later Neoplatonic notion of the One
Here that I think some caution may well be required, for it is
entirely possible that Iamblichus understood the One of Speusippus with Plotinian hindsight According to Merlan, in the
Iamblichan account, what Speusippus meant was that the One is
removed from being, good, and beauty, precisely because it is the
cause of these, not because it is somehow less than them This is,
22

Speusippus of Athens, pp 41-42
Fr 29a, 15-27; Met Bk. Z, 1028b
24
From Platonism to NeoplatonimJ, ch V; while a number of scholars follow
Merlan· s identification, some strenuously reject it. L Tanio has reviewed scholarly opinion and concludes that the Iamblichan text cannot be used as a source for
the reconstruction of Speusippus's thought, see op cit. p 86ff R. Mortley, on the
other hand. links the One of Speusippus with the One of the Pmmenide~, and
makes a tentative suggestion that Speusippus is the father of negative theology
because he placed the One outside of the range of discourse. see From Wmd to
)ilence I p 34
23
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of course a Plotinian idea, but it also appears iu Celsus and in the
Corpus Hermeticum, where God is denied the appellation nous,
precisely because he is the cause of nous 25 In this sense, when
Speusippus denies the equivalence of One and nous, he may be
regarded as a direct precursor of Plotinus, that is, if Iamblichus has
read him correctly.
What we may interpret from the fragments of Speusippus is that
while the One cannot be said to be hyperousion, not at least without some word of caution, at the same time it carmot be called
either being or good It would be reading too much into these isolated fragments to suggest that the One here is to be regarded iu
terms of the negative theology of later Neoplatonism However,
the possibility carmot be excluded totally and the temptation is
certainly a strong one; perhaps it may be indulged in just a little,
asP Merlan does 26 Tentatively, he compares Speusippus's notion
of the non-being of the One with Schelling's idea that God is neither good nor evil He suggests that a further step from asserting
the 'One above being', which is at the same time, not good, could
be that the principle of multitude (the Dyad) is not evil, and is,
therefore above non-being While this step would link Speusippus
directly to the Pseudo-Dionysius, Eriugena, and Meister Eckhart,
among others, it remains an academic indulgence and must be recognized as such
Although we should not lend uncritical acceptance to Aristotle's
testimony, his criticism does indeed put a question mark over the
supremacy of the Speusippean One. If beauty and goodness are to
be regarded in an authentically Platonic light, then they are signs
of the perfection and completion of being. The fact that the One,
as Aristotle objects, is inferior and incomplete because it cannot be
said to possess these qualities may well be a serious consideration
to bear in mind 27 On the other hand, we must remember that Diogenes noted that Speusippus was a faithful interpreter of Plato; for
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this reason, and also since we possess no first hand testimony from
Speusippus himself, we must keep an open mind on the question
One thiug is certain, though: after Speusippus the One seems to
have gone 'underground'; the whole period of Platonic development up to the time of Eudorus appears to have been concerned
with other matters. While we cannot claim that Speusippus iustigated a Pythagorean interpretation of the One iu terms of the First
Hypothesis of the Parmenides, his insistence on the idea that the
One, simply as one, cannot be termed either being or good, has
stronger resonances with many later thinkers, such as Plotinus,
than with any of his own more immediate successors His reasoning may have been different from that of Plotiuus, but his conception of the One, which cannot be regarded as possessing any
attribute, was developed by many, and Plotinus is certainly its
greatest exponent in Hellenistic times
Although Xenoctates (396-314 BC), the immediate successor of
Speusippus, has little to contribute to the development of the idea
of the transcendent One, I mention his main ideas here because he
stands at the beginning of a long tradition, which, with very few
intenuptions, lasted right down to the time of Plotinus. Although
Diogenes Laertius gives a long list of the works of Xenocrates, he
tells us nothing of his philosophy during the twenty-five years he
was head of the Academy 28 According to Aristotle, the basic
metaphysical division of Xenocrates is similar to that of Speusippus: the monad and the dyad are gods, and from these two principies proceed numbers/ideas, soul, and physical bodies. 29 The
theology of Xenocrates has a slightly different perspective tiom
that of Plato, for 'the first god', the monad, is identified with
Zeus, the Father who rules the heavenly kingdom, and it is he who
is called nous. The dyad, on the other hand, represents the female
figure, the mother of the gods, ruler of the sub-heavenly kingdom,
and the soul of all things 30 The identification of the supreme God
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II, 12-14; see also Oligen Contw Cel5Um VII, 45
Op Lit p. 117.
n Fr 38; Met Bk N. 1092a
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with nou< is one which lasted right through the Middle Platonic
period, and may well have received its initial impetus from
Xenocrates, who was perhaps influenced by Aristotle's self-contemplating divine Mind 31 The demonology of Xenocrates is based
on the deities of the Olympian pantheon, and the gods are used in an almost pre-Stoic manner - to name the various divine elements in the material universe. Indeed as Aetius noted, many of
Xenocrates's ideas were passed to the Stoics. 32 In Xenocrates, the
supreme God is not a 'one' in the Speusippean sense, nor is this
God transcendent: he is understood simply as existing within the
heavenly region and in this way passed over into Stoic theology as
the power immanent wHhin the universe Xenocrates, therefore,
had much to offer the Stoics and indeed the Platonists, and it is to
the former that we must attribute the change of direction within
the Academy towards a more Stoic kind of Platonism

school The characteristic themes of the revival of Pythagoreanism
can be outlined as follows. It was a monistic system involving the
belief in a transcendent God, a God above being; it was totally different from, and indeed very likely, a reaction against Stoic
monism However, most neo-Pythagoreans would not have gone
so far as Speusippus in positing the absolute bare unity of the One,
and for them the conclusion of the 'Lecture on the Good' represented an important idea. The goal of human nature was understood, in true Platonic fashion, to attain likeness to God; this in
itself was sufficient to uphold the supremacy of the Platonic ideal
over against that of the Stoics. 33
The metaphysical system of the Pythagorean revival was deceptively simple . In most cases it involved the two principles, Monad
and Dyad (although some variants simply had a One 34). According
to the oldest authority for neo-Pythagorean ideas, Alexander Polyhistor (who taught in Rome around 70 BC), the anhii, the principle
of all things, was the monad; 35 from it the indefinite dyad amse,
and together they were the cause of all reality. The monad, therefore, has ontological superiority over the dyad, and appears to func-

The Neo-Pythagorean Revival
I turn now to an examination of the revival of Pythagoreanism

tion twice as cause in Alexander's account: first as prime cause and

in the first century BC, for it is here that we find the One once
more, superi• ' to the nou< which had functioned within the Academy as supreme God for almost three centuries; indeed it was to
continue to do so, after Moderatus and up to Plotinus. The exact
delineation of the shape taken by the neo-Pythagorean revival is
quite a complex affair, despite the many difficulties which have
been resolved by modern scholars.
The main thrust of the Pythagorean revival was the claim that
Plato himself was dependent on Pythagoras; it was this Platonization of Pythagoras which resulted in the rich stream of ideas which
can be said to have culminated in the speculations of Numenius of
Apamea, reputedly the greatest thinker of the neo-Pythagorean

then jointly with the dyad In an account given of Brotinus, the One
is identified with the Good: '16 aya86v a\no 10 8v sent', and is
superior to nous. 36 Syrianus later attributes theories of this kind to
'Brotinus', 'Archaenetus', and 'Philolaus', and says that Brotinus,
who taught similar doctrines to those of Archytas (of the Old
Pythagorean school), thought that there existed a third principle
above both the monad and the dyad, one which was superior to
nou< in both power and superiority 37 This explicit identification of
the One superior to nou< wit!Ythe good of the Republic shows how
the early neo-Pythagoreans received their initial inspiration for the
elevation of the One, as supreme God, above being It was the tran-

'
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Although it is not explicit here presumably the divine mind thinks the ideas, a

notion that had become well established by the time of Xenocrates; see A M
Rich 'The Platonic Ideas as the Thoughts of God'
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H Diels, op cit p 304, 30
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See Diogenes, VIII, 24-25
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scendence attributed to the neo-Pythagorean One which had
extremely important consequences for the development of the Plotinian One Yet, while the One of Plotinus is the supreme transcendent reality in a complex metaphysical system, the Pythagorean
One, at this relatively early stage of its development, still retains a
certain 'mathematical' character which Plotinus later criticizes 38

Eudorus and Moderatus
In the account given of Eudorus (fl c 25 BC), we find an interesting development of Platonic ideas in the light of the influence
of Pythagmeanism His philosophy (like that of the Stoics) is
divided into three main areas of consideration: ethics, physics, and
logic The main account of the metaphysical teaching of Eudorus
is preserved by Simplicius 39 The One is the first principle of all
things, the arche: it is the God above everything, the One, from
whom comes both the monad (form) and the dyad (matter)
Eudorus himself says that this is Pythagorean teaching, although
the Pythagoreans themselves did not posit a third supreme ptinciple; nm does the account given of the school by Alexander Polyhistor. According to J. Rist, Eudmus, in positing a One above the
monad, must have misunderstood his Pythagorean source, hut l
Whittaker disagrees, on the ground that this kind of speculation
could be brought into line with the first three hypotheses of the
Parmenides 40 It is difficult to say with any certainty which is the
conect interpretation, but it is mme than probable that Eudorus
misunderstood his source Unless we can find this kind of idea in
an earlier source, the discussion is bound to remain inconclusive.
It is not unlikely that someone before Eudorus did in fact differentiate between the One and monad, but since we have no evidence
of that, this too must remain an open question On the other hand,
Eudorus may well have been attempting to give his own inter pre38
39

40

Enn VI 9. 5.
In phV5 A 5, H Diels, p 181, 10-30.
'The Neoplatonic One' p 391 and 'ETIEKEINA p. 98
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tation of metaphysical reality with 'Archytas' the Old Pythagorean
41
as his source. Thus it requires only a little modification for Moderatus of Gades to present his own unique system, exemplifying an
analogous feature, one which may have been a strong influence on
Plotinus almost two hundred years later
Moderatus can be dated simply to the second half of the first cen-·
tury AD, and his works include eleven books of ITu8ayoptKat rrxo'
n He too was concerned to present Plato as a Pythagorean, and
•
AU!.
he attempted to show how Pythagorean number theory was adapted
by Plato in order to explicate his own metaphysical doctrines. In one
particular passage, Simplicius (by whom Moderatus's teaching is
preserved), refers to the account given by Porphyry in the IJepi
43
UA~<; Here, Moderatus argues that the interpretation of the stmcture of reality he gives goes back to Plato and the Pythagoreans,
with the result that the Parmenides can now be read according to
Pythagorean principles According to Moderatus, there are three
'Ones', not simply the two of Eudorus: the One above being, the
One at the level of the ideas, and the One at the level of soul
Although the first three hypotheses of the Parmenides are indeed the
likely source for this elaboration, J Rist has also noted the similarity with Plato's Second Letter 44 He concludes that Moderatus was
the first to have interpreted the Parmenides along Pythagorean lines,
thus giving a substantial foreshadowing of the Neoplatonic sttucture
of reality, although E. R Dodds sees the two Ones of Eudorus as the
immediate influence on Moderatus 45 However, although we do not
possess any evidence for a Pythagorean interpretation of the
Par menides before Moderatus, he himself says it has authority,
although he does not name his source. We must also note that the
metaphysical interpretation of the Parmemdes was not taken up by
the other Middle Platonists, who agreed generally in regarding the
41

Stobaeus Ed I, 41; see Ihesleff, pp 19-20.
See C T. De Vogel, G1eek Philosophy. vol 3, p .348 (1285)
1
' /hid. p 350 (1285b)
4
~ EjJ II, 321D-313A; interestingly. J Rist suggests that this letter may have been
a nco-Pythagorean fmgery; sec 'Neopythagoreanism and Plato's Second Lette1 '
45
'The Pmmenide~ of Plato' p. 140
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Parmenides as an exercise in logic In Plotinus, however, the dependence upon the Par menides is explicit, and it is quite likely that the

great Neoplatonist had Moderatus in mind when fmmulating the
various grades of reality. However, a word of caution seems opportune at this point, for such a triadic development, with its obvious
implications for Plotinus, could well be an anacluonistic reading of
Moderatus by Porphyry Some modem scholars argue that the genuine voice of Moderatus is to be heard here, although I can see no
conclusive argument against Porphyry having put the words into the
mouth of Moderatus. The possibility remains, nevertheless, that
Moderatus may have been the first to suggest the ontological interpretation of the Parmenides, although I am inclined to suspect that
the report given by Porphyry may have been drawn too close to a
Plotinian interpretation It is not unlikely that Porphyry was seeking
a basis lor his own theories in the Greek tradition before him,
thereby adding the weight of tradition to the philosophical developments of his time
While I am certain that both Eudorus and Moderatus contributed greatly to the Neoplatonic conception of reality and the
hierarchical grades of being, their ideas remain undeveloped,
although this may well be due to the fact that we possess only
fragments of their writings. After Moderatus, the One conceived
as above being seems to disappear with very few exceptions, and
up to Plotinus it was for all intents and purposes ignored What the
nee-Pythagorean revival achieved was, above all, the final
detluouement of the two principles of Stoicism, for God as the
good, was understood by the neo-Pythagoreans and the Platonic
philosophers after them, as a transcendent principle not associated
with created being, as the negative terms employed by Alcinous,
Celsus, Apuleius, aud others amply demonstrate The shackles of
Scepticism were finally tluown off, and the Academy turned its
attention to more theological enquiries. Although it was indeed the
neo-Pythagoreans who came closest to the Neoplatonic idea of the
One, their influence can be felt throughout the first and second
centuries in the more 'orthodox' school of Platonic thought

CHAPTER THREE

MIDDLE PLATONISM AND THE
CORPUS HERMETICUM

In seeking for the roots of the Plotinian idea of the One in the
Platonism of the first and second centuries, we must look fm a
supreme principle beyond both ousia and nous. As we shall see, in
general, the Middle Platonists were quite confused regarding the
status of ousia and nous; with very few exceptions, God is understood on the level of ousia as the supreme nous (the second
hypostasis in the Plotinian triad). The identification of the supreme
reality, to on, with nous and theos is the most important general
characteristic of second-century Platonism Only rarely do we find
theos referred to as to hen, and even then it is not regarded as
hyperousios. The Platonic notion of the forms as true being, would
have made it almost unthinkable for a Platonist before Plotinus to
have posited a reality above being, for then it would have been
beyond the reach of intellect. The identification of theos with nous
has a dual source. On the one hand it bears traces of the Stoic doctrine of the divine all-pervading logos, and on the other, it contains
elements of Aristotle's nous, as self-contemplating thought: Aristotle's conception of the Unmoved Mover became fOrmative in
this respect, especially in relation to Alcinous's conception of
God The use of many Aristotelian doctrines in the second centm y
of the Middle Platonic period is indicative, not so much of
attempts to reconcile the two and thereby patch up the old quarrel
between the Academy and the Lyceum, but reflects a reading of
Aristotle as a true Platonist and revered member of the Academy
Of course the primacy of Plato is always affirmed and, with the
exception of a few scholars like Atticus, who were opposed to
Aristotle, generally a healthy respect for the latter is maintained
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In this period ot tremendous theological development, then,
Plato assumes supremacy (rivalled only by Pythagoras and even
then not in most quarters), and certain Platonic doctrines became
more and more the basis of a way of life. Yet it must be remembered that although Plato is regarded as 'the Philosopher', the
Middle Platonists were eclectic, and their systems, whether philosophical or theological, tended very much towards a syncretism
which was by no means always deliberate
Before moving on to a discussion of some second-century
thinkers, I would like to mention the question of 'orientalism'
which has arisen regarding various doctrines of the Neoplatonists
E Norden's thesis, which reflected the ideas of the earliest historians of Neoplatonism, was that Neoplatonic thought had appropriated some radically oriental ideas 1 In Norden's view, this oriental influence is exemplified by the idea of an unknowable God,
a notion which he did not think to be familiar to pure Greek
thought This thesis would appear to have withstood the assaults
of both A- J Festugiere and J. Whittaker, for H -Ch Puech and E
R Dodds would still have gone some way towards defending the
idea that there were oriental themes present in the development of
Hellenistic thought Festugiere and Whittaker, on the other hand,
have argued that the diverse theological developments of the first
two centuries AD, do not depend on Egyptian or other oriental
sources With reference to the theme I am tracing, the argument
for an oriental influence rests largely on the Middle Platonic conception of the supreme divine being. It will become clear as this
discussion progresses that the majority of the Platonists of the
second century AD did not regard the supreme God as unknowable, but simply difficult to know; in this respect they were faithful to the original Platonic text from Iimaeus 28C; although
admittedly in Celsus and in Numenius, both of them professed
Platonists, we do indeed come across references to God as
unknowable (according to Numenius it is the demiurge who is
knowable), although in the case of Numenius especially, it is
1

SceAgnostm Thc05. p 97ft
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impossible to exclude some Gnostic element or an influence of
Hellenistic Judaism
It was largely the theological development of this text from
the Iimaeus in conjunction with renewed metaphysical speculation which gave rise to the idea of an almost unknowable divinity in Greek thought before Plotinus; in this sense it is not such
a great step to the unknowable One of the Enneads Cicero, for
example, in his paraphrase of the text in question, omitted the
phrase 'to all men', thus removing the deity to even more
remote, ineffable and unproclaimable heights. 2 My aim, therefore, in this chapter and in the next chapter, will be to show how
the distance between Plato and Plotinus can be bridged by developments within the Greek tradition itself; that includes all that
the Platonists took from Aristotle, the Stoics, and the Pythagoreans. Throughout this discussion we will also have occasion to
observe the development of various metaphysical and theological triads which dimly prefigure the Plotinian triad of hen, nous,
and psyche 3 In the Middle Platonic period these triads were
based for the most part on the most common one of all: theos,
nou1, and hylii, although admittedly we see some variations on
this as each individual author develops his own schema of theological reality.
The great Neoplatonic theme of proodos and epistrophii is not
present in Middle Platonic thought, not at least, in cosmic terms
God, understood as telos, is an important part of theological speculation, but it is not until the time of Plotinus that telos, understood in terms of the Platonic homoiosi1 thea, is floated free from
its ethical and psychological bindings to assume a truly cosmic
dimension of meaning. The different 'ways' recommended by the
Middle Platonists in order to attain to what they variously called
2
De natwa demum. I: see also J Whittaker 'Plutarch. Platonism and Christianity' p 51
' A good account of the development of the Neoplatonic tiiad can be found in H
DOnie, 'Zum Ursprung der Neuplatonischen Hyposlasenlehre', in Platonica
Minma, pp. 286-296; see also S Gersh Middle Platoni51n and Neoplatonism The
I attn Tradition vol I
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thea~,

Plutarch and Apuleius

nou5, agathon, or to on, must also be discussed These ways

are envisaged primarily as taking effect tluough nous, since the
supreme God as nous, cannot be totally inaccessible to the human
intellect By the time of Alcinous, we shall see these ways become
systematized as the way of abstraction, the way of analogy and the
way of synthesis
However, although I am concerned here with tracing the development of the idea of the One before it appears in Plotinus, I wish
to reaf!iim the genius of Plotinus. In seeking the sources of his
One, we do not reduce him to a sort of superior plagiarist, albeit
one of immense native genius; on the contrary, we strengthen the
thesis that Plotinian teaching, especially regarding the One and the
related negative theology, is based on Greek rather than on oriental sources. In the attempt to dissociate the period of Middle Platonic development from supposed oriental influences, one runs the
risk of distorting pre-Plotinian philosophy by reading too much
into the all too few fragments we possess Not everything which
appears in Plotinus was already there before him, not even in
embryonic fOrm; we must allow his miginality its due creative
space
I begin this discussion of second-century philosophical thought
with a synoptic examination of some of the relevant texts in
four figures of the second century: Plutmch, Apuleius, Maximus
of Tyre and Celsus While their individual philosophies do not
contribute greatly to the development of the idea of a transcendent One, together they help to build up a picture of a more
religious type of philosophy, which itself points towards the
positing of a One, a spiritual absolute which differs from that of
which it is the ground 4 I continue with a brief look at some texts
from the Corpus Hermeticum and conclude with a more detailed
discussion of themes relevant to transcendence and negative
theology in Alcinous, Basilides and Numenius in chapter four
below
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Plutmch (AD 45-125) is not generally regarded as a fully
'orthodox' Platonist, and certainly not as an original thinker, being
perhaps better known for his work on comparative religion; yet he
is important in that he represents a small part of the foundation
upon which the One of Neoplatonism was to be built l. Dillon's
book gives an excellent summary of his achievement, which is not
necessary to repeat here 5 Like Eudorus and Moderatus, Plutarch
relied on the Pythagorean principles of monad and dyad as the
basis for his account of reality, although he did not posit a principle above these as Eudorus had done It is the use of these familiar Pythagorean principles, together with a strong reliance on a
theologically-interpreted Plato, which provides the link between
the Stoicism of the Middle Academy and the second-century Platonists Wbile much of Plutarch's writing is not important for the
purposes of my theme, there are a few points which deserve mention
The first of these concerns Iimaeus 28C In his llAoTOlVtKa
i;1111l!"010, Plutmch asks why Plato had described God as both
pater and poietes 6 His bent towards Stoicism prompted him to
suggest that this was because Plato was referring to one supreme
God having two different functions (we will later see how Numenius interprets this passage from the Iimaeus as the basis for his
theory of two different gods) According to Plutarch, God may be
called 'Maker' because he has created the universe, and in this
capacity he is transcendent He is given the name 'Father',
because he has endowed the soul with rational life J Whittaker
regards Plutarch's interpretation of this text as an attempt to reconcile the 'pantheism' of Stoicism with the transcendence ot Platonism, and while Whittaker hesitates to confer upon Plutarch the
title of originator in relation to this idea, he believes that it is
"I he Middle Platon/5!5. pp. 184--230
6
lOOOE-IOOlC; for a detailed analysis of this text see J Whittaker Plutarch
Platonism and Christianity' in Studie5 in Platonism and Pat1 isliL Thought. pp 51-

4

See A H Armstrong, I he AI chitectwe of the lnttlligible Unhu \·e. p 5
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unlikely to have appeared before him In any case, if it did it is no
longer extant, so that Plutarch may take the credit, until otherwise
proven.
In DeE apud Delphos (which provides an account of the speech
of Ammonius on the meaning of the letter 'E' at the Temple of
Apollo), God is described as the only true One: ' but being must
be one, just as one is being'. 7 Here we have an identification of
God with both to hen and to on, an idea which had already
appeared in Philo of Alexandria and which again appears in
Numenius. This One, says Plutarch, is the same principle which
the Pythagoreans had called Apollo (a-pol/a), because the simplic·ity of the name implies the denial of plurality 8 (This etymology
also occurs in Philo, Clement, Numenius, Plotinus and Porphyry 9 )
In Plutarch, the identification of God with to on and to hen,
implies that Platonic reality (i . e., that which truly is), is equated
with the Delphic deity, 10 and throughout this text, the deity is
referred to in both masculine and neuter forms (as both personal
God and impersonal principle)
Also in DeE apud Delphos, Plutarch equates this highest principle with to agathon and while this is not original (it derives
from the 'Lecture on the Good'), it is significant because it
appears again only in Alcinous and Numenius. 11 DeE, therefore,
reflects a very Platonic interpretation of Pythagorean teaching,
and it remains on the whole faithful to both Pythagmas and to
Plato. There is, however, one point of interest which does not
derive from either Platonic 01 Pythagorean teachings. Plutarch has
Ammonius say that apart from the supreme God there is another
God (or demon), who is concerned with the sublunary region 12

This theme is present in Philo and the Gnostics, and indeed
in some measure in Numenius. Leaving aside fOr the moment
its possible Persian origins, in Plutarch's thought it may be
regarded as a device to further emphasize the transcendent aspect
of the nature of the supreme God, and it may also have been
intended to keep the supreme God apart from the evil in the
wo!ld Be that as it may, it is not a very developed idea in
Plutarch, and does not form an important part of his theological
metaphysics. 13 I mention this text because its development in
Numenius (from Timaeus 28C) leads to a further refinement
in Platonism, one which will be addressed in the chapter on
Plotinus below
Although Plutarch posits a transcendent God, his metaphysical
theory is neither detailed or convincing, and his role as a Hellenistic ecumenist is undoubtedly more notable than his role as a
philosopher or theologian The Pythagorean revival which began
in the first century BC, is certainly an influence present in
Plutarch's thought, but beside the greatest Middle Platonic
Pythagorean, Numenius, Plutarch's transcendent theology of the
one God pales into insignificance. 1·1 Nonetheless, Plutarch's midway position between Stoicism and Pythagorean Platonism, represents a significant step towards the development of a divine transcendent One
Apuleius (b. c AD 123), represents, like Alcinous, a typical
Middle Platonic synthesis of Platonic, Aristotelian, and Stoic
ideas; he represents Pythagoreanism only to a much lesser
extent He is perhaps most famous for his literary work, The
Golden Ass (Metamorphoses), but his philosophical works
include, De deo Socratis, De mundo (a translation of the pseudoAristotelian work of that name) and De Platone et eius dogmate
Apuleius was an initiate of the Mysteries of Isis, and he presents
a more theological interpretation of Plato than does Alcinous I
mention briefly three interesting passages in the writings of

7

DeE 393B; see J Whittaker, 'Amonius on The Delphic E', in Studies in Pla·tonism, p. 185

8
De E. 388F and 393B-C: see also Dt hide 38JF and 453ff; R Mortley has
remarked that Apollo can be regarded as the patron saint of the da ntgativa
because of the morphology of his name; see From Wmd to Si/wu I. p 156
9 For the list of references see J Whittaker's article on the 'Delphic E'
10 .J Whittake1. 'Plutarch. Platonism and Christianity', p 54
11
See 372E
12 For fm1her comment see J Dillon. op cit p 191

13
14

See 392E-394C
See E R. Dodds, 'The Parmenides of Plato' p 142
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Apuleius which illustrate his particular development of theological Platonism. 15
In Book I of De ?/atone, God is described as incmporeus, unus,
apeJimetJo-s; he is Father and creator of all: genitor re1wnque
omnium exstructor, and he is the most perfect because he is beatus,
beatificus, optimus, nihil indigens, and ipse confer ens cuncta 16
This lavish list of positive assertions points to the supreme transcendent God, as he is in himself, while the negatives which follow
can be understood to refer to the human understanding of him. He
who is called heavenly, is indictus, innominabilis, amatos and
adamastos It is, says Apuleius, very difficult to discover anything
about God; and even if he is discovered, it is impossible to tell of
this knowledge to everyone: 'cujus uaturam invenire difficile est;
si inventa sit, in multos earn enuntiari non posse' 17 This paraphrase
of Timaeu1 28C shows how far this Platonic text had become traditional school doctrine by the second century
In a passage from the De deo Socratis (a treatise on demonology),
Apuleius follows the format of De Platone, and describes God as
ruler and author of all things: 'quorum parentem, qui omnium
rerum dominator atque auctor est' 18 He is in no way connected
with or subjected to anything in the created world: 'solutum ab
omnibus nexibus patiendi aliquid gerendive'. In himself, God does
not change and he is in no way bound to the world; once again
Apuleius paraphrases Timaeu\ 28C, although this time he notes
that it is not possible to tell everyone in such a way that they
would understand: 'non posse penuria sermonis humani, quavis
oratione vel modice comprehendi' 19
15 My attention was drawn to these texts in Apuleius by A -J FestugiCre, Le Dieu
inwnnu et Ia gnose, pp 102-109: a more extensive treatment of the philosophical/theological importance of Apuleius can be found in S. Gersh, Middle Platoni~m and Nwplatoni\m The Latin Tradition val I, pp 227-328 See also H DOr-

Jie. 'Die Frage nach dem T'ranszendentem im Mittleplatonismus', in Platoniw
Mino1 a, p 206.
16 I 5 (190); Fcstugiere suggests that Apuleius may have coined the word beatifitu\ himself, see Le Dieu inwnnu, p 107
17 De Platone, 1 5 (190-191)
'" III (123-124)
19 S Gersh. op cit notes other terms used by Apuleius, seep 270
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The third passage comes from the Apologia, where Apuleiusf
outlines a list of negative attributes: although God is a paternal
creator, nevertheless, he has no place (neque loco), no time (neque
tempore); he is not implicated in any change (neque vice ul/a comprehensul); he is able to be thought only by a few (paucis wgitabilis), and is to no one effable (nemini effabihs) 20 Here, then,
we have a fairly complete picture of the God of Apuleius: while
God is ineffable, he can be understood at least dimly, just as the
Good from the Republic could be grasped or intuited. The transcendence of the supreme God does not pose a problem for
Apuleius (it had not done for Plutarch either), for between the
remote first God and the mortal realm, there exists a whole world
of demons, drawn largely hom the demonology of Xenocrates
(Two centuries later, Augustine will choose Apuleius to illustrate
the views of the Platonists on demonology, which Augustine himself noted was related in some way to the transcendent remoteness
of God 21 )
Apuleius's silence on a method by which the difficult task of
attaining to any knowledge of God, may have prompted Augustine
to comment on Apuleius's mention of the perception of God in
terms of a light flashing in the darkness: the sage can attain to an
apprehension of God, as in Plato's Seventh Letter, through a 'sudden illumination' in the darkness 22 Whether this notion was
bound up with Apuleius's association with the Mysteries is not
certain 23 I have one final remark concerning the particular use of
Timaeu1 28C in these passages from Apuleius and that concerns
the notion that he was a devotee of the Mysteries of Isis. It may be
that his insistence on the idea that knowledge of God is very difficult to obtain was prompted, not simply by the desire to safeguard
God's transcendence, but also by the fact that the majority of
20

Apo/of?ia 64
De th D£i VIII, 14-22 and IX, 8-17; in choosing Apuleius Augustine must
have felt some affinity with his fellow country-man, having followed his path to
Carthage and to Rome
22
De Deo Soc III (124); De uv Dei IX, 16
23
See De Platone II (20-22)
21
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people are not equipped with the special powers which enable
them to come to a correct understanding of God. Knowledge of
God, in this instance, can be regarded as the preserve of the cho-.
sen few - the initiates For instance, at the end of the Apologia
passage cited (his trial speech to Aemilianus, who asks him about
the nature of the God he worships) Apuleius refuses to describe
the God he calls 'King': 'non respondeo tibi, Aemiliane, quem
col am ~ncnAi:n . . quid sit deus meus, taceo' 24 While this refusal
may well have been prompted by the reverence Apuleius had for
the transcendent God, it can also be interpreted as a refusal to
divulge any secrets to the uninitiated This idea recurs in the negative theology of the later Neoplatonists, whereby it entered the
Cluistian tradition through Proclus and the Pseudo-Dionysius,
although in a slightly altered fashion Whatever the original intentions of Apuleius, it can be said that he was instrumental in assuring the continued use of Iimaeus 28C within the school of 'orthodox' Platonism, a use which continued right down to Numenius,
who developed it in his own particular way

easily known than the sensible realm 27 God, then, in typical Middle Platonic fashion, is placed in the rank of those things wJll.ch are
most intelligible as the supreme first cause, precisely becaus~ he is
that which is most stable and permanent, far removed from the
world of flux and change. He is the most perfect nous, says Maximus, the 1wus which thinks everything together always. 28 Here we
have a more solid identification of the supreme demiurge of Plato
with the Aristotelian nous
Again, in typically Middle Platonic fashion, Maximus says that
for Plato this God is not nameable, because he is nothing sensible
and cannot be reached through anything in the sensible war ld 29
He is invisible to the eye, ineffable of speech, untouched by the
body, and unknown to the ear Interestingly, Maximus notes that
God is not to be understood as beauty itself, but as the cause of
beauty, an idea which will be developed much further by Plotinus
as part of the aphaitetic approach to transcendent reality JO God is,
therefore, invisible, ineffable, intangible and unnameable. He cannot be comprehended except by that in the soul which is most
beautiful, pure, intelligent, rapid, and noble. 31 This comprehension
is possible because of the similarity that exists between the human
intellect and God who is perfect intellect
At XI 10, Maximus outlines the way to an understanding of the
nature of God . This way, like the way advocated by Plotinus, consists in a removal of oneself from all material things perceived by
the senses. Once this has been achieved, one can begin to rise
towards the heavenly region, but the journey does not end there, 01
indeed with the celestial bodies, but continues towards that place
beyond, the place of truth where peace reigns, 'unepKU\ji<Xl wu
oupuvou' 32 This journey from sensible things is clarified further

Maximus of Tyre and Celsus
Maximus of Tyre (fl AD 152) is another interesting figure of
second-centmy Platonism, and although he was more a sophist
than a philosopher, I have chosen to include him in this chapter as
representative of a more 'popular' kind of Platonism One Oration
of his may be taken as representative of his theology, Ti<; 8e6<;

Ka:rU IT/~,..Q:rcova; 25 Here Maximus extols one unique, supreme
God, both King and Father and also many subordinate gods, his
children, who reign jointly with him 26 The supreme God has no
image, and it is very difficult to come to any knowledge of him
who is to be placed in the intelligible realm, which is much less
24

Apolor.:ia 65

~ 5 Phifowphumuw.
26

XI 5. p 132

no XI (Dtibner. XVII)

27

XI.6and8
XL 8; see also Festugihe Le Dieu inwnnu et !a gnose p 113, where the similarities with Aristotle's v611m~ v011crc:ro~ are examined
29
XI. 9.
0
'
XI, 10
31
XI 9.
32
XI. 10
28
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at XI 11, where Maxim us says that in order to arrive at an understanding of him who has no size, nor colour, nor shape, nor anything of matter in his nature, we must put all sensible things away,
in the same way that we unclothe a loved object in order to contemplate it in its very being. 33
Here we have, in brief, an embryonic account of two of the
three traditional ways to God: aphaire~is, the way of abstraction,
and the via eminentiae, the way from nous to the highest nous. In
this Oration of Maximus, we are presented with a good example of
the degree to which Platonic thought had filtered into more popular religious teaching in the second century. Maximus can be said
to repiesent a non-philosophical stream of thought that claims both
filiation and discipleship of Plato
Celsus (fl AD 160) is probably most famous for his anti-Christian and anti-Gnostic ideas (for him there seemed to be no distinction between the two) We know very little about him and there
has been some confusion regarding another Celsus, who was an
Epicurean (Origen, for example, understands his Celsus to have
been an Epicurean 14) Celsus may well have been an Alexandrian,
and his philosophy, contrary to Origen's belief, was an eclectic
type of Platonism Further difficulties arise in dealing with Celsus
because the text of his work, 'AA-118iJ<; A-6yo<;, has to be reconstructed from Origen's famous diatribe against him, Contra Celsum While we have quite a large portion of his text preserved, we
must remember that it has been preserved by an unyielding opponent and one who may not have been inclined to read Celsus at all
times with objectivity
In agreement with the by now familiar Platonic teaching, Celsus
believed in a transcendent God, who did not resemble created
nature and who had nothing in common with it: God did not make
human nature in his image . 35 God has no shape nor colour, and
admits of no movement or change; Origen agrees with him on this

'-' XI. 11
34
Con11a Cth.um, I, 8
;s C C VI 63 (16-17)
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point Although Celsus acknowledges that all things are derived
from God, he himself derives from nothing and he does not even
participate in being: 'aA,/c 'ouo 'ourriw; f.!ETSXEl 6 8e6~' 36 This
last statement is, no doubt, derived from Repubhc 509B, and Orjgen himself makes a direct reference to that text in the commentary which follows. Here, then, apart from that instance in Moderatus, we have the first explicit reference to Plato's famous
statement that the Good is, zrrentva Ti'j~ ourria<;
According to Celsus, the God who is beyond being, js ineffable;
he has no name and he is not attainable by reason: 'ouoi; ),6yqJ
£qnn6<; £rrnv 6 8e6~' 37 In other words, the supreme God, the
highest Good, who is thought of in Platonic terms as beyond
being, cannot be expressed in human language, or thought, rather,
following Epistle VII, knowledge of him comes 'suddenly' in the
soul like a leaping spark 38 This emphasis on the ineffable way of
knowledge further heightens the fact that, for Celsus, knowledge
of God is supra-intellectual, and indeed it must be so, for God is
not analogous to anything in human experience Origen then
reports the interlocutor of Celsus as asking how human nature is to
reach God and learn the way to him 39 Origen himself voices his
utter contempt for such a question; while he admits that even fm
the Christian, God is hard to comprehend, nonetheless, he attacks
Celsus for his anti-incarnational polemic It is obvious that Celsus
thought the Christians had answered the question of knowledge of
God by affirming the reality of the incarnation, and indeed this is
pmtially true 40
Origen returns to the question of knowledge of God in Book
VII, refening to the reliance of Celsus on Timaeus 28C 41 It would
seem that Celsus believed that Plato himself thought that not all

" C C VI 64 (24).
" C C VI, 65 (24-25)
38
C C VI. 4; l!.J_1 VII. 341C
w C C VI 66 (9-11).
40
I discuss the significance of the incarnation fOJ Ch1istian negative theology in
ch 8 below
41
C C VII. 42
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people could come to the knowledge of God, but the sage only (we
have already seen a hint of this in Apuleius) There are three ways
to God according to the sage: by synthesis, analysis, and analogy
(by the time of Celsus it is fair to say that these three ways had
become common school doctrine42 ) For Celsus, the way of synthesis may be equated with the via eminentiae and analysis with
the method of abstraction or negation; the way of analogy
explains itself.." As we have seen in Apuleius and Maximus, the
traditional way progressed through nous; in Celsus, we find a
break with tradition, for God is described as neither mind nor
intelligence but the cause of their existence 44 In order to support
his argument, Celsus uses the familiar Platonic analogy from the
Republic: just as tire sun is to visible things (the cause of vision in
the eye), so God is the cause of intelligible things, and he is not,
therefore mind or knowledge. 45 Here Celsus comes very close to a
Plotinian point of view: God is neither ousia nor nous, but beyond
both. This perspective of Celsus is something quite new in Platonic thought and it is because God is neither mind nor being, that
he is intelligible only by an ineffable power:

is both an epistemological and an ontological ground, completely
different from that of which he is the ground . This is the idea we
have been searching for in pre-Plotinian thought: a God who transcends both ousia and nous
I wish to make one final comment here, and that concerns the
mention of darkness by Celsus 48 After the long list of negations
mentioned above, the interlocutor complains that he is in darkness
and his eyes cannot see distinctly . Celsus replies, in true Platonic
fashion, that when people have been led from darkness into light
they imagine that their sight has been impaired: if the knowledge
of God comes suddenly, then the strong light of understanding will
blind This theme of 'divine darkness' has been associated traditionally with the via negativa of Christian theology and its greatest exponent is most certainly the Pseudo-Dionysius; yet we find
here the hint of a Platonic negative theology which asserts that
God is thought of as darkness only because his light is blinding, a
theme remmkably similar to that developed by the Areopagite
almost three centuries later However, without the full text of The
I rue Account we cannot but conjecture about the place and function of the theme of darkness in Celsus; it will suffice, at this
point, to remmk upon its importance as a link between the application of Epi 1tle VII and the release from the cave. Thus, it is
Plato himself who provides the foundation for an idea which was
to assume tremendous importance in the development of the way
of negation in the apophatic philosophical tradition And yet, this
dim hint of the idea of 'divine darkness' which so often accompanies the negative way, points to its development in the Christian
philosophers Gregory of Nyssa and the Pseudo-Dionysius, rather
than to Plotinus and the later Neoplatonists, who rely chiefly upon
the more familiar Platonic concepts of light and vision
In conclusion, what we have gleaned from this brief exarnination of some of the Platonists of the Academy, is a clem picture of
a supremely transcendent God, who is incorporeal, invisible,
immobile, ineffable, unnameable, and difficult to know Celsus

He is neithei mind nor intelligence nor knowledge, but enables the
mind to think, and is the cause of the existence of intelligence and of
the possibility of knowledge, and causes the existence of all intelligible things and of truth itsel1 and of being itself, since he transcends
all things and is intelligible by a certain indescribable power 46

Although Celsus calls this an ineffable way, it is very similar to
the way outlined by Maximus, and it anticipates an idea which
was to assume particular piominence in the Ennead~ 'If you shut
your eyes to the world of sense and look up with the mind, if you
tum away from the flesh and raise the eyes of the soul, only so
will you see God ' 47 According to Celsus, then, the supreme God
42

See Alcinous, Did(llkah/d)\ X, 5-6
VII, 42 (29-35)
4
t C C VII, 45
-1s Rep 508Bff.
-1 6 C C VII. 45 (28-32). trans H Chadwick Oligcn ContJa Cd\um p 433
H C C VII 36 and 19: trans Chadwick p 423
B

48

C C VI. 36
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would appear to have been singular among the Middle Platonists
(discounting for the moment the Gnostics and a few scattered
remarks in the Corpus Hermeticum), in his assertion that God cannot be understood as ousia or nous, because he is the cause of
these (an idea dimly prefigured in Maximus when he says that
God is not beauty but the cause of beauty). Therefore, the conception of God among the Middle Platonists we have examined so far,
is not one which regards God as totally unknowable; he is, rather,
difficult to know. However, we are beginning to see how short a
step Plotinus would have to take in mder to come to his conclu··
sian that the One is beyond all being and knowledge.

and he is not at all like the demiurge of the Gnostic system: 'think
my son, how man is fashioned in the womb, investigate with care
the skill shown in that work, and find out what craftsman it is that
makes this fair and godlike image' 51 It is the hidden God who creates all things; by making them manifest, he himself remaius
unmanifest and hidden. 52 His goodness is revealed in all things, so
that he is both hidden and present 53 He who is unmoved, moves in
all that moves 54 It is he who circumscribes all things, while
remaining himself uncircumscribable 55 God's presence in the-universe is evident, in the eyes of the writer of the Cm pus, as a presence both manifest and hidden: 'He is hidden, yet most mauifest
He is apprehensible by thought alone, yet we can see him with our
eyes' 56 This way of preserving the 'transcendent' aspect of God's
nature, and at the same time revealing him as an immanent and pervading force within the universe, bears a remarkable similarity to
the ideas expressed by Eriugena in the ninth century 57
The divine nature of God cannot be understood in its transcendent aspect but only in its creative manifestation Like Eriugena, the
writer in the Corpu~ asserts that the divine essence is manifest only
through its creative activity: God is both withiu and outside of all
things 58 Although the Hermetic writer does not use the terms 'transcendent' and 'immanent', their meaniug is clearly to be found
there In the Corpus, God is unknowable unless he reveals himself,
fm there is nothing on earth that is like him 59 God is described in
typically Plotinian terms as 'not this' and 'not that', but as the cause
of 'this and that': he is not mind or truth, but the cause of mind and
truth. 60 Interestingly, the writer of one treatise in the Corpus asserts,

The Corpus Henneticum
The religion of Hermes I rismegistus originated in Hellenized
Egypt, where the Greek God, Hermes, was identified with the
Egyptian God, Thoth Hermes Trismegistus (thrice-great Hermes,
a salutation modelled on the traditional Egyptian address to Thoth)
is regarded as the founder of the Hermetic doctrines Its sources
are pagan and Greek, and some treatises contain distinctive Gnostic elements 49 Three groups of works make up the extant Corpus
which emerged between the first and third centuries AD: the main
body of writings, treatises I-XVIII; Asclepius (preserved in Latin),
and extracts from the Anthologium of Stobaeus
The basic metaphysical triad which emerges in the Hermetic
writings is God, the cosmos and man, sometimes expressed in symbolic terms as Father, Son and Grandson 50 Of the nature of the
second and third elements of this triad the Corpus has much to say,
but I shall restrict my comments to the nature of the first principle,
God. As in the more orthodox Platonic tJadition, God is understood
as the supreme Father, the creator of the cosmos and human nature,
4 9 r reatises I and VII
so VIII and X, 14; this idea is also found in Numenius (F1 21) and Plotinus (Enn
v 5, 3, 16-24)

51

V. 6; trans W Scott. I-lumetna. vol I. p 161
7
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See Pcriphysum. 678C
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in tme Pythagorean fashion, that God's being is like the unit, for the
unit, as the cause of all number, contains all number witltin itself 61
Although he is in all things as theii cause, God is not anything of
the things of creation, fm he is the Incorporeal, he who is without
essence: anousia~to~ 62 This is an important statement, for it would
appear to rely on Plato's assertion in the Republic (509B) that the
Good is beyond being. However, as A -J Festugiere has pointed out,
anou~iastos here is not quite the same as anousios in the Neoplatonic sense, rather it is more like hyperousios, because it has no definite or determined being 63 For the Hermetic writer, God cannot be
said to have being at all; still for want of a better word he does talk
about his existence 64 God escapes all predication; he is that which
is unpolluted, without limit, colour or shape; he is immutable, selfunderstanding, the unalterable good, the incorporeal 65
He is, therefore, unknowable to the human intellect, intelligible
only to himself fhe God of the Hermetic writer, in keeping with
the general uend of Middle Platonism, is unnameable; he is too
great even to be called God 66 In this way, the writer conveys the
idea of the unnameability of God in a fashion that goes beyond
any other Middle Platonic writer. However, God must be called by
some names, and according to the Corpu1 the best of these are
'father' and 'good' 67 In A1clepiu1 we find the following statement
on the namelessness of God:

In keeping with his Platonic inheritance, the writer uses
Jimaeus 28C in order to stress the difficulty of the task of reaching any knowledge of God. 69 Given that this God is almost
unknowable, unnameable, and above both nous and ousia, how
then can the human intellect come to any knowledge of him? The
way to God advocated in these Hermetic writings is based upon
the Platonic notion that one must make oneself like God, for like
can be known only by like 70
One idea in the Corpus which is not familiar to the philosophers
of the Middle Platonic period is that God is made manifest through
his creative activity. For the Middle Platonists, knowledge of God
was a difficult knowledge to attain to, and in Maxim us of lyre and
Celsus there was a very definite mystical element involved in the
ascent to God The Hermeticists, on the other hand, devised a
much more down to earth approach: while God is unknowable in
himself, he can be known through his creation. This idea is one
which would be much more farniliat to the Christian Fathers of the
fourth century, where God is understood to be unknowable in his
essence, but knowable, at least to some extent, through his energies Ideas of this kind appear both in Philo of Alexandria and in
Plotinus
The Corpu1 Hermetrcum, while it claims both Greek and Egyptian parenthood, is much more Platonic than 'oriental'; all the gteat
themes of Middle Platonism are present there, although they are
developed at times in slightly different ways The tlanscendence
of the supreme God is affirmed becau>e he is creator of the universe; as Father, he is proclaimed to be unlike anything within the
created world. Celsus is perhaps the one Platonist of the fiist two
centuries who comes closest to the ideas expressed in the Cmpus,

For I deem it impossible that He who is the Maker of the universe
in all its greatness, the Father or Master of all things, can be named
by a single name, though it be made up of so many others; I hold
that He is nameless, or rather that all names are names of Him. For
He is in His unity in all things; so that we must either call all
things by his name, or call Him by the names of all things 68
61
62
6

IV 12
II, 5.

~ Le Dieu inconnu et fa Rnose.

p 71

MSceVI.4
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66
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XIII, 6
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v.

II, 15-17 and VI 4
Non enim spero totius maiestatis effectorem omniumque rewm patrem vel
dominum uno posse quamuis e multis composito nuncupari nomine hunc vera
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innnminem vcJ potius omni nominem siquidem is sit unus et omnia, ut sir necesse
aut omnia esse eius nomine aut ipsum omnium nominibus nuncupari: Asc!ephi\
20. trans W Scott, p 333; see also Asc!epius. Epilogue, 41 More detailed comments on Asdepiu\ can be found in S Gersh, Middle Platonism and Neoplatonism The Latin Twdition vol I, especially pp 334-348
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especially in the assertion that God is neither nous· nor ousia. In
common with most followers of the negative way, the author of
the Corpus recommends silence as the sole appropriate means of
indicating the transcendent God: '
of whom no words can tell,
no tongue can speak, whom silence only can declare'.'!

CHAPTER FOUR
SECOND-CENTURY PLATONISM:
ALCINOUS, BASILIDES AND NUMENIUS

Alcinous: fhe First God
Alcinous was active in Smyrna between AD 149 - I 57, when
Galen followed his lectures there. Although Alcinous does not
appear to have been connected with the Academy, he can be
regarded as one of the best representatives of 'orthodox' Platonism
in the second century. He was largely forgotten until, in the fifteenth century, Petrus Balbus undertook to translate his writings
for Nicholas of Cusa . Modern work on Alcinous was initiated in
Germany by Freudenthal, and the first modern edition of his writings was produced by P Louis in 1945 1
Two wmks of Alcinous are extant: a short discussion and classification of the Platonic dialogues, Elcruyroyl'J, and the 'ErrttO!lll
r&v IIA.ucrovo<; OO')'!l<i'rrov, generally known as the ~roucrKu
),rKo<;. It is possible that he also wrote commentaries on the
I imaeus, Phaedo, and Republic, but these, unfortunately, are not
extarrt Essentially the Didaskailkos is a handbook of Platonism,
and as such it may be regarded as an ancient feach Yomself
Plato! Therefore, when we refer to what Alcinous said in the
Didaskalikos, it must be remembered that it represents the common version of Plato prevalent in the second century . His sources
were, of course, Plato and Aristotle, but he also relied on the Stoics, Xenocutes, Antiochus of Ascalon, and Arius Didymus. Alcinous is important not only because he is a good representative of
second-century Platonism, but also because he presents a very
1
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Freudenthal. De1 Platonike1 Albinos und de1 false he Alkinoo1· (BeJiin, 1879); P
louis, Epitome (Paris, 1945)
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close assimilation of Platonic and Aristotelian views We find little trace of the anti-Aristotelianism that was prominent in Atticus,
Lucius, and Nicostratus P Louis rejects the idea that Alcinous
deliberately tried to assimilate the two; he claims instead that their
concordance arose simply because Aristotle was understood to
have been a Platonist The fusion of Plato and Aristotle is especially notable in Alcinous's use of the 'self-contemplating nous' as
the supreme God, 2 and the imposition of Aristotelian logic upon
Platonic theology (Alcinous claimed to have discovered the categories in Plato 3 )
Although Alcinous took much from Aristotle, Plato remains (as
he does for most of the Middle Platonists) the most powerful
inspiration, and in the Didaskalikos we find the by now familiar
reliance on those oft-quoted passages from the Iimaeus, Republic,
Symposium, and Phaedo In the Didaskalikos, the I imaeus
assumes the most important role of all the Platonic dialogues
reflecting the second-century concern with theological questions
about the creation of the wmld. The Symposium is also an important somce for Alcinous as we shall see during the course of this
discussion. As R E Witt points out, there are many Platonic doctrines which are wholly neglected by Alcinous; he suggests that
this was due largely to the 'exigencies of compression' 4 While
this may well have been the case, we must also consider that Alcinous may have been exercising his right to select those Platonic
passages which were important fm a summary In ignoring the status of the Good in the Republic and preferring the ascent to Beauty
in the Sympo~ium, Alcinous shows an originality which must not
be overlooked. As the break down of the chapters in the Didaskalikos show, logic and physics are obviously his chief interest, and
that might have influenced his choice of the ascent to Beauty,
reflecting as that does a more logical progression of mind The
P Merlan has suggested that the idea of God as cause of 110/H in Alcinous represents the fact that he was on the way towards elevating God above intelligence but
stopped short of it; see 'Albinus and Apuleius' in The Cam!J/idge Hi1tory p 66
3
Didmkaliko.5, VI, 10
4 Afbinu5 and the l-li5tory of Middh Pfatoni\m p 14
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ascent to the agathon is not systematically worked out by Plato,
and what is more the Good is 'beyond being', a concept which, as
I have shown, was not taken up by the Middle Platonists (with the
exception of Celsus) The subject matter of the Didaskalikos,
therefore, would lead us to believe that Alcinous was not drawn
towards speculative theology; his description of the way to knowledge of God in chapter X lacks anything of the mystical feeling
that was present both in Maximus of Tyre and in Celsus, although
T Dillon argues that Alcinous exhibits a distinctly mystical 'tendency' in chapter X 5
On the whole, the style of Alcinous is dry, as befits a school
book, and is pervaded with logical arguments and the vocabulary
of Aristotelian logic. His exposition of the nature of God in chapter X gives the impression that he regarded God as a metaphysical
principle to be slotted ne~tly into the whole schema of reality. The
plan of the Didaskaliko/s follows the traditional (in origin Stoic)
division into logic, physics, and ethics. The chapters with which I
will be concerned (VIII-XI), those which deal with theology, are
treated by Alcinous under the customary heading of physics
The basic metaphysical triad of Alcinous follows that of
Apuleius: matter, the eternal ideas and 'God, the Father and creator of all' 6 By the time of Alcinous the ideas have become firmly
established as the thoughts of God, and he understands the idea as
the eternal model of all things which exists naturally 7 Alcinous
continues at great length to give syllogistic proofs fm the existence of the ideas: if God is a thinking being, then he has
thoughts; if matter is unable to measure itself, then it must have an
external means of measure which is not material 8 The third principle in order of discussion is the one with which I am concerned
here, and Alcinous notes at the beginning of his presentation that
it was, according to Plato 'almost indescribable' 9
" The Middle P/atonist5. p. 268
See VIII. 1-3 and IX, I
7
IX 1 and 2; sec A M Rich, The Platonic Ideas as the Thouahts of God'
8
IX,3
°
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Alcinous's initial concern is to prove the existence of the third
principle, and he posits an intellectual hierarchy: beauty, intellect
and soul, where God is placed at the level of beauty. At this point
it would seem that Alcinous distinguishes between an actual nous
and a potentialnous on a cosmic level: voile; Kat' l:vspyEtov and
voile; l:v 8uva~El, although the remainder of his discussion does
not take this distinction into account 10 The hierarchy of Alcinous is
interesting for two reasons Firstly, the implied elevation of Beauty
above Good is unusual, and we do not meet with it anywhere else
in the Middle Platonists with whom I am concerned Secondly, it
explicitly places the first God in the realm of Beauty, which is
above nous, an elevation found previously only in Celsus (although
the idea had been hinted at in Maximus of Tyre), and one which we
do not meet again in any explicit form until we find it in Plotinus
The hierarchy which Alcinous presents here is very similar to that
of Apuleius as discussed in the previous chapter; however, the initial impact of the elevation of Beauty above nous is immediately
lessened, as Alcinous hails o rcpiiltoc; 8e6c; as 6 rcpiilwc; voile; u
Throughout the remainder of his exposition of Platonic theology
these two terms are used interchangeably. Once again, this interchange of terms reflects the confusion over the status of the first
God; while he is the creator of nous, he himself is not placed in a
capacity which would suggest that he is beyond nous
The first God, himself immobile, is the cause of all movement
in the celestial intelligence in the same way that the object of
desire moves desire. It is clear that the Prime Mover of Aristotle
has come to be identified with the supreme deity of Alcinous, and
it is most likely that he did not think this identification to be in any
way non-Platonic. 12 According to the Didaskalikos, God conceives
himself always at the same time as he conceives his proper
thoughts, thereby giving birth to the ideas, although Alcinous

never uses the Aristotelian phrase, noesis noeseos According to
A H Armstrong, this is the first time that the Aristotelian nou>
was taken into Platonic theology, and certainly this is the most
explicit instance of its appearance so far. 13 Here, then, in Alcinous,
we have a Platonic theology, a hierarchy, at the head of which
stands Beauty, the most proper place for the first nous. This system, which reflects an almost complete fusion of Platonic and
Aristotelian ideas, belongs neither to Plato nor to Aristotle; it is
purely Middle Platonic, and as such not only represents a healthy
respect for Aristotle, but also provides a firm basis for the ontological hierarchy of Plotinus to come
Alcinous describes the first God using a list of positive assertions which are by now familiar. He is the first eternal God, ineffable and all-perfect; he is divinity, essence, truth, proportion, and
good. 14 The terms used by Alcinous have the ring of a negative list
of attributes, but, in fact, arreti5s is the only alpha privative used,
perhaps because in the second centmy this term had become a
common way of describing God, and had assumed an almost 'positive' character. H A Wolfson has suggested that 'ineffable' in
Alcinous (and indeed in Plotinus) goes back to Philo of Alexandria 15 While it is more than likely that the use of the term 'ineffa·ble' was somehow filtered into Platonism from Philo via the
'Alexandrian connection', it is unlikely that more tlran one of the
Platonists I have been discussing had read Philo directly
In his ensuing discussion of the nature of God, Alcinous says
that he does not enumerate these terms in order to separate them,
but in order to make of them a 'single object of thought' 16 He
gives the reasons why God may be called Good, Beauty, Truth and
Father, and in this instance we find the supremacy of the term,
13

14

10

X, 2; for further discussion of the double 110u\ in Alcinous see J H Loenen,
'Albinus' Metaphysics' (1956). pp. 306-311, who says that this is a hierarchical
order of values not an ontological hierarchy
II X, 3
12
See Mel l072b and 1074b

'The Background to the Doctrine that Intelligibles are not Outside the Intel-

lect , p. 402ft
X 3; see Dillon. The Middle Plaronists p 283, where he suggests that
oU?"ioTT]<; (essence) and 80t6t11~ (divinity) are peculiar to Alcinous. although he
pomts to a passage in the Corpu<; Hewwtium1. where oUcrio·rrtto~ and 8:::(vnrr6<;
are found (XII, 1).
15
Albinos and Plotinus on Divine Attributes', p 115
16
EvO.:; voou~Evou: X 3
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Good, emphasized in the same way as the term, Beauty Although
a cursmy reading of second-century Platonic texts would give the
impression that the Platonic principles, Good, Beauty, and One,
are identified with the supreme nous, this is not the case. Here in
Alcinous, we have the first explicit identification of God with the
agathon since we found it in Plutarch 17 Alcinous also refers to
Timaeus 28C when he says that God may be called Father because
he is the Maker of all; he orders both the celestial intelligence and
the soul of the world Interestingly, Alcinous never refers to God
as demiurge; he orders the wmld, but he is not said to have made
it However, Alcinous does not follow the teaching of the I imaeus
text to the letter - in fact, so few of the Middle Platonists do - for
he notes that while God is ineffable, he may be comprehended by
the intellect through nous 18 According to the Didaskalikos, then,
God is not unknowable, but it is difficult to reach any understanding of him Alcinous then outlines three ways through which an
idea of God may be reached; the first of these is the way of successive negations (aphairesis), the method which is best used to
obtain a first idea of God. 19
Only intellect can grasp that which has no genus, no image, no
difference, is not subjected to any accident, is neither evil nor
good, nor indifferent 2 Furthermore, God has no qualities nor
absence of any quality, he is not part of any thing, not a whole of
parts, is neither identical nor different from any thing, and he neither gives nor receives movement These last three negations are
strongly reminiscent of the Parmenides, and it is quite likely that
Alcinous had this Platonic dialogue in mind A H Armstrong has
argued that the via negationis here was inspired by the first
hypothesis of the Parmenides, although he suggested that Alcinous may have been unconscious of his source, for he classifies
the Parmenides as a 'logical' dialogue. 21 While it is more than

likely that the Pannenidn is the source for the negations
expounded here, similar negations do of course occur in the Symposium and a passage in the Iimaeus might also be taken into consideration22 l Whittaker, on the other hand, disagrees with Armstrong about the unconscious source, and says that the 'logical
exercise' view has been over-worked; its classification as such 'no
more constitutes a denial of theological or metaphysical relevance
than does the listing of the Phaedo or the Symposium under to
politikon' 23
Interestingly, in this passage from chapter X, Alcinous does not
refer to 'One' If his was a deliberate use of the Parmemdes, we
must ask why he ignored the appellation to hen.. I suggest that one
answer to this question could be that the 'dogmatic' Platonists of
the second century may have been rebelling against the Pythagorization of Platonism. For Alcinous in particulm, the religious
aspect of neo-Pythagoreanism may well have been the reason for
this; the God of Alcinous is not generally understood to be a personal God but a metaphysical principle The attempt to read Plato
without Pythagorean glasses may have resulted in the rejection of
to hen by Alcinous and others
The method of aphairesis: is, as Alcinous says, a method similar to the notion of aniving at the idea of a point by moving from
plane, surface and line. 24 As I have alieady noted, this symbolism
had Pythagorean origins, and although Alcinous uses it, he does
not use the word monades to indicate the point, but <;emeion. This
change of vocabulary may also go some way towards suggesting
that there was some sort of anti-Pythagorean feeling in the more
orthodox Platonic school at this time. Be that as it may, in the
Didaskalikos, we see the first explicit, and thoroughly Greek, theory of aphairesis: that is, in order to arrive at knowledge of God,
we should proceed by means of absttaction, a method which was
to become an integral part of the soul's return to the One in the
Enneads and in some of the earlier Christian Fathers
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In his eaily work on Plotinus, A H Armstrong regarded the
method of abstraction in Alcinous as a 'large undigested lump of
negative theology
a discordant and alien element in his system' 25 I hesitate to agree fully with Armstrong here; why regard
aphairesis in Alcinous as alien and accept it as an important part
of the negative theology in Plotinus? While it is tme that Alcinous
himself gives the impression that it is slightly 'undigested', after
all, he was simply condensing material for text-book purposes. It
could also be said that since we do not find any mention of 'relationship' with God in the Didaskalikos, the negative theology as it
appears there is somehow incomplete. The biggest question mark
must be placed over Alcinous's exclusion of Timaeus 28C as the
basis for his argument and method; we shall later see how he uses
this passage in au altogether different context
An interesting discussion developed some decades ago between
H A Wolfson and I Whittaker about the use and meaning of the
term aphaire~is in Alcinous. According to Wolfson, it is derived
from Euclid 26 Whittaker, on the other hand, supports the argument for a Pythagorean source .27 I have already mentioned Aristotle's use of this geometric symbolism as it appears in De anima,
and the movement outlined there, hom sense perception to nous
would, no dr "bt, have appealed to Alcinous. I suggest, therefore,
that we need look no further than Aristotle for the source of Alcinous's use of the geomerric aualogy
Wolfson also attempts to show how Alcinous used the term
'aphairesis' as equivalent to what Aristotle meant by the term
apophasis 28 For Aristotle, the first term simply meant a taking
25

A/(hituture. p 23; in his preface to the recent French tJanslation of this work,
the author notes some general inadequacies of the book (Editions de l'Universite
d' Ottawa, 1984) pp. 11-15
26 See ·Aibinus and Plotinus on Divine Attributes
27
See Neopythagoreanism and Negative Theology'
?.H R Mmtley has contributed more recently to this discussion of the relationship
of abstraction to negation, and concludes that while abstraction may not be a form
of negation, its logic is that of p1ivation; abstraction and negation are not the
same: they differ in purpose mther than technique; see Flam Wmd to Silence/,
p. 149
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away, but in Alcinous and Plotinus, according to Wolfson, it had
acquired the technical sense of 'negation in a logical proposition'
(e.g. the wall is not seeing, as opposed to ste1 e1is, the man is
blind) Whittaker again takes Wolfson to task, pointing out that
apophasis was Aristotle's general term for negation, and he
refutes Wolfson's suggestion of 'technical substratum', that is, the
underlying reasons for the use of abstraction in Alcinous. 'Alcinous is concerned purely with the problem of forming a conception of God. The matter of negative statements lies outside the
scope of his exposition. ' 29 I suspect that Whittaker's interpretation
is closer to the truth than Wolfson's, and that this reading is further strengthened by a remark Alcinous himself makes in chapter
IV of the Didaskalikos: he outlines only the affirmative and negative methods of logical proposition, giving the examples, 'Socrates
is walking', and 'Socrates is not walking' 30 In his second example, we have au instance of what Wolfson would call au affirmative proposition with a privative predication; we may, therefOre,
conclude that the negations Alcinous uses concerning the supreme
God are used with the purpose of abstracting from our concept of
his nature anything that belongs to the realm of created nature
R. Mortley's more recent discussion of the roles of negation and
privation in Aristotle may shed some light on this complex problem31 According to Mortley, aphairesis in Aristotle has a metaphysical purpose; it is the science of removing successive layers
to find the first principle, to take away in order to reach the
essence ('whatness') of a thing According to this view, Aristotle
rejects apophasis because of its indefiniteness, for to say of something, 'it is not good', implies that everything else other than
goodness may apply to the subject It is, therefore, a pointless way
to think of essence. Steresis deprives, while apopha1is opens up a
vast rauge of possibilities (except in the case of unity, for the
denial of unity implies plurality). 32 In Mortley's view, aphanesis,
29
30
31
32

· Neopythagoreanism and Negative Theology p 123
VI 1
F1om Word to Si!enu!. p 137ft
Op dt p 140
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as a method for reaching the unknown in Aristotle, made possible
the later reconstruction of certain insights of Plato and was, therefore, instrumental in the development of negative theology in the
Neoplatonists
I have already noted the rather 'dry' style of argument which in
Alcinous reveals his overall concern with the correctness of statements and the proper use of language The attempt to form correct
statements about God can certainly be regarded as the product of a
more logical turn of mind, yet I cannot see bow he alone of all the
Middle Platonists (and indeed, Plotinus), was working from within
a strictly Aristotelian logical perspective I suggest that the method
of aphai1 esis, as it is used by Alcinous, is a means by which the
supreme God is elevated beyond the material world of genera and
species. Even in the more fully-developed negative theology of the
Pseudo-Dionysius, the term aphai1 esis is used in a way similar to
that of Alcinous, namely, as a means of removing all creaturely
attributes from the divine nature. In Alcinous, aphalresis can be
said to remain at the level of intellect: he does not appear to aspire
to any supra-intellectual knowledge of God Thus, the way of
aphairesis, as it is found in the Didaskalikos, is more like the via
remotionis of the medieval scholastics, a rational placing of God
above and beyond the world of created nature ln this instance, it
does not appear to rise beyond nous
The second way by which one can proceed to a knowledge of
God is by the method of analogia, and heJe Alcinous uses the simile of the sun, taken from the Republic: just as the sun permits
objects to be seen by the eye, so too the supreme God gives intelligible objects to the intellectual faculty " The third way is similar
to that which the latin Scholastics would call the via eminentiae,
and here Alcinous relies chiefly on the ascent to Beauty as that
had been outlined in the Symposium 34 Firstly, one contemplates
beauty in the physical body, then in laws and institutions, until
finally, explains Alciuous, using an almost direct quotation from
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the Symposium, one reaches the vast ocean of Beauty, after which
the Good can be conceived The shift in emphasis from Beauty to
Good, which has been noted as a viable interpretation of the original text, may not after all be so very far from Plato's own conception of the way to the attainment of Beauty
At X, 7, Alcinous returns once again to a negative description of
God: he has no parts, he is immobile and does not change, and be
is incorporeal; for each of the negations Alcinous gives a logical
argument why it must peltain. ln the midst of these negations,
Alcinous argues for the incorporeality of God, a concept which
was to be developed further by Numenius, thereby refuting the
Stoic idea of God as a body . His argument rests on the fact that
God is both simple (haplou1) and primordial (mchikos) -two
terms which would be used extensively by Plotinus. The use of the
term 'simple' with regard to the nature of God, has much the same
connotations as the Pythagorean use of the word, 'Apollo', for it
too, means the denial of multiplicity
The theology of Alcinous, therefore, presents a unique, creator
God, who is strongly endowed with the characteristics of the Aristotelian nous; to a lesser extent, is it identified with the Platonic
Good. While God is most certainly removed from the material
world, his transcendence does not include an ontological superiority over either nous or ou~ia, and God is never referred to as to
hen This point brings me back to a discussion of the place of the
'one' in the Dida1kaliko1, a question re-opened by Knut Kleve,
and one which l Whittaker, R. E Witt and H l Kramer all
answer in the negative. 35 Kleve takes as his source the l:voc;
voou).tl:vou to which I have already refened .16 P Louis translates
it as 'un tout unique', and A -J. Festugihe as 'une mSme unit6,:l7
but Kleve asks whether it is not possible to translate it as to hen
He argues that, from a general viewpoint, the use of agathon and
kalon in the predicative position preclude the need for the article
35
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and suggests that it may be possible to treat hen in the same way,
since the contemporaries of Alcinous would not have needed to
read the article fm a correct understanding. However, there are
serious objections to this suggestion. Firstly, I cannot see how
such a clarification would not have been required in the climate of
thought of the second century; Plotinus himself always found it
necessary to distinguish between agathon and to agathon, between
hen and to hen, and I can see no reason why Alcinous should have
thought it unnecessary . Quite simply, Alcinous could have written
to hen if that was what he meant Kleve also notes the identification of God with agathon and suggests that it is but a short step to
an identification with hen; yet this remains an identification which
neither Plato nor Alcinous made In Alcinous this conflation is not
even made implicitly, and I have aheady shown how he ignored
all mention of the One in connection with his supposed use of the
negations of the Parmenidn. The fact is that God is continually
called nous, and while this suggests his integral unity, it does not
have the same connotation as an explicit reference to to hen would
have I have also noted that the statement from the 'Lecture on the
Good' was ignored by the majority of the second-century Platonists. For these reasons, I do not believe that we find the One in
Alcinous; we must for that await the mighty genius of Plotinus in
the Enneads
Alcinous presents a common Middle Platonic understanding of
telos which involves tire Platonic homoiosis thea 38 True happiness lies, not in the created world, but in the realm of the gods
and immortals The souls of true philosophers, after separation
from the body, enter the society of the gods and participate in
their life, in the contemplation of that truth which they had
desired already in this life to know 39 At this point Alcinous uses
a very Platonic image, that of the vision of the 'eye of the soul'
being a thousand times more precious than that of the body, an
image which Plotinus was to make very much his own in the

Enneads It is for this reason that H Dorrie speaks of a 'fourth
way' in the Didaskalikos, that of the via imitationis, wherein God
is understood as both arc he and telos 40 This discussion of telos
comes at the beginning of Alcinous's chapters on Platonic ethics,
and it is here that we find him making use of the text from
Timaeus 28C. The 'greatest good', he says, is very difficult to
discover, and if one does find God, it is not easy to make him
known to everyone 41 This knowledge may be made known only
to the very small number of those who have been specially chosen This point is important for a number of reasons Firstly, it is
striking that Alcinous replaces the words 'Father and Maker' with
'the most esteemed and sovereign good' Secondly, he uses the
word p(lOwc; instead of the usual douvawc; Thirdly, the actual
placing of this quotation is unusual, because one would have
expected to find it in support of his argument for the ineffable
nature of God; yet here it is used to introduce a discussion on
ethics Certainly it would seem that Alcinous is following Plato
here, at least in terms of attainment to the Good, yet the statement
'beyond being' is not used by him It would seem that of all the
Platonists included in this study, Alcinous comes closest to the
interpretation of the Good advocated by Speusippus. Alcinous
would have found it very difficult to reconcile the Platonic notion
of the Good beyond being with their notion of the God who is
attainable through nous
In conclusion, although Alcinous presents the way of abstraction in its most systematic form in the period of Middle Platonism,
the fact that aphairesis remains on the level of nous, indicates that
his negative theology is more akin to the via remotionis of later
medieval thought The method of abstraction, so characteristic in
second-century Platonism, rarely (the exception being Celsus)
involves anything of that mystical knowledge so important in the
thought of Plotinus It is only in Numenius that we begin to see the
mystical element emerge in any explicit form
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Basilides: The Not-Being God

is an accurate account of the teaching of Basilides himself or that
of someone else in his school, a pseudo-Basilides, is a question
which cannot be answered satisfactorily in this study I have chosen to comment on the report given by Hippolytus since it is the
more interesting of the two accounts, and perhaps unique among
Gnostic writings: it is an account of the genesis of the world from
a completely transcendent, indeed, not-being God
According to Basilides, there was a time when there was nothing, when not even 'nothing' was there . He indicates this nothingness as that which is not simply ineffable, for that is not absolutely
ineffable, but that which is 'not even ineffable': ouo£ i'ippfjwv 45
Perhaps the reason why Basilides calls this nothingness 'not even
ineffable', is because 'ineffable' is a name, whereas this nothingness has no name. He says that it must be understood without any
names, for the conceptual reason that all names fall short of the
reality they attempt to represent, even in the world itself, which is
so multiform
The use of the phrase, 'not even ineffable' in Basilides has been
the topic of much discussion and speculation It has been suggested that Basilides uses oude in order to contradict someone
before him who had described God as ineffable,46 perhaps Philo of
Alexandria However, the use of the word arreton to describe God
was a commonplace in the second century - almost an affirmative
term - and, as Basilides suggests, it had acquired the status of a
name Therefore, it is not entirely clear who he was contradicting
H. A Wolfson has suggested that Basilides, like Alcinous, interpreted the term, not as a privative proposition (steresis), but as a
negative proposition (apophasis) According to this view,
Basilides was so concerned with linguistic subtleties, that he could
not even use the ordinary alpha privative. l Whittaker, however,

In stark contrast to the philosophical developments in the Platonic school of the second centmy, stands the most intriguing of
all Middle Platonic developments: Gnosticism, that troublesome
'ism' which emerged more or less contemporaneously with Christianity The relationship of Basilides to the movement known as
Gnosticism is problematical, and while he is included in most
Gnostic anthologies he himself displays a certain reluctance to
conform fully to any of the mainstream Gnostic sects. While many
Gnostic writings have little particular relevance to the themes of
transcendence and negative theology, the insistence to be found in
some Gnostic tracts on the transcendence and unknowability of
God cannot have failed to have had an impact on the theological
development of Platonism in the second century 42 The extent of
that influence is, of course, very difficult to determine, at least
with regard to Middle Platonism; it is somewhat less difficult to
trace in some Neoplatonic writings
Basilides is said to have lived at Alexandria during the first half
of the second century 43 We possess no more than a few scant
details about his life: he taught among the Persians and he was a
follower of Menander (who had been a disciple of Simon Magus)
Basilides's own writings are not extant, but we have some quite
lengthy accounts of his teachings from two of the early Christian
Fathers, Irenaeus and Hippolytus However, the account of
Basilides given by Irenaeus in the Adversus haereses differs considerably from that of Hippolytus in the Refutatw omnium lzaeresium, and modern scholarship has still not resolved the vexing
question of this discrepancy 44 Whether the account in Hippolytus

42 One of the most notable statements of divine transcendence in negative terms,
can be found in The Apouyphon of John; see W Foerster. Gnmi\ A )eleaion of
Gnostir Texts. val 1, p. 107 J Danielou has suggested that some negative terms
used by Gnostic writers may have been borrowed from Platonic sources see
Gospel Messa?,e and He!lenil'th Cultwe p 339.
n See Clement of Alexandria, St1 omata, VII. 17
44 SeeM .Jufiesa. 'Basil ides A Path to Plotinus ·, p

45
'For that, says he. is not simply something ineffable which can be named; we
call it ineffable, but it is not even ineffable'; Hippolytus. Refutatio omnium hae1 esium, VII 20, 3; trans W Foerster, Gno~i~. val 1, p 64
46
See H A Wolfson Negative Attributes in the Church Fathers and the Gnostic
Basilides' p 142 and J Whittaker, 'Basil ides on the Ineffability of God' pp 367-
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disagrees, for he believes that the question of privative and negative propositions was totally irrelevant to the theoty of Basilides 47
Whittaker suggests that the reasoning behind the use of 'not even
ineffable' in Basilides was that he was trying 'to outdo his forerunners in the field of negative theology': his standpoint was not
inspired by considerations of logic, but must be seen as 'a contribution to the terminology of transcendency' Whittaker rightly, I
think, points out that in the text of Basilides there is no reference
to propositions, but rather to correctness of language He also
remarks that if arriiton had been considered as a privative proposition, there is no reason why all the other adverbs used by
Basilides would not have been treated in the same way, i e., prefixed with oude . 48
If, as the text suggests, Basilides did regard arriiton as a name,
we must ask why he thought it necessary to deny this particular
name. M. Jufresa suggests that the motivation behind this denial
was indicative of a typically Gnostic anti-Jewish tendency. 49 After
the desttuction of the Temple of Jerusalem the sacred name of
God had become ineffable for the Jews, for they had lost the ritual
formula for its pronunciation This idea would seem to be plausible and it is a suggestion which is given even more weight when
we read further in the account of Basilides and discover that the
Great Archon of the Ogdoad is described as 'mote ineffable than
the ineffable', while the Archon of the Hebdomad, the demimge
and world ruler, who is almost certainly identified with the God of
the Jews, is described simply as 'ineffable' 50 Later, however,
Basilides says that the Great Ruler of the Ogdoad is 'ineffable'
and the Ruler of the Hebdomad, the God who had spoken to the
47 R Mortley remarks that because negation opens up a vast range of possibilities
and only one notion is excluded. that God can turn out to be almost anything. as

he did in the case of Basilides, see From Wmd to 5ilcnu: !, p 125; I am not convinced that Basil ides was consciously operating within the context of Aristotelian
negation or privation
48 J Whittaker suggests that Basilides did not treat the othei words in the same
way because he regarded only aneton as a name, op cit p. 370
49 op cit.
p 3
so Hippolytus. VII 23. 3-5
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Jews, is 'effable' 51 Whatever the case, the meaning is clear:
above the creator God there is a superior God who is totally ineffable
In 1espect of these comments, Basilides would seem to display
an even greater anti-Jewish tendency than in the Valentinian
Gnostic system, where there is one demiurge only, one who is usually associated with the God of the Jews. According to the antiJewish theory, if we begin from the bottom of the divine hier archy, Basilides admitted the ineffability of the God of the Jews, the
war ld-creator and ruler However, since his system was not the
Jewish system and his God not the Jewish God, he was forced to
postulate at least one further God who was superior to the demiurge This reasoning would appear to suggest that Basilides was
not contradicting Philo, who had called God aneta>: in fact he
agreed, at least in one instance, that the God of the Jews was
indeed ineffable
However, I suggest that in view of the 'reported' nature of the
text, it is very difficult to determine with any certainty exactly
what Basilides meant Basilides does not use the term arr eton as
descriptive of God. His account at this point was not yet concerned with the non-existent God, but about that time when noth·ing was - not even something ineffable - for he continues to say
that there was no matter, nor substance, nothing insubstantial,
nothing simple, nothing composite, nothing non-composite, and
nothing imperceptible, no angel, no man, and no God . 52 Yet, it
would be reasonable to assume that any reference to 'ineffable'
refers to God, as it does throughout the whole Middle Platonic
period, and later in the text Basilides does use the term in relation
to the wise architect, the God of the heavenly region, and to the
demiurge, the God of the world. 53 Yet, in the first instance, when
Basilides uses the term 'ineffable', it is more than likely that he is
referring to that time when not even the not-being God was
51
52
53

VII 21,4
VII. 21, 1
VII, 2.1 5-6
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At that time, then, when there was nothing of the things that can
be named or apprehended by the senses, or thought, the not-being
God (which Basilides compares to Aristotle's self-thinking
thought' 4 ), wished to create a world, without however wishing or
willing to, without intelligence, without feeling, without intention,
55
without resolve, without emotion, and without desire At this
point Basilides (like Plotinus, Proclus, Dionysius, and many others) remarks on the limitations of language, for he says that while
he is forced to use the word 'wished', all will, wish and resolve are
excluded The world which the not-being God wished to create
was not the world we know, but a non-existent world, the seed of
the wmld from which everything else will come
Some scholars have suggested that the OUK mv 9co<; of
Basilides might have been another device to distinguish this
supremely transcendent God from the God of Exodus 3:14: "Eyro
d!lt 6 mv' 56 Whether this was in fact the intention of Basilides is
impossible to ascertain, but again it would be in accordance with
the gene1al anti-Jewish trend of Gnosticism With this point in
mind, his use of the term 'apatheia' (passionlessness) may also
have been employed to distinguish his God from the God of the
Old Testament; on the other hand, it could also have been a direct
Greek influence, since the Epicurean Gods, gods who did not love
57
and care for their people, were portrayed as not having emotions
M Jufresa has suggested that we should inte1pret this not-being
God as part of the Pythagmean/Platonic understanding of the God
who is considered hyperousios. 58 However, if Basilides were conscious of the Platonic, or rather Pythagorean, tradition in this
respect, then we must ask why he did not simply use the prefix
hype!. I think the reason lies in the fact that Basi !ides was not part
of the Platonic tradition; the whole ethos of his writing is non-
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Platonic, and I cannot find anything in Basilides which would suggest that his not-being God should be interpreted in the same way
as the supreme principle of the neo-Pythagoreans 59 Of course
these negations do have very strong Platonic connotations, for the
negative way of describing God is a method common to both
Gnosticism and Platonism However, while the Platonists we1e
concerned to distinguish between God and creation, Basilides was
motivated by an additional desi1e, which was to strengthen Gnostic speculation on the divine nature by preserving its distinctiveness over against both Judaism and Christianity. If Basilides were
relying on the Platonic tradition, then we would expect to find frequent references to Plato; yet there is only one instance where reference to Plato is made. 60 Although Basi!ides must have been
familiar with uaditional Middle Platonic theology, I suggest that
he was, in fact, reacting against the ideas of the Platonists, who
were probably too close to the Christians in any case! It is more
than likely that the OUK mv 8£o<; was inspired by a reaction against
the Jewish God, for the words of Basilides do not belong to the
vocabulary of the Platonists. Basilides's not-being God represents
the antithesis of 'I am who am', and therefore may be interpreted
as a forceful means of dethroning the God of the Jews
In denying the power of thought to the transcendent God,
Basilides once again stands outside the maiu tradition of Middle
Platonic theology, for we have already seen that, in general, the
Aristotelian nous took precedence over the beyond-being agathon
as the supreme principle. This is one instance where Basilides is in
agreement both with the author of one treatise in the Corpus Hermeticum,61 and with the Platonist, Celsus, although the motivation
of Basilides is quite different His description of God as anoetos
could suggest that Basilides was not acquainted with the thought
of the Middle Platonists, but it is also likely that, to use J Whittaker's words, that he was trying to 'outdo' them in the field of

14

VII. 21 1
VII. 21 2
16 J Whittaker,
ETIEKEINA p 100 and M Jufresa Basilides p 4
57 See Jufresa. pp 12-13. n 42
w pp 3-4; this is also Whittaker s proposal see 'ETIEKEINA', p 100, where
he argues for the influence of Rep 509B
55

59
R Mortley finds that the "transcendence statements' of Basilides reflect some
knowledge of the Pmmenides, see op <-it pp 157-158
60 See Hippolytus. Vll. 22 8-9
61
II. 12-14
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negative theology Whatever his reason for denying thought to the
not-being God (at any rate a not-being God cannot think!), it is
clear that Basilides is very close to a distinctly Plotinian idea.62
Not only is this God without thought, but he is also without consciousness or perception
On the positive side, however, this God did in some way 'wish'
to create the world seed, although nothing emanated from him:
everything was contained in the world seed in the same way that
teeth are present in a new-born child 63 The first thing to bubble
forth from the seed of the world was the three-fold sonship. The
first sonship sped upwards to the non-existent God because of his
extreme loveliness and beauty; the second sonship also sped
upwards, but did not reach the first, while the third had to remain
in the fullness of the great seed. Thus begins the account of creation.64 There arose the Great Ruler of the Ogdoad (the 'more than
ineffable') who created the heavenly region, likewise the Ruler of
the Hebdomad arose, the God of Moses ('the ineffable'), and he
created the world Each thought that he was the supreme God and
knew nothing of that which was above both of them or of the existence of the third sonship in the seed. Ibis ignorance can be called
'pre-restoration agnosia' To be brief, the process of restmation is
begun through the Gospel, through which the rulers learn that they
are begotten, become afraid of their ignorance and finally attain
wisdom through acceptance of their positions. Through them, both
the heavenly and earthly regions become illuminated, but still the
third sonship remains in the seed 65 At this point, says Basilides,
creation is still gwaning and in torment, waiting for further revelation, and in order to prevent anything desiring that which would
be cont~ary to its natme, the supreme God caused a 'great ignorance' to descend upon everything 66 This was done so that all

things would be content with their lot rather than be in pain and
sorrow by striving for that which is beyond them, 'like fish wanting to graze with sheep', for nothing can transgress its limits or it
would perish 67 Ibis post-restoration 'ignorance', where everything must be content to remain in its own place without knowledge of all that is beyond, is truly 'blissful ignorance' Thus,
gnosis, in this system, is given simply to achieve the process of
restoration: sonship to sonship, hylic to hylic, psychic to psychic,
and spiritual to spiritual
The idea of restoration in the Gnostic system of Basilides is
very different from the idea of unity in Neoplatonism, or the
notion of salvation in Christianity, wherein the soul returns to God
and is united with him according to its capacity. In this Gnostic
system, the highest level of union takes place on a tertiary level,
within the sphere of the Great Ruler, who presumably has reverted
agnostically to his original assumption that he alone is the highest
God For Basilides, restoration means unity within diversity, and
each level remains separate and alone: nothing is united with the
not-being God.
Although Gnosticism generally proposes a system of knowledge
for the elect, in Basilides, gnosis would appear to be the principle
of restoration on a cosmic level In this respect, Basilides stands
on the fringe of Gnostic thought- it is also notable that no other
Gnostic writer had any difficulty in applying the term 'ineffable'
to God In the end, ignorance wins out over and against knowledge, in a system where salvation becomes ignorance of God This
idea is radically different from the Jewish, Platonic, and Christian
systems, where knowledge (and even 'unknowing knowing') lead
eventually to union with God
The theology of the not-being God in Basilides does not provide
a means whereby the human intellect can come to any knowledge
of the divine, and therefore, there is nothing here which can truly

2
6
63
64
65
66

See Enn V 3, 11, 25-30
Hippolytus, VII. 22. 1
VII, 22. 8
VII. 25 5 and 27 10
VII,27 . 1-4

67

VII. 2 7 3; the Ptolomaic account of the passionate search of Sophia, the
youngest of the Aeons, is obviously at the root of the idea of Basilides that it is
impossible to reach the supreme divinity; see Irenaeus. Advenus Haereses, I, 2, 2
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be called a negative theology The God of Basilides is unknown
and transcendent, not simply because he is unlike anything in the
created world, or because it is difficult to come to any knowledge
of his nature, this God is unknown because he has made all things
ignorant of him The Basilidean razor of negative language has
been so sharpened that it would appear to have severed the fragile
thread of relationship between created nature and God It has left
the world in an indeterminate limbo of imposed cosmic ignorance.
God has banished himself to the lonely isolation of the supercelestial region, leaving the world at the mercy of two deluded
rulers; yet since ignorance has been imposed no one knows any
better anyway The system of Basilides is perhaps the first example of a religious atheism, for his not -being God can be no more
than a metaphysical starting-point
Although the so-called 'negative theology' of Basilides is
radically different from the understanding of negative theology
as it will be found in the Enneads of Plotinus, nonetheless,
some Gnostic texts of this kind may have conttibuted to the
development of negative theology in the later Platonists If
Basilides was teaching at Alexandria in the second century then
he would have been contemporaneous with Numenius, and
would have preceded Plotinus by some seventy years only,
Certainly, it has to be said that the early Christian Apologists
actually promulgated Gnostic teaching in their attempts to refute
it as heretical, and it is likely that a less radical form of agnosia
penetrated Christian theology and scriptural exegesis in its formative years 68

other contacts, with Alexandria and Athens, are not certain.69
Although he is known to us as a Pythagorean, older German opinion classed him as a Gnostic 70 In 1934, H -Ch Puech was prepared to grant this thesis some credibility, but regarded him primarily as a Jew for reasons which will become clear below 71
Numenius was a very versatile figure, being, among other things,
a student of comparative religion, following the ttadition of
Plutarch and others. His main aim was the attempt to bring all
other religious beliefs into line with Platonic philosophy. 72 It has
also has been suggested that there are links between Numenius
and the Chaldean Oracles and the Hermetic writings 73 Primarily,
Numenius can be regarded as a Platonist, although in his writings
we witness an interpretation of both Plato and Aristotle along
Pythagmean lines His Pythagorean roots have been well-attested,
and Origen is among the earliest writers to have noted his
Pythagorean sympathies 74 Once again, we possess only fragments
of his works, preserved chiefly by Eusebius and Porphyry among
others The fragments form part of four main works: On The
Good; On the Jnwn uptiblilly of the Soul; On the Dmenswn
between the Academics and Plato; 75 and On Numbers 76
Numenius, as the last figure in this study of the Middle Platonists, brings us closest to the philosophy of Plotinus, who was to be
accused of plagiarizing the teaching of Numenius 77 Amelius of

Numenius and the Development of Pythagorean Platonism
Numenius (fl c . AD 150) was born in Apamea in Northern
Syria We know very little about his life, as is the case with so
many of the Middle Platonists. He may have taught at Rome, but
68

See J Danie!ou Gospel Mnsagc: and Hclleni1tiL Cuftwe. p 338

69
70

71

See J. Dillon, The M1ddle Platonists. p 361ft
See E Nmden, Agnostos Iheos p 72
'Numenius d' Apame et Jes th€ologiens orientales au second siecle , pp 745-

778
72 See Fr. I
73
See J Dillon. op Lit p 394ff and E R Dodds, 'Numenius and Ammonius' p
IOff.
74
Cmma Cel<,um I, 15 and IV, 51
75
A discussion of Numenius's views on the Academy can be found in D
0 Mema, Pythagmm Rnived, pp 10-13
76
The edition I have used is the most recent one by Des Places (Paris, 1973); for
some of the more important points I also give refErences, in brackets. to the oldeJ
Leemans edition, Studie ove1 den Wij~geer Numcniu5 van Apamea mit Uitgm e

der F1 agmenten (Brussels 1937)
See Vita Plot 17, 1
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Apamea, a follower of Numenius and his chief promulgator, was
also a friend of Plotinus, and indeed the editor of the Enneads until
Porphyry displaced him; it is no doubt through this close link that
Numenius was read by Plotinus The parallels between Numenius
and Plotinus are such that Guthrie argues that it is Numenius who
rightly deserves the title, 'Father of Neoplatonism' 78 Whether this
is a valid point will become clearer as this discussion progresses.
With regard to Numenius, the question of oriental influences again
mises It is certainly the case that there are in the extant fragments
some ideas which cannot easily be traced to either Plato or
Pythagoras, but it is now generally held that Numenius was a true
representative of the Greek theological perspective (although some
older scholais have had some reservations 79 )
The quest of Numenius for the Incorpmeal (to asonraton) as
true being, has an almost Plotinian or Augustinian flavour, as he
proceeds by asking the questions: 'is it the elements?' (it cannot
be for they were made and are, therefore, transitory); 'is it matter?' (it cannot be because matter is not stable) 8 For Numenius,
the unlimited, indefinite, unknowable aspects of matter point to a
principle which maintains it, and nothing else holds matter in existence other than the Incorporeal 81 Although the more metaphysical fragments of Numenius concern to on in the Platonic sense, the
use of the term 'incorporeal', while it may have Platonic connotations, also has strong Philonic and Jewish overtones. The extent of
the influence of Philo on Numenius has of course been questioned,
but it is certain that Numenius was familiar with the basic outlines
of Jewish thought, whether at first or second hand it is not certain.
In a true Platonic sense, 'the incmporeal' is the only thing that can
endure; it is the only self-adjusted reality, and is not subject to the
tendencies of other bodies: it is not generated, not increased, and
not disturbed by motion It has, therefore, the highest rank among
the things that are In Fragment 5, Numenius uses the familiar

platonic negations concerning to on: it is timeless, motionless and
permanent, etemal, firm, ever-equable, and identicaL It admits of
no generation, destruction, increase or decrease, and has no place
or motion 82
Numenius says that the name for this principle, 'the Incorporeal', is a name for which he has long been searching: Being, the
Existent 83 He has already given the reason why the Incorporeal
should be to on in a truly Platonic sense; he repeats the negations
concerning the 'incorporeal' for ou,ia, adding 'simple', a term that
had already been used by Alcinous The Incorporeal alone is intelligible, and Numenius quotes from Timaeus 27D, concluding that
the Existent has nothing to do with matter, but as etemal and
immutable, can be contemplated only by reason 84 Once again,
Numenius is following the traditional Platonic view in asserting
that true being can be understood through nous, yet in the fragments we possess, !me being is not the highest reality; that place
is reserved for the first God
The more theological fragments of Numenius are numbered 1122 in the edition of Des Places, and it is to these that I now turn
my attention. While I hesitate only slightly to draw parallels
between the philosophical fragments just outlined and the theological fragments which follow, it would seem more than likely that
the tmly Existent, the Incorporeal, could also be called divinity or
God This notion has been the source of some contention, especially with regard to Fragmentl3, where the first God is referred
to as 6 mv I discuss this text below
Numenius's theological hierarchy makes a distinction between
the first God, who is simple and concentrated entirely on himself,
and the God who is both second and third. 85 Even though the second and third God is in reality one, when he is associated with
matter (the dyad in Pythagorean terms) he is divided and tom apart
by it This demiurge is not the ignorant creator of Basilides, but

°
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Numeniu1 of Apamea, pp 95-98.
See for example E R Dodds 'Numenius and Ammonius' p 11
8
° F1 3 (12L)
gJ f1 4a (13L)

Fl 5. 19-20
FJ66-7
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Fr 7. 1 and 10 and 8, 5
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the demimge of the Tunaeus, although the distinction between a
supreme God and a creator God is admittedly recognized as being
a Gnostic idea 80 However, Gnosticism may not be the source for
this idea in Numenius, for it also appears in Philo. Now since it
would appear that Numenius may have known the works of Philo
of Alexandria (whether at first or second hand), it is possible that
he bonowed the distinction from that Jewish source and applied it
to his own theology; as I will later show, Timaeus 28C had no
small part to play in this matter 87
In FJGgment 11, the unity of the second and third Gods is
slightly ambiguous, for Numenius calls the kosmos a God. H -Ch
Puech has argued that the distinction between the second and third
Gods is to be understood as a distinction between the transcendent
and immanent aspects of the demiurge 88 However, although
Numenius gives kosmos the name theos, I do not think he intends
it to be understood in the same way as the first and second principles are Gods (perhaps he was attempting to adapt the Stoic idea
and account for the divine nature of the world as the creation of
God, and therefore imbued with his presence) In Fragment 2!,
which is preserved in the In Timaeum of Proclus, it would seem
that Numenius did call creation the third God, and this is
explained in terms of 'father', 'son' and 'grandson'- here is one
instance where Numenius appears to rely on the Corpu5 Hermeticum, or on a common source 89
This triad, first God (who is later called nous), the demiurge and
the world, is purely a Platonic development, and can be found in

the Timaeus 90 Having made this primary theological distinction,
Numenius then accounts for the differences between the first and
second divinities The first God does not create; he is regarded as
the Father of the demiurge. He is the King and free from all the
work of creation, while the second God rules the world 91 In Fragment 13, Numenius explains the relations between the first and
second God in terms of the relation between the farmer and the
sower The second God, the 'legislator', plants and distributes in
the soul the seeds sowed by the first God, who is called '0 ~£v yE
mv 92 It is this phrase which has reminded some modern scholars
of the text of Ex 3:14. l Whittaker, following A -J. Festugiere,
thinks that Numenius did have this scriptural passage in mind, and
suggests that the most obvious link would have been Philo 93 I
think it is likely that Numenius was, either consciously or unconsciously, appropriating some Jewish source, and although we do
not have enough evidence to suggest the direct influence of the
Exodus text itself, Philo is one most likely somce of the idea in
Numenius It is quite likely that Numenius came across the designation in his researches into comparative religion Although
Numenius does not mention Philo by name, in Fragment lb, he
numbers the Jews among those who believe God to be incorpmeal,
and in Fragment 9, there is a reference to Moses as tl'e man who
became most able to pray to God. However, in Fragment 56,
Numenius is reported as having called the God of the Temple in
Jerusalem 'the Father of all the Gods' and while this kind of idea
finds expression in the Old Testament, 94 it is certainly not a Jewish sentiment; in fact it provides the most damning evidence
against the thesis that Numenius himself was a Jew. His repeated
use of Platonic terms (in preference to biblical terms) shows that
while he was sympathetic towards Judaism, he came down more
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See lrenaeus, Adve/Su\· hac! nes, I, 19, 2 and I 26. 1 J Dillon senses danger
when Numenius suggests that the demimge CJeates as a result of his mcxis for
matteJ, but here the supposed Gnostic element depends on the translation of ore xi~
(see The Middle Platonist~ p 369) Dillon uses the word ·Just' while Des Places
translates it as ·ctesir' (F1agments, p 5). which is. I think, closer to the meaning of
Numenius here C. J. De Vogel also argues against equating the second God of
Numenius with the Gnostic dc:mimge pointing out that in Gnosticism the demiurge creates the world in ignorance of the ideas (G1ak Philowphy, Vol 3, p
425)
sr See Philo, Leg all iii, 207.
Hs 'Numenius d'Apamec:· p 756.
89 F1 21, 7 (24L): see C H VIII and X 14
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Lo docflims de I dme (Paris 1953), p 44 and Moses Atticizing p. 196
See Cont1a Ce!wm, IV 51 where Origen says that Numenius used allegories
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strongly on the side of Platonism, and Fragment 13 is the only
place where he uses the term 6 &v in favour of n) Ov
Fwgment 16 is perhaps the most important passage left to us
from the writings of Numenius: here he explains his theology
more succinctly. He retains the same order of deity, but gives each
level a different name The first God is called nous; he is the Good
in itself and the principle of being. This fragment is interesting in
respect of the fact that Numenius says that the first God is the
demiurge of being. The second God, therefore, is the principle of
becoming. In Fragment 21, preserved by Proclus, it is reported
that it is the first and second Gods who are double, not the second
and third Again in FJ agment 22, Proclus repeats the idea of a
close relationship between the first and second Gods. The first
God is 'that which really is', and is related to the second God
through nous and to the third God through discursive reasoning. It
is because Numenius says that the first God is the demiurge of
being that Proclus has grounds for relating the first and second
Gods in the way that he does. However, I do not think that Numenius would have regarded the first God as the demiurge of the
world; he looked upon him simply as the source of being. After
all, to understand the first God as demiurge is not consistent with
the sentiments ofF ragment II; perhaps 'principle' of being would
have been a better word for him to have used (this would certainly
hint at Republic 509B)
In Fragment 17, there is a very interesting interpretation of
Iimaeus 28C regarding the unknowability of God Numenius
interprets this text to mean that only the demiurge is knowable,
while the first God, the first nous, beauty in itself, is entirely
unknowable. It is this passage which has been cited in conjunction
with the idea of the unknowable God of Gnosticism, and it is in
reality the first Platonic reference to God as unknowable lt may
well be the case that Numenius is thinking in Gnostic terms here,
but equally he may have understood Plato to mean that there is
both a creator and a Father. This is not inconceivable He goes on
to say that the nous which the human intellect perceives dimly is
not the first God, because anterior to this nous is another mind,

even more ancient and divine Although this could be understood
10 mean that the first God is above nous, the fact that Numenius
refers to the first God as nous lessens the impact of his statement;
it illustrates that confusion over the status of the divine hierarchy
which is characteristic of second-century Platonism like the deity
of Alcinous, the first God of Numenius remains firmly at the level
of being and nou~; 95 it is not surprising, therefOre, that Numenius
does not use the passage from the Republic (509B), a passage
which was to be much favoured by Plotinus. Following Republic
508E, Numenius calls the supreme God the 'idea of the Good',
because the first God is the idea from which the demiurge receives
his goodness Therefore, while there is in Numenius a straining
towards a transcendent principle who is beyond both being and
intellect, in the fragments we possess, Numenius never quite
makes this explicit
There is one pluase from Fragment 19 which is interesting from
a Plotinian perspective. Here, Numenius repeats the statement
from the 'Lecture on the Good': 'the Good is the One'. Although
the idea is not developed by Numenius in this instance, we may
reasonably conjecture that while he does not use the term 'one'
interchangeably with 'good', 'intellect', 'being', or 'God', this
identification is nevertheless important; yet its impact is somewhat dulled (at least it must have been for Plotinus), by the fact
that 'one', even in its identification with 'good', remains at the
level of being. It is strange that Numenius, as a Pythagorean, did
not make more use of the term 'one' to describe the first God
Although he says that his own ideas are based on Plato and the
Pythagoreans, I cannot find very much in the fragments we possess to link him with Eudorus and Moderatus His theology has
much more in common with Alcinous than with the theories of the
early neo-Pythagoreans However, in contrast to Alcinous and
Maximus of I yre, where we found the notion of abstraction
(aphairesis), in the fragments of Numenius we do not find any95
Although the first God is not a thinking intellect (f1 16); he calls on the help
of the second God to think
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thing of the negative theology which is such an important part of
the Enneads, unless we consider the negations concerning the
Incorporeal in Fragment 5
In Fragment 2 Numenius points the way one should follow in
order to reach the fitst God who is unknowable (agnooumenos); 96
it was this passage which must have influenced Plotinus, and it
earned for Numenius himself the title of 'mystic' It is also in this
text that we find the closest suggestion of the method of aphairem. There is no sensible object, nor anything material which
resembles the Good or offers a possibility of attaining to it, so the
way must be a way which transcends all sensible images The
image used to express this 'way' of reaching the Good shows
Numenius at his most poetic, and immediately reminds the reader
of many passages in the Enneads. Just as one who sits in an observation tower and sees, in one 'glance', a small solitary fishing
boat, 'unique, isolated and abandoned', enveloped by the waves,
so too can one catch a glimpse of the Good It is through being far
removed from all sensible things, that one may see the Good, like
the 'alone to the alone' The phrase, ).!OVC(l ).!OVOV, was of course
made famous by Plotinus; 97 it was he who, according to E R
Dodds, gave it real significance in a metaphysical sense with the
inspired addition of cpuyi], escape, although Philo, a fellow
Alexandrian, had used a similai phrase regarding flight to the
uncreated 98 In that lonely place where one finds the Good, says
Numenius, there is neither man nor anything living, but 'an inexpressible, indefinable, immediate and divine solitude'. In that solitude, the Good teigns over all existence in a manner which is
benevolent, peaceful and tendet This almost Plotinian description
emphasizes the ttanscendent nature of the Good in a way that is
more explicit than in any othe1 fragment . Yet Numenius warns
that this approach is not an easy one, and anyone who imagines
that he has seen the Good while still in the midst of the sensible

war ld must be mistaken - a familiar sentiment of later negative

w,
97
98

From the verb d.yvotco. to be ignorant of (F 1 17)
SecEnn Vl9, 1.
'Numenius and Ammonius p 17; see also Quod Deus, 160

BENNER LHlRARY
01 ivet Nazarene Unfvernlt)!
KANKAKEE, IUJNOIS

theology In reality, this ascent to the Good involves, firstly, a
movement away from sensible things, secondly an enthusiasm for
the study of the sciences, and thirdly, a serious consideration of
numbets; only then will one be able to attain to the object of the
supreme science These studies, which are undertaken as a preparation fm one who would embark on the path to the Good, are to
be understood in tetms of a rigmous preparation of the mind, for
the way to a vision of the supreme God was through practical
training, and that involved, as it was to do fm Plotinus, a study of
mathematics and numbers
It is thus that we are brought closet to the notion of the Plotinian One, and although in Numenius there is no systematic denial
involved in the ascent, the Good is placed above the realm of the
sensible and intelligible While God is never described as 'beyond
being', the way to the unknowable fits! God is not a way which
can be understood as remaining on the level of intellect; it is more
intuitive In this tegard it is but a shmt step to tire Plotinian One,
although there are many ideas in Numenius with which Plotinus
would not have agreed. The ambiguity conceming the supremacy
of nous and agathon reflects a conflict between Plato and Aristotle which only Plotinus would resolve in his own unique fashion.
However, we must be careful not to propel Numenius forward into
the Plotinian system, nm equally to move backwaids in the
attempt always to find some traditional Platonic basis fm Plotinian
ideas. Among the Middle Platonists, Numenius was undeniably a
unique figure and impmtant in his own tight Although much of
that which is more fully developed in Plotinus appears, at least in
embryonic form, in Numenius, I must reject K S Guthrie's proposal to adopt Numenius as the true Fathet of Neoplatonism;
equally, I will not attempt to monopolize that title fm Plotinus. If
one wishes to foist the paternity of Neoplatonism on anyone, then
both Speusippus and Eudmus must also be considered as likely
candidates Although Neoplatonism developed slowly ovet two of
tlre most impmtant centuries of Hellenistic thought, it is useful to
retain the traditional distinction between Middle Platonism and
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Neoplatonism; the latter can usefully be said to have begun with
Plotinus. It was he who reworked and rethought many of the
philosophical and theological ideas of Middle Platonism and constructed his own system, which, although it owes much to his predecessors, Numenius in particular, remains without parallel in
Greek thought

CHAPTER FIVE

PLOTINUS: THE INEFFABLE ONE

The student of Plotinus, like the student of Augustine, Aquinas
or any other major thinker who has been the subject of much
detailed research, faces a number of problems at the outset of his
or her research. After au initial period of enthusiasm, one begins to
wonder rather despondently whether it has not all been said
before A further disconcerting aspect of the study of Plotinus is
that there exists a vast amount of secondary literature which
appears to deal with Plotinus under every aspect and guise;
although the theme of negative theology is not a well-researched
one To date, the student of Plotiniau negative theology will be
indebted to J Trouillard, J M Rist and, more particularly, to A
H Armstwng. I do not intend to add to the reader's burden by
prefacing this chapter with a general introduction to Plotinian
thought, nor with biographical information which cau be found,
not only in secondary sources but also, aud perhaps best of all, in
the account written by the earliest biogiapher of Plotinus, Porphyry
As with the other authors I am dealing with in this volume, my
aim with regard to Plotinus is to attempt to set down in an orderly
fashion his thoughts concerning the nature of the One, and the
method or ways advocated by him in order that the One can be
reached I believe that some important texts regarding the way of
negation in Plotinus have not hitherto been studied in a systematic
fashion, both with regard to his Middle Platonic predecessors and
to his own metaphysical scheme As the student of Plotinus knows
only too well, the Enneads were not intended for publication as
scholarly text books, and the many inconsistencies which are
apparent in them do not so much reflect a clear-cut development in
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Plotinus's thought, as betray his shifting emphasis and perspective
as he examines the nature of the One, the Good, and Beauty
Much has been written on the famous assertion of Plotinus that
the One is not only beyond being but also beyond thought; some
have concluded that in positing such an extremely remote first
principle, Plotinus has destroyed his own metaphysical system by
refining the One out of all existence I do not believe that this is a
valid criticism and I hope to demonstrate in the course of this discussion that the return of all things to the One, conceived either in
individual or in cosmic terms, does not have to leave a causal
metaphysical scheme in place behind it, since there is no longer
any need for this The idea of an 'anarchic' ontological system
can, at least to some extent help to explain Plotinus's idea of unity
with the One, although we must be careful not to superimpose
later thought forms on the Enneads in such a way as to destroy or
conceal Plotinus 's own meaning. 1
Tung's observation that the Westem mind finds it difficult to
function without the aid of concepts, is particularly relevant to the
study of Plotinus, fm it is not easy to shrug off an inherited understanding of a metaphysical system in order to come to an understanding of Plotinus's way of the non-concept The mighty,
unknown One of the Enneads is not only the Alone- that which is
urn elated to all things, above being, and beyond thought - but also
the Creator and Father of all; he is infinitely desirable and always
present to the soul, had it but eyes to look In other words, Plotinus,
like all the great masters of the way of abstraction or negation,
advocates an understanding of the One which is not solely negative,
but also positive. Although negative theology iu Plotinus is built
upon a more positive understanding of the nature of the One, this
does not mean that Plotinus was working consciously on the principle later to be advocated by Proclus and the Pseudo-Dionysius: that
we must systematically affirm before we can begin to deny

In this study of negative theology in the Enneads, I have
attempted to keep the following phrase always in mind: 'the Good
is gentle and kindly and gracious, and present to anyone when he
wishes' 2 No radical form of negative theology can exist without
some positive content, otherwise it can but lead to the despair of
agnosticism; Plotinus knew this In this chapter, therefore, as a
backdrop and indeed the key to a correct understanding of negative theology in Plotinian thought, I begin by outlining Plotinus' s
conception of the highest principle, that conception which leans
towards a more kataphatic understanding of the One . In order to
simplify the account of Plotinus' s use of positive and negative
terms in relation to the One, I have chosen to discuss those passages where he explains the names or symbolic titles, Creator,
Father, King, Beauty, Good, and One- the familiar terms encountered in the writings of the Middle Platonists. These titles are distinct from the terms which are applied to the One in the manner of
attributes, such as simple and unique, for Plotinus is most insistent
that the One has no attributes

1 SeeR SchUrmann· s excellent study on Meister Eckhart s anarchic ontological
system The Loss of Origin in Soto Zen and in Meiste1 Eckhart Thomi\1. 42
(1978), pp 281-312

Kataphasis: Beauty and Good
like most of his Platonic predecessors, Plotinus firmly believes
that the One is the first cause, the creator of all who holds all
things together in the universe 3 Following the Iimaeus, Plotinus
explains that just as the things of the heavenly world derive their
being from God, so the things of this world derive their being from
the gods derived from him 4 For Plotinus, the One is conceived
primarily as cause of life, mind and being, for the One is the productive power and principle of all things. God not only creates the
universe, he also sustains it, because it exists only through him 5
2 V 5, 12, 33-35; trans A H. A1mstrong, p 193 Unless otherwise noted, translations are from Armstrong· s Loeb edition
3
II 1, l. II l. 4 and V 3, 15
4
II 1 5; see Tim 69C
5
1 6, 7: n 9 9: II 9 16- 17; v 1 7 and v 3 ll
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Thus far, it would appear that Plotinus is not saying anything dif.
ferent from what could have been found in any second-century
manual on Platonism; yet Plotinus builds on the notion of the
One's transcendence, by affirming that the cause of all things must
itself be above all things that it causes
In the metaphysical scheme of Plotinus, the Father image is a
favourite one. In this respect he is not far from the thought of
Numenius, in whom the related idea is also found, that nous, identified with the demiurge, is fathered by the One: although more
often Plotinus speaks of the emanation of nous from the One 6
Nous, as the 'son of the Good', is often identified with Zeus 'the
father of the gods', 'the oldest of the gods', and 'the son of the
all' 7 When Plotinus speaks in these terms it is evident that Greek
religion is not far from his thought; but when he speaks of intellect
as the 'offspring of the Good', he is thinking of that passage in the
Republic where Socrates speaks of the 'offspring of the Good' 8
The notion of the One as Father is, I think, a very forceful
expression of the intimacy which Plotinus conceived to exist
between the Father and the individual soul His frequent use of the
term pati!J to signify the One in relation to the fallen soul is striking, and explains why Plotinus would have been read with much
approval by Christians from the fourth centmy onwards 9 In his
treatise Against the Gnostics (II 9), Plotinus is opposed to the idea
that only some people are special to God: rather, every soul is a
child of that Father 10 The One is not, therefore, simply an
abstract, impersonal principle; although in the Enneads, 'there is a
continual tension and interplay between personal and impersonal
ways of thinking about God' 11

The Plotinian use of the term basileus is no doubt derived
from the Middle Platonic use of the word as found in Apuleius,
Maximus of Tyre and Numenius However, the original inspiration for the application of this term can be traced back to Plato's
Second letter 12 Plotinus uses the image of a kingly court in procession in order to show how everything is dependent on the last
and highest of things 13 (I will return to this passage in due course
because it reveals a very important theme in Plotinus, namely,
that there are various levels of knowledge concerning the King
of all.) It would seem that Plotinus uses the word 'king' in more
than simply metaphorical terms, for at one point he says that this
king has 'the most just, the natural sovereignty and the true kingdom' 14 Once again, Plotinus's use of this word would have
struck a note in harmony with the Christian Fathers who later
read him
That the first principle was for Plotinus supremely beautiful is
evident even from a cursory reading of the Enneads; his treatise
On Beauty (the sixth tractate of the first Ennead), is perhaps the
most well-known of all his writings, both in ancient times and
indeed today. In his general account of the ascent towards Beauty,
Plotinus follows the Platonic ascent as described in the Sympo·
sium: one moves from the appreciation of the nature of beautiful
bodies inwards to soul and character, and from there upwards
tlnough various levels to the Good itself. It is important to note at
this point that when Plotinus speaks of the One as Beauty, and
indeed Good, these are not to be understood as real qualities of the
first plinciple 15 I have already pointed out that when Plotinus is
speaking of the supreme Beauty he often refers to it as the Good,
for the Good is that which is supremely beautiful It is so beautiful
that once it has been seen, the seer is 'full of wonder and delight,
enduring a shock which causes no hurt, loving with true passion

(, V 1, 8 and VI 7, 29.
7 III 8, 11; IV 4, 9; V 1 II; V 8, 10-13; at V 5. 3. 16-24. Plotinus makes use of
the Numenian distinction between Grandfather, Father and Son; see P. Hadot
'Oranos Kronos and Zeus in Plotinus · 'I reatise Against the Gnostics' in Neoplatonism and Emly Clui\tian Ihoufih! (London 1981). pp 124-137
8 V 1. 6; see Rep 506D-E
9 See for example I 6. 8
10 119 16,9
11 See A H Armstrong
Plotinus's Doctrine of the Infinite p 57

12
312E: see H DOrrie. Der KOnig' in Platonic a Minma (Munich, 1976). pp
390405.
13
V 5. 3 and VI 8. 9
14
v 5, .3, 15-21
15
I6 6
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and piercing longing' 16 Yet although it is the most beautiful of all
things, its beauty is not the kind of beauty that is composed of a
symmetry of parts, for it is ami!chanos 17 One further point intimately bound up with the interchange of terms used by Plotinus
when speaking about the highest Beauty, is that he is not entirely
clear whether the Good is Beauty or whether it lies beyond it
Although Plotinus would not deny that the Good is beautiful, there
are some passages in the Enneads where he appears to shift his
emphasis slightly to assert the supremacy of the Good over
Beauty The Good, he says, holds Beauty as a screen before it, and
is itself beyond Beauty 18 Here Plotinus identifies Beauty with
nous; thus, to speak of the Good as Beauty is to speak, as Plotiuus
puts it, in 'a loose aud general way' 19
I suspect that one reason why Plotiuus is sometimes a little
reluctant to place Beauty on the same level as the Good is because
of the very obvious beauty which exists in the physical world:
earthly beauty can sometimes be dangerous, he says, in that it can
involve a falling into evil if the lover loses sight of the highest
Beauty in the veneration of earthly beauty 20 Thus, while Plotinus
would be reluctant to say that the love of earthly beauty is of itself
evil, he does warn against the dangers which are to be found in the
ascent towards absolute Beauty Yet it is not only earthly beauty
which can distract from the One, but intelligible beauty also 21 In
Ennead V 5, Plotinus describes 'the First' as enthroned upon a
pedestal which is nous, and although this Beauty is 'inconceivable' or 'uncontrived', it remains firmly on the level of Intellect.
In another passage from the same Ennead, Plotinus asserts that the
passionate love of beauty, even intellectual beauty, 'causes pain,

16

l 6. 7, 15-18

11

I 6, 8, 2 and V 5, 3, 8: see Symp 218E
I 6. 9

18

19

I 6 9 39-40
20
III' 5.' 1; on this theme, see A H Armstwng, ·The Divine Enhancement of
Earthly Beauties: The Hellenic and Platonic Tradition·, in Hellenic and Clui5tian
Studies, Varimum Reprints II, n IV
21 V 5. 12 and VI 7, 22
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because one must have seen it to desire it' 22 Love of beauty,
therefore, is secondary to the more ancient and unperceived desire
for the Good. Beauty itself is dead without the 'colour cast upon it
from the Good>,23 for Beauty is younger than the Good (in truth,
not in time), and Beauty needs the Good, whereas the Good does
not need Beauty 24 Ultimately, however, both participate in the
One who is before them both; 25 this is one of the few places in the
Enneads where Plotinus speaks of the Good as being somehow
subordinate to the One, for the thesis which appears to be the
backbone of the Enneads is that famous Platonic statement from
the 'Lecture on the Good': 'the Good is the One'
Yet, there are many passages in the Enneads where Plotinus
speaks of the First as absolute Beauty and I think his emphasis is
colomed by the context or perspective from which he is speaking
For example, when he is referring to the ultimate vision of the
One, he speaks in terms of sight; and since Beauty is what is beautiful to the eye, it is, therefore, the 'content' of the vision Plotinus
does not talk about the vision of the One in the same way that he
talks about the vision of the Good and the Beautiful. When he is
referring to the vision of the highest Beauty, he calls it the 'Beauty
above Beauty', and the 'beyond Beauty'. 26 Therefore, while Plotinus does not hesitate to speak of the One as the first Beauty,
strictly speaking, Beauty belongs to the level of nous In terms of
a strict negative theology, which was I think a very important part
of Plotinus 's thought, the One or the Good must be free of everything, even Beauty itself. 27 In this sense, the One must be thought
of as being beyond Beauty
In three specific treatises in the Ennead' Plotinus deals explicitly with the question of the nature of the Good, although his
thoughts on the subject are scattered throughout his writings 28
22

v 5, 12, ]5,]6

23

VI 7. 22. 6
V S. 12
v 5, 12, 11.
VI 7. 32, 29 and VI 7 33 20
v 5, 13
See I 7. VI 7 and VI9

24

25
26
27

28
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While the negative terms applied to the Good are an important element in Plotinus's thought, his conception of the Good as
expressed in 'positive' terms is, I think, the more prominent element in the Enneads At this point I shall give only the very general outline of the ideas concerning the nature of the Good as Plotinus presents it in the Enneads
In positive terms, the Good is the absolute Good; it is at the
same time Beauty and beyond Beauty, and also the One 29 The
transcendent Good, as the cause of goodness, is that upon which
everything depends and to which all things aspire; it is the te/os,
the end of human desire, for all things need the Good as if they
realised that they could not live without it 30 Even though the
Good is conceived in terms of the dynamic out-flowing good for
all things, in general terms, the Good shares with the One the most
elevated position in Plotinus's ontological system and ultimately,
nothing can be said about its nature. However, his use of the term
'Good' to convey some positive information about the nature of
the One, remains firmly embedded in the post-Platonic tradition of
philosophy. I have already mentioned the conclusion of Plato's
'Lecture on the Good' in chapter two of the present study, where I
noted that after Plato, the Platonic school was hesitant to equate
the Good wi•'l the One (with the exception of the neo-Pythagoreans) However, not even in Numenius, supposedly the greatest
Pythagorean of his day, do we find such an explicit identification
of the One and the Good as we do in Plotinus It would appear that
the six centuries between Plato and Plotinus had the effect that the
stark conclusions of the Parmenides lost some of their original
meaning and acquired a strong theological significance. There is
no doubt that Plotinus read the Parmenides with the 'single eye of
faith', as E R. Dodds put it, 11 but the actual progression which
transformed this Platonic dialogue into a theological doctrine is
most difficult to trace with complete accuracy. I have attempted to

outline these steps in the previous chapters, but so much of the literature of the period is not extant that we remain on very shaky
ground on all but the basic outline I now turn my attention to the
nature of the One in Plotinus 's thought, with the reminder that by

In positive terms, at least in respect of those terms which are not
negative or prefixed with the alpha privative, there is a number of
concepts which appear to depend upon the notion of the One as

29

"II 9, 1; III 8, 10; V 2, 1; V 3 1; VI 7, 25. and V17, 37
33
See I 6, 7. 9-10

I 4. 3; 16 6; I 6, 9. and II 9, 1.

'" 14,4;16. 7; 17, 1;18. 2; V5 1 and 12; VI7,25 andV18. 13
31 'The Parmwide\· of Plato and the Origin of the Neoplatonic One' p 133

Ill

whatever name we call it, we must think of it as a single nature: it

does not possess attributes such as goodness and beauty as part of
its nature, for it is to be understood as absolutely one

The One
Plotinus read the Pannenides very carefully and accordingly his
conception of the nature of the One owes much to that source. The
definition of One for Plotinus, is simply 'oneness', and those
'attributes' which portray the One simply as a one, are outlined as
follows The One is primarily simple (haplous), it is the 'simply
one' who is at the same time the cause of all multiplicity. 32 Simplicity for Plotinus also means that the One must be understood as
unmixed, single, and pure. 33 The One must be simple, because if it
were composite it would be dependent on its parts; since it is
before all things as their cause, it cannot be a part of any thing,
therefore it is the First of all things Plotinus often couples 'simple' and 'primal', for in the metaphysical scheme of the Enneads,
there is something simple which exists before all things. 34 The
One is the most simple; it is simpler than nous and simpler than
the intelligible world, because it is a one whereas they are composite . For Plotinus, to speak of the One as simple is to speak the
truth about it, even though to speak thus does not say anything
clear or dis6nct about it. 35

34

V 3, 11, V 4, 1 and V 5, 10

35

Ill 8, 9, 16-18
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simple However, I do not wish to suggest that Plotinus was working with the intention of logically predicating certain attributes of
the One; since it seems to me rather that the term 'simple' is of the
utmost importance: all other concepts would appear to be dependent upon it
The One must be self-sufficient (autw ki!s) for the same reason
that it is simple; for it cannot be dependent on a number of parts,
nor is it a compound of any kind 36 Being self-sufficient, the One
is totally without need and lacks nothing; the transcendence and
self -sufficiency of the One means that while it does not need
anything, all other things need the One. 37 Plotinus's suongest
statement regarding the self-sufficient nature of the One is
that, 'he would not have cared if it [the world] had not come
into being' 38 This is one consequence of affirming the absolute
unity of the One At this point, I must mention that Plotinus
experienced some difficulty in explaining how multiplicity
came flom this absolute, simple unity; this, however, is not a
question which is related directly to my theme, except in so far
as multiplicity is, as Plotinus puts it, a 'one-everywhere', or
a 'one-many'. 39 This notion is related to the concept of the
presence of the One in the universe and as such plays an important part in the conversion of the soul to the One I discuss this
theme below
Other 'positive terms' which Plotinus uses concerning the One
include perfect (teleios): it is perfect because it is totally without
need; it is 'always perfect' and indeed the most perfect of all
things 40 (this was also an important idea in the Didaskalikos of
Alcinous, although there, God was understood as the most perfect
being) As perfect, the One is also unique in form (monoeidi!s) or,
as Plotinus prefers to say, fmmless (aneideon), and being in such
a manner perfect and unique, unlike all other things, it is self-ere-

ative, self-tending, self-related and self-defined 41 Such a perfection, then, since there exists nothing else like it, cannot but exist
on a level which is totally its own: it is alone; in fact, it is the
Alone 42 The famous expression 'jl6vov Kai EPT\JlOV' is ultimately derived from Plato, although it is possible that the use of
this phrase by Plotinus owes more to its employment by Numenius
than to Plato, by whom it is used in a totally different context 43
There is one other 'positive' term used very frequently by Plotinus, and this is metron Interestingly, it is not a term afforded
much discussion by the Middle Platonists, and by its very nature,
it is a term which stands out from all the other positive terms used
by Plotinus like Plato, Plotinus would have been totally opposed
to the Protagorean dictum, 'man is the measure of all things', for
the measure of things must be their cause, and for Plotinus this
was, of course, the Good. 44 This activity of the Good (that is, the
imposition of measure and definition) is totally opposed to the
characteristics of evil, which is unmeasured because it has not
been subject to the limitation of form Measurement, as an act of
the divine measure upon an object, is, therefore, a 'kind of Reason-Principle' 45 Yet for Plotinus, the One itself is never identified
with the principle of nous; even though the One is the measure of
all things, the One itself is unmeasured, and does 'not come within
the range of number'; 'for who is there to measure it?' 4 '
At this stage I wish to pause for a moment to draw breath, for
Plotinus has drawn a very vivid picture of the One as the creator,
father, and king of the universe who is absolute Beauty and
absolute Good. In this respect, Plotinus shows his reliance on the
Middle Platonic school of thought, and is particularly close to the
ideas of Alcinous The other 'positive' terms used by Plotinus:

" VI 8, 14-17 and VI 9, 3, 43-44
V 5, 10 and VI 7. 32
43
Philebu5 63B; see A H Annstrong's note in vol V of the Loeb edition. p
104.
44
See 1 8, 2, 5 and VI 8. J8, 3
" VI 1, 9 24-25
'" V 5, 4, 13; V 5 II, 2-3, and VI 6 18, 6
42

"119. I; V6 2; V7,38; Vl7 21; Vl8 7 andVI9. 6
~7 I 8, 2; Ill 8, 11; V 3. 12, and V 5, 10
38
V5 12,40ff; seealsoV4, 1,10-15
39 v 3 15,20-22
.tO v 1, 6 38
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simple, self-sufficient, and so on, are, upon closer examination,
not capable of revealing very much about the One, except that it
is not compounded, does not need anything, does not lack anything, is not like anything and is not related to anything It is at
this point that some Christian theists complain that the idea of a
supreme being who has no contact with humanity is not sufficient
to sustain belief and love It would seem, therefore, that even
when Plotinus is speaking about the One or the Good from what
would appear to be a kataphatic viewpoint, his thought is still
more inclined to a negative rather than to a positive conception.
For what knowledge does the human intellect obtain when it
thinks of the One in this way? Even though the One is spoken of
in terms which are derived from the realm of the finite, these
terms do not tell us anything about the One except that he is selfc
sufficient, perfect, and so on; we do not know what perfection is
in !elation to the One, because we know only limited, determined
being. The important point here is that the words we use enable
us to have some point of contact, however dim and uncertain,
with the infinite
The close relationship between Plotinian thought and Christian
thought in many cases makes the whole question of the correct
interp1etation of Plotinus quite problematic at times We cannot
criticize Plotinus because his idea of the One is found wanting
from a perspective which relies heavily upon the biblical, more
kataphatic, understanding of God Nonetheless, it is often quite
difficult to scrape away the layers of a Christian theology and
overlays of meaning with which we come to the reading of the
Enneads While it is tme that the One is the prima1y point in the
metaphysical scheme of Plotinus, I think A H Armstrong's comment, that Plotinus believed in the One, is something that the
1eader must not forget 47 Plotinus's quest fm the fatherland where
the Good is, the Good who is gentle, kindly and gracious, is a
quest which cannot unde1 any terms be said to be a cold, metaphysical exercise

Although Plotinus speaks of the One as the Good and Beauty,
there are many instances where he uses the most superlative of
terms, chiefly with the prefix hypo m by using epekeina, and in
these passages it can be said that Plotinus is attempting to express
the absolute transcendence of the Good, which nevertheless stands
in some sort of relation to human nature; this is what A H Annstrong has called the 'negative theology of positive transcendence' 48 The Good is the 'best of things', the excellent; there is
nothing above it, for it is the highest; there is nothing equal to it or
mightier 49 It is 'beyond what is best'; 50 it is the most self-sufficient, the most simple, the most pe1fect, the most blessed, the most
powelful; 51 it is 'truer than the tmth', the cause of causes, and the
king of kings. 52 It is the One beyond the two, and even 'more one
than God'; it is Beauty beyond Beauty and even the Good above
the Good." The kind of language Plotinus uses to express the
nature of the One can be regarded as one outcome of the method of
the negative theology: these statements do not say what the One is,
yet thei1 means of exp1ession gives the human intellect some smt of
positive content However this way of working (affirmation, negation, and super-affirmation) was not uppermost in Plotinus's mind,
for the kind of negative theology which emerges in the Enneads is
not thematically developed in the way that Eriugena develops his
'plus quam' method of resolving the problem of speech about God
However, when we read the passages in the Enneads where Plotinus insists that the Good cannot be spoken of in any way (save in
te1ms of what comes after him), and indeed cannot be known, it is
clear that his fundamental outlook is not so very far removed from
the ideas expressed by E1iugena some six hund1ed years later
It is to negation in the Enneads that I now turn my attention. My
aim is to show that there are at least two levels of the operation of
48
The Anhitectwe of the !md/igible Unive1 ~e. p 29ft
'"I7,1;V5,1;VI7 23;VI7 32;VI7,34;VI8 16 andVI8 17
50
I 8, 2.
"119, I; V4, I; V5,2; VIS. ll,andVI7,23

52
47

'Plotinus·s Doctrine ot The Infinite. p 57

V 5. 3; VI 7, 34, and VI8 18

" I 6, 9; I 8. 2; II 8, 9; VI 7. 32; VI 7, 34; VI 8 13, and VI 9 6
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negation with relation to the One. At this point, while I do not
wish to make any clear-cut distinctions, I would suggest that there
exists the negation which is necessarily entailed by the nature of
the One simply as one, and there is the negation which goes
beyond this in affirming the absolute unknowability of the Good
and the One

such as knowledge or naming, have now become imbued with a
deepe!, more theological meaning. I would suggest that Plotinus
found it necessary to negate 'attributes' such as nous and ou5ia, not
simply in the search for an absolute unity conceived of in metaphysical terms, but also from the viewpoint of a 'lived experience'
of negative theology. I begin, then, with a brief discussion of those
negations which place the One outside of all created being
The One has no size or extension; it is shapeless and has no
parts. 57 I o have no shape or size indicates formlessness, or as
Plotinus puts it, it is 'fmmless fmm' 58 Since it is formless, it carlnot be placed in any categmy into which created being can be
placed; therefore it has no place. 59 Neithe1 is the One in time and
neither movement nor rest can be attributed to it, but from it
comes all movement and rest 60 I have already noted that the One
has no principle; it is, theiCfore, ungenerated, the origin that has
no migin. 61 Since the One is not genemted, it must be self -creative, although Plotinus explains that this self-making is not to be
interpreted in a literal sense but in the sense that what the One is,
it is from befOre eternity, fm it is simultaneous with itself 62
However, there is a number of negations in the Enneads
which are not explicit in the Parmemdes, and these are: the One
is unlimited (in the sense of indefinite rathei than infinite),
umneasured and uncircumscribed That the One is boundless is in
the Plotinian scheme of things, a notion which is difficult to reconcile with the Platonic notion of the fmms. As the cause of all
things, the One must be placed outside of all limit, for it is the principle of limit fm all other things; it cannot be rest1icted by eithe1
number m propmtion. The more familiar Greek understanding of
matter as apeilon obviously posed a problem for Plotinus, and it is
an idea which demands some clarification In the Enneads, matter

The Parmenides
The via negativa proper is not a concept which is thematically
developed in the Enneads in the same way as it is found in Proclus
or in the Mystical Theology of the Pseudo-Dionysius However,
Plotinus's ideas on the subject are nonetheless clear. I have
already pointed out that the absolute unity of the One, as Plotinus
expresses it in positive terms, can also be expressed in negative
terms- for example, 'simple' means 'not compounded' in its very
basic sense It is because of the absolute unity of the One that it is
not like anything in the created order; one of Plotinus's most frequently repeated phrases is that the One is not related to anything,
while all things are related to it; the One is other than, or not one
of the things, and, therefore, has no contrary 54
There is one passage in the Enneads where Plotinus advocates,
like Proclus and the Pseudo-Dionysius, beginning from the negation of the lowest things and proceeding to the negation of the
highest things. 55 There is, however, one important point to keep in
mind: although the Parmenides was most probably an exercise in
logical dialectic, by the time of Plotinus, it had become a doctrine
'indispensable to salvation' 56 Therefore, the negation of Cleated
attributes, like shape and size is, for Plotinus an ordinary part of the
idea of the One as one, but the negations of the other concepts,
II 9. 9. 2-3; III 8, 9-10, and I 8. 6. 20-21; see W Beierwaltes Andersheit Zur
neuplatonischen Struktur einer Problemgeschichte·, in Le nioplawnim1e, pp. 365372 . and /dultitiit und Dijfe1 em:, pp 24-56
55 VI93
sr, E R Dodds. The Parme!lides of Plata·, p 133
54

50
VI 4 1, 30-31; VI, 7, 18, 39, and VI 9, 6, 8.
'"VI 7 32 9-10; VI 7 17, 39-40; VI 7, 17. 35-36, and VI 7, 33 4
59
II 2, 2, 24
00
Ill 9 7, 1-2; V 5. 10, 17. and VI 5 II 14
61
VI 8, 10. 1-2 and Vl8, 11,8-9
62
VI 8. 16, 17-18
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is unlimited, but not incidentally: it is unlimited because it has not
been subject to the limitation of form 63 Plotinus then asks the obvious question: how do the two kinds of uulimitedness differ?
Herein lies the crux of the whole matter The simplest answer
would be that the unlimitedness of matter in this world would be
less unlimited than the unlimitedness of matter in the intelligible
world, for the One is more than all things; but this cannot be the
case It is, rather, more unlimited because 'it is an image which has
escaped from being and truth' 64 Unlimitedness is more present in
that which is less defined, and matter is truly unlimited of itself,
whereas the One is essential unlimitedness, precisely because it
cannot be limited by anything, and is, therefore, a rational formative principle 65 In the Platonic scheme of reality, the wmld of the
forms, as that which is really real, is being in the fullest sense, and
belongs to the realm of limit, definition and knowledge. If one can
know only that which belongs to the rea~n of the defined and limited, then, it is not surprising that in the Plotinian scheme of things
the One, conceived as being outside all limit, cannot be known. It
is not the case that Plotinus has turned Platonic ontology on its
head, rather, he developed this Platonic notion further, for if true
being is that which is limited, definable and knowable, then the
Good, beyond being, beyond the world of forms, must be unlimited
if it is to be the principle of limit
The notion of the 'infinity' of the One in Plotinus is a complex
notion in the context of Platonic thought, and Plotinus was the first
Greek philosopher to introduce the notion into his thought, albeit
very tentatively. It is understandable that when Plotinus is speaking of the One as infinite, he often displays a certain uneasiness,
no doubt because the term was one normally applied to the indefiniteness of matter 66 He is more comfortable when speaking of the

infinity of the One in terms of the unlimited nature of its power 67
The other two concepts, unmeasured and uncircumscribed, are
also bound up with the notion of the One's unlimitedness. Because
the One is the principle of measure it cannot be measured. 68 Since
nothing existed before the One, it cannot be contained in anything;
neither is it confined within bounds. 69 Thus, in the Enneads, matter is a kind of unlimitedness, unmeasuredness and unboundedness
in relation to the limiting, measuring and binding powers of the
One, but the One remains above the things it limits (or brings into
being), and cannot itself be understood in tenns of limit or measure Plotinus's solution to the problem of the unlimitedness of the
One hinges upon his thesis that the two kinds of unlimitedness can
never be regarded in the same way: the One is unlimited by
excess, as the giver of limit, whereas matter is unlimited by defect
because the measure of the One has not reached it

6~

II 4 15: see J. Heiser Plotinus and the Apeil on of Plato· s Paunenide~'
II 4, 15, 23-24
65 II 4. 14 32
(,fi 'Indefinite' is on the kat.on side of the Pythagorean table of opposites and
engendered a prejudice which was not fully overcome until the Athenian Platonists. Syrianus and Pror.Jus

Apophasis
Thus far, the negations I have outlined have followed naturally
and logically from the affirmation of the unity and simplicity of
the One and very few of these negations (with the exception of
unlimitedness) would have been alien to Middle Platonic thought
There is, however, a number of negations not to be found in the
common Middle Platonic understanding of the supreme principle;
these are, 'not beauty', 'not good', 'not intellect', and 'not being'
While the denial of such terms must be regarded as a sttl'ngthening of the notion of the One's transcendence and simplicity, they
are at the sarne time bound up with the idea of the One as ineffable, unnameable and unknowable. Metaphysical speculation which
affirms the absolute transcendence of the One in terms such as
these (not being, and not thought), leads naturally, although not of

M
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V 3, 8, 36-37; see Rep S09B
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course mechanically, into negative theology, for one is forced to
examine the human relationship with and response to such a
ciple Leaving aside for the moment the Gnostic theories of
Basilides, for the Middle Platonists it would be unthinkable to
deny thought or being to the supreme principle Celsus had denied
that God can be thought of in terms of intellect or being, but we
have no evidence to suggest that he went further and denied selfthought to God. The not-being God of Basilides comes closest to
Plotinus's thought in this respect, but I do not think that a case can
be made to suggest that Plotinus was consciously appropriating a
Gnostic source in denying activity, consciousness and will to the
One (and Plotinus does not reject the term 'ineffable' as Basilides
had done). It is only in the Ennead\ that the beyond-being Good,
hinted at by Plato in the Republic, attains to its full stature in
Greek philosophy. The negations I discuss below, including the
negation of Good and unity, bring the negative theology of Plotinus very close to the ideas expressed by the Pseudo-Dionysius
more than two hundred years later
I have already noted that at times Plotinus subordinated Beauty
to the Good; the most important aspect of the denial of beauty to
the Good is that even the addition of beauty would deprive him of
being Good, or at least diminish his goodness. The Good cannot
be Beauty because he holds Beauty as a screen before him; he is
the source of all beauty 70 In Ennead V 5, Plotinus argues that
since the Good is simply the Good and not a good, he cannot be
said to possess goodness in himself, rather, he has nothing at all 71
However, we may use the name 'Good', says Plotinus, only if we
do not mean by that name 'one of the things' 72 Although the term,
'the Good' is generally retained by Plotinus (for we must have
some means of indicating it), there is at least one instance where
he questions the aptitude even of this term to describe the nature
of the One Any addition of being at all, even to say 'He is good',

cannot apply to the One and Plotinus explains that he uses the
word to convey identification, not as a means of predicating goodness of the One. 73 However, under the strictest rules of negation,
even to say 'the Good' is not exact, but we use the term since pure
negation does not indicate the One: 'we do need to add some
words of encouragement to what has been said, if discourse can
indicate it in any way at all' 74 The name Good, then, asserts the
identity of the Good without affirming being, but we must be careful not to think of the One as in any way related to a good: it is
purely and simply the Good which exists before all things, the
'more than Good' 75
The ideas expressed by the Middle Platonists, especially Alcinous and Numenius, to the effect that God was to be thought of as
true being, had been singularly opposed by Celsus, for whom God,
as the cause of being, was beyond being . Even though Plato had
hinted at the idea a transcendent Good above being in the Republic, his successors were, as I have already explained, hesitant to
apply to the Good the phrase, 'beyond being' True being was
intelligible and was therefore equated with nous, that is, with the
world of the forms. This position is also evident in the Enneads,
for being is always thought of in a Platonic sense as that which can
be defined and understood. The Plotinian argument for the transcendence of the Good beyond being, rests on thertequent assertion that the cause can be none of the things it causes, a perfectly
reasonable development of the Platonic theory of forms as transcendent being.
It is because the One is the cause of being that it carmot be
understood to possess being: it is different from all that comes
after it 76 Nous, as the first act of the Good and the first substance,
means that being must be understood as that which is truly real
and intelligible 77 True being, as nous, is that which Jacks nothing
73
74
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I 6, 9, 41-42
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and is the cause of all reality. It is this highest kind of being,
which Alcinous and Numenius would have understood as God,
which in the Enneads is placed on the level of intellect Like the
Middle Platonists, Plotinus asserts that real being, since it is to be
conceived of as perfect being, ought not to be placed within the
realm of physical being; it is, rather, as6matos 78 This true being
does not have any 'this or that' about it, but its 'is' is the truest
thing about it 79 The beyond being is, and simply is, but yet, ' he
is not even the 'is'; for he has no need whatsoever even of this'. 80
Plotinus claims to have found his inspiration for the grades of
reality in Plato, although he admits that this hierarchy was not
explicit in ancient authors The 'Beyond-Essence darkly indicated
by the ancients' is not, according to Plotinus, something completely new in Greek philosophy 81 He deduces three 'Ones' from
the Parmenides, and by doing so remains faithful to the Greek tradition, from Parmenides on, in the identification of thought with
being 82 The first One, the beyond-being One, is excluded necessarily from the realm of being, to such an extent that the One can'
not even say 'l:yOl drn' 8 ' We find, then, in Plotinus, an ontology
which asserts that the One is not simply absolute transcendent
Being, but an understanding of the One as transcendent non--being.
Considering Plotinus's understanding of being as intellect, it is
not surprising that the One should not only transcend being but
also intellect To make the Good either thinker or thought would
be to identify it with being; it would then be necessary, says Plotinus, to find another principle above that 84 Although Plotinus has
no hesitation in elevating the One beyond being, he does find it
necessary to offer a more persuasive argument for placing the One

beyond intellect The One, as the God and cause of nous, must be
beyond the 'supreme majesty of Intellect', fm the One cannot
itself be what it causes. 85 If the One is to be placed beyond intellect, then it cannot even have thought 86 Plotinus uses two main
ideas to support this most radical thesis . The first is that the One,
in its self-sufficiency, does not need anything at all, even thought;
the second is that if the One had any kind of thought that would
compromise its simplicity, thereby making it a duality of thinker
and thought 87 This is where Plotinus shows himself to be most
original He criticizes Aristotle's conception of the first principle
on the grounds that when Aristotle asserts that God knows himself, he reduces God's position to the level of intellect 88 To think
of the One as either Mind or God is, as S MacKenna translates it,
to 'think too meanly' 89 Plotinus goes even further than denying
thought to the One, for he says that the One cannot even be said to
have self-thought 90 He points out that while ;orne philosophers
have denied that God can know lesser things, they have attributed
self-knowledge to him, for it is nobler 91 In his own unique way,
Plotinus describes the difference between one thing thinking
another and one thing thinking itself: the latter goes further
towards escaping being two 92 Yet even this is not far enough fm
Plotinus, for if the One were able to know himself intellectively,
he would cease to be simple and become two. This idea is a
prominent feature of the negative theology of Eriugena who also
argues, in a very Neoplatonic way, that only higher essences can
know lower essences; since there is nothing higher than God, no
one can know God's essence, not even God himself, for that
would compromise his infinity. 9·1
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Plotinus then asks how we can speak of a One who is void of selfknowledge and self-awareness, for even if the Good were to say 'I
am the Good', that would be an affirmation of being which would
posit a distinction between the Good and his knowledge of himself."
According to Plotinus, if self-intellection is the awareness of the self
as something distinct, then the One cannot possess it - he must
remain above duality in a 'majestic rest' 95 Nou~. noe.sis and noeton
are identical in the One; yet even this way of thinking the One's
intellection makes a distinction and only subsequently reduces it to a
unity of a kind which the One can never be. 'We also, then, must not
add any of the things which are later and lesser, but say that he
moves above them and is their cause, but not that he is them. ' 96
It would appear, therefore, that Plotinus has gone as far as it is
possible to go in attempting to maintain the absolute unity and
simplicity of the One However, just as he had questioned the aptitude of the name 'Good', there are at least two passages in the
Ennead~ where Plotinus hesitates to use the term 'One' or 'unity'.
We call it One, he says, in order to indicate it by a designation
whicb conveys its partlessness; the implication is that even the
term One is not an adequate term and is used simply as a pointer
to its unity. 97 In Ennead V 5, Plotinus suggests that the name One,
which we use because we want to indicate it to ourselves in the
best possible way, is perhaps only a denial of multiplicity. 98 He
refers to the Pythagorean etymology of the name 'Apollo' (which
had appeared in Plutarch), as the denial of all multiplicity He says
that he is now unsure whether we ought to give it a name at all;
perhaps even this name should be denied, for it too may not be
wmthy to indicate that nature This is one passage where Plotinus
comes closest to the idea of the negation ot the negation, for a
denial of this name would mean 'not not-many'. 99 The hesitancy

of Plotinus with regard to the denial of the term unity (indicated
by his use of tacha) is understandable, fm the ultimate negation of
the One would leave us in 'sheer dread of holding to nothingness' 100 Are we then to lose faith and think of it as nothingness,
asks Plotinus? The answer is, of course, no The search for unity,
conceived solely in metaphysical terms, would do nothing more
(ban refine the One out of all existence; but such purification,
understood in terms of true negative theology, adds another
dimension of thought, one which is not easily understood in terms
of traditional 'text-book ontology' I discuss this aspect of Plotinian thought below
There is one further point which I shou~sYmention at this juncture Plotrnus notes that the unrty of the One is not like the unity
which is said to belong to the monad or the point 101 Like Philo of
Alexandria, he says that we use these concepts symbolically in
order to indicate the simple nature of the One. Plotinus mentions
the method of abstraction as outlined by Alcinous, and says that
while this kind of movement to the point or monad ends in unity,
it is a unity which is achieved by using the method of abstraction
and which consequently ends with the smallest particle possible It
is the movement of thought from the solid, through the surface and
line which attains to a unit 01 unity which is a reduction from
something previously added to it The One can never be conceived
in such terms, for it is nevei a unity of parts, or even one part of
something. 102 This may be a direct criticism of Alcinous 's use of
the geometric analogy to explain how the human intellect can
arrive at an idea of God. Although Plotinus finds no fault with the
method as it had been used by Alcinous - indeed it plays a rnajm
part in his own conception of the return of the soul to the Good he does warn against thinking about the One in terms of the unity
achieved by taking away something which was not simply added,
but was part of the object in the first place
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However, I must point out that this interpretation of negative
theology in the Enneads would suggest that Plotinus began with
affirmation and then systematically proceeded to negate the cone
cepts he had affirmed While this kind of progression is not totally
alien to Plotinian thought, Plotinus does not treat abstraction thematically, even though he notes that, 'it is not possible to say "not
this" if one has not experience or conception of "this"' 103 Nor is
it true to say that, having conceived of an absolutely simple unity,
Plotinus was then !01 ced to make it somehow more accessible
through affirmation. l Rist has suggested that one of the 'problems' inherent in Plotinus' s conception of the One was that he was
aware that the human intellect could not be satisfied with 'negative generalities' about the One, and that this awareness led him to
attribute to the One quasi-personal features, such as the notion of
fatherhood 104 I am not convinced that this is a valid way of interpreting the progression of Plotinus's thought The addition of
more 'personal' features does not make the One any more accessible to the intellect, although it does provide the imagination with
something more satisfying to think about Plotiuus would reject
any implication that the One can be contained within human
thought, with the result that the ultimate 'way' to the One is not
through thought but tluough non-thought, the way of intuitive
'mystical' vision The key WOJ d in Plotinus' s thinking about the
One is not the addition of personal features, but on the contrary,
the taking away of everything that human thought has added to the
One

Longing for The Absent
The Enneads contain not only an account of metaphysical reality in terms of the procession of all things from the One, but also
a description of the journey of the soul back to the One Although
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there would appear to be no relationship between the One and the
soul -the One cannot be understood in terms normally accessible
to human consciousness - it is obvious as one reads the Enneadr;;,
that there does exist a relationship between the two . The being of
the One may be different in kind from our being and exist on a
totally different level, but ultimately we came from the One and it
is to the One that we will return
According to Plotinus, our final goal is, as it is in the Iheaetetus, to be made like the Good and that involves 'escaping' from
. wor ld 105 0 ur concern 1s
. not merely to be sinless, but to be
thrs
106
God;
here Plotinus is developing a very Platonic notion in a
way that was unrivalled in Greek thought before him We must
become what we were before we came 'here' and we do this by
looking towm ds the Good alone and being made like it 107 Before
we were born, says Plotinus, we existed 'there' as pure souls; we
must. therefore, attempt to effect our escape from the 'disturbance'
which comes of being born 'here' 108 Our task is to become good
and beautiful, like the Good itself. 109 Every soul is a child of the
Father, but has forgotten him and become ignorant of itself
through tolma and through its delight and dependence on the
things of this world The body has become a tomb, the fetters of
the soul, and we experience misery in being born, precisely
because our birth is the cause of our ignorance of the Good 110
Therefore, at the bottom end of the scale, before the soul begins
the ascent to the highest things, it exists in ignorance of the Good,
and, as I shall explain, when it has ascended as far as it is able, it
will even then experience ignorance of the Good
The alienation the soul experiences in this world is an important
theme in the Enneads, for it provides at least part of the impetus
needed for the soul to make the ascent to the other world Quoting
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from Homer, Plotinus exclaims, 'Let us fly to our dear countiy',
but there is a sense of dismay in his tone as he asks how we can
do this: 'but how shall we find the way?' 'What method can we
devise?' 'What then is our way of escape, and how are we to find
it?' 111 Plotinus's vivid expression of spiritual homesickness is, I
think, not simply a matter of rhetoric, but evidence of the experience of being totally cut off from one's origin, of feeling like a
stranger in an alien land For Plotinus, the logical way to begin the
ascent back to the fatherland is to strip away everything that the
soul took on in its descent - to separate from oneself what has
been added to the self 112 Yet this is no easy task, for it involves a
double movement in the practice of purification: the one inwards
to the core of the self, and the other to what is above. The method
which Plotinus advocates as the best way to effect our escape, is
the way of aphairesis 113
However, the misery experienced in being bound by the body is
not enough to spur the soul on to the search for higher things; it is
here that Plotinus's doctiine of the One as tiuly desirable attains it
full force

_the soul is not completely sundered from its origin I 15 It is this
likeness that we must attempt to uncover through the practice of
aphairem If we do manage to uncover the likeness of the One
within us, we shall be in a better position to come to some knowledge of it, for Plotinus believed in the age-old Greek maxim, like
can be known only by like- a theme which is developed at length
by Proclus
Having discovered the image of the Good within and seen its
presence, both in the self and in the universe, the soul becomes
consumed with even more desire for the Good Desire for the One
is the key whereby the door to the ascent is opened: all things
reach out to the Good and desire it 'For all things reach out to that
and long for it by necessity of nature, as if divining by instinct that
they cannot exist without it' 116 It is a fact that every soul seeks the
Good; yet this desire is not simply a longing to which one comes
after strenuous training and through one's own effort, for, according to Plotinus, the longing and desire for the Good is given by the
Good and implanted in our souls from the very beginning 117

So we must ascend again to the good, which every soul desires.
Anyone who has seen it knows what I mean when I say that it is
good, and the desire for it is directed to good, and the attainment
of it is for those who go up to the higher world and are converted
and strip off what we put on in our descent 114

Considering the huge gap and the difference between the sensible
and noetic wor Ids, how can the soul make itself like the One, if the
One is not like anything within its experience? This question is
not problematic for Plotinus, for in the Ennead\ we are able to
grasp what the One is like because there exists something of it
within There is a likeness of it in us, a likeness which exists in us
because the soul has not fully descended to the level of this world
I 6 8, Iff
I67,ltf
113
On the concept ot aphailesis in Plotinus, see W Beierwaltes. Dtnkm des
~inen, p. 108ft and p 129ff
114
167.1ff

The grasp of the beautiful and the wonder and the waking of love
for it come to those who, in a way, already know it and are awake
to it But the Good, since it was there long before to arouse an
innate desire, is present even to those asleep ' 118

It is here that Plotinus comes closest to the theory of grace
which plays so important a part in the Christian theology of salvation; yet we must not be tempted to read what Plotinus says in the
light of the Christian doctrine of grace It is a notion which is
expressed very tentatively in the Enneads: it is not a separate
supernatural action in Plotinus, but a creative constitution in being
which is natural The soul hungers for the Good without being
able to tell why, but it is the light from the Good shining upon the
soul which awakens its desire, its longing and its ardour
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But when a kind of warmth hom thence comes upon it, it gains
strength and wakes and is truly winged; and though it is moved
with passion for that which lies close by it, yet all the same it rises
higher, to something greater which it seems to remember
it nat~
urally goes on upwards, lifted by the giver of its love 119

In fact, unless this light falls into the soul the latter remains indifferent 12o The soul loves the Good because it has been stirred to
love it by the Good itself, and love is nothing other than the activity of desire in action . Just as lovers here mould themselves to the
irnage of their beloved, so too does the soul want to become like
the Good, when it begins to love the Good 121 'Then the soul,
receiving into itself an outflow from thence, is moved and dances
.
. a1l stung w1t
. h 1ongmg
. an d becomes 1ave ' 122 H uman
wtldly
and IS
natme cannot, therefore, decide to return to the Good by its own
impetus; the light from the Good falls into the soul and awakens
desire. The Good, as eros, gives naturally the love needed for the
soul to return to it; there is no need for the One to love the soul,
for desire has been implanted within it from the beginning; there
is also no need fm Plotinus to consttuct a doctrine of grace as a
supernatmal gift from the One: the Good itself draws all things
back to it simply by being what it is -the source and power of all
things - as S MacKenna's lovely translation puts it: 'surely we
need not wonder that it be of power to draw to itself, calling back
from every wandering to rest befOre it. From it all came and so
there is nothing mightier; all is feeble before it' 123
At this point I must I must note that in Plotinus's thought there is
no one way of retum, but there is a number of ways, all having the
same goal but differing only in their emphasis or perspective. For
example, there is the way advocated for the philosopher, and for the
musician and the lovei 124 As in Numenius, the ascent in the
'" VI 7 22 14ff
120
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Enneads begins for the philosopher with the study of mathematics,
followed by dialectic. Dialectic involves a move from the study of
the things in the sensible world to those of the intelligible world;
then it must leave logical activity altogether for the contemplation
of the Good alone Relying on the Philebus, Plotinus makes a distinction between intelligence and wisdom (nous andphronesis), for
the latter is concerned with real being but the former with what is
beyond being 125 The philosopher must pass from the level of wisdom to the realm of nous, for it is only through nous that one is able
to come to the contemplation of the One. The ascent to Beauty,
described in the last tractates of Ennead I 6, is perhaps the most celebrated account of the ascent of the soul in Plotinus; here he relies
chiefly on the ascent outlined in the Symposium, speaking in the
most vivid and intimate terms of the ascent to a vital, life-giving
principle The ultimate vision of that which is truly beautiful, that
is, the Good, is a vision which cannot be described; but for it a person would give up even kingship and despise all former loves
Whatever way Plotinus describes the ascent, the movement is
always from the sensible to the intelligible, and then to that which
is above rwus thwugh which the soul is able to 'see' the Good
Yet, it is unclear whether or not the ascent, as Plotinus envisages
it, is reserved solely for those with a philosophical training- those
who know from the study of philosophy that the One exists. While
it is the case that anyone can wonder about the Good through the
contemplation of nature since the One is present to the universe as
its cause, nature itself is only a pointer towards the Good and as
such cannot tell anything about the being of the Good; it contains
a trace of the Good only 126 In the contemplation of nature one
might hear it say that it too was made by the Good and is striving
towards it. Just as one can look up to the stars in the night sky and
think of their maker, seeking him, so it is with those who contemplate the intelligible world, for they too are led to the contemplation of its maker, the beyond-being Good 127
125

I 3, 5, 7-8; see Philehus 58D
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At this point I return to a text mentioned earlier It would appear
that not everyone is led to the contemplation of the highest things:
for some it is enough that they become aware of the presence of ·
the Good in the simplest manner. In Ennead V 5, Plotinus illustrates this point by using the image of a kingly court in procession: the lesser ranks precede the king, moving tlnough the ranks
of those who are closest to the king until, finally, the king himself
is revealed. 128 However, there is one phrase here which has much
in common with an idea present in Philo of Alexandria, and that is
that some people went away before the king appeared because
they were satisfied with the vision of what preceded him Not
everyone, then, is capable of sustaining the vision of the highest
things I mention this text in order to illustrate that when Plotinus
is speaking of ultimate unity with nous OJ the Good, he is likely to
be thinking of the ascent in terms of the best and holiest of souls.

Aphairesis
When you have put away all things and left only himself, do not
try to find out what you can add, but if there is something you
have not yet taken away from him in your mind 129

It is through the process of aphairesis that the soul is able first
to rise to the contemplation of nous and then to what is beyond
nous, the contemplation of the Good In practical terms this
process involves first of all taking away everything that the soul
has taken on in its descent into the body, the removal of all that is
alien to its true nature . Secondly, it entails a rigorous intellectual
purification concerning our thinking about the Good, a purification
required because our thinking is not simple. We must take away
everything from our idea so that we will think of the Good as it is
in itself. 130 In its practical application, aphairesis involves the
m V 5, 3; see also VI 7 42
VI 8 21. 26-28
''" III 8. II; V 5 13; V 5 4: V 3 I 7; VI 7 41; VI 8. 21; IV 3. 32; V 3, 9, and
IV 7. 10
129
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abandonment of multiplicity and of all human concerns. 131 In this
sense, the 'way' that Plotinus advocates is other-worldly, for the
most rigorous purification takes place on the level of intellect
Plotinus's understanding of purification is very definitely concerned first and foremost with moral purification, for the philosopher could not be a true lover of wisdom without being a good
person; moral excellence is, therefore, an a priori fOr the purifica-tion of the intellect 132 Having left behind all concerns with the
body and human affairs, the soul is then faced with the task of
making itself pure and unmixed; that is, to be made like the One
in its simplicity. Plotinus (like Plato, Dionysius and Meister Eckhart), uses the image of the statue-make1 chipping away at a piece
of stone in order to reveal the statue Icleared from all encumbrances and additions. 133 In such a way, the soul becomes free
from all that has been added to its real nature and is enabled to
behold the vision of the Good
The other aspect ot aphairesis entails the purification of one's
'Good-concepts' We must, says Plotinus, 'take away everything',
because the One is none of the things of which it is the origin. 134
We must say that it is nothing of the things of created nature; but
if we cannot predicate anything of it, either being, or substance or
life, how shall we think of it? The answer is, if we take away
everything that we have added to the idea of the Good, we will
be filled with wonder and know it by intuition as it is in itse!f135
131

For a study of Plotinian purification. see J I rouillard, La pw1jication Plotini~nne H _A yvolfson's analysis of aphairtsis is. I believe, too concerned with logJcal predtcatwn; I am not convinced that Plotinus was transferring the Aristotelian
meaning of Gpophasi~ to aphailesis; see 'Alcinous and Plotinus on Divine Attributes', pp 120-121
132
Plotinus's own life serves as a remarkable illustration of moral purification;
Porphyry reports that he was 'mild and kind . most gentle and attractive
he
sleeplessly kept his soul pure and ever strove towards the divine which he loved
with all his soul': L1je 23, 1-8. On the moral aspect of Plotinian thought, see J M
Rist. 'Plotinus and Mmal obligation' in The Signifiwnce of Neoplatonism pp
217-233.
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We work through the process of aphail esis by not adding anything to it which would make it deficient The Good cannot be
'this or that': it is 'not this', 'not that', and 'not like' 136 It is so
unlike anything in the created order that everything must be
denied, everything that is, that we think the Good to be. We
allow him his existence, to estin, and that alone, for he does not
possess anything of the things which come later and rue lesser
than him, and that includes being; the One simply is. 137 The
thought Plotinus expresses here, that we must seek the Good outside of the things which have been created, is typical of the
forms of negative theology as expressed by Philo, Dionysius,
Eriugena and Meister Eckhart Eckhart's distinction between
Colt and Gottheit, an attempt to free God from the bounds of
economy, in the exhortation for human nature to free itself from
the idea of God it has created, is here prefigured in the
Enneads. 138 Before all things came into existence the One was,
and he is the same now as he was before he brought all things
into being. Therefore, we should not add to his being anything
which comes hom the realm of created existence. 1.1 9 This is one
of the most radical consequences of negative theology, for it
demands that we come to the Good through the absolute nega"
tion of all terms of reference with which we are familiar If we
are content to let the One be, we will not even think of it as
cause, for that is to affirm something happening to us rather than
to the One 140
Plotinus makes a clear distinction between cause and sequents
in connection with speech about God, but he also uses the distinction in terms of human knowledge about the One: we cannot know
the One except through that which comes after it, its sequents, and
the knowledge obtained in this way is not knowledge of his nature,
but is simply knowledge that the One is the transcendent cause of

all things 141 We say that he is, but we can not say what ¥e is142 a familiar idea in the writings of the early Christian Fathers Yet,
in the Enneads, the paradox is that the Good cannot be known
truly through his sequents: he cannot be known through them in a
way that will tell us of his nature but only in so far as they tell us
what he is not We know now what the Good is not: he is not one
of all things; but we have no knowledge of what he is I have
already discussed how the Middle Platonists employed the terms
'ineffable' and 'unnameable', and how they could not have
thought of God as unknowable. In the last lines of the First
Hypothesis, Plato concluded that there can be no speaking about
the One; it cannot be named and there cannot be any thought
about it. Plotinus took his master at his word

The Ineffable, Unnameable, Unknowable One
"There is neither discourse nor perception nor knowledge" because
it is impossible to predicate anything of it as present with it

The Good must be ineffable, says Plotinus, for anything we say
about it will always be taken from what is beneath it. Therefore,
the only true way of speaking about the Good is to say that it is
'beyond all things and beyond the supreme majesty of intellect'. 144
The best we can do is point to it or makes signs about it to ourselves. 145 What are the signs that we may make about it? Ploti -nus's answer is that we may talk about it in terms of what comes
after it, in terms of created things; but this is, of course, not positive speaking 'for we say what it is not, but we do not say what it
is' 146 For how can we ever hope to describe the absolutely simple,
he who is higher than speech, thought and awareness? Plotinus's
141
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insistence on the ineffable nature of the One is expressed in the
most radical of terms We must call a halt to all our questioning
about the One, for questioning deals with the nature of a thing in
all its aspects, such as quality, cause and essential being; but since
the One cannot be said to possess these things, we cannot speak
about him

In asserting the ineffability and unnarneability of the One, Plot~
inus does not stand outside the tradition of Platonic thought which
he inherited, but in proposing that the One is unknowable, Plotinus
is developing the last part of the First Hypothesis of the Par~
menidn in a way that was unparalleled in Greek thought before
him Although Celsus had claimed that God could not be known
through intellect but rather through an 'ineffable way', we have no
way of knowing how far he developed the idea of the unknowable
nature of God. In the Enneads it is logical that there should be no
thinking about the One since there can be no speech about the
One The One is so completely different from human nature, that
there is nothing within the war ld which can be of assistance in
obtaining knowledge about it According to J. Rist, by insisting on
the idea of the One beyond human knowledge, Plotinus 'opens up
the possibility of avoiding the construction of a first principle in
man's image' 152 However, this is not the most pertinent aspect of
the idea of unknowability - Celsus had already opened up this
possibility in Platonism (and in the Platonic tradition before Ploti~
nus, God was never conceived of as being like human nature,
except perhaps through the relationship of nous). The most impor~
tant consequence of asserting the unknowability of the One is that
Plotinus is forced to examine other areas of 'knowledge' whereby
we can rise beyond intellect and attain to some knowledge of the
One
Once the soul has performed the exercise of purification to the
extent that it no longer has anything left of itself, but has become
totally nous, the way of intellect has been left behind . In terms
of further rational enquiry, we can seek no further; 'we can but
withdraw, silent, hopeless' 15 ·1 But we ought not to lose faith and
think of the One as nothing; we should not fall into the sin of
agnosticism, for we have reached the stage where we have become
like the One in its simplicity. We have reversed our way of think~
ing; we have left ourselves open to the presence of the Good

We must go away in silence and enquire no langei, aware in our
minds that there is no way out
we must make no enquiry, grasp~
ing it, if possible, in om minds by leaming that it is not right to add
anything to it 147

The awareness that we cannot speak about God is an essential
part of negative theology, and Plotinus, like Gregory of Nyssa,
Proclus and Eriugena takes the idea seriously: he stubbornly
refuses to commit the nature of the Good to the constraints of
human language. However, this refusal to speak about the Good
should not be considered as a 'retreat into an inationality which
refuses to speak clearly and plainly
but the admission of the
insufficiency of finite, temporally~bound thought ' 148 Because we
cannot speak about the Good except in terms of what comes after
it, and that is to say what it is not, 'we hover, as it were, about it,
seeking the statement of an experience of our own, sometimes
nearing this reality, sometimes baffled by the enigma in which it
dwells " 49 Strictly speaking, because there is no way of speaking
about the One, there cannot be any name which is apt to describe
it; but since we find ourselves compelled to name it, we can designate it to omselves as 'unity' 150 We can also call it 'Good' and
'One'; however, these names must not be understood as real
names, but names which we have designated for that which cannot
be named at all 151
'" VI 8, 11, lff.
14
~ W Beierwaltes
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Henosis.: The Way of the Non-Concept
Before I comment on what I have called the way of the nonconcept in Plotinus, I interject a timely reminder that language is
not adequate to express accurately and without misconception,
what Plotinus is attempting to describe: 'once more we must be
patient with language; we are forced for reasons of exposition to
apply to the Supreme terms which are strictly ruled out; everywhere we must read "so to speak'" 154 If we want to grasp the
'alone', we ought not to think at all, for since it is not nous, there
can be no thinking about it 155 To make the One an object of
knowledge is to make it many; since it is absolutely simple, we
can have no thought about it 156 Yet we cannot simply begin at the
point of saying that we do not know the One, for the ascent to the
highest things is effected by moving first of all to nous and then
beyond nous We contemplate the intelligible and then we move
beyond it by letting the intelligible go. It is only through the contemplation of the intelligible world that the soul can rise to what is
beyond it 157
If we are aware of the One as that which is totally simple- even
self -thought would compromise this simplicity - then it is understandable that the One cannot be the object of thought The fundamental precept that we have followed, that is, to become like the
Good, involves becoming like the One, becoming simple, so the
soul must also abandon its thinking, which is by nature multiple
When the soul becomes like intellect (when it thinks) it becomes
united with no us through which we leam that the Good is. 158 When
the soul has let go of all other things and become pure thought, it
becomes like lWU'l in its contemplation of the One We cannot
go any other way to the Good than through intellect, because
the unknowability of the One makes it accessible only through its
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'offspring'; and at this point we can be said to be at a second rather
than at a third remove from the One 159
In other words, Plotinus advocates that we must first obtain
some knowledge of the Good before we can leave knowledge
aside, and the three main ways to obtain knowledge of the One are
through dva.),oyia., dq)(J.(pwli; and through yvfficrn<; (;~ a.ihoi3.16o
.Maxim us of I yre, Celsus and Alcinous had already outlined tile
ways of knowledge in these terms and Plotinus does not develop
the theory much further than they had done. What is important for
Plotinus is not the methods used to obtain a primary 'knowledge'
of the One, but the ultimate letting go of all knowledge in order to
know the One truly and become united with him
The soul or mind reaching towards the formless finds itself incompetent to grasp where nothing bounds it or to take impression
where the impinging reality is diffuse; in sheer dread of holding to
nothingness, it slips away, the state is painful; often it seeks relief
by retreating from all this vagueness to the region of sense, the1 e
to rest as on solid ground 161

'In sheer dread of holding to nothingness' - this is the classic
boundary which marks true negative theology from that kind of
negation which is concerned solely with the intellectual negation
of metaphysical concepts The way to attain to unity with the
Good, or to see the vision of the Good, is simply to let go of all
other things, and that includes knowing; the way of Plotinus goes
beyond knowing:
Om way then takes us beyond knowing; there may be no wandering from unity; knowing and knowable must all be left aside·
every o?ject of .knowledge, even the highest, we must pass by, fo;
all that IS good IS later than This and derives from This as from the
sun all the light of day 162

Although there is at least one passage in the Enneads where Plotinus does not absolutely mle out intellection of the Good, the way
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most frequently advocated is the way of the non-concept 163 Having silenced one's intellectual faculty and conformed oneself to
the simple nature of the Good, that is, having no duality left, the
soul can do nothing else but must content itself with waiting. One
must not chase after the Good, says Plotinus, 'but wait quietly till
it appears' 164 The expeJience of letting go of all things is not an
easy task to accomplish, as Plotinus testifies The experience of
waiting without thought and concept is not a comfortable state to
endure, and the soul often slips away, back to the realm of noetic
experience However, if one persists, the soul can wake to 'another
way of seeing', which, says Plotinus, 'everyone has but few
use' 165 This awakening to another way of knowing is an awakening to the presence of the Good, which itself can neither come nor
go; it has always been present (indeed without the presence of the
Good the universe would not exist); it is the soul, putting on nonbeing, which has turned from the presence of the Good Therefore,
the Good is always present to the soul, when it puts away all otherness 166 At the same time, although the Good is present everywhere as the giver of being, he cannot be said to be anywhere, for
he is in no particular place Thus, he is not absent to anyone save
those not fit to perceive his presence. Those who do not perceive
the presence of the Good are those who have not been confmmed
to it by their likeness to it This perception of the presence of the
Good cannot be called knowledge fm the Good cannot even have
knowledge of himself; it is, as Plotinus puts it, 'a presence superim to knowledge' 167 The Good does not give knowledge of himself at the summit of the ascent, he gives something better than
knowledge: 'he gives them rather to be in the same place with him
and to lay hold on him, as far as they are able' 168
16>
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At this point I would like to suggest that in the over-passing of
all knowledge Plotinus does not end by denying human reason
This kind of criticism, based as it is on the post-Cartesian emphasis on the rational autonomy of the intellect, ca~t be levelled
against the philosophy of Plotinus without some very persuasive
argument Plotinus was not concerned with the task of reason in
the ascent to the Good, for the highest part of the mental capacity
is intellect, not reason. For Plotinus, and indeed the philosophers
of the medieval period, the movements or discourse of reason
were what bwught them to the point where the intellect could
become operative on a higher level It is evident in the Enneads
that Plotinus does not advocate the destruction of reason; what he
does advocate is a surpassing of nous, and that is a different capacity altogether. At the highest level of the Plotinian ascent it is
through the power of intellect that one is able to see the vision of
the Good, but it is thwugh a nous without content, not through the
abdication of reason that one is enabled to do so
The perception of the presence of the One is described by Plotinus as a kind of simple intuition, but it is an intuition which is
experienced only when the soul has become wholly one with
nous 169 In this way, Plotinian mysticism is, asP Merlan suggests,
a mysticism of nous. 170 Although this union is not by any means
an ordinary, everyday experience, there is evidence in the Enneads
to suggest that there are moments of mystical experience wherein
the soul becomes totally united with the One itself While the state
of being in the presence of the Good is a gift given by the Good,
nevertheless, it is a state to which the human intellect can attain
under the impetus of the desire for the Good and by following the
exan1ple of a wise and holy guide
However, it can sometimes happen that the soul is lifted out of
this state into an experience of absolute unity with the One
Although I would interpret this kind of experience as distinct from
the experience of waiting in the presence of the Good, the distincHi9

III8, 10 31-32
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tion is not so obvious in Plotinus. In the passages wheie he
describes such union, the emphasis is placed on the passivity of
the soul, for all striving has been left behind; there is nothing more
for the soul to strive for It is the wave of nous that lifts the sou]
who has been united with it into a different realm of experience 171
It is the use of the word 'suddenly' (exaiphnes) which is important
in this context, for this word expresses a vision or unity which, as
A H Armstrong explains, is not something that one can plan for,
or call up whenever one wishes. 172 Plotinus explains this kind of
unity a great deal better than any paraphrase can do:

vision excludes the possibility of the soul knowing that it is united
with the One, for it can no longer distinguish itself from the object
of its intuition 175 The lifting of the soul from the relative solidity of
tile non·concept into the light of the Good is something which
defies rational analysis Plotinus himself insists that anyone who
has seen the vision will know what he is talking about 176
The experience of ekstasis, described by Plotinus in this one
very striking passage, when the soul is raised outside of itself, is
also described in terms of vision and light 177 Although he says
that it would be better not to speak in dualities, the light metaphor
is the best way to describe that which is scarcely vision except in
an unknown mode 178 Plotinus explains the vision as a unity of
seer and seen: 'for there is no longer one thing outside and another
outside which is looking in, but the keen sighted has what is seen
within' 179 Thus, the object and the act of vision have become
identical 180 I o become sight, that is, to become nothing but true
light, is to become 'the eye which sees the great beauty' 181 Unity,
expressed in terms of vision and sight, tends always to give the
impression that there must be an object of the vision, but Plotinus
is emphatic that the act of vision itself is the object of the vision
Meister Eckhart likewise explains unity with God in such
metaphorical terms: 'oculus in quo video deum, est ille idem oculus in quo me deus videt. Oculus rneus et oculus dei est unus oculus et una visio vel videre et unum cognoscere et unum arnare' 182

It is there that one lets all study go; up to a point one has been led
along and settled firmly in beauty and as far as this one thinks that _
in which one is, but is carried out of it by the surge of the wave of
Intellect itself and lifted on high by a kind of swell and sees sud~
denly, not seeing how, but the vision fills his eyes with light and
does not make him see something else by it, but the light itself is
what he sees. 173

The fact that the soul would appem to be 'lifted' is an impmtant
point to take into consideration, for it answers, at least in part, those
who would criticize Plotinus's account of unity with the Good on
the grounds that the soul seems able to attain to unity with the
Good throug'1 its own efforts What exactly is the content of the
soul's 'seeing at this level? This is a question which of necessity
cannot be answered, for the soul is so 'oned' with the One that it no
longer knows anything, not even that it is united with the One, 174
Plotinus, in true Platonic fashion, always speaks of the unity experienced at this level in terms of light and vision, although this see·
ing cannot be understood in terms of having a real object present
before the eyes - Plotinus always insists that he is
metaphorically . The true end of the soul is to 'see' that light alone
in itself, not through the medium of any other thing; this kind
171

VI 7, 35. 36-40.
See vol. V of the Loeb edition p 135, n 1; further references to 'suddenly'
include, V 3 17. 28; V 5, 3 11; V 5, 7, 23 and VI 7 34 13
173
VI 7. 36 15-19
174 VI 9 3, 11-12
172

175
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VI 9, 3. 13
VI 9, 9, 46-47
m VI 9. 11, 23; J Trouillard notes that haplo.\is is better than eksrasis to describe
the moveme~t of the soul to the One, see Valeur critique' p 433. A. H Anns.trong ~lso ?otes l~at ektsmis is not necessarily the best word for describing mystical umon m Plotmus; see his note on this passage in the Loeb edition, vol VII
178
VI 9. 11, 22-23
179
V 8, 10, 35-36; see also V 8, 11
180
VI 7, 25, 14·16
181
I -6, 9. 24-25
182
'The eye .with which God sees me is the same eye with which I see God My
eye and God s eye are one eye and one vision or seeing and one knowledge and
one love;' see G Thery, 'Edition critique des pieces relatives au proces d'Eckhart
contenues dans le manuscrit 33h de la bibliotheque de Soest' A}(hhes d Hi 5toile
doctJinale et littiraiu; du Moyen-Age 1 (1926) p 224 (19)
176
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There is one very interesting and complex passage in Ennead V
5, where Plotinus discusses the vision of the light of the Good in
terms of an optical analogy 181 This theory explains the various
parts played by the source of the light, the objects (themselves containing light) which are illuminated by the light and the eye which
sees the objects. Plotinus's great light analogy is built upon the theory that sight occurs tluough a conjoint action of the intiomission
of rays of light from objects and the extramission of rays from
within the eye itself He maintains that if the eye does not look at
the light falling on the objects of sight, but concentrates instead
upon the medium by which it sees them (that is, upon the light
itself), then it will see the light alone. Since even this idea involves
an exterualization of the light (for the eye is, after all, still looking
at an object), Plotinus stretches his optical theory to its very limit
and expresses the vision of the light in the following terms. Sometimes, the eye at night, or when closed, sees a light which is not
alien or exterual to it: images which appear on the eyelid This,
says Plotinus, is the truest analogy for the vision of the light of the
Good, for the eye no longer looks at the light present in any
medium or reflected from any object, instead it looks at the light by
itself- that is, the light in its own eye. In a similar way, the intellect truly sees by veiling itself from all other things; then, when it
is not looking at anything else, the light itself may suddenly appear
within it At this point, Plotinus uses a phrase which was to become
seminal for the negative theology of the Pseudo-Dionysius: 'for
then in not seeing it sees, and sees most of all' 184 Although Plotinus uses the word 'suddenly', the light cannot be said to have come
at all; it is seen as 'not having come, but as being there before all
things' 185 The soul, having become like the One in its simplicity,
actually sees the One, the source of all light, tlnough becoming the
light itself: 'seeing and the seen coincide, and the seen is like the
seeing and the seeing is like the seen' 186

It is, therefore, through the not-seeing of anything else that the
soul can come to the vision of the Good. This is a true reversal of
one's thinking, for the soul, in turning away from all other objects
of knowledge and vrswn, must learn to see and to know in another
way. This idea is the central theme of such later philosophers and
theolograns as were to embark upon the way of negation: only
through not knowing, that is, through the unknowing of creation,
can one come to knowledge of the transcendent
The experience of being in the same place as the Good is the
soul's final te!os, but the experiences in which the soul becomes
the vision of the light, are perhaps reserved for those, like Plotinus
himself, most capable of sustaining the vision. 187 In the unity of
the soul wrth the Good, the soul is restored to the state in which it
was before it carne from the Good Yet the soul cannot remain for
long in that experience of unity, and the reason is that while it is
here on earth 'it has not escaped wholly', to the place of the
Good 188

The~e- one can see both him and oneself as it is right to see: the self
glonfJed, full of intelligible lighr - but rather itself pure light _
weightless, f!oatmg free, havmg become - but rather, being _ a
god; set on fire then, but the fire seems to go out if one is weighed
down again 1K9

But there will come a time of unbroken vision when the soul will
pass over into everlasting unity with the Good. It is in this state
that the soul truly finds its peace, for it has attained to that which
it has always desired Plotinus himself laments the state of those
who have not attained to this unity, but says that those to whom
the experience sounds strange may understand it by means of our
own experience of earthly love 190 In the meantime, until we have
escaped fully from the fetters of the body, we are forced to live
within the tension created by the dialectic operative on the level of

S~e Life 2?, 16-18. where Pmphyry describes how Plotinus attained to union
four times whlie he was with him
18
g VI 9-. 10., 1-2; see also VI 9, 9 and VI 4 14
189
VI 9, 9, 57-60
190
VI 9, 4; VI 9. 9. and VI 9, 10
187

183
184
ISS

Jg 6

v 5.

7
y 5 7 29-30; see De mpt thea! II, 1
V 5, 8
v 3. 8 16-17
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the One's own manifestation of himself through his presence in
the universe, and of his 'being', which is beyond being and intellect The human experience ofthe One is an experience of absence
and presence, for sometimes we are lifted into an expe1 ience of
unity with him and 'know' him, while at other times we are bereft
of his presence and do not know him
It could be argued therefore, that in the Enneads dialectic
operates on two levels. Firstly, from a metaphysical point of
view, the One is both everywhere and nowhere; it is neither limited nor unlimited; it both is in all things and yet in no thing; it
contains all but is not itself contained; it is simple and yet not
simple; it is fmm which is formless, and unity which is partless;
and, finally, it is multiple, yet above all multiplicity In sum, all
things both are and are not the One r9 r All things can be said to
be the One, since it is present to them as their source; on the
other hand, they are not the One, because the One cannot be the
things into which its power flows r92 On the second level of the
dialectic operative in the Enneads, the One is both present and
absent, not simply through his metaphysical manifestation of
himself, but also in terms of his presence, as he is in the uni,
verse, as he is in himself: he is neither far nor near, neither here
nor there 191 In other words, he will never be fully present
near, until the soul has finally made good its escape from the
body The tension created by the dialectical understanding of the
One in the Enneads was to become an important part of the later
development of negative theology In the Pseudo-Dionysius, God
is all things and yet none of all things; he is both manifest and
hidden 194 It is, however, in the philosophy of Eriugena that the.
Neoplatonic dialectic, interwoven as it is with his doctrine of
theophany, reaches its fullest stature 195 Therefore, Plotinus
stands at the beginning of a tradition which took the dialectic of

Plato as it was applied in the Parmenides and gave it a new and
transformed theological meaning in relation to the nature of the
One
How can anyone suppose that the experience of unity with the
Good is nothing more than the final unity of all things with some
lofty and aloof metaphysical principle? No one who has read
those passages in the Enneads to which I have referred could
suppose that Plotinus was thinking anything other than that the
Good was supremely reaL As W. Beierwaltes has remarked, the
question about the nature of the One 'ist filr Plotin alles andere
als eine 'abstrakte' Frage, es ist die Lebens-Frage schlechthin' I96

191

192
193
194
1%

y 5, 2 and V 3 12
VI43
V 5, 9; VI 4 2: VI 4 3 and VI 9, 4
See De dh nom II. 11; V, 10, and V, 11
Sec Ptriphy5wn 620C 658C and 678C
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There is one final point I wish to make before I turn to some
concluding remarks; this concerns Plotinus's use of Iimaeus 28C
In the Enneads, the whole notion of the ineffability of the One is
derived from the conclusion of the First Hypothesis of the Pmmenides; Plotinus makes no use of the Trmaeus text to support the
thesis that the One is unknowable. The Middle P!atonists used tire
text quite freely, as I have shown above, because they believed that
although God was not easily accessible to the human intellect, nevertheless the mind could come to some knowledge of him The reason why Plotinus did not use the passage !I om the Iimaeus, is that
the Good of the Enneads is not simply difficult to know, he is
above human knowledge altogether The only explicit reference to
Timaeus 28C occms when Plotinus refers to the 'Maker of all' 197
although there is one further passage where he expresses the inability to state the Supreme r98 Even though Plato's text had become
doctrine for the Middle Platonists, in the Enneads it is not a fundamental text employed in the same way as Plotinus uses the seminal
text from Republic 509B

196

'Plotins philosophische Mystik', p. 42; see also A H Annstrong, 'The Escape
oftheOne',p 79
197
v 9, 5, 20.
198
VI 9, 10. 19-21
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Conclusion
It remains for me now to attempt an evaluation of Plotinus~s
negative theology both in the light of his own metaphysical system
and in the light of his Platonic and Middle Platonic sources When
we view Plotinus in the light of his Platonic predecessors, we find
in him ideas and theories similar to theirs Indeed, to read the
Enneads without having travelled the long, hard road from Plato
through the Middle Platonists, is bound to lead to a certain amount
of distortion While it is true that Plotinus owes much to the ideas
of the Platonic predecessors upon which he cut his philosophic
teeth, his philosophy represents a point in Platonism which was to
be difficult to parallel 199
With regard to the development of negative theology in the
Enneads it can be said that Plotinus was building upon ideas that
had alre~dy appeared in Alcinous, Numenius and others Plotinus's distinctive originality is that he proposed the notion that neither the human intellect nor the One itself, can have any knowledge about the One This idea would have been utterly scandalous
to the Platonists of his day - think of how Glaucon was incredulous when Socrates spoke of the Good beyond being
There are many instances in the Enneads when one is reminded
forcefully of ideas present in the thought of Philo of Alexandria,
but in spite of H A Wolfson's championship of Philo as the
source and originator of many Neoplatonic ideas, we still have no
conclusive evidence to suggest that Plotinus was consciously
appropriating the Jewish source Although E R Dodds, among
others, finds it difficult to believe that Plotinus would have taken
Philo seriously, it is not totally unthinkable that Plotinus would
200
have been familiar with the writings of his fellow Alexandrian
I would suggest that closer examination of those passages where
Plotinus appears to be in agreement with Philo may reveal some
interesting points of connection That, however, would be another

study. There is, of course,. a number of instances where Plotinus
appears to be relying on Numenius, who also had Alexandrian
connections; Porphyry reports a charge of plagiarism 201 However,
even though Plotinus was influenced by the speculations of the
Platonists before him, the negative theology of the Enneads is one
which was unparalleled in Greek thought For further development
of its principles we must await the genius of Proclus
According to A H Armstrong's analysis, there are in the
Enneads three forms of negative theology: the negative theology
of positive transcendence; the mathematical negative theology,
and the negative theology of the infinite subject 202 What Armstrong calls the mathematical negative theology (the One as the
principle of measure, which cannot itself be measured and which
transcends what it measures) looks upon the first principle 'as an
unpredictable unity standing at the origin of number' which 'cmries with it little depth of religious feeling ' While it can be said
that Plotinus does regard the One as the source of all multiplicity,
I must point out that he uses terms such as 'monad' and 'point'
simply as illustrations of the simplicity of the One 201 The method
of abstraction from the solid tluough the surface and line to the
point (as used by Alcinous) does indeed appear in the Enneads,
but as an object of criticism rather than approbation This method
of reaching an understanding of the One is not adequate, fm
through it we reach a point which was fmmeily a number of parts;
thus, this mathematical illustration does not exemplify the method
of reaching the true understanding of the One Plotinus would, I
think, hesitate to adopt this particular illustration for anything but
the simple method of aphairesis, for he would regard the point
simply as an example of the simplicity of the One, and the method
itself as a mathematical one As an explanation of the negative
theology of positive transcendence, ArmstJOng points to Ennead
VI 8, which he calls the 'classic treatise' for this theology of Iran-
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SeeP. Merlan. Monop.syLhi\m. p. 142
The Pmmenidt\ of Plato·, p 142
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scendence The One, as the first cause which is beyond being, is
expressed in terms of negative theology: 'only because its reality
cannot be adequately expressed in terms of the realities we know;
phrases are preferred which make it clear that the transcendent
reality is more than what is denied of it' 204
This is the true position of negative theology, for the purpose of
denial, according to the Pseudo-Dionysius, is so that we may be
able to affirm on the highest level possible The 'negative theology
of the infinite subject' is described by Armstrong as that moment
when all limitation is denied, the frontier between subject and
object breaks down, and all things are resolved into a unity - a
unity which generally stops at the level of nous However, the
denial or overcoming of any boundary between the All and the
Self is not, strictly speaking, negative theology; it may perhaps be
a distinct moment within the experience of the negative theology,
but it is a moment which is not the sole prerogative of the way of
negation, for positive theology is not, nor can it be, excluded from
such mystical union In general terms, the truest description of the
negative theology is what Armstrong called the 'negative theology
of positive transcendence'; indeed there cannot be any other kind
of negative theology
Plotinus himself stood at the frontier of a developing tradition
of negative theology which has not, as yet, been understood in all
its radical implications It is certain that when Plotinus speaks of
the One as a supreme metaphysical principle, or as the father and
king of the universe who is at the same time so simple that he cannot be thought of, except in terms of the strictest unity possible, as
the Good, the desirable tel as and ultimate resting place of the soul,
he is speaking of one and the same principle Thus, we cannot
understand the Enneads unless we understand that the highest
principle may be viewed from a number of different perspectives.
However, having said that, it is clear that Plotinus was anything
period of sixteen years many different treatises, none of which was

intended for scholarly publication Neither must we forget that he
was most likely of Greek background, living in Rome, surrounded
by many and various religious practices; hence it is not surprising
that we should find references to the old Greek deities firmly
embedded in his thought. In view of this, I do not think there is
any tremendous difficulty posed by the fact that the One is understood as 'father and maker', the 'One' and the 'Good' It is not
possible to understand Plotinus's negative theology without first
acknowledging his conception of the One which is expressed in
more positive terms; for this is, after all, the conception which is
dominant in the Enneads. 205
In terms of the Plotinian metaphysical system, the absolute simplicity and unity of the One, understood as the transcendent cause
of all being, has serious implications with regard to negative theology. If apophasis is not understood in terms of the journey back
to the One, negative theology can play only a subordinate role, for
it would indeed postulate a cold metaphysical principle, and that
alone It is only if the One is understood as telos that negative theology becomes a reality
Therefore, it would appear that the spiritual (for want of a better
word) aspect of the negative theology in the Enneads is based
upon and derives its main tenets from Plotinus's metaphysical
conception of a simple, transcendent, unknowable unity. Statements to the effect that the One does not know himself, or that he
is above being and intellect, do not in themselves constitute negative theology: it is only when the soul attempts to bridge the gap
that has been understood to exist between the cause and effect that
negative theology, correctly understood, becomes operative However, in making the distinction between the negations used to
describe the II anscendence of the One and the actual experience of
negation in practice (the purification of one's Good-concepts), I
do not wish to suggest that Plotinus would have thought of
apophasis in those terms. We ought not to read the Enneads selectively: in order to understand the negative conception of the One,
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but consistent- although we must remember that he wrote over a
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the Ennead< should be read in their entirety; only then can
appreciate that Plotinus's unique mixture of apophatic and
aphatic elements constitutes the only true theology, and the
cannot exist without the other And just as negative theology
should not be regarded simply as a corrective measure against a
too anthwpomorphic conception of the Good, in a similar way, the
kataphatic elements in Plotinus 's thought should not be regarded
as a means of making the inaccessible Good more accessible. In
the end, even in the state of union, the One of the Enneads is not
knowable . In this at least, Plotinus can be regarded as one of
most honest of all those who have undeTlaken an exposition of the
theology of negation As Armstrong says, 'Plotinus often faces
consequences of this doctrine with remorseless clarity, without
any softening down m explaining away' 206
I am aware that the analysis of negative theology I have presented in this chapter has its limitations, for Plotinus is no
author to understand and his thoughts are not by any means
out in a systematic fashion I am also aware that I have omitted
many ideas which may have a bearing on the theme of negative
theology in its wider implications, but the inclusion of ideas
related only indirectly to negative theology would have made my
task practically impossible Negative theology in Plotinus is
the fully-thematized concept that is found in the Mystical Thea[.
ogy of the Pseudo-Dionysius, but all the basic elements found in
the Areopagite's short work are already present in the Enneads.
Perhaps the only concept which became important in the negative
theology of the later Neoplatonists but which is not fully explicit
in the Enneads, is the negatio n.egationis. Plotinus's attempt to
preserve the transcendence of the One and also to see the Good as
the desirable end of the search of the soul, points to an intimate
understanding of negative theology If the unknowable Good is
not viewed as telos, negative theology can at the most be regarded

as a negative philosophy To enter into negative theology, to go
where we have no sure footing, demands that we exercise our
intellectual capacity to its fullest extent before we can ultimately
let it go. Those of us who have not been 'There' experience a certain amount of bewilderment in trying to imagine how we can find
the way of the non-concept Plotinus was one man who was not
afraid to look the questions of negative theology in the face without shrinking from their consequences This is one reason why
Plotinus is a philosopher worthy of study nearly 1, 700 years after
his death
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The Escape of the One' p 80
Gregory of Nyssa's reliance upon certain key Plotinian texts provides an
rect link between Plotinus and the Pseudo-Dionysius, for the latter utilized many
ideas of the Cappadocian Fathers; see chapter 8 below
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The development of the theme of apophasis, especially in terms
of the Neoplatonic interpretation of the Parmemdes in the period
between the death of Plotinus and the birth of Proclus, has, until
recently, been largely uncharted in philosophical terms 1 Although
it is indeed necessary to read Proclus in the light of his predecessors, here I confine myself chiefly to some brief introductory comments on The Anonymous Commentary on the Parmenides, which
serves as an introduction to the kind of negative theology we find
developing in the late Neoplatonic period
It is generally held that the post-Plotinian form of Platonism,
under the initial inspiration of Porphyry and then Iarnblichus,
began to take on a more religious dimension, in that it tended more
and more towards theurgy 2 When tracing the development of any
theme in the period between Plotinus and Proclus, one must be
aware of the very powerful impact of religious and magical ritual
which began to have a discernible effect on philosophical speculation. Whatever the reasons fm an ever-deepening interest in theurgic practices, it can be said that the concept of the absolute
unknowability of the One must have played some role, for it
forced the philosopher (and the theologian) to explore other
avenues whereby the One could be reached other than tluough
intellect Although it does not fall within the scope of this chapter
1
SeeR Mortley. From Wmd to Silence II; Mortley notes as the key figures
Plutarch of Athens Syrianus Alexander of Aphrodisias and Dexippus, p. 85
Mortley also discusses some relevant texts of Syrianus and Dexippus in order to
demonstrate the influence of Aristotle on the Neoplatonic understanding of the
First Hypothesis; seep 94ff
2
See A Smith, Porph.wy's Place in the NeoplatoniL Tladition; part two gives a
comprehensive account of theurgy in Porphyry Iamblichus and Proclus
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to offer an account of the influence of fheurgic practice on philo.
sophica]/theological speculation, it may be said that Porphyry's
legacy to later Platonists lies not so much in his development of
Plotiniau principles, but rather, in his appropriation of theurgy It
would appear that he did not contribute significantly to the theme
of negative theology - although Plotinus himself did not, as we
shall discover, have the last word on the theme of the transcendence of the One. However, a small word of caution may be appo.
site at this point: in view of the fact that so little of Porphyry's
output is extant, it is very difficult to be dogmatic; one should be
wary of generalizations
Although the Neoplatonic interpretation of fhe Parmenides can .
be said to have reached its zenith in the great Commentary of Proclus, he did, in fact, owe much to his immediate master Syiianus,
for he elaborates and accepts his opinions with some regularity.
Interestingly, the more distant Neoplatonists are never mentioned
by name, although they are the focus of some sustained criticism
at times: Porphyry in particular, appears to be most often fhe subject of Proclus's criticisms 1
Ever since the publication of P Hadot's research, in which he
argued that Porphyry was the author of the fragmentary Commentary on the Paunenide'l, 4 scholars have been debating the question
of the supposed authorship Generally, opinion has been divided
on the subject and a whole-hearted acceptance of Hadot's argumentation for fhe authorship of Porphyry has not as yet become
apparent 5 The question of fhe authorship of this Commentary is
not simply a historic curiosity, rather, it is of some considerable
importance, chiefly because a number of themes contained in it
raise fhe question of whether the author believed fhe One to be
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above being, or whether he contradicted Plotinus on this point
The remarks made by Damascius, to the effect that Porphyry identified tirrap~u; with 1:0 £v (described by A. C Lloyd as the 'telescoping of the hypostases'), have made the question of Porphyry's
allegiance to Plotinus a critical point in fhe earlier development of
post-Piotiniau Platonism 6
The central problem revolves around the supposed identification
of rran'Jp or imap~u; with 1:0 EV, which would imply that fhe One
is the first principle of the intelligible triad: 1:0 ltvat !lOVOV as is
stated in the Commentary This interpretation would stand in
direct opposition to the Plotinian concept of the One as E1!EK8t va
elvat. While I cannot hope to resolve a complex question of
such long stauding, I find J Rist's conjecture most plausible,
namely, that Porphyry's significant divergence from Plotinian
principles may well have been the result of his contact with the
Clwldean Oracle< 7 l Dillon, on the other baud, presents a case
for an interpretation of Porphyry which is very close to the (sometimes ambiguous) position of Plotinus himself He concludes that
since Proclus may not have known the Commentary, his criticisms
were not fully representative of Porphyry's thought 8 Although
Porphyry must have spent some considerable time in the preparation of the Enneads for publication, he was not by auy means an
uncritical disciple of Plotinus 9 We should not, therefore, be surprised that he did not slavishly repeat the theories of his master

wo

The Anonymous Commentary on the Parmenides
The concept of the One contained in the fragments of the Commental'}' does, in fact, lay some considerable stress upon the notion

3

The .J Dillon and G R. Morrow translation of the Pmnu:nidn Commentmy is
extremely useful in that the t1anslators give references to themes in the preMProclean Neoplatonic tradition
4
See 'Ftagments d'un commentaire de Porphyrc sur le Pmminide ; La metaphysique de Porphyre', and Pmphyrc et Viaminus.
.
5
The debatt- has recently been re-opened by J Dillon who is more accepting of
Hadot s original thesis and I am grateful to him for permission to use an unpublished article entitled, 'Porphyry's Doctrine of the One'

6

See Damascius Dub. et solut 43; P. Hadot Pmphy1e tt Viuminus vol 1, p
423 and A C Lloyd. 'The Later Neoplatonists', p 288
7
See 'Mysticism and Transcendence in Later Neoplatonism' p 220ff.
s See J Dillon's remarks in the introduction to the translation of the Pmmwide5
Commentary. pp xxiii-xxx
9
See A Smith op lit p xvi
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of divine ttanscendence. 10 One familiar Plotinian sentiment occurs
many times: there is nothing before the One, who is the principle
of all things Although the author does not work out a systematic
theory of divine nomenclature as Proclus was to do, he notes, in
true Plotinian fashion, that we apply the name 'One' in order to
signify his infinite power as principle and supreme cause.II
Strictly speaking, however, he is anterior to the One, for from him
come both the One and the Monad - a rather cmious neoPythagorean echo from pre-Plotinian times. 12
In fragment IV, the author applies himself to a discussion of to
me on, and concludes that in relation to the One all other things
are non-being. That is the reason why they do not have the power
to come to any knowledge of him They lack the appropriate faculty for a direct apprehension of that which has no relation to any
other thing 13 It is here that we find the author confirming that all
things which come after the One are non-being, while the One is
'the only being above all things' 14
In fragments V and VI, the author addresses the question of
God's knowledge, and asks whether such knowledge, if it can be
said to exist, would introduce the notion of multiplicity to the simplicity of the divine nature . Interestingly, he concludes that the
'knowledge' which is proper to God is a knowledge which is
above both knowledge and ignorance, anterior to all things known
and unknown (a concept which is later developed, although in a
different fashion, in the Periphyseon of Eriugena) 15 One point our
authm stresses time and time again, is that God cannot be known
either by reason m through intellect, tor he is above all discourse
and thought "' One cannot even know the mode of the procession

of the One into the things which have come from him 17 Can the
human intellect then come to any knowledge of the supremely
transcendent unknowable principle? How can it make the return
journey into union with the Father who is desired and loved ?18
The author of the Commentary mentions the return to unity in
three fragments: II, VI and X In fragment II (14ft), he echoes a
most familiar Plotinian (and indeed Proclean) exhortation: do not
add anything to the One. By being true to this principle and by
turning away from all things, one can come to a 'non-comprehensive comprehension' of the One, a 'conception which conceives
nothing'. In VI (21ff), the method of approach to God is described
in terms which would not have been alien to the Mystiwl Theology of the Pseudo-Dionysius: one must abandon all things, even
oneself, and by not thinking ot anything, become separate from all
things 19
It is perhaps in fragment X that the author comes closest to a
clear (though non-systematic) exposition of the main plinciples of
negative theology: since God is unknowable both by reason ar1d
through intellect, we must abandon all rational and intelligible
pursuits: those symbols, similes and metaphors we have formed
about him This path towards unity is, then, the path of intellectual
purification 20 When we have let go of intellectual conceptualizations, our 'concept' will be without content or formulation: we
must remain in ignorance about the One
Although this brief glimpse into the Commentary does not do
full justice to the employment of negative theology by our anonymous author, it serves to highlight the fact that from the time of
Plotinus onwards, Platonism was moving towards an ever more
transcendent conception of the unknowable One It also leaves one
strong and lasting impression, namely, that it is a more 'religious'
fmm of negative theology than was to be found explicitly in the
Enneads The ideas we find in the Commentary are certainly a

10

I 4-5
l, 24ft
II. 13-14; ::;ee also X. 24-25
13
Sec also IX. 20ff; since there is nothing to compare with the One, he is
~ovcOcrcroc;: IV, lO and 31
14
IV 8-9
15 V. 10-11: On <pTHli dvm yv&cnv &~ro yvcOacw(c;) Kai dyvoiac;, d<p · ~<; ~
yv&mc;
16
X, 14-16 and IX 24-25
II
12

17
18

19

20

See X. 29ft
See II, 25ff
See De m\'st theol I. 1
X, 6-11 ~

striking mixture of Plotinian and pre-Plotinian themes, and yet in
some of the extant fl::agments, we me drawn forward into an
almost Dionysian and sometimes Eriugenian framework for nega- ·
tive theology
Whatever scholars may decide regarding the metaphysical
inconsistencies of terminology and thought, it remains true that the
God portrayed here is supremely unknowable and the path to unity
is solely through the abandonment of the intellectual concept.
Although the authm stresses more consistently than Plotinus had
done the concept of the unknowability and transcendence of the
One there is little which could be said to contradict the Plotinian
und~rstanding of negative theology Whether or not its author was
Porphyry, must, at least for the present, remain an open question.

Proclus: The Way of The One
In the year 485, more than 200 years after the death of Plotinus,
Marinus of Samaria recorded an incident in the final illness of the
seventy-five year-old Proclus, who saw a serpent, the symbol of
regenei ation near his head. 21 A similar incident occurred in the
year 270, at the death-bed of Plotinus 22 Quite apart from the obvious implications in terms of the reincarnation of soul, this very
powerful sign can perhaps be understood in a secondary sense, as
symbolic of an assurance of the continuance of the master's teachings While the teaching of Plotinus continued in the Neoplatonic
schools (although he is seldom refened to by name), the teaching
of Proclus was to take a very different direction, but it was continued nonetheless
Proclus, visionmy, healer, soothsayer, theologian and philosopher beloved of the gods, is perhaps the best representative of the
kind of Platonism flourishing in the fifth century; he sets out a
comprehensive philosophical system which was, at least to our

21

22
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kfiowledge, unrivalled before him Proclus saw himself as a member of a 'divine choir' who sang the mysterious truths of divine
principles; this 'choir' consisted of Plotinus, Amelius, Porphyry,
Jamblichus, Theodore of Asine, Plutarch and Syrianus 21 Although
Proclus is generally regarded as representative of a type of Neoplatonism different from that of Plotinus and Porphyry, the very
complex interweaving of what is kuown as the Roman and Athenian schools, centring as it does upon the 'Alexandrian connection',
makes it very difficult to say with complete certainty what is distinctive to the Roman school and what is distinctive to the Athenian school It was, however, at Athens that later Neoplatonism
flourished, and Proclus can certainly be described as its greatest
principal
In the pages to follow, I will confine my remmks to a discussion
of the Proclean interpretation of the First Hypothesis of the Pmmenidn24 The Proclean interpretation of the first two hypotheses
of the Parmenidn differs notably both from that of Iarnblichus
before him and also from Damascius after him Proclus did not
think it necessary to posit an ineffable super-One above the
One/Good as lamblichus had done and as Damascius was to do 25
For him, the first two hypotheses refer respectively to the One
above being, and to Being itself; further complications were consideted unnecessary
Pannenides abides in the tmnscendent One, Zeno p1 ojects the
Many on the One, and Socrates turns back even these many to the
Parmenidean One, since the first member in every triad is an analogue of rest, the second of procession, and the third of reversion 26

This brief statement encapsulates the core of Proclean metaphysics, for the typically Neoplatonic triad: mane, proodos and
23

Platonic Ihw!ogy I 1 p 7 (5-8); see also I. 1 p 6 (16ft)
The edition used is that of V. Cousin; the surviving ponion of Book VII fOllows the Latin edition of R Klibansky and C. La bow sky. Translations are taken
from Monow and Dillon (page numbers are given in brackets). All references are
to the Pm nnnide ~ Commentary unless otherwise noted
25
lamblichus De mpt VIII 2 pp 195-196 (Des Places), and Damascius, Dub
er sol II 8
26
Pa11n I 712 43-41 (p 86)
24
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ep11trophe underpins the myriad hierarchical structmes of Proclean thought It also serves to focus attention upon the underlying
principle in his philosophical system: the search for unity 'Unity,
then, is the most venerable thing, which perfects and preserves
everything, and that is why we give this name to the concept that
we have of the first principle. ' 27
I o characterize the thought of Proclus as the search for unity
situates the last great Platonist firmly within the tradition established by Plotinus. For Proclus, as for Plato and Plotinus, the highest goal of phliosophia culminates ultimately in theologia, and it is
with a genuine spirit of deep religious fervour that Proclus begins
his most comprehensive discussion of the principle of unity in the
Parmenides Commentary

dent terminology of the One to be found in the writings of Proclus is perhaps the most comprehensive of any other Neoplatonic
philosopher and represents the high point in the development of
apophasis in Greek thought 10 Basing his conception of the One
upon the negations to be found in the First Hypothesis of the Parmenides, Proclus states time and time again, that the One is transcendent over all things. 31 In this respect, Proclus notes that the
text from Republic (509B) is the foundation for all that is denied
of the One in the First Hypothesis 12 It is 'simply unity' above all
essence and plurality and 'second to nothing' 33 Even the Second
Hypothesis is described in terms which Plotinus would have
found quite acceptable for the One itself: 'for the transcendent
One-Being is truly an august object, as ensconced in unity; it is
great, as possessing an incomprehensible power, and secret, as
remaining inexpressible and inscrutable at the summit of existence' 34
The basic assertion at the heart of Proclus' s conception of the
One can be stated simply enough: the One is not a particular One,
but One in the absolute sense, simply One. 35 Everything that can
be qualified is not what it is absolutely 36 The basic rule of thumb
followed by Pwclus relies upon the Plotinian guideline: witb
regard to the One, additions diminish 'For whatever you add to
the One by its addition causes oneness to vanish, since it rejects
the addition of everything that is alien to it'. 17 Therefore, the One
is not any particular thing; nor is it to be understood as the
'entirety of the Forms' or the 'summit of things', for such an
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'll mivrrov btEKuva
0 You, the Beyond all things!
How else is it fitting to sing ot You?
How can wmds be a hymn to You?
no word can express You
How can mind perceive You 7
no mind can grasp You
You alone are unutterable,
though all that is spoken is from You
You alone are unknowable,
though all that is thought is from You

28

Thus begins the hymn to the first principle (formerly attributed
to Gregory Nazianzus), a litany of negation which encapsulates
the Pwclean conception of the One beyond all 29 The transcen-

VII .56K. 1-3: Quia igitur venerabilissimum Je unum, peifectivum existens et
salvativum entium omnium, propter hoc utique eum qui apud nos de primo conceptum sic vocavimus; see also I 620 29-31: 'when the One is taken away there
is complete confusion and disorder among the Many' (p 21).
'~ The complete Greek text of this hymn can be found in PC 37, 507ff
29 The ineffable and unknowable principle above all is celebrated (tivuJ.lvf:'rm)seeP T I 10, p 42 (1-2) and IJ. 11 p 65 (5-7)- with a hymn without saying

27

what he is who made heaven and earth See W. Beierwaltes, p, oklo5 p 353, for
a discussion of the 'hymn of negations' at Pmm VII 1191 32ft
30
W Beierwaltes. P1ok!m. p. 352, n 65. lists these transcendent terms in their
various formulations: 6rr£p, ~~ rrp6. and f:rr8K<:tva
31
II 763 4
32

33

64K

II 763 9
I 713. 16-20; see alsoP. T II 10, p. 63 (18-20)
35 VI 1069 21: see Enn V 3. 13 lff and III 8, lO 22: TO 6.rr/,ffi;;; Ev
36
VI 1096. 19-21.
37
VII 1177 20-23 (p 527); see alsoP. I. II 10 p 63 (13ff) and E Jh prop 8
See Enn Ill 8 11 12-13 and VI 7 38. 2-3
34
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understanding would also diminish its power 38 ln its absolute
unity the One is wholly unparticipated 39 Although the concept of
the transcendent unity of the One is present throughout Proclus's
writings, his most systematic discussion of it occurs in the final
few pages of the Commentary on the Parmenides 40
The basic Platonic analysis of cognition as tlnee-fold: doxa,
dianoia and nous, are each in turn applied to the One and want'
ing in every respect 41 How can that which is beyond all that
exists be known either through sense perception or opinion; and
how can that which has no cause be the object of scientific
knowledge? 42 Neither the human, daemonic, angelic, divine (or
demiurgic) orders can have either sense perception or opiniori
about the One. Each order has its own object of knowledge
(human knowledge tends towards particulars and, according to
Proclus, there is nothing venerable about it41 ) Even Intellect
itself, 'the intelligible union which lies hidden and unutterable in
the interior recesses of being itself' ,44 falls short of knowledge of
the One, for all knowledge is directed at Being, not at the One.
Yet, Proclus is careful to point out that it is not simply because
of the weakness of the lower orders which come after the One
that they cannot know it, but because of irs own super-excellent
nature 45 In fact, Proclus is so meticulous in following through
the notion of the unknowability of the One, that even if we can
say that it is unknowable to us, we are ignorant of whether it is
knowable to itself.. 46

It is in the Pm memdes Commentary that we find Proclus
(unlike Plotinus, who was quite content to retain the term pater''),
denying the appellations 'maker', 'father' and 'divinity', a theme
which the Pseudo-Dionysius was to take up in the Mystical TheologY However, just as Plotinus had granted a certain superiority to
some names and terms of reference for the One (principally One
and Good), while maintaining that strictly speaking, no terms are
appropriate, we find Proclus making a similar point He posits a
very clear distinction between God alone, as the subject of the
First Hypothesis and God the generator of the plurality of the
gods 48 The primal God is to be understood as the One and distinct
[rom the other gods, even from the demiurge, the intelligent father
and creator of the universe The first God, the subject of the First
Hypothesis, is 'not even a father' but is superior even to the paternal divinity 49 For Proclus, the basic rule is always that the One
can never be a particular thing, but is, for example, divinity itself,
in a simple, unqualified sense: 50 'let us call the One simply
God' 51 And yet, even though we will find P10clus arguing most
persuasively for the absolute unnameability of the One, he does,
like Plotinus, consent to certain terms: 'the first', 'the Good' and
'king' 52 It is to a discussion of the naming process in Proclus's
writings that I now turn my attention

3

~

See VII I 199 13-16 and II 763. 16-17
w VI 1070 13; seealsoVII36K 10-12andP I II9,p 57(22)
40
VII 46K 7-9: Ab omni ergo cognitione partibili et intelligentia le unum exaltatum est et ab omni contactu Solum autem unio nos adducit uni; et hoc quidem
ut melius omni ente incognitum
" See also P T, 13. p 15 (I 8ff) and E I h prop 123
" V1148K 3-10
43 50K 9-10.
44
50k 17-18 (p. 589): . et super omnes intelligentialem unionem interius quidcm entem in abdito entis secretam entem et ineloquibilem
45 See 62K 17-20
46 VI 1108 25-29

The Ineffable Nameless One
Although like all apophatic philosophers, Proclus insists that the
One cannot be spoken about or named, we find him setting down
the ways in which the One can be spoken. His journey through the
various realms of human discourse leads him, like Augustine and
47

48
49
50

51
52

See for example VI 9, 9 33-38
VI I 069 12ff
VI 1070 22-24
VIll09 16
VI 1096 36-37; see Enn V 5, 13. Iff
See VI 1097 18-20
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others, to recommend silence as the most appropriate 'method' of
celebrating the One. The path to that conclusion takes him through
various formulations of human discourse in the heroic attempt to
discern what speech about the One can be valid
I begin this discussion with the general validation of human discourse concerning the One: we can speak about it because of the
natural striving of the soul towards it, but we can say nothing
about it in the proper sense 53 As I will later show, desire for the
One is the ultimate reason why human beings can talk about it:
desire is before any understanding either inexpressible or
analysable, and silent understanding is before that which is put
into language 54 This descending mder: desire, silent understanding and language is strongly reminiscent of the sentiments
expressed by Augustine in De II initate: whatever we think of God
is truer than what can be said, but God's own being is truer still
than what can be thought. 55 Proclus works out a further order
when cautioning against communicating certain ideas to those of
'slovenly hearing': not all the contents of intellect are capable of
being thought, and we do not speak of all that we think; neither do
we write all that we speak, and finally (an apposite word of cau,
tion here!) we do not publish all that we write: 56 'for one should
convey mystical ttUths mystically and not publish secret doctrines
about the gods' 57 Thus we find that at each step of the process,
something cannot be carried over to the next; wiiting is at least at
a fourth remove from the reality it seeks to express, while discom se can be thought of as existing at a third remove. The transcendent One is incomprehensible in power, secret, inexpressible
and inscrutable and it can be said to 'possess' these characteristics
primarily; discourse, on the other hand, possesses them only sec-

"VII 1191 5-9.
5 4 VII 54K 21-25: et propter hoc e:t tacitam intelligentiam esse ante elocutionalem et desidcrium ante omnem intelligentiam inexpressibilem et intelligentiam
ex partibus inr:Jdentem.
55 V, 3 (4) and V1! 4 (7)
56 I 718. 11-26.
" 1V 928 (p 283)
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ondarily 58 It is for this reason that any speech about the One is to
be regarded as different from speech on other subject matters: 'the
discourse is lofty, and for this reason, it is great; it goes beyond
the usual vein and is, therefore august; it is enigmatical and theiefore secret' 59
According to Proclus, we cannot expect to reach a definition of
that which is incomprehensible and above being, when we cannot
even reach an understanding of simple, partless Forms All definitions and names (for the One is inexpressible both by description
and by name 60) belong to the realm of the composite; 61 it is not
proper, therefore, to speak of the One in terms of qualities which
have their place in things which are subject to comparison 62 Nor
indeed is it permissible to apply to the One the superlative form of
any epithet (highest, greatest, best, etc); those who do this demonstrate a desire to convey something more about the One than it is
possible to do by way of negation 63 The One cannot be described
as something, even in the superlative sense, when it does not possess that quality at all- we cannot describe something as superla- ./
tively white for example, if it is not in any sense white 64
Having demonstrated how far from the One human discourse is,
nevertheless, there is in Proclus's thought a continual tension
between the 'loose terminology' derived from the realm of being
(which Plotinus expressed by his constant use of the term hown)
which we are forced to use when speaking about the One, and the
validity of that speech 65 This tension can be perceived especially in
53

I 713 13-21
1713 22-24(p 86)
60
VII 46K. 23.
61 1V 939. 25-30
62
Vll 1211 23ff
63
VII 1211 33-38; this c1iticism i~ most likely levelled at Plotinus who often
(for want of better words), speaks of the One as 'the best' and 'the highest' see I
7, I; V4. I andVIJ. 23
64
VII 1212 1-4; Meister Eckhart will later take up this idea which can be traced
to the Libu de wu~i~ prop 6; God cannot be described as 'better' or even 'best'
when he is not good at all; see the vemacular sermon, Renovamini \pilitu menti\
vest/ a e.
65
See VII J 191 3-5 and 1200 10-14
59
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his discussion of the naming process, a theme which is extremely
important for an understanding of later negative theology
In Proclus's writings there are at least three prolonged discussions of the question of the divine names 66 In each of these passages Proclus takes the Platouic text, Cratylus 390Dff, as his
starting point and in each instance the debate centres upon the
question of the conventional or natural origin of names In Book
IV of the Parmemdes Commentary, Proclus notes that in the
conventional approach to the naming process, names are set by
the multitude and have their origin in perceptible things. From
these, by process of analogy, wise men then set the names for
invisible realities . This understanding of the origin of names
results in the conclusion that the sensible thing has the name in
the primary sense, while the invisible reality has it only derivatively through the process of analogous transfer The other
approach affirms that names have a natural origin: they are set by
wise men and refer pt imarily to an immaterial form and only secondarily to the sensible object This understanding will argue that
each name carries a likeness to the object to which it is applied
(part of the final argument for the unnameability of the One) In
support of this thesis Pwclus invokes the Platonic notion that the
term 'man', for example, can be applied correctly to the intelligible form but cannot be applied correctly to a particular man 67
Names, then, as verbal images of objects, must refer primarily to
immaterial forms: 'the names of secondary things come from
beings prior to them'.68 However, Proc!us is careful to note that
what has been said about names is solely that which the human
mind is able to consider: there are many grades of names (divine,
angelic, daemonic and human), some are utterable and some are
unutterable. 69

There is, therefore, a correct order in the establishment of
names In the first book of the Platomc Theology, Proclus explains
that at the primary level, there exist correct and truly divine names
which are established among the gods themselves 70 At the secondary level, that of intellect, there are names which are 'likenesses' of the highest names and have daemonic status, and at the
tertiary level we find names which are the products of a level of
discourse and are 'appearances' of divine beings 71
Proclus is quite clear, however, that none of the names we can
discuss applies to the One, for no name is capable of revealing the
essence of the One. Even in the intelligible realm, a name does not
reveal essence. When we hear, for example, the word 'clrcle', we
do not grasp its essence- in this sense, intelligible objects imitate
the inexpressible and unutterable nature of the One 72 Since the
One has no attribute whatsoever, no name can apply to it: all
names are 'inferior and fall short of its transcendent super-eminence' 73 Since every name corresponds to what is named and is
'the logical image of the object', it follows that no name is capable of revealing the nature of the One. 74 What about the name
'One' itself? Proclus, like Plotinus, asks if it is possible to speak
this name properly of the One. He concludes that the name, 'One'
means that it is nothing else but 'oneness'; since it does not possess unity as a characteristic, it is not a true appellatiou for that
unity. 75 Even though the name 'One' is more suitable than all
other terms and names (it is 'the most divine of names' 76 ), human
discourse employs it although it is unsuitable and inferior - all

66 P. I I 29. p 123ft; Parm IV 849ff and VII 50kff For a comprehensive discussion of the naming process in Proclus sc:e J. Irouillard. "L ·activitC onomastique selon Proclos'
" IV 850. 2lff
''' IV 852 17-20.
69 IV 853 3-8; Proclus repeats this classification of names at VII 50k

10

I 29, p 124 (3-5)
I 29. p 124 (5-9) Proclus continues this particular discussion with an account
of the power of divint- names in a theurgical context; see R Mortley' s comments
in From Wmd to Siltnce Jl. p 99ff
72
See V 985 15ff and VII 46K and .50K; Proclus s source here is Plato. Ep VII,
342C.
73
VII 52K 2-3 (p 590): Omnia cnim ipso deteriora sunt et deficiunt a supereminentia ipsius exaltata
74
VII 52K 9-10.
75
VII 1196 23ff
76
VII 1200 14ff

71
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names refer to what comes after it 77 We can, however, refer to it
as, for example, the 'fount of divinity', if by that we mean to indicate it both as cause and telos 78 Here, Proclus makes a most
important point, one which had already been noted by Plotinus: by
designating the One in such expressions as 'fount of divinity', we
do not say what it is in itself, but what relation it has to those
things which come after it, of which it is the cause 79
In the final part of Book VII, Proclus returns once again to the
question of the name of the One 80 If names are natural, then the
first principle has no name, not even the name 'One', for if the
One had a name, it would not be One. The One, he says, is even
supra spiritum. Here Proclus relates a remarkable piece of argumentation for the unnameability of the One based upon an analysis of the letters of its name, a thematic derived from Theodore of
Asine 81 The name 'One' cannot be reduced to a simpler name, but
it can be reduced to its letters: the silent breathing, the vowel and
the consonant The analysis of the name in terms of its constituents reveals that each constituent represents something different, which would mean that the first principle would not be One,
Therefore, the One has no name
However, since we do give the One a name, the validity of calling the One 'One', can be found in the human person: the name
denotes not the One itself, but the understanding of unity in ourselves, which is, of course, inferior to the One itself: 'aut non illud
vocamus sic nominantes, sed earn que in nobis intelligentiarn
unius' ' 2 It is, therefore, the projection and expression of the One
in us that we call One, and that name names our conception of it,
since it itself is unnameable: 'in nobis unius et velut expressionem, sic nominamus unum' 83 Our apprehension, then, applies

the name 'One' to itself as 'somehow divining (divinatw) the reality of what transcends itself and everything else' 84 It is in this way
that Proclus resolves the problem of naming the unnameable. All
other names, except that of 'One', give knowledge of the things of
which they are the concepts; this carurot be the case in respect of
the One. 85 Since we must give it a name, the name 'One' is appropriate, and since the One and the Good are the same ('quod idem
est le unum et le bonum ' 86 ) it can also be called the Good The
name 'One' is the image of the procession and the name 'Good' is
the image of conversion 87

77

VI 1108 38- 1109 2- a sentiment detived from Plotinus see VI 7, 28,4-5
and Vl9, 5. 31-32
n VI 1108 29-30 and 1109 6-9
79 Vl 1109 12-14; here Produs uses Plato. Ep II 312E as part of his argument.
HO VII 50k. 26ft
8 1 VII 62K 9ff See J Dillon's note. translation p 509 n 112
~ 2 54K 4-5
83
54K 13
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Speaking the Inef!able: The Way of Negation
Faced with the assertion that the One is eminently ineffable and
unknowable, Proclus must addresses the question whether the One
can be spoken of in any meaningful sense at all. It is for this reason that we find Proclus working out a very concise method of
speaking about the One in terms of a methodological application
of affirmation and negation
It is, according to Proclus, the language of negation which is
best suited to discourse concerning the One who is wholly unconnected with everything and unparticipated in, apart from everything, and supremely transcendent 88 Human beings are forced to
use the language of negation when speaking about the One precisely because the One is unparticipated, because it does not exist
84

See 58K 7-11 (p 593): Unde ille quidem nomina rebus ut cognitis inducunt;
hec autem incognitum desiderans et comprehendere non patens ponit denominationem unius non incognito~ quomodo enim? - sed sibi ipsi divinanti aliqualiter
hypostasim illius et a se ipsa et ab aliis omnibus (exaltatam; quid) autem. est
impotens considerare On the One in ourselves, see W Beierwaltes, PJokfo'>, p
367ff
35
See 56K 24-25 and 58K 7
86
56K 34
87
60K 15-16: Si igitur nomen aliquid oportct prima adducere. videtur 'le unum
et 'le bonum' ipsi convenire; see alsoP. T. II 6, p 40 (25-27)
88
An excellent discussion of negative dialectic in Proclus can be fOund in W
Beierwaltes, Proklm, p 14Jff
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fm the sake of anything''; for such a reality, affirmation is understood to be wholly unsuitable: 'we should rest content with negations' 90 Since the primal One is above being, we cannot apply
attributes which are proper to secondary things In a most Plotinian fashion, Proclus affirms that if we l!ansfer atl!ibutes to it from
created nature, we will be talking about ourselves and not about
the One. All attiibutes, therefore, must be removed from the
One 91
However, it must be noted from the outset that Proclus does not
advocate the method of negation simply as a way of guarding
against making the Oue multiple (additions diminish), rather, he
views negation in a very positive sense, for its ultimate function is
to exhibit its tianscendent superiority and its power 92 Among the
questions Proclus sets himself to answer concerning the negative
method of discomse are the following: are negations superior to
affirmations? What are the nature of the negations used in respect
of the One? I begin with a discussion of the first question, basing
my remarks on the well-known passage from the Parmenides
Commentary, Book VI 93
In every class of being it can be stated that asseition is superior
to negation, for in this respect negation denotes the deprivation of
a certain quality and assertion affirms its presence. However,
closer examination of the different kinds of negation reveal that
assertion is not in every case superior to negation There are,
according to Proclus, three kinds of negation: one type is superior
to assellion, one is equally balanced by assertion, and one type of
negation is inferior to assertion. 94 Interior negation refers to the
being which is superior to not-being (as defect), the balanced
negation refers to the kind of being which has the same rank as
not-being and finally, the type of negation which is superior to

LATER NEOPLATON!C APOPHASIS

assertion, is expressive of the type of Non-Being which is above
being 95 It is solely when negation is expressive of the Non-Being
superior to being, that it is superior to assertion In the case of the
not-being which has the same rank as being, both negations and
affirmations can truly be applied to it In the case of the NonBeing which is above being, neither assertions nor negations pwperly apply. 96 However, since no statement is properly true of the
Non-Being wholly unconnected with being, 'at least negation is
more properly uttered of it than assertion' 97 Assertions refer to ·
things that are, things that are defined; negations, on the other
hand, refer to what is not and have, therefore, an undefined field of
reference: 'assertions slice up reality, whereas negations tend to
simplify things' 98 Negations move from distinction to unity, from
'the sliced up type of knowledge towards that type of activity
which is uncircumscribable, unitm y and simple' 99
Having established that negation is superior to assertion with
regard to the One, Proclus goes to great lengths to demonstrate
that the form of negation he is talking about is not a form of privation (sternis), for the first principle is not deprived of the things
that are denied of it, in the sense that it is capable of sustaining
those qualities; neither is it a form of negation which is said of
something absolutely non-receptive of that assertion (the line is
not white) 100 Negations are not privative, for privations can refer
only to something which has the faculty to actually be a definite
something. Yet, in typically dialectical fashion, Proclus reminds us
that even though the first principle itself is not deprived of the
qualities denied of it, these things themselves are not without
communication with the One, for they are derived from it. 101
95

1072 32ft
1073 14-18
, 1073 20-2I
98 1074 7-11 (p 427)
99
1074 15-21.
100
VI 1074 22ff; see also P T. I 12; II 5 and II 10 R. Mort1ey discusses Proclean negation from the perspective of this thematic, see F10m Wmd to Silen(e JJ
p. 102ff
JOI 1074 33-35
96

'"VI 1115 3611
9o VI 1116 11-12
" VI 1073 26ff and 1107 20ft
92 VI 1074.4-7 and 12-15 and 1108 20-22
93 1072. 19ft
94 This theme is repeated at P T II 5. pp 37-38
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TherefOre, since all things derive from the One as cause, 'it is
the cause of the assertions of which we apply to it the negations' 102 Negations are, as Proclus puts it, 'the mothers of asser..
lions', since the One itself is the cause of all processions to which
assertions apply 103 This is the reason why the negations of the
First Hypothesis are affirmed in the Second Hypothesis: the
unpluralized One itself gives substance to all multiplicity; itself
unnumberable, it gives substance to all number 104 It is for this reason that, according to Proclus, Parmenides denies opposite attributes of the One: as the cause of all opposition, the One transcends
all antithesis and cannot be opposed to anything. 105 With regard to
the denial of rest and motion, Proclus makes the following important point If the One is not something, then to say it is the 'most
x' 'is only empty words and does not say anything about the
One 106 We cannot even use such terminology as 'whole of
wholes', because the One transcends and exceeds all wholeness 107
Here I think we find an explicit criticism of the kind of statements
often made by Plotinus: 'cause of causes', 'king of kings', and so
on, although Proclus does not mention Plotinus by name 108
As cause, then, the Non-Being of the One cannot be anything of
the things of which it is the cause; 'it produces everything, but is
not one of al' things' 109 (a sentiment which Plotinus had affirmed
time and time again in the Enneads)

flowever, it is not simply the weakness of the human intellect
which forces it to employ negative expressions when speaking
about the One, for no lower order can know the One affirmatively
Even Intellect itself knows Non-Being by means of non-being,
that is, through negations. 111 Intellect knows the One through
unity, it does not know it by direct vision or intuitively. 112 Intellect
and divine souls possess two kinds of knowledge: they know reality as it is, that is, affirmatively, but in relation to the One, theirs
is a negative form of knowledge because of the One's Sup€Iiority
to being Here Proclus uses a familiar catch-phrase of negative
theology: it is not what the One is that they know, but what it is
not 113 If Intellect and divine souls know the One through negation, 'why need we condemn our soul for impotence when it
strives to express its incomprehensibility through negativity?' 114
Another point which arises for Proclus in the preliminary discussion of the negations applied to the One is their order: do negations begin from the highest, most cognate things, or from the lowest, least cognate things? 115 In chapter ten below we shall see that
the Pseudo-Dionysius follows Proclus closely on this matter: in
the case of assertions, we must begin from the most cognate
things; while in the case of negations, we begin from the least
cognate things, from the things most familiar to us (which are,
after all, easier to deny)
Having established to his satisfaction the nature of negations
and the method in which to apply them to the One, Proclus follows
faithfully the negations of the final part of the First Hypothesis of
the Parmenides, and argues cogently for the denial of each, which
he lists in summary as follows: many, whole, shape, being in itself
or in another; the genera of being: like and unlike, equal and

It is better, then, as Plato did, to rest content with negations, and by
means of these to exhibit the transcendent superimity of the Onethat is neithet intelligible nm intellectual, nor anything else of the
things which are cognizable by us by means of our individual mental activities 110
w' 1075. 19-24 (p 428)
VI 1133 3-5 (p. 472): see also VII 1208 22-24 J Irouillard. L Un et 1 time
seton P10dus, p 89, says that it for this reason that negative theology can be

103

understood to construct a positive ontology
104
See VI 1075. 26-30.
105
VI 1076. 32ff; see Enn I 8, 6, 20-21
106
VII 1172 6-26
107
VI 1107 30ff
108 See Enn Vl 8, 18. 33-36 and V 5 3 20
'"' VI 1075 30-33 (p 428)
110
VI 1108 19-24

VI 1080 5-7.
See the translator s note. p 593, n 118
113
VI 1080 28-30
114
1080. 31-36
115
VI 1088 4ff; see also V 990. 31ff. See J Trouillard·s comments on this concept in L 'Un tt l'tinu p 146ff. Plotinus also notes that the aphairetic process
begins from the lowest and moves towards the highest see VI 9, 3. although he
does not advocate that this rule be followed in any systematic fashion
Ill
112
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unequal, being older than, younger than, and the same age as itself
or another, participation in substance, being existence itself, being
pmticipable by existence, expressibleness and knowableness . All
these things me not applicable to the One 116 Once again, the basic
rule is followed in each instance: addition must be removed since
it particularizes and diminishes the One. 117
What, then, is the ultimate function of negative discourse, and
what, if anything, does it reveal about the One? I have already
mentioned a number of texts where Proclus suggests that negative
statements 'reveal' the transcendence of the One, but that is all
they do, nothing more. They do not possess any positive cognitive
content Negative statements do not have the capacity to express
anything about the One, since nothing applies to it in the proper
sense: neither affirmation, nor negation; it is beyond all opposition and negation: 'sed exaltatum est propter simplicitatem ab
omni oppositione et omni negatione' 118 Proclus notes that there is
a distinction between saying that something can refer to the One
(de uno) and saying that something expresses the One (circa
unum) Negative propositions can reje1 to the One, but they do not
express anything about it: 'quare et dicte abnegationes non sunt
circa unum, sed de uno' 119 Negations, theiefore, do not possess
the capacity to reveal the nature of the One: they simply point
towards its superimity In the end, even the negations themselves
must be removed from the One, as we shall see below

this question is based upon the understanding that the whole imiverse is not alien from the One but is connected to it, that' the
soul's desire actually constitutes its likeness to the One 12o As third
in the general hierarchy of being, the soul sees the ideas one by
one; intellect, on the other hand thinks all the ideas as one, while
the One itself is one only and anterior to all thought 121 The soul,
therefore, possesses a kind of vision which is, by its very nature, a
fragmented vision; its aim is the attainment of unified vision
For Proclus, the unity of the universe stems from the fact that all
beings are constituted in tlteir being through their natural striving
for the One 'Thus the One is the desire of all, and all are preserved by it and are what they are through it, and in comparison
with it, as with the Good, nothing else has value for anything' 122
In fact, the desire for the One is such that 'we despise all other
things in favour of the One, and never overlook the One for the
sake of anything else' 123 The terms used to express this desire in
Proclus's writings me indeed strong: there exists in the soul a
great anguish and inborn travail which yearns for the super-eminence of the One, a great devotion to the One and tremendous
yearning for it 124 The soul is ever striving towards the super-eminence of the One, revolving around it, seeking to embrace it~
'seeking with supreme passion to be present to it' 125 And yet all
striving falls short of the One, for the soul is denied its unapproachable object 'Impotens autem aliqualiter comprehendere
ipsius incomprehensibile aut cognoscere le incognitum, diligit
secundum sui ipsius processum illius participationis indicibilem

Knowing the Unknowable: The Way of Unity
120

If, then, the One is to be understood as wholly unknowable, is

there any sense at all in which the One can be known? and if so,
what kind of knowledge can it be? Proclus's ultimate answer to
11
(' VII 66k 28-33; on this point, see the introduction to the fi1st volume of the
edition of the PlatoniL Theolog)' p. lxviii
117
VII68K 2-9.
118
VII 70K 9-10
119
70K 14-15

tV 922 38ff
III 808 14-24; see Enn III 5. 7, where Plotinus also notes that human thinking is not simple
122
VII 58K. 16-17 (p 593); sic ct commune desiderium quo salvantur omnia et
sunt quod sunt et cuius gratia omnia parua alia omnibus sunt sicut et (quod) bani
See also VII t 116 12-15. 1199 28ff, and P T 1 22. p 101 (27ff)
123
VII 1144. 25-30 (p 500) - once again a sentiment with strong Plotinian
echoes, see V 5, 12, 7-9 and VI 7, 22, 12-14
124
VII 42K 26-27; Sed quia isto maius desiderant. quodcumque cognoverint,
propter connaturalem ipsis inexistentem supereminentie unius; see also 44K 32ff
"' Vll 44K 12ft (p 587)
121
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perceptionem ' 126 And yet the soul really loves the One with an
inextinguishable love (amm inextll1guibilis) even though the One
is incomprehensible and can never be found 127 It is, however,
unfulfilled desire which keeps tbe soul striving for the One, for if
the desire was fulfilled then it would no longer search
It is because the soul's desire for the One actually constitutes its
likeness to the One, tbat Proclus finds a way out of the impasse he
appears to have reached with regard to the absolute unknowability
of tbe One 128 The task of tbe soul is not any longer the attainment
of scientific knowledge (for this is absolutely ruled out) but the
attainment of likeness to the One, for it is only in this way that the
soul can 'know' the One Like is, after all, known by like, a thematic which Plotinus had emphasized with particular stress 129
It is finally in this context that the focus and function of negation become clear: just as the name 'One' tefers to om conception
of the One, so too, tbe negations we apply refer to our conception,
In this sense, negation can be understood as an instrument of intel.:
lectual purification; tbe purpose of undertaking the dialectic of
negation is a removal of all multiplicity

In order to approach tbe One in terms of 'intuition' the soul must
first purify itself: we cannot approach the transcendent with uninitiated mouths or unwashed feet 131 The removal of multiplicity
will leave open the patb for apprehension of the One . Since intellectual negation itself has been rendered impotent to attain to the
One, the way left open to the soul is the way of unity, tbe way of

For, if we are to approach the One by means of these negative conceptions and to emancipate ourselves from our accustomed ways
of thought, we must strip off the variety of life and remove our
multifarious concerns, and render the soul alone by itself, and thus
expose it to the divine and to the reception of divinely inspired
power, in order that having first lived in such a way as to deny the
multiplicity within ourselves, we may thus ascend to the undifferentiated intuition of the One 130

126
VII 46K 3-5; see also 42K 27-28 and P. l l 22 p 101 (25-27) The unfulfilled desire of the soul is a theme discussed in chapteJ eight below in relation tO
Gregory of Nyssa
127
VII 54K 19-21; see alsoP I I 22, p 102 (12-14): desire for the One must
be inextinguishable since the unknowability of the One can nevei be compro-

mised
128

VII 1199. 28-31.

~"· 9

See IV 975. 36-37 VI 1081. 5 VII 48K 16-17 and E Ih prop 32; see also
Enn. III 8, 9. 22-23.
130
VI 1094 29- 1095 2 (p 442): the same sentiments are repeated at VII 58K.
30-34
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intellectual intuition

The wandering of tbe soul through the various realms of knowledge is explained by Proclus as a journey from sense perception up
to nous and 'intuitive cognition', which alone is the faculty capable
of divining the One 132 The ascent of the soul from fragmented
vision to unified vision, is implemented through divine inspiiation
or inspired impulse 111 It is because the soul possesses an image of

primal causes within that it is able to invoke the power of tbese
entities, and specifically the power of the One witbin: 'how else
are we to become nearer to the One, if we do not rouse up the One

of the soul, which is in us as a kind of image of the One'

IJ4

There

are obvious theurgic connotations involved in the process of 'rous-

ing up the One in us', which, according to Proclus 'warms the
soul'; it is in tbis way able to 'connect itself' to the One:
. and, as it were find moming, taking om stand above eve1ything
intelligible within ourselves and dispensing with eve1y other one
of our activities, in order that we may consort with it alone and
perfm m a dance around it, leaving behind all the intellections of
the soul which are directed to secondat y things 135

Proclus was, like Plotinus (and indeed also Gregmy of Nyssa),
aware of the dangers inherent in leaving behind the realm of intellection, for the soul might be tempted to slip unawares from its
negations into the invisibility of not-being by reason of its indefi"' V 990, 31-37; see alsoP T. 12, p 10 (llff)
See IV 9.39 33-34 and V 1029 34ft
m VI 1072 3-4 and 1071 37ff
134
VI 1071 25-29 (p 424); see also VI 1081.4-7 and 1094 21-22
135
VI 107~ 10-15 (p. 425). Proclus depicts the voyage of the soul via negation
towards umty also at P. T II 11 p 64. On the idea of the dance of the soul around
the One, see lii 808, VI 1072 and VII 1217
132
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nite imagination IJ6 It is for this reason that we must be guided by
divine inspiration, in mder that we may understand Not-Being in
the superlative sense (not the non-being which is apprehended by
imagination). This concern on the part of Proclus is again raised
later in Book VI:

The soul, having moved hom a fragmented vision to a more unified kind of vision, having become single and alone in itself, no
longer asks what the One is and what it is uot, but 'everywhere
closing her eyes, and conttacting all her activity', 'content with
unity alone' 141 It is, therefore, only unification which brings us
close to the One, and unification is knowledge of a different kind
(to be learned in a different way) 142 It is divinely inspired knowledge (a.rcof!OVTEUO[lar), higher than scientific kuowledge. 143 Ptoclus relies chiefly upon Plato's Seventh Letter (341 C) when
explaining how this 'knowledge' comes about through illumination. 114 This illumination, however, is our own particulm light
('particulare enim et ipsa lumen'); the transcendent One can be
beheld only by its own light 145

I see here a great fuss being stirred up by those who think that
these negations lead us into the absolute non-existent or something
such, since by reason of the lack of definition om imagination does
not have anything definite to grasp onto, in as much as nothing is
proposed to, but everything absolutely is removed from the One,
and for this reason they are persuaded that one must establish some
nature and characteristic for the One 137

Both Plotinus and Gregory of Nyssa express similar thoughts on
the Non-Being of the One, and they also speak about the fear the
soul experiences when letting go of all concepts in the attempt to
apprehend the ttanscendent, a sentiment which is also evident in
Proclus. ns
The soul's approach to the One is, therefore, through unity and
likeness. Since, as we saw emlier, the proper object fOr opinion is
apprehended by opinion, and so on, it follows that the One can be
known only through unity: 'it is by the One that we know the One
(yrvroaKO[!EV
TQ'l !;vi TO sv), for like is kuown by like 139 It is
here finally that the logic of negation finds its place in the process
of unification, for to say that we know the One by the One, is to
say that by Non-Being we know the One, which is to say that it is
via negation that we know the One
Let us then declare it to be Not-Being, and let us recognise it by
that in us which is similar to it (for there is in us a sort of seed of
that Non-Being)
It should be clear hom this
that all knowledge of the One is thwugh negation 140
136

VI 1072 6-7 T'he same sentiments are repeated at 1082 11-14 See also Anon.
Comm in Pwm fr. VI
m VI 1105. 32- 1106 I (p 451)
118 V 1029ff and VI 1072; see Enn VI 9 3. 4-9 and Gregory In eal '7 (413-414),
139 See VI 1081 7-10 and 48K 16-17 (simili simik sit cognoscibile): it is by the
ineffable that we know the ineffable: P T. I 3. p. 15 (21)
140 VI 1082 6ff (pp 432-433): see also 1081 10-13
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I he Negatio Negationi•
Knowledge of the One in omselves is attained, therefore,
through the process of negation which leaves open the path to an
apprehension of unity However, the negation itself does not
reveal positive knowledge of the One, rather, it 'conducts us to
what lies before the threshold of the One' 146 The excursion
through dialectic is a preparation for the strain (temio) towards the

141
VII 74K 6-9 (p 602): supergressam autcm et ibi (intellectum) factam et
impetuatam in uno ente ad ipsum unum ipsam adducere et uni1·e. non multum
negotiantem neque querentem quid non est aut est. sed omniquaque claudentem et
omnem operationem contrahentem et contentam unione solum; see also 74K 31
76K. 2 and P T I 3 p 16 (Iff) Sec Enn I 6 8, 24-27, where Plotinus remarks
that by dosing one· s eyes one can awaken to another way of seeing
142
VII 46K 7-10
14
' VII 58K 9-11.
144
48K 12-14: Recte: ergo dicitur et in Epistolis. ut diximus. quod alia modo
illud disci bile. ex multa attentionc circa ipsum Jumine in nobis accenso divino pei
quod possibili nobis modo illius fit perceptio secundum divinissimum nobis ipso
participantibus
145
See IV 951 18-19 and 48K 16; Plotinus also speaks of seeing the One by its
own light; see V 3. 17
146
74K 15-18
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One, but is not itself that strain. 147 The One is above all affirmation and negation ('exaltatum est propter simplicitatem ab Otuni
oppositione et omni negatione' 148 ), therefore, the negation itself
must be negated, lest we think that we have finally captured the
One in any linguistic form 149
The negatio negationis ('nam per negari et ipse removit omnes
abnegationes' 150 ), is the logical outcome of the negation process
itself, and having been negated, signifies an end to all discourse.
'It is with silence, then, that he brings to completion the study of
the One ' 151 The theme of silence is important in the Proclean conception of unity and is reached only after strenuous application
and intellectual effmt 1"

ration for the ultimate goal of unification. 154 The silence which is
consequent upon negating all negations, points beyond itself to the
one who is beyond all silence It is the means whereby we can rise
beyond all levels of discourse: if the negation of the negation is
not undertaken, we 'will arrive in the end at an empty space ne,atly
fenced by negative dogmas' I 55
Negation, then, as a movement towards unity, is a way of getting back to the One by way of being One: 'convertit ad unum rursum per unum ens' 156 If the negations themselves are not
removed, we run the risk of making the One many 157 Discourse
must come to a halt if we are not to involve the One in multiplicity 158 Even negations can distract the soul and obstruct its pure
vision: the soul must not any longer be attempting to attain something, for even the strain (tensw) - which is not the dialectical
method- must be abandoned After this, words are no longer necessary, for nothing more can be said The ultimate move beyond
the level of dialectic must be undertaken if one is not to continue
negating one's negations ad infinitum The spoken word has
attained as much as it could; for the remainder, it must be contemplated in silence

There is nothing astonishing if in wanting to know the ineffable
tluough discourse, one's discourse is led into the impossible, for
all knowledge which is applied to an object of knowledge which
does not apply to it, destroys itself. 153

In Proclus, sige is the logical outcome of rising beyond all affirmation and negation through the negatio negationis. It can be
understood as a movement back through the triad: desire, silent
understanding, language R Mottley's understanding of the negatio negationis purely as a linguistic act which 1eveals nothing
about the One, stands in direct opposition to the view of W. Beierwaites, who understands the whole process of negation as a prepa-

147

74K 20-30
70K 9ff; see alsoP T II 10 p 63 (22ff)
149 74K 18-20: Post pertransitum autem per omnia seponere oportet et hanc
tamquam valde negotiosam et coattrahentem abnegatoiUm conceptum, cum
quibus non est illi adiacere
J50 76K 6 On the negation of the negation, see W Beierwaltes., Proklo~. p 36lff
and Appendix IV, p 395ff and K Hedwig Negatio negarionil' The negation of
the negation is not an explicit thematic in the Ennead~ although Plotinus comes
close to it, see V 5, 6, 26
151 76K 6-7 (p 603): Silentio autem conclusit earn que de ipso themiam
152 On silence seeP T II 11, p 65 (13): Kai ili~ nUcr11~ crtyiic; O:pp111:6-r:cpov, and
II 9, p 58 (23-24). See also A H Am1strong's pertinent comments on this theme
in 'The Negative Theology of Nou( p 34 and W. Beierwaltes, P10kl05 p. 366.
'" P 7 II 10, p 64 (2-5)
1
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Plotinns and Pr oclns
Although my remarks have been confined to that aspect of Proclus' s thought which is concerned with the nature of the One and
negation, it would be quite illegitimate not to make the point that
negative dialectic is simply one aspect of the Proclean system
Apophasis pertains more appropriately to discourse about the One,
154
SeeR. Mortley F!om Wmd to Silenct II, p 116ff and W Beierwaltes Proklos, p 36Iff
155
A H Armstrong On Not Knowing Too Much About God·, in Hellenic and
Chli\·tian Studies, no XV. pp 137-138
156
VII 34K 9-10
157
74K. 18-20
158
VII 1196 37-40 See alsoP T I 3, p 16 (19ft)
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whereas everything which comes after the One can be spoken of in
kataphatic terms It is in the commentaty on the Second Hypothesis of the Parmenides that kataphasis comes into its own: here we
find the qualities denied of the One affirmed of Being It is, therefOre, necessary to understand apophasis and kataphasi~ in Pro~
clus's thought as complementary Once again, at the risk of overworking the analogy, I have reproduced a very specific detail of
the Proclean system which can ultimately find its place only in the
full picture In concentrating almost exclusively upon the
apophatic elements in Proclus's thought, I have been forced to set
aside many themes and aspects of his work which could elaborate
his understanding of apophasis in the broader sense A reading of
Proclus in terms of his understanding of negation does run the risk
of portraying a very hard-headed Proclus: we should not separate
Proclus the philosopher from Proclus the theurgist and lover of
Athena. 159 The concept of theurgy in Proclus is extremely important, both in terms of that aspect of negative theology which is
concerned with divine nomenclature, and also in terms of the
achievement of unity with the ineffable, unknowable One. The
focus of theurgy finds its place in the fact that the One is unknow,
able, for at least some level of the divine can be attained to
tluough ritual themgic practice
In these brief concluding rematks I would like to make some

negations of the First Hypothesis of the Par menides are indeed
constitutive of the Plotinian conception of the One In Proclus, the
[unction of the process of aphaireszs is given definite shape
through the systematization of apophatic discourse. His exactitude
in developing the precise context for the employment of negation
represents the final and definitive validation of apophatic discourse. Proclus leaves nothing to chance in his careful exegesis of
the negations of the First Hypothesis and in so doing, earns for
apophasis a respectable place on the philosophic agenda The ten-

comments on P1oclean apophasi'l from within the framework of

the Plotinian approach to negative theology. The most important
development in the fifth-century understanding of the apophatic
method is characterized by the notable shift from the employment
of the term aphaire~i~ to apopha\·i~, from abstraction to negation.
The Plotinian understanding of the workings of aphmresis had not
constituted a methodology, tor it is not a systematically developed
thematic in the Enneads. The brief exhortation, aphele panta, is
not applied to the One in a strictly logical fashion, although all the
159 On the religious aspect of..Ptoclus s thought, see A -J Festugiere, 'Proclus et
Ia religion traditioncllc' On theurgy sec especially the account given by J. Trouil~
lard in L 'Un et {'finu 5don P10du5
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sion evident in the Enneads concerning the inappropriate nature of

terms derived from secondary things, had resulted in a validation
of 'epekema-discourse' as appropriate for the One 160 Although
Plotinus himself struggled relentlessly with language - as exemplified by his frequent use of the term hoion -he often used terms
which for Proclus are ruled out absolutely. In this sense, we can
understand the Proclean framework for the employment and
methodology of apophasis as giving a much more precise context
for the rules of discourse concerning the One Proclus always displays an exemplary ruthlessness in following the rules he lays
down For example, with regard to the question of the One's intellection of itself, Plotinus was prepared to defend his thesis that the
One cannot know itself at the Iisk of compromising its own simplicity and unity For Proclus, howeve1, we must remain ignmant
on the question of the One's intellection of itself, precisely
because we cannot know anything at all about it
Although it is true to say that the Proclean understanding of the
One does owe much to the first great Neoplatonist, it is also true
to say that Proclus's development of the methodology of negation
pushes the One further and further from the reach of mmtal nature
Even the term 'One' does not refer to the One itself, but to our
conception of it In the Enneads Plotinus had often spoken about
the presence of the One which surpasses understanding; J6J according to Proclus, our apprehension of the One is simply an appre160
161

v 3,

13 lff
VI 9 4, 3
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hension of our conception of it, although there is a number of passages, especially in the Platonic Theology, where he describes the
ascent of the soul in much more intimate terms, terms which are
strongly reminiscent of the Enneads. 162 However, while it is true
to say that Proclus does not, in general portray the One as the gentle, kindly and gracious Good as Plotinus had done in the
Enneads, 163 the feebleness experienced by the soul before the
mighty Plotinian One is present in Proclus' s writings. For this reason, I do not think it tiue to say that while Plotinus was a mystic,
Proclus knew only a theory of mysticism 164
Of course there are many themes in the writings of Proclus
which do not appear in Plotinus, themes which developed in postPlotinian Platonism under the influence of a number of different
sources.. With regard to negative theology, the great theme of
divine names is one such example, a theme which was to be taken
up by the Pseudo-Dionysius with much enthusiasm Interestingly,
the negatio negationis mentioned in the final pages of the Par-.
menides Commentary, another theme which is not fully explicit in
the Enneads, was not developed by Dionysius, although the transcendent is understood to be above both affirmation and negation.
This idea makes its re-appearance in philosophical discussion in
the thirteenth century in the writings of Meister Eckhart 165
The influence of Proclus, especially with regard to negative theology, can be felt especially in the adaptation to be found in the
writings of the Pseudo-Dionysius, to which I tum my attention in
chapter ten below It is there that we find a broadening out of the
field of philosophical discourse about the transcendent into affirmative, symbolic, negative and mystical theologies. We also find
Dionysius developing a most Plotinian theme with regard to the
culmination of the negation process, that we know the One
through not knowing; according to Proclus, we know the One
162
163
164

165

See for example. II 11
See V 5 12 33-35
See J.
Rist.- •:Mysticism and Transcendence in Later Neoplatonism', p 220.
See W Beierwaltes on Proclean and Eckhartian negatio negationi~ in Proklos,

M.
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through Not-Being, that is, through negation, a subtle, yet important distinction. Although it is chiefly tluough the Pseudo-Dionysius that we find Proclus 'conquering Europe' ,166 we also find Proclus exerting an influence upon later thought through the Lrber de
causis, the ninth-century Arabic compilation from the Elements of
Theology, made available in Latin by Gerard of Cremona in the
twelfth century 167 It is thus, that the symbol of reincarnation seen
at the death-bed of the last great Neoplatonist of Hellenistic times,
can be understood truly to signify regeneration

166

See the introduction to E R Dodds, The Elcment5 of I hwlogy, p. xxviii
The Li!JCJ de causis was used extensively by Meister Eckhart. The Element\
was translated by William of Moe1 beke in 1286. For more detailed discussion of
the influence of Proclus. see P10du~ et son influence, eds G Boss and G See]
167

(Zurich. 1987); R. Klibansky. The Continuity qf the PlatoniL Tradition During the
Middle A,!?es (2nd. ed. London, 1939), and 'Plato's Pmmenides in the Middle
Ages and Renaissance··, Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 1 (1941-43) pp. 281335; E. N Tigerstedt., The Dec!im and Fall of the Neoplatonic JnteJpletation of
Plato (Helsinki, 1974); W. Beierwaltes, ed. PlatonismU5 in der Philmophie dn
MittelalteJs (Dannstadt, 1969), and 'Hegel und Proklos··, in Henncneutik und
Dia!ectik Festschrift for 1-1 G Gadamer (Tiibingen, 1970). pp 243-272
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CHAPTER SEVEN

PHILO OF ALEXANDRIA:
THE ESCAPE TO THE UNCREAIED

It is generally agreed that Philo of Alexandria's influence was
not apparent in the hellenistic Greek tradition; for this reason, I
have chosen to discuss Philo at this point in order to preserve the
requisite degree of thematic order.. Philo's philosophical speculations are closely related to the Greek Apologists, the Alexandrian
and the Cappadocian Fathers, and he can be said to provide one of
the links between Greek philosophy and the Christian tradition. 1
The hellenized Jewish philosophy of Philo, the product of the
Alexandrian ecumenical megalopolis, gave birth to the formative
theological and philosophical creations of the Alexandrian Fathers
of the Church 2 Although the early Christian Fathers nurtured a
great respect for Philo, the modern scholar has sometimes tended
to dismiss him merely as an eclectic Platonist, most probably
because he has no discernible influence on the hellenistic tradition 3 The Platonism and Judaism of Philo's time, although differing from a philosophical and theological point of view, were not
so far apart that a cohesive synthesis was impossible- Christianity in its infancy was, of course, much closer to the parent religion
Philo achieved a mighty synthesis between the two. Whether his
'system' effected more distortion on one side than on the other is
a question which will be addressed below
1

F01 this reason the reader will find bibliographical material for Philo grouped
with works on the early Christian Fathers.
2
See T. Dani€lou, Phi/on d'A!exand1ie, Iff; D I Runia. sees Alexandria itself as
a point of connection between Athens and Jerusalem, see Philo of Alexand1 ia,
p 4
3
See J Edgm Bruns, Philo Cl11i1tianus The Debris of a Legend· pp. 141-145
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Whether or not we agree with H A Wolfson's evaluation of
medieval philosophy as the histmy of the philosophy of Philo,'
the fact that many of the themes most evident in the philosophical development of the Middle Ages can also be found in Philo's
writings, points to the fact that he is a figure worthy of study. In
this chapter, I will confine my remarks solely to those themes
which l have been pursuing in the preceding chapters, namely,
Philo's idea of God and his use of negative terms Some other
impmtant ideas will find their way into my discussion: Philo's
unique blend of Judaism with Platonism and Stoicism;' the neoPythagorean influence on Philo's thought; how we can talk about
God and eventually find a way to resolve the dialectic which presents God as both known and unknown 6 In view of the voluminous nature of the Philonic corpus, this study cannot be a complete picture of Philo Like the frequent detail wpwductions of
the hand of God pointing towards Adam in Michaelangelo's Sistine ceiling, this chapter (while it cannot be compared adequately
to such a masterpiece) is but a detail which must be understood as
having a place in the complete context of the Philonic corpus
The multi-faceted nature of Philo's writings is amply demonstwted in his wide-ranging appeal to philosophers, theologians,
historians, classicists, exegetes and scriptural scholars. The wide
diversity of scholarly opinion regarding his wiitings is testimony
enough to the basic difficulty of interpretation 7 The modern
scholar, when faced with a writer such as Philo, encounters many
difficulties in the attempt to separate out the different strands in

+Philo Foundatiom

(d Relu;ious

Phifowph) in Judaism C!uistianif) and Islam,

val. II. p 459
5 On the Stoic element in the Philonic WI}JIH see D. I Runia, Philo of AftxandJ ia. pp 480-485; for a more detailed account of Stoic the01 ies in the treatise
Quod Deus see J M Rist. 'The Usc of Stoic Terminology in Philo s Quod Deus
fmmutabilis )it 33-so·, in Platonism and Its Cluistian Huitaf?t Variorum
Reprints (London 1985). n III
6 D T Runia describes the idea of God in Philo· s \vritings as the coping stone'
of his thought; see op. cit p 433
7 A reappraisal of early and more recent scholarly opinion can be found in D T
Runia op cit pp 7-31
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' like a
his thought, for Philo's mind, although labyrinthine, was
butterfly 8
Philo's Inheritance
Most scholars are agreed that Philo was born of a wealthy family in Alexandria mound 25-20 BC and died after AD 40. Further
information about his life is quite scant although we do know that
he was part of the delegation sent to Caligula to protest over the
decree that the Emperor's image should be venerated in the Temple of Jerusalem Philo's education was undoubtedly comprehensive. In the treatise De congressu quae1endae e1uditionis gratia,
he shows his acquaintance with the traditional schooling in grammar, music, geometry, rhetoric and dialectic ~the 'handmaidens
of philosophy' 9 For Philo, philosophy itself, as the servant of wisdom in its search for the knowledge of things human and divine in
their causes, is the study of the Bible 10 His main philosophical
reading was Pythagoras, Plato, Aristotle, and the Stoics; Plato,
however, was his chief mentor, and the dialogues which Philo frequented most were Timaeus, RepubllC, Symposium, and Phaed1 us
Philo would also have received a traditional Jewish education; the
framework against which his philosophical ideas were developed
was the Septuagint, that distinctive product of his own Alexandrian milieu
Philo himself does not stand at the summit of a long philosophical tradition in Alexandria; in point of fact, philosophy was a relative newcomer to the curriculum of Alexandrian schooling, for the

8

E R Dodds used a less-f1atteiing illustration when he compared Philo's mind to
a magpie, sec 1he Pmmwides of Plato and the Origins of the Neoplatonic One'
Cfa.Hiwl Qumtuh 22 (l928) p 142
9
Cong1 74ff see also 15-18: all references, quotations and translations are taken
from the easily-accessible Loeb edition. where the reader will find a revised version of the ciitical edition of l Cohn and P. Wendland. and an adequate English
translation.
1
Congr 79 and Gf!/1. iii. 43

°
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scholarship which had flourished before Philo's time in the Museum
had been turned largely in a literary direction 11 The Ptolemaic
dynasty, while it uprooted to a certain extent the indigenous religious cults of the Egyptians, allowed freedom of religious expression, and cults such as that of Serapis were encouraged to develop
in a syncretistic way Alexander himself had decreed that both religions - the Egyptian and that of the Greeks - be allowed to flourc
ish; this decree laid the foundations for a religious eclecticism
which can be said to have reached one of its high points in Philol2
The whole period from the conquest of Alexander to the second
century BC, was, as P M Fraser has remarked, one of 'philosophical inactivity' 13 I have already noted the conliibution of Eudorus
to the revival of Pythagoreanism at Alexandria, 14 and that of Antiochus of A seal on, the 'father' of the movement which instigated
the return to a more 'dogmatic' form of Platonism It is known that
he was in Alexandria before he returned to Greece to take over the
Academy, around 80 BC His influence on Alexandrian philosophy
is not well documented, but it has been suggested that, through
Eudorus and Arius Didymus, his teachings were transmitted to
Philo Since there is no evidence to suggest that Philo received his
education elsewhere, we may conclude with plausibility that there
was a flourishing Platonic library in Alexandria during the first
century BC There is also little documented evidence of Jewish
philosophical activity at Alexandria before Philo; the lianslation of
the Torah into Greek during the third century B.C had been the
impetus for the Jewish scholarly tradition, but few figures of any
importance emerged However, even in spite of his scholarship, it
is a fact that the Jewish community at Alexandria did not acclaim
Philo as one of their most scholarly minds 15 E R Goodenough

takes the view that Philo represents a 'considerable minority of his
Jewish associates in the Greek world, if not a majority', but the fact
that Philo was not accepted by the Jewish scholarly community
suggests that he was part of a small minority 16
1
Philo himself aimed, not at an overall theological or philosophical system, but rather, at the unfolding of a comprehensive religious outlook which would not be foreign to a philosophical
framework, and he often stresses the notion (later taken up by the
Alexandrian Fathers), that Plato, through the agency of Pythagoras, learned his wisdom from Moses 17 This theme, along with
many other Philonic ideas, figures largely in early Christian scriptural exegesis, beliaying the inescapable fact that Philo was an
important formative influence on the early Christian theological
and philosophical tradition.
In Philonic scholarship, it is important that we do not draw a too
distinct line of demarcation between his philosophical and biblical
sources: these cannot in him be separated without sacrificing some
of the richness of his thought Modem scholars have sometimes
porliayed the underlying thematic in Philo's thought as the reconciliation of the more absliact Greek concepts regarding the divine
nature with the God of the Old Testament 18 Whether the idea of
an 'abstract impersonal principle' versus a loving God was indeed
a problem for Philo is a question that I do not believe troubled
him When Philo read Plato, he saw, not a metaphysical absolute,
but the Good, the telo1 ar1d end of all human yeaming; he did not
find a naked, unadorned entity which he was then compelled to
dress up in biblical garments.
In relation to his use of the Old Testament, it is interesting to
note that scholars claim that he knew no Hebrew (although H A,
Wolfson contested this 19) The fact that Philo was dependent upon

11

l2
13
14

My remarks here arc indebted toP M Fraser, Pta/emaiL Alewnd1 ia
ibid p 285
ibid. p 484
H. Thesleff The Pythaf?mean Tnts of The Hellenistic Puiod (Abo 1965),

suggests South Italy as the locus for the revival pp 47-50 and 78-96
15
E Br6hier and E R Goodenough have suggested in some measure that certain
Gnostic theories have elements in common with Philonic ideas

16

By L1ght, Light. ch 1.
Leg i 108 and Hu 214
18
See for example, E. Brehier, Le~ iddo philosophiques, pp 69-70; for a less
dogmatic view see E R. Goodenough, An Introduction to Philo of A!emnd1 ia. pp
17

86-87.
19

Philo. voi 1 pp 88-89: see also S Sandmel, Philo of Alexandlia. ch 9
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the Septuagint reflects his character: he was a thoroughly hellenized Jew, but a Jew nonetheless, in that his primary allegiance
was to Moses, not to Plato Although he uses a Platonic framework for his exegesis, the law of Moses was, for Philo, the law of
nature; as D. I. Runia points out, Philo does not 'read Plato into'
his biblical exegesis, for him, Plato was already contained in the
Jaw of Moses 20 That Philo is regarded both as a Jewish exegete
and as a Platonic philosopher is, in part, due to the inconsistencies
in his thought, which can offend Jew and Platonist, exegete and
philosopher alike
In general, we find very little of the age-old tension between
Jew and Greek in Philo's theological wmks, and nothing of the
kind of apolegetic to be found in Josephus. In the end, the question
concerning Philo's loyalty is a difficult one; the relation of Jewish
thought to Hellenic thought leads to complications today, complications of which Philo was, I think, blissfully unaware For him, in
the last analysis, Moses carne first and last; Plato had simply
learned his wisdom in Egypt
Apart from the perceived tension between the God of the Old
Testament and the 'God of Plato', there is, in Philo's thought, that
other tension between apophatic and kataphatic impulses, one
which can be found in Plotinus, Proclus, the Pseudo-Dionysius,
Eriugena and others. This dialectical tension, viewed in theological terms, has traditionally been regarded as the problem of reconciling the two aspects of God's nature, the transcendent and the
immanent I o begin by asser ling that Philo's idea of God is radicalJy negative only to ask subsequently how the human intellect
can know God, is to succumb to the temptation to read Philo in the
light of the systematization effected by the Pseudo-Dionysius.
Philo himself did not attempt to deny or affirm in any systematic
way The mixture of apophatic and kataphatic elements in his
thought is, on the one hand, fully representative of the Middle Platonic confusion regm ding the con ect interpretation of Plato, and,
on the other, a reflection of the scriptural presentation of God as

both transcendent and immanent In order to inuoduce the reader
Philo's religious background, I begin by outlining, very briefly,
the mam texts m the Old Testament which were responsible
alongside their Platonic counterparts, fm the employment and
development of apophasis in the religious tradition.
Generally Philo's writings are classified as follows: non-biblical or historical writings; the exposition of the law; the alJegmy
of the Law; and the Questions and Answers on Genesis and Exodus (preserved chiefly in Armenian) The bulk of his works are
concerned more with biblical exegesis than with philosophical
doctrme, and hrs method of exegesis was that of allegory, the
method devised by the Stoics commenting on Homer2I

'-

0

Philo of Ah\an(bia. pp 519 and 535-536
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Deus Absconditus: I he Old Testament
Truly thou alf a God "11)10 hidnt thyself
(Isaiah 45: 15)

The God who revealed himself as a historical figure in the Old
Testament (the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob) was a different
God from the divinities of other nations; for the God of Israel,
who Cleated human beings in his own image and likeness, bme no
resemblance to the theriommphic gods of Egypt Unlike the gods
of other nations, he was the single source of creation and the creative sexual myths of ancient cultures became located, firmly at the
human level. The God of Israel was one, unique, transcendent God
who had no need of any consmt: 'I am the first and I am the last·
besides me there is no God' 22 It was the mixture of apophatic and
kataphatic elements contained in God's revelation of himself
which later became the scriptural foundation for the application of
21

For ~hila the1e were l"':'o meanings of Sciipture, the literal meaning ({:nlnl or
tpuvr-pa), and the_ unde_rlymg. meaning (6~6vow); see J Danielou Phil on pp.
10~-117 and J. Dillon. The_ MiddleP!atomsts p 142 On the role of exegesis and
ehllosophy, seeD T Ruma. op ut p 535ff
-:Is 44:16; see also Dwt 12:39. Is. 45:14 and 43:10-12; all sctiptural quotations are taken fwm the Revised Standard Version
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the affirmative and negative theologies in Philo and in the Christian Fathers
One of the strongest apophatic elements in the Old Testament can
be found in the prohibition of images, the second commandment of
the decalogue: God's own affirmation of his supreme, transcendent
nature 21 The ancient religious divinities of other nations had always
been visible and could be seen in temples and holy places in the
form of statues in which they were rendered present and tangible,
for temples were the dwellings of the gods. The God of Israel, as
unique, would allow no such representations of himself; he was not
a God who could be controlled and manipulated by graven images
or magic rites He was great above all gods, and no other god was
like him in any way. 24 Therefore, he could not allow his chosen people to indulge in the worship of other gods; we find the books of the
prophets filled with warnings against those who were tempted to
worship false deities. (According to archaeologists, God's commandment against images seems to have been observed, at least in
this period, for they have found no representations of him) Not only
was Abraham's God different from other gods, he was incomparable to any living creature: 'God is not as a man',2 5 God's thoughts
and ways are not human ways 26 These are two of the primary texts
used to support negative theology in the Philonic corpus
It is in the Book of Job (one of the Wisdom literature texts, dating hom the post-exilic period) that we find the most powerful
assertion of the distance existing between mortal nature and the
one, supreme, immortal God . Human natme is but clay, and does
not profit God in any way; God is so powerful, so unlike the frail
natme of created being, that no mortal can see him and live. It is
also in the Book of Job - which A H Armstrong has called 'that
great protest against a too facile theodicym - that we find rare

biblical admissions of our intellectual inability to know the God
who is so great or to know the way to wisdom 28 The one powerful attribute which affirms the transcendence of this hidden God
and his unlikeness to created nature, is his holiness. The tfebrew
word has the meaning of 'other' or 'separate', and can be' said to
constitute the essence of divinity 29 It is used mostly by God himself, as he continually affirms his relationship with his people
Over and over again in the books of the prophets, God proclaims
his lofty nature and sets himself apart from finite being. 30 There is
none holy like God 'Who is like thee, 0 Lord, among the gods?
Who is like thee majestic in holiness?' 31 Holiness, then, creates
distance between the transcendent nature of God and the sinful,
finite nature of his people, an untraversable, infinite distance
which sets God apart and preserves his own unique natme and
identity. As R Otto pointed out, this 'wholly other' quality
inspires the reactions of fear and awe in the face of the tremendum
that is the transcendent God 32 Moses hides his face; Jacob trembles; Isaiah is overcome; and Job is terrified in the presence of the
most high God, whom neither heaven nor earth can contain 31 The
image of God as king also creates distance between him and his
people, since it affirms not only his majesty, but it also evokes the
responses of reverence and respect from his loyal subjects 34
An apophatic attitude was at the heart of God's own revelation
of himself in the Old I estament, for always his encounters with
his people were conducted in a mysterious way In the vision of
Isaiah, the throne upon which God sat is described and all that surrounds the throne is spoken of in great detail, but God himself is
not described. 15 Elijah experiences God as a small, still voice

23
29

2'

Ex . 4:6 20:23; Deut 4:15. 5:8-10. and Lev 26:1
2 Chron. 2-5; Ex 18:11; Ps 115:3-8; Sir. 36:5. and Deut 33:26
25 Num 23: 19; this idea was to become a formative principle in Philo sunderstanding of the transcendence of God see Dcu~ 52ff
26 Is 55:8-9
27 A H Annstrong and R A Markus. Clu i5tian Faith and G1 eelc Philosophy, p. 3.

24
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31

32
33
34

35

Job 36:26, 11:7-8, 28:12-28
See J McKenzie's enuy unde1 Holy , in Diuionm y of the Bible
Is.1:4. 5:19,12:6,19:17,43:14.47:4
ISam 2:2 Hos 11:9 and Ex 15:11
This is the central theme of The Idea oj the Holy (Oxford 1950)
Ex 3:16;Gen 28:l7;ls 6:3,andlob23:15
Ps 24:7-10 and Is 6:5
Is 6:1-5; see also Rev 4:2-3 and Ezek 1:26-28
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without substance,)(' and Moses and the people at Mount Horeb
hear the voice of Yahweh from the fire, without seeing his form 37
Primarily, then, this God is a deus absconditus, a hidden God
who conceals and at the same time reveals himself under external
forms, the great theophanies of fire and cloud In the Old Testament, darkness is usually associated with chaos and disorder and
the first cteative act of God is the scatteting of darkness, through
the cteation of light The symbolic association of darkness with
privation and chaos does not immediately render it an appropriate
symbol for God, yet darkness is used in this way, firstly by God
himself, who approptiates it as the means of his own revelation,
and secondly when the writer wishes to stress the hidden, transcendent nature of God. Examples of this symbol are found especially in the Psalms: 'cloud and thick darkness are round about
him'; 'He made darkness his covering around him, his canopy
thick clouds dark with water' 38
No discussion of the hidden nature of God in the Old I estament
would be complete without mention of Moses, the man who is
described as having known God 'face to face'" Moses's personal
encounter with God was latet to become a prototype for the
desctiption of negative theology in Philo, Gregory of Nyssa and
the Pseudo-Dionysius The first encounter of Moses with God
(who concealed himself undet the fire of the burning bush),
Iesulted in a mission from the God whose 'name' was 1evealed as
'I am who I am' Asking the name of God was important to
Moses, since in other religious cults powet came through knowledge of the sacred name The exegesis of this text has long been
the subject of a complex, unfinished debate; it is generally
accepted that the Hebrew name of God, the tetragrammaton
(YHWH), detives hom hawah, the verb to be God's enigmatic
answer to Moses's question later became the foundation stone for

06
7

!King,>; 19:12-13

Deut. 4:12
>R Ps 97:2 JR:ll:seealsoJob22:14 1Kings8:12and2Mac 2:8
w Ex 33: II and Deut 32:10
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one aspect of negative theology: his existence can be known, but
his essence can not. 40
In the journey from the p10mised land, God stays with Moses
and his people to guide and protect them, as a pillar of cloud by
day and a pillm of fire by night 41 In this way, God reveals his
presence while at the same time he conceals his nature . The theophany on Mount Horeb also takes place under the form of smoke
and fire, and only Moses is purified enough to enter into the cloud
and meet with God; the same experience is recorded a little later,
when Moses, Aaron, Abihu, and the seventy leaders, again go to
meet God on the mountain. 42 While the others 'see' God, they
speak only of what is beneath his feet; again it falls to Moses to
enter the cloud alone, Ibis time for forty days and forty nights The
Tent of the Meeting, where Moses goes to have conference wifb
God throughout the journey, is guarded at the entrance by a pillat
of cloud. The famous incident when Moses asks to see the glory of
God, is also in keeping with previous revelations: God feats for
the safety of Moses and allows him to see only his back 43 Moses
hides while the glory of fbe Lord passes, but even so, the contact
with God's glory is so powerful that Moses's face shone. Thus,

even the experience of God's intimate friend is an experience of
divine hiddenness. Although God's presence is strongly perceived
by his chosen people, he never reveals his true nature to them; he
remains deus absconditu~
It should now be apparent that an apophatic attitude is at the
heart of God's self-revelation in the Old Testament The lofty separateness he conveys to his people pertains only to his being, not
it can be said, to his 'personality' While his being is unknown and
transcendent, his personality bridges the distance between him and
his chosen people as he reveals himself actively in the shaping of
40
This idea later became an important part of the doctrine of the Orthodox
Church. seeK T Ware. ''God Hidden and Revealed: The Apophatic Way and the
Essence-Energies Distinction' EaHun Chur(/JC\ Rtview. 7 (1975). pp 125-136
41
Ex. 13:21 andNeh 9:12
42
Ex 19:16ffand 24:9-18
43
Ex 33:18-20
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their history Not only is God the one, unique, transcendent, holy
God, but he is also the immanent God who affirms his personally
given covenant with Israel He is the Shepherd who cares for his
flock; the merciful helper who redeems and saves; the Bridegroom who loves his people with the covenant and pledge of everlasting love, and the tender loving Father of his children 44
Although God reveals himself in a mysterious, hidden fashion,
the presentation of him in the Old I estarnent is predominantly
anthropomorphic, and expressed in more kataphatic terms . The
popular Hebrew idea of God as a living person endowed with the
whole range of quasi-human emotions and attributes, can be said
to have derived, at least in part, from the initial creative act of God
making human uature in his own image Therefore, we find the
basic apophatic element in God's fundamental act of self-revelation tempered by the more positive account of his insertion into
the affairs of humanity, as the personal shaper of their history.
This is the constant, double truth which is the essence of revealed
religion. It is the central paradox, and a seeming contradiction
which asserts that the hidden God is at the same time revealed; he
is both transcendent and immanent, absent and present

firmly based on his reading of the Septuagint: 'Hear, 0 Israel: the
Lord our God is one Lord'; 'I am the first and the last; besides me
there is no God' 45 Philo followed the teaching of the I orah, and
his emphasis on the unity and uniqueness of God can be regarded
as a reaction against polytheism, especially the Chaldear1 belief
that 'the first God' is the universe itself 46 In the tradition of Xenophanes, Philo also disparages the impious doctrines of Epicurus
and the 'atheism' of the Egyptians: ignorance of the One, says
Philo, produces many fictitious gods; in foolish souls polytheism
creates atheism 47 For Philo, God is one, alone and unique and
there is nothing like him 48 Thus, while Philo's primary inspiration
came from Scripture, we find him broadening its boundaries into
the philosophical The one God is, in the terms of the First
Hypothesis of the Pm memdes, pure and unmixed, while human
nature is composite and mixed; 49 God's essence is simple and
lucid, fixed and unchanged; 50 he is whole and incorruptible''
God, says Philo, in his isolation, is a unity 52 The Plotinian reverberations here are obvious; they are even more striking when we
find Philo remark: 'it is good that the Alone should be alone' 53
fhis unity is the uncreated, the imperishable and the eternal. 54
In Philo, then, we find a striking mixture of biblical and Platonic terms, and nowhere is this more apparent than in the several
interchangeable terms he uses for the unity of God: 1:0 ov, )l6voc;,
1:0 sv and b rov; these terms must be examined. Although tl1ere is
some ambiguity as to whether Philo actually equates God with the
Pythagorean monad, he often uses the latter as a symbol fm the
unity of God: the one and the monad are the only standards for

The Living God: Plato and The Old Testament
For Philo, 'God' does not simply mean the God of the Old Testament endowed with all the anthropomorphic characteristics
attributed to him there, for he is also God endowed with the highest Platonic epithets We find Philo describing God as holy, everlasting and benevolent, almost in the same breath as he will
describe him as the self-sufficient architect of the universe The
most important of the 'positive' attributes of God is that he is
totally and uniquely one. While this concept betrays a Platonic and
Pythagorean influence, Philo's insistent emphasis on it is also

45
46

47
48

49
50

51
52

44 Ps. 23; Mic 4:6~7; 7:14; Is. 54:5-8; Hos 2:14-20; Deut 1:30-33. and Baruch
4:23

53
54

Deut 6:4 and Is 44:6
Mig 180-181.
Mig 2, E!JJ. 45 and 110 and Confu~. 144
Leg ii, J,Her 183and0pif 23and 172
Exod ii, 37 and 68 and Leg ii, 2
Exod. ii. 3.3 and 37
Leg i, 44 and 51
He1 183
Leg ii, 1
los 265
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determining the category to which God belongs, but he himself is
prior to all number 55 The unity is simply a form of his likeness,
and it is so because it is unmixed. 56 Like Alcinous, Philo uses the
Pythagorean equation ot the monad with the point and the dyad
with the line. 57 Philo's Pythagorean traits are too evident to be
doubted, but I suspect that his Jewishness prevented him from
intending anything more than the employment of the monad as an
illustration of the unity of God 58 Although the Pythagorean element was an important aspect of his thought, his use of the Platonic to on and the biblical ho on is much more frequent 59 Philo's
ability to interchange these terms points to his reliance on his two
main sources: Plato (especially the Pm menides), and the Septuagint, notably Exodus 3:14 Philo remarks that Moses himself
used Exodus .3:14 in order to assert that others have being in
appearance only, while God is 'he who really is', the truly existent
One who alone possesses pure being 60 However, God is not simply a unity, isolated and unchanging; he is also eternal, holy,
omnipotent, self -sufficient, munificent, and perfect 61 There is
nothing in the intelligible world more perfect than God, for he is
all-perfect. 62 He is also good, kind and a lover of humanity; one
phrase which recurs time and time again is makw io~ kai eudai-

goodness in caring fm the world he created is indicative of his
own eternal and perfect, universal goodness, since his goodness
was the motive for the creation of the wor !d. 65 God is, therefore,
good, but he is also the Good."' Here we have a concrete identification of the God of the Old Testament with the highest ethical
and metaphysical principle of Platonic theology God is poietes
and pate1 (Tmweus 28C) - a phrase which D. I Runia notes
appears forty-one times in the Philonic corpus 67 - he is the architect and craftsman of the universe, its guide, charioteer, pilot and
steward 68 Another title which can be derived from both Platonic
and biblical sources is basileus; God is the first and sole king of
the univer se. 69
This short analysis of Philo's description of God in 'positive'
terms is by no means exhaustive It should now be evident that
Philo's God is as much (if not more), the God of Plato than the
God of the Old Testament His emphasis on the Platonic attributes of God does much to temper the sometimes anth10pomorphic characteristics of God port~ayed by the writers of the Old
Testament, and it Jays more stress on what God is himself than
upon how he acts in the salvific history of his people It is no
wonder that Philo was not popular among the Jews, for they must
have asked themselves what had become of the God who was
Abraham's friend, the God who spoke to Moses in the thick
cloud of Mount Horeb and guided his people safely through the
desert Still less would the Jews have been enamoured of the
Philonic idea that God is unknowable. This reflection brings us to
the apophatic element in Philo's thought, an element which must
be understood against the backdrop of the outline I have just
given of God as the good creator, the Father who cares for his
people

mon. 63
Apart from these attributes, God is also the good creator,
pwvider and saviour of all that exists: 'for God is good, he is the
maker and begetter of the universe and his providence is over
what he has begotten; he is a saviour and benefactor ' 64 God's
55

56
57

58

He1 187; Gw ii. 12; Spec. ii. 176 iii, 180, and Leg ii. 3
Dt:u\ 82-83; Ewd ii. 37; Pwem 40. and Gu1 iv 110
E.xod ii, 93 and Dec at 24-25

Clement of Alexandria thought Philo was a Pythagorean. see St1 om I. 15 and
II. 19; Philo himself refers to a book On Numhen (not extant) see Gw iv. 110.
w See Ab1 80 and Mo.s ii. 100
60 Dc:us 4, Confus 139 and Post. 15-16 and 167
61
Opif 170; Plant 89; Jm 265; Sa( 101; Deus 56ft; Dew! 81; Mut 27 and
46; Gu1 iv. 188: Ahr 137. and Spe( i, 294,308 and )18
6 2 Aet 1 and Che1 86
63 )pa i 209 and iv 48 Dut\ 26 and 108 and Post 21
64 Spec i. 209

65

Deus 73 and 108, Spec i. 209 and Gen i, 55
Spa ii 53.
67
Tim 28C; See D. I Runia op cit, p lOS; examples can be fOund in Gen
34. Ab1 9 and 58, Gaius 115 and Decal 51
68
Opif 8, Eb1, 30, Mut 10 and Deus 30
09
Post 101. Mm i 62 and Mut 22
66
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The Transcendent God

tion, fOr we cannot frame our conception of the unc:reated from
within our own experience 74 Ultimately, God cannot be understood in terms of the human species, for he does not belong to any
class; he is a genus unto himself 75
The negations which follow upon and which are bound up with
the scriptural assertion of unlikeness, include almost every predicate that cannot be attributed to human nature. These include, selfsufficiency (even though God created the wmld, he has no need of
anything contained in it), uncompounded and simple, incorporeal,
inconuptible, unchangeable, invisible, and uncreated 76 In other
words, God is everything that created nature is not These negations, with their obvious Platonic reverberations, amply demonsl!ate how far Philo goes beyond scriptural texts in order to preserve the immateriality of God's nature. However, these more
philosophical negations are not used by Philo simply as a corrective against a too anthropomorphic conception of God, because
although they set God apart from man and the material universe,
they are also indicative of what God is in himself According toR.
Mortley, Philo does not use absl!action as a means of gaining
knowledge of the l!anscendent, tather he uses the alpha privative
in order to remove anthropomorphic concepts from the divine

Philo would have found himself drawn to the notion of God's
l!anscendence by his reading of both his main sources of inspiration, although a kataphatic outlook was more familiar to the writers of the Old I estarnent While the negations familiar to the Platonic school of the second century AD, are anticipated by Philo,
he, unlike those later Platonists, was able to support his exegesis
with scriptural texts.
There is one text which, I believe, lies at the foundation of Philo's
apophatic theology and this is, 'God is not as a man' 70 His frequent use of this text expresses his strongly anti-anthropomorphic
conception of God. This key phrase is, according to Philo, a worthy epitome of God's nature, and is one of the two ideas used by
Moses to explain the foundation upon which the whole of the law
is built A second text, taken from Deuteronomy: 'Like a man,
God will train his son', 71 illustrates the more paternal and personal
aspect of God's nature The first, says Philo, belongs to the realm
of those mme akin to God, those who dissociate him from every
aspect of created being; the second is fm those more feeble of
mind who cannot converse with God without thinking of him as
possessing dt finite human characteristics 72 While Philo condemns
the literal interpretation of the numerous passages in the Old I estament which represent God as a being endowed with human characteristics, like Gregory of Nyssa and Eriugena after him, he does
make a concession to those not capable of understanding the
divine nature in any other way It is because statements which porl!ay God in anthropommphic terms are to be found on the lips of
Moses, 'the theologian', that Philo accepts them Thus, while it is
not true to say that God has hands and feet and possesses human
characteristics and emotions (these passages must be understood
figuratively 73 ), we may regard these texts as impmtant fm insl!uc70
71
72
73

Numbers23:l9; seealsoHos. 11:9andEx 15:11
Deut 8:5
See Som. i, 236. Dws 63-64 and Gen ii 54
ConjiAs 139
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nature. 77

In his absolute unlikeness to anything in the created world God
is the transcendent source of all being; 78 He is beyond the world,
and beyond all time and place 79 At one point, Philo argues to the
idea of God's transcendence from his exegesis of Exodus 17:6,
and he places the following words in the mouth of God: '(I seem)
the object of demonstration and comprehension, yet I transcend
created things, preceding all demonsl!ation or presentation to the
74

Confus 98 and Som i, 234

75

Leg i, 51

Leg i, 44 and 51; Deu~ 22 26ft, 56ff, 57 and 160; Mut 3 9 and 54-.55; Som.
i, 73 and 249; Confu~ 98 and 138; Abr 74; Spa i, 20; Dew! 60; Sac 101. and
Cong1 134
77
See F1om Word To Silence I. p 154--155
78
Dew! 52 and Mig. 192.
79
Exod ii 40. Post 7 and 14 and Som i 184
76
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mind ' 80 However, Philo's metaphysical interpretation of this passage is, I believe, a little strained in view of the context of the
Exodus text
There are numerous other passages where Philo asserts the transcendence of God, but there is one particulm instance which is
extremely important, a passage which I believe to be influenced by
Republic 509B I have already noted that the Middle Platonists
were rather cautious in their use of this Platonic text (with the
exception of Celsus who asserted that God was above ousia and
110us); Philo displays no such hesitation, for he says that God is
beyond the material world, not in thought alone, but in essential
being also: 'He has gone forth beyond its confines not in thought
alone, as man does, but in essential being also, as befits God' 81
Sentiments of this kind me not found in Platonism again until they
appem in Celsus and Plotinus, although we have no evidence to
suggest that Celsus had read Philo Philo, like Celsus and Plotinus
after him, had read his Plato very cmefully, and he would have
found the text of Republic 509B very close to the biblical concept
of divine transcendence I also believe that Philo would not have
experienced the same difficulty as the Platonists in asserting God's
transcendence over being and intellect, for unlike the Platonic
God, the God of the Old I estament had already revealed himself
to his people, and they knew him through his insertion into their
own history
That God has no name is a thesis which Philo considers to be
based on scriptural texts. The most important of these is Exodus
3:14, which, according to Philo means: ' My nature is to be, not
to be spoken' 82 He also makes use of two further related texts:
Exodus 6:3, where God tells Moses that he did not make his name
known to Abraham, Isaac or Jacob, and a second text based on an
interpretation of the second commandment, which forbids taking

° Confus.

8

138
Mh; 192; I must note at this point that D. I. Runia is of the opinion that Philo
did not make use of Rep 509B see Philo of Aloand1 ia. p 435
s: Mut. 12, Som i 67. 210 and Ab1 51
Rl
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God's name in vain 83 Yet even the name, 'I am', which human
beings are forbidden to use, is not God's hidden name but the
name of one aspect of his potencies, for God no proper name: he
is akatonoma1tos 84 If God has no name, why then do scriptural
texts grve hrm many names? This is a question which Philo set
himself to answer, and I will outline only the main points here
Firstly, God can be named by created natme, but only through the
'licence of language', a licence which is God-given 85 God allows
the use of the nan1es 'I am', and 'the God of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob', for these are his eternal names; and he allows this because
of human feebleness in needing a name in order to relate to him 86
Howevet, even the name 'I am', is not to be understood as God's
proper name but as a substitute name. The name 'He That Is' can
be given to God because his existence is the one thing that can be
under stood . 87
The fact fhat Philo interprets Exodus 3:14 as meaning, 'my
nature IS to be, not to be spoken', brings me to the term, an eta-.,
which H A Wolfson has claimed entered into the vocabulmy of
the Middle Platonists through Philo God's name, says Philo, is
ineffable, and not only his name, but his very being also ss Philo
moves easily from the scriptural thesis that God's name is sacred
ineffable and not to be spoken, to say that the existent himself i;
unspeakable This idea involves more than the affirmation of the
term, 'ineffable', for Philo later demonstrates that the unknowable
aspect of God's nature is based on ineffability
There is, however, a distinction to be made between the words
Philo uses to express the unspeakable nature of God. For instance
he uses ou P1116~, lipp1110~, or the verb )cf.yro with the negative.';
ao See Mut. 13 14, Mo.s i 7.5 and Dew/ 82ft
Hu 170.

84

85

'5om i, 230 and MOl i. 76; on the related theme of kata(hte\i'i see 0 T
Runia. op (/t p 438.
80
See Ab1. 51 and Mut 12
87
Som i. 231; Philo shows some inconsistency on this issue for at Ab1 121. he
says that 6. cOv is God''s pmper name
88
He1 170 and Som i. 67
89
See Mut IS and Som i, 230
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Thus, the concept of ineffability, the unsayable nature of God, cannot easily be separated from the notion of his unnameability For
Philo, 'ineffable' was not an assumption, as Wolfson has suggested,
nor was it the starting point for the theory of negative attributes . '" I
suggest that 'ineffable', based as it is upon scriptural texts, follows
closely upon the concept 'urmameable' and indeed, at times, cannot
be separated from it Although 'ineffable' is not a term which is
found in Greek thought before Philo, we cannot suggest that he was
responsible for its entry into the vocabulary of the Middle Platonists.
In the treatise De mutatione nominum, Philo says that if God, as
TO ov, is ou pT]r6r;, then he must also be inconceivable and incomprehensible91 Philo does not feel the need to argue for the conclusiveness of this inference, for that which cannot be spoken obviously cannot be known. However, eru:lier in the same treatise he
had stated that it should come as no surprise to the human intellect
that it cannot comprehend God, when it cannot even understand
itself 92 While this statement could suggest that Philo's argument
for the incomprehensibility of the divine nature is derived from his
anthaopology, I suggest that it could be regarded simply as a
device to strengthen further his postulate, although ultimately he
bases his thesis on Scripture. In an admittedly rather liberal interpretation of Exodus 33:18-23 (the incident when Moses asks God
to show him his glory), Philo has God say that no creature is capable of understanding the divine nature: for it is not within the
power of the human intellect to understand God's ousia. 93 Philo
concludes that, beyond the fact that God is, he is utterly inapprehensible; the most that created nature can attain is a realization
that God is beyond reach 94 To understand the name 'I am' is to

understand this, and to pursue the matter further is foolishness, for
not even Moses did this. 95 Therefore, according to Philo, God is
unknowable not simply in himself but also because mortal nature
does not have the capacity to understand him The fact that God is
unknowable has a corollary, in that God alone possesses knowledge of himself: 'He alone shall affirm anything regarding himself
since He alone has unerringly exact knowledge of His own
nature ' 96

If the primary inspiration for the idea of God as inapprehensible
is based on Moses's experience of God on Mount Sinai, there is at
the same time another source which could have added weight to
the biblical idea: I imaeus 28C In De specialibus leg1hus I, we
find the following paraphrase: 'Doubtless hard to unriddle and
hard to apprehend is the Father and Ruler of all' 97 While it is in
fact only rarely that Philo uses the term duskatali!ptos, its employment does show that he relied upon the Platonic text and that he
interpreted it correctly (unlike Numenius) 98

The Search For the Transcendent
Do thou, }Ow self, 0 saued Guide, be ow p1ompte1 and p1e.side
ove1 ow 5tep'> and neve1 tile of anointing ow eyo, until conducting us to the hidden light of hallmt-"ed wmds you di~play to us the
fa5t-locked lm·eliness invisible to the uninitiate 99

According to Philo, human nature is made in the image of God,
and Moses is the prototype for all in their search for him 100 Since
the human intellect is incapable of coming to a knowledge of God

90

Negative Attributes in the Church Fathers and the Gnostic Basilides' in Studin in the History of Philowphy and Religion vol 1, p. 131
91 Mut. IS; see also Som i, 65-67, where Philo uses Gcn 22:3ff to support the
claim that God is transcendent
92 Mut 10; see also SpN i, 263; this theme is developed at length by Gregory of
Nyssa. Augustine and Eriugena
93 Spa i, 44
94 Po.1t 15 and 169; see also Cmjf'ul 138; Deus 62; Det 89; He1 229 and Leg.
iii, 206

95

96
97

98

99

Pwem. 39 and Spec i 263
Leg iii, 206 and Pwem 40
)pee. i 32; see also Post 13 and Fuga 164
See Spec i, 26 and Mig 195
Som. i 164; compare this passage with De

mylf theof I. 1 of the PseudoDionysius
100
Som i, 74; Mo5. ii 6.5; SpN i, 81 and iii 207, Leg iii, 100ft; Pmt 14; Fuga
164-165; Ewd ii 29 and He1 69ff
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by its own efforts, any knowledge obtained is to be regarded as a
gift given by God in his self-revelation 'For the mind of man
would never have ventmed to soar so high as to grasp the nature
of God, had not God drawn it up to himself, so far as it was possible that the mind of man be drawn up' 101 Even though the one
sought is elusive, the very quest itself produces happiness, a
Philonic idea which was to assume tremendous importance in the
writings of the Cappadocian Father, Gregory of Nyssa. 102
Like all good Platonists, Philo advocates a turning away from
the things of creation, even though the intricate ordering of the
universe eventually leads to a realization that it is the work of
God 10·' Here Philo's inspiration is Plato's Theaetetu<: the one
who embarks upon the way of purification will be able to reach
some level of knowledge of God 104 We are but sojourners in the
body, strangers in a foreign land, and our overall quest in life is
. 105
to obtain knowledge of God so that we can return to h rm
Having turned away from the things of creation, the human intellect
must then begin the arduous task of knowing itself because
without self-knowledge it cannot proceed further 106 In his exegesis of Exodus 33:12-23, Philo discusses this idea in relation
to Moses, and throughout his writings he insists that those who
are ignorant of themselves will also be ignmant of God 107
Knowledge of self opens the 'eye of the soul', the true faculty of
sight 108
Having established that in order to clear the way for knowledge
of God the 'inner eye' must be opened, Philo suggests that God

can be known through the mind alone, but that mind must be
utterly purified:

101

Ler:; i, 38; see also Pmt. 16 and Pwem 39
Spn i 36; see Grcgory"s Commwtm.} on the Cantide, sermon 12
103 Pwem 41-43; see also Ug iii, 99 and Gen. ii, 34
10 4 Plant 64, Sac. IOI and Fuga 63; Theaet 176B
Jo5 Som. i, 26.5: 'For so shall you be able to return to your father's house, and be
quit of that long distress which besets you in a foreign land:' see also Confu5. 78.
J06 Som i . 58 Mig 138,219 and )pee i. 263-265; Abraham is the exemplar of a·
man who knew himself fully in that he knew that man does not truly belong to
102

created being; see )om. i 60
7
I0 Leg i, 91 and SjJa i, 41 ff
ws This ve1 y Platonic image is frequently repeated in Philo see M1g 39, 48, 57ff;
Confus 100; Gen iv, 138, and Hu 16 89

There is a mind more perfect and thoroughly cleansed, which has
undergone initiation into the great mysteries, a mind which gains
its knowledge of the first cause not from created things, as one
may learn the substance from the shadow, but lifting its eyes above
and beyond creation obtains a clear vision of the uncreated One, so
as from it to apprehend both himself and his shadow 109

In one of Philo's most poetic passages, and one which is highly
evocative of many Plotinian texts, Philo describes how the mind
must proceed in order to obtain knowledge of God. Images such
as the mind straining forth and stretching higher and higher
in self-forgetfulness only finally to fall back are strongly reminiscent of Plotinus's and Augustine's descriptions of similar
experiences
When the mind is mastered by the love of the divine, when it
strains its powers to reach the inmost shrine, when it puts forth
eve1 y effort and ardour on its fmward march, under the divine
impelling fmce it fmgets all else, fmgets itself, and fixes its
thoughts and memmies on Him alone whose attendant and servant
it is, to whom it dedicates not a palpable offering, but incense, the
incense of consecrated vii tues But when the inspiration is stayed,
and the strong yearning abates, it hastens back from the divine and
becomes a man and meets the human interests which lay waiting in
the vestibule ready to seize upon it, ~hould it but show its face fm
a moment from within 110

However, even though Philo has suggested that the mind can
attain to God in some measm e, there is a number of passages
where he states that God cannot be known, not even by the highest faculty of mind, an ambiguity which is typical of Philo's
apophatic/kataphatic approach. 111 The gulf between created being
and God is such that we cannot understand God even with the

109

Leg iii, 100, Philo is speaking of the mind of Moses here; see also Spa i, 46
(Ex 12:21)
110
Som ii, 232-233.
111
Galus 6. Deus 62 and Po\! l9
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purest of understanding, for no human mind would be capable of
sustaining the vision of God 112
This inconsistency in asserting that God both can and cannot be
known through the power of nou1 is representative of the tension
Philo must have experienced when he read Plato. On the one hand,
Plato had said that the Father is difficult to know, and on the other,
that the Good is beyond being (and, therefore, beyond intellect);
Philo had reason to be confused Are these two positions to be
regarded as contradictory? They are not in fact contradictory, if
we can read them in the light of Philo's distinction between the
essence and the powers of God: while God's essence remains hidden from the human mind, his powers reveal his existence. Therefore, the mind can know that God is, even though it cannot know
what God is. Both statements, then, are true. This distinction,
between hyparxi1 and ou1ia, and all that it entails, is an important
one, for it was adapted and developed by the eally Christian
Fathers
According to Philo, the only knowledge that the human intellect
can obtain of God is knowledge that he is, knowledge of his existence, for knowledge of God's ou1ia is impossible Even Abraham
sought not to attain to a clem vision of God's essence, but knowledge of his existence and providence 111 However, even though we
cannot know God's essence, Philo suggests that we must continue
in the attempt to seek it out, since the quest itself is happiness,
although it is sufficient to know what comes after God, that is, his
powers. The end of the quest, then, according to Philo, is to know
that God cannot be known 114
The fact that Moses was allowed to see God's back only hut not
his face, is the scriptural evidence used by Philo as the basis for his
distinction between the essence and the powers of God. 115 Everything that follows after God (literally what is behind him) belongs

to the realm of his powers, and it is precisely these powers which
make his existence known. 116 However, essence and poweis cannot be separated in God, except conceptually, for the extension of
God's powers throughout the universe is God himself 117 (In
Philo's system, these divine powers are divided primarily into
two: the creative and the kingly powers: God and Lord. He is
called theo1 because he created the world, and he is called ky1 ios
because he rules over it. 118 ) It is in such a way that Philo preserves
the essential transcendence of God, while at the same time allowing lor contact with him; for the various levels of the hierarchy of
powers correspond to the human capacity to know God. In De
Abrahamo, Philo describes three classes of people: those most
perfect who strive towards to on, the next best striving towards
t!reol, and the last to lcy1 ios 119 However, Philo generally advocates
that we should not in the first place attempt to reach to on itself
but the logos of God 120 Yet, although Philo divides the powers of
God in this way, he insists that any division, be it three-fold or sixfold is, in reality, one God. 121
The logo1, is the power closest to to on, and it is also endowed
with negative attributes (much in the same way that Plotinus
attributes some negative charactetistics to nou~) Logo~ has no
name of which we can speak; 122 the divine Word, as the highest of
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1

"

114
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Pmt 20. Mut 15 and Fuga 165
Vilt 215 and P1aun 44
Post 15-16; see also Fuga 165 and Spa i. 36
Fuf?a 164-165; see Ex 13:23
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116
Po~t 169 and Exod ii, 67; on the Aristotelian influence on the relationship
between owia and dynamis see D T Runia op dt p 434
117
Post 14 and )ac 67-68
118
E.wd ii. 62; these are names which God himself has given to human nature:
see Mut 18-24 and Plant 85-89; on the division of the powers of God see Ab1
121; Ewd. ii.. 62; Gen i, 57, ii 51 and iv, 87; Hu. 166; Gaiu.s 6; Decaf 176:
Coilf"us 137. and Sac 59 'There are various developments of this scheme i~

Philo's writings for example, in the treatise De fuga, he expands the basic distinction into a more complex hierarchy: logos, creative power. royal power, legislative powers. and prohibitive powers; the !ogm is the leader of the powers and
the first three (logos rheM and k}'l ios) are powers far removed from created
nature, while the last three are those powers closest to created nature: Fuga 9599 and 103-104: see also Exod. ii, 68 and Cher. 27
119
Ab1 124; see also ConfiH. 97 and 146 and Mig 46
12
Fuga. 97-99 and Mut I9ff
121
Abr 131
122
Mut 15
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all potencies, is also invisible because he is the image of God and
enjoys intimacy with him 123 In his exegesis of Genesis 9:6 (in
the image of God he created man), Philo remarks that nothing
mmtal can be made in God's image, rather it is made after the
image of the logos 124 At this point Philo calls to on the pre- logos
God, and logos the second God, an idea which is very close to the
later Middle Platonic understanding of Timaeus 28C, especially
that of Numenius (although it may also have close links with a
Gnostic idea) The distinction also appears in Plotinus, yet it is not
common in Philo, and this is the only place, as far as I know

completely satisfactory answer to this question In the treatise De
sacrificiil, Philo says, in a lather Eriugenian way, that God completely transcends his potencies, in that he is visible both apart
from them and tluough them 129 I think we can interpret this Idea
in the following way. The powers of God are simply that aspect of
God which is concerned with creation, because God, who is selfsufficient prior to the creation of the world, did not change afterwards. In other words, God as he is concerned with creation, as
make! and ruler, is not the full revelation of God. Even though his
powers manifest his p1esence in the world, he himself t1anscends
the world, and apart from his powers cannot be understood except
as pure being, that which the finite intellect cannot understand. no

where it occurs. 125
'
It is the logos, then, which along with the other powers, makes

God's existence known. Although the powe1s themselves, in their
essence, are beyond understanding, they do present a sort of
impression on the mind, and this effect is their work in creation.l26
God, who has no !elation to the world, projects his powers into
creation, and it is these powers which are perceived as being in
relation to created natme 127 Philo's insistence on the fact that God
has no need of anything in creation means that he cannot postulate
a direct relationship between finite and infinite The potencies of
God which make his existence known, may be conceived as being
distinct from God, but this distinction is due primarily to our
innate feebleness, for Philo asserts that God is essentially one,
even though human weakness has likened him to a triad. 128
Although God's existence is revealed tluough his potencies,
God must be unde1stood as transcending them Why then do the
potencies, as part of God, not reveal his ousia? In Philo there is no
m Fuga 101: The divine word who is high above all these has not been

visi~

bly pmtrayed. being like to no one of the objects of sense No. he is himself the
image of God the chief of all beings intellectually perceived placed nearest, with
no intervening distance to the alone tmly existent one '
124
Gtn ii. 67; see also lle1 231
125
See Som i 228-230 v-hcre Philo calls to on the name. ho rhws and logos the
name. tluo'i
6 'lac 59 and Spa i. 47
1?.
127
Muf 27-28 and Gen i. 54
12
s Spa i. 209. Ah1 121-121 and Gtn iv 8

Philo's Dialectic: A Tension Resolved
Ultimately, the way in which Philo resolves the paradoxes issuing from his idea of God as both manifest and hidden, is tluough
what I will call his kpeltlon-theory, although this is not a fully
worked-out method compmable to the way that Eriugena developed his idea of God as plus quam bonitos and plus quam
deitas 1.1! However, before I outline the basic texts in the Philonic
corpus where he proclaims God as 'better than good', and so on, I
wish to give a few examples of his dialectic at work
The most repeated pluase in Philo's writings is that God contains all things, yet is not himself contained; he is the uncontained
containe1 132 It would appem that Philo derived this notion ultiSat 60; see also Exod ii, 68.
See Confus. 137 and Deu\ 109; I do not think it would distort Philo s thought
to explain this idea simply in terms of Eckhart's distinction between God as he is
in himself (Gotflwit) and God as he is with creatures (Goff), see the vernacular
sennons. Beafi paupu n ~pi1 ifu and Nolite timen:.
131
There are many Philonic themes which find an echo in the Pniphyseon: the
powers of God as oaulti manifotatio the Vubum as cosmic mediator. the powers as the vehicle fOr Gods self-manifestation and the notion that the human intellect cannot know either God or itself
132
See Mig 182 and 192; Post 6-17; Som i. 63-64, and Sob 63; seeD I
Runia''s comments on the Stoic connotations of this idea op tit p. 434
129
130
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mately from Scripture: in his analysis of Genesis 3:9 (where God
asks Adam, 'where art thou?'), Philo concludes that while created
beings are in a place, God is not 133 However, topos, as one of the
Aristotelian categories, belongs primarily to created nature, and
since God cannot be said to possess any created attribute, he has
no place in this world, even though he fills it with himself tluough
his powers 134 God is the uncircumscribed measure of all things; 135
he is many-named and of no name, for in himself he is nameless,
whereas his potencies have many names 136 He is both close and
far away, everywhere and nowhere 137 It is in this way that Philo
'resolves' the difficulty inherent in the conception of God as both
transcendent and immanent This is indeed a new concept in the
histmy of ideas, a concept which A -J Festugiere has described as
a reconciliation of the God of the Timaeu s and the God of the
Sympo~·ium, Republic and Parmenide~. 138
There is yet another passage in Philo's writings which is most
striking from a dialectical point of view, and this concerns the
relations of the numbers within the decad: some numbers beget
without being begotten, some are begotten without begetting,
some beget and are begotten and one neither begets nor is begotten 139 Although it is difficult to slot this idea neatly into the
wealth of ideas in Philo's scheme itself, it is important to remark
that the same idea recurs in Eriugena, in the four-fold division of
natura used in the Periphyseon: 'ueat et non creatur, ueatur et
c1eat, c reatur et non cleat and nee cr eat nee o eatur' 140 Scholars
are generally agreed that in the Periphyseon the first three divisions of nature were derived from Augustine, and only the last
from Pythagorean number theory; but the similarity with d1e
Philonic text is such that we must take account of the possibility

that Eriugena derived his entire scheme from this kind of
pythagoreanism, whether found in Philo or not 141
I have already shown that Philo speaks of God using both posirive and negative terms. Although he would never go so far as to
negate the superlative terms used to describe God like 'good',
'beauty', or 'one' (as Plotinus, Proclus and the Pseudo-Dionysius
wi!l eventually do), there are some passages where God is
described as being 'better than', or 'beyond', good, beauty, virtue,
and even 'God' In the treatise, De opificio mundi, Philo remarks
that God transcends virtue, knowledge, the good itself, and the
beautiful itself; 142 he is also beyond blessedness and happiness
and anything more excellent than these. 143 Although he is called
the uncreated, the first, good, beauty, blessedness and happiness,
God is better than any of these perfections: 'better than the good,
more excellent than the excellent, more blessed than blessedness,
more happy than happiness itself, and any perfection there may be
greater than these' 144 God is also mme lucid and even mote simple than the number one; 145 he is 'better than good, more venerable than the monad, purer than the unit' 146
Therefore, it would appear that Philo regards even the most
superlative terms as inadequate to describe God, for he is always
more than the meaning we understand by them Although Philo
does not work out a theory of language similar to the 'plus quam'
themy in the Periphy~eon, his tentative attempts to reserve for
God alone the most ti anscendent terms in human language, is an
idea which is not particularly evident in the Middle Platonists- in
fact, the idea that Philo's God, the God of Abraham, Isaac and
141

See I -P. Sheldon-Williams.

Johannes Scottus Eriugena', in The Camb11'dge

Hi\101) of Latu G1uk and Emly Medie1-al Philo.sophy ed A H Armstrong
m Ler; iii 51
134

115

1' 6

44: see also Po.<;t

Ltg i.
Sac 59

14 and Fuga 75

Som ii, 254.
Pmt. 20 and Confu\ 1.36
18
L
Le Dieu wsmique. pp 284-285
'" Opif. 99-100
140
441B

117

(Cambridge. 1967), pp 521-523, for references to the sources of Eriugena's dis-tinction.
142 Opif 8
143
Gen ii, 54
144
Gaius 5
145
Ewd ii 37 and 68; P1otinus will echo these sentiments, see V 5 11; V 5, 4
and VI 9, 5
146

P1QU71

40
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Jacob, transcends both the Platonic Good and the Pythagorean
Monad would not have made him at all popular with pagan Platonists. At this point I must conclude that Philo cannot be said to
have influenced the Middle Platonic idea of God as inconceivable,
for among the Platonists who came after him it is only in the ncoPythagorean, Numenius, that the idea of God as incomprehensible
occurs: for the others he is simply hard to know, as in the
Jimaeus Even so, in the Philonic co1pus we find no developed
theory of the unknowability of God. Granted, it would have been
but a short step for him to take, but his Jewish faith would have
made it an almost unthinkable one
It is precisely because Philo was not in the business of working
out a negative theory of knowledge of God, that we cannot subject
him to the kind of close critical scrutiny which comes from the
vantage point of having read Dionysius or Eriugena 147 Any modern scholar who would subject the largely unformed ideas in Philo
to a scrutiny which is born of a modern 'rationalistic' approach,
has failed to evaluate correctly Philo's place in the history of
ideas. Even if Philo was indulging in 'flights of negative theology', we must understand that he was attempting to portray to on
as the living God of Abraham and Moses, superior to the Platonic
Good and One 148 In the end, Philo's use of 'super-affirmation',
was not a linguistic or theological device to reclothe the divinity
he had divested of all material attributes, it was simply a use of
language which attempted to express the absolute transcendence
of the living God
It must also be repeated that one cannot read a fully-developed
negative theology into Philo's works, nor can one read him correctly fwm the perspective of Plotinus. To say, asH Chadwick has
done, that the via negativa leaves Philo with a ground of being that
has no other function to perform, is a gross misreading of Philo's
147 These are questions which D Bae1 addresses in 'L incomprehensibilit€ de
Dieu et th€ologie negative chez Phil on d' Alexandrie', p 43ff
148
See J Dillon The Middle Plaronists p 156; C Bigg was of the opinion that
Philo transformed God into the 'eternal negation of dialectics' T!u Chri\lian Plaroni\ts ofAlnandJ ia p 33
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work taken in its entirety, for God not only creates, he cares for and
guides his creation 149 Chadwick has also suggested that Philo must
assert more than God's existence 'if he is to take his bible seriously' However, J have shown that Philo's God is not simply a
prefiguration of the Plotinian One but also a development of the
Platonic demiurge of the Tunaeus 150 Philo himself never worked
out a systematic method of affirmation and negation; his theology
was a mixture of the two, a mixture which was typical of the Middle Platonic school itself Although we find in Philo the main principles which were to become standard Platonic theology right up to
the time of Plotinus, his own 'negative theology', like that of the
early Christian Fathers, is firmly based on scriptural texts.
Although Philo's influence can be felt in the 'negative theology'
of the early Christian Fathers (Eusebius, for example, assures his
readers of Philo's Cluistian allegiance 151 ), he is rarely mentioned
by name Philo's history in Jewish thought is less than substantial,
for he was not studied seriously until the tenth century (by
Saadya), whereupon his influence passed into Spanish Jewry and
thence to Moses Maimonides, from whom Meister Eckhart took
many philosophical and theological ideas
Although it is almost impossible to state with any certainty that
Plotinus had read Philo, the idea cannot be dismissed without serious consideration There is a number of themes present in the
Enneads which do not appear in the Middle Platonists but which
are strong Philonic ideas It is not altogether unthinkable that Plotinus was acquainted with certain Philonic ideas, either at fit st or
second hand. While I do not press the point, I suggest that the
'Alexandtian connection' may have been more substantial than
most modem scholars would care to admit
149

Philo and the Beginnings ol Christian Thought' p 149: <;ee also J Dmmmond, Ph1fo luda£U5. val 2. p 23. who says that Philo sometimes denies and then
reclothes the divinity because he realized that a God known only to exist cannot
be loved

'•A•\~1y co.mprehenstve.
. ~ccount of the Platomc. ..
Imwtu1 and Philo s thought
can be found m D T. Ruma s excellent study, Philo oj'Alexand1ia
151
Hi\f ad II. iv, 2
·
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Although the notion of the unknowability of the divine essence
comes to prominence in Christian theology in the fourth-century
Cappadocian Fathers, Gregory of Nyssa and Gregory Nazianzus,
negative terms, in support of an embryonic negative theology,
were frequently used by the Christian philosophers and theologians of the second and third centuries. The second-century Christian Fathers of Alexandria, Clement and Origen, borrowed from
contemporary Middle Platonism the notion of the ineffability and
unnameability of God, although even before the second century in
the Christian tradition, we find traces of a negative definition of
God 1 Another source of Platonic ideas to find its way into the
philosophical speculations of the early Fathers was, of course,
derived from the application of Platonic principles to Jewish
thought in the writings of Philo of Alexandria, and it was largely
Philo's exegesis of Old Testament texts which provided the second-century Fathers with a basis for asserting the ineffable and
unnameable nature of God 2
In general, the question of the 'Platonism of the Fathers' has
been the subject of much scholarly scrutiny, for it is generally
accepted that the early Fathers found themselves attracted to Platonism when searching for a framework for their theological speculations. As Augustine was to note later, 'there are none who
come nearer to us than the Platonists' 3 Iertullian's famous ques1
See D. W Palmer, 'Atheism. Apologetic, and Negative Theology in the Greek
Apologists of the Second Century'
2
See for example E. R Goodenough, I he Theology of TuHin Mm tw, where the
author demonstrates the reliance of Justin upon the Philonic em pus
3
De Lh Dti VIII, 5
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tion, 'what has Athens to do with Jerusalem?' is in effect
answered by Numenius, whom we find expressing the commonly
held notion that Plato learned his wisdom from Moses through
Pythagoras: 'what is Plato but Moses speaking Attic 0 ' 1
In this chapter, I propose to outline very briefly the nature of the
employment of negative terms in the writings of Justin Martyr and
Clement of Alexandria, as representative of the kind of philosophical speculation of the earlier Christian Fathers, before turning my
attention to an in-depth exposition of the focus of negative theology in Gregory of Nyssa, undoubtedly its greatest exponent
among the early Christian philosophers I choose Gregory as illustrative of the Cappadocian development of negative theology
because, as the most philosophical of the three Cappadocians, he
employed its principles in a most thorough and radical fashion,
Gregory's work is also important in that it provides a direct link to
the Dionysian employment of negative theology 5

simply appropriating a Philonic or Platonic thematic as part of
their philosophical and theological speculations Even though a
kataphatic outlook is predominant in the texts of the New Testament, an apophatic attitude can also be found there, although it
would seem that the central apophatic thrust of the revelation of
God in the Old I estament fades into the background in the light of
the reality of the incarnation which replaces the great symbols of
cloud and fire Darkness once again assumes a privative and pejorative sense, and symbolizes sin, hell, evil, death, damnation, and
ignorance, and light becomes a focal point in its symbolization of
good, salvation, happiness, and knowledge 7
Christ appears as the image of the invisible God, 8 and reveals
his hidden nature with the message of universal salvation He promotes a closer relationship between humanity and God with the
firm establishment of the idea that we are all of us God's children
God is no longer the God of fire and cloud, but God the Father of
Christ, the light of the world And yet, in spite of the predominantly kataphatic presentation of God in the New Testament, his
essential natme still remains unknown: 'No one has ever seen the
Father except the Son'; no one knows him except the Son; no one
has ever heard his voice or seen his fmm 9 It was these negative
elements in the New I estament, which, when considered alongside the assertion that we shall see God 'face to face', provided the
point of departure for the controversy concerning the Beatific
Vision in the thirteenth century. 10
Through the incarnation, the Son has become the way to cross
the distance between the world and the Father, and becomes the
culmination of God's most supreme manifestation. Yet, this is the
very area where Christian negative theology experiences the most

The New Testament
With regard to the development of the theme of negative theology, the eailier Christian Fathers had indeed found an ally in Platonic philosophy, fm the direction taken by Middle Platonism with
regard to a developing negative theology was not alien to the early
Christian Fathers, and an apophatic/kataphatic mixture is characteristic of the philosophical/theological speculation of the pre-Cappadocian Fathers 6 However, the early Christian Fathers were not
Tertullian Dt pwem hae1 7; Numenius !1 8: ci rUp £ern IT/c&ccov ~
Mwucrii~ d:rnKi(wv; E des Places, Numinius [1agmwt1 (Paris. 1973)

.J

The kind ot negative theology to be found in .John Cluysostom, for example, is
less interesting for it does little more than repeat the ideas of Gregory and Basil.
It is interesting to note how Chrysostom, like Clement of Alexandria. sets negative theology within a Pauline framework; it is more scriptwal but much less
speculative than that of Gregmy of Nyssa
6 One of the most interesting of the Platonic: texts used extensively by the Christian Fathers is Timaeu5 28C: the Father and Maker of all is difficult to know, but
knowledge is not impossible for God is not conceived as existing beyond either

5

/IOU\ 0! OU\ia

1

John 1:4-5 and JJohn 1:5-10
Col I: 15
9
John 1:18, 6:46; 1John 4: 12; 1Tim 6: 16; JCm 2:9; Matt 11 :27; Lk 10:22:
John 5:27 and Phil 2:9
10
I Cor 13:12 and lJohn 3:2; see H -F Dondaine., L Objet et le medium de Ia
vision beatifiquc chez ks th€ologiens du xmc siecle', Rcchenhe~ de Thto!ogie
all( icnne et midiCwle 19 (1952), pp 50-130
8
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difficulty As we read the works of Gregory of Nyssa, the PseudoDionysius, Eriugena, Meister Eckhart and others, we are sometimes left with the rather vague impression that they have been
speaking about the God of the Old Testament: the deus abscondi'
tus of the pillar of cloud and the burning bush. The Christian negative theologian who asserts that God carmot be known, is at the
same time forced to take account of the central truth of the New
Testament How the early Clnistian philosophers resolved this
question will be addressed below

)v!oses 11 One of the most important concepts in Justin's thought is
that God is ungenerate (agenni!t01) a notion which was to remain
an integral part of theological and philosophical speculation for
some generations to come. 14 Ungeneracy fOr Justin, implies namelessness, for the naming process involves an ontologically prior
namer 15 Since God is unnameable, he is also ineffable: 'for no
one is permitted to utter the name of the ineffable God, and if anyone ventures to affirm that his name can be pronounced, such a
person is hopelessly mad' 16 The Christian philosopher who
affirms the namelessness of God must address the apparent contradiction of the many names given to God in Scripture, and Justin,
continuing the tradition of Philo of Alexandria does just that The
names 'Fathe1 ', 'Maker', 'C1eator' and 'Lord' are not to be understood as real names, they are terms of address derived from God's
activities, expressions for that which can barely be defined 17
Thus, we find Justin arguing for two of the three key concepts of
negative theology: nameless and ineffable For Justin, God was
not considered to be unknowable, a concept which would be
developed only in the fourth century of Christian thought,
although there are intimations in Clement of Alexandria. One
extremely important aspect of the kind of negative theology to be
found in the Fathers of the second century, is that the notion of the
transcendence of God is always related to the incarnation: the Son
of God is the means whereby the Father is revealed. 18 Therefore,

Early Christian Negative Theology
The early Clnistian Apologists, arguing from a monotheistic
position, inaugurated the use of negative terms in order to assert
the transcendence, unity and difference of the Clnistian God in
relation to the pagan gods. 11 God was uncreated, unchangeable,
invisible, incorruptible, eternal and had no form, sex or limit The
kind of negative theology (which is more than simple anti-antlnopomorphism) to be found in the early Christian writers was much
less specific than that of the fourth-century Fathers precisely
because the former used negative terms solely as a means of establishing the unity of God; they were not concerned with a theory of
negative attributes. 12 It was also less specific, and indeed much
less complicated, because God was not deemed to be beyond intellect and being: he was difficult to know, not unknowable
It is in the writings of Justin Martyr (b c. AD 100-110) that
we find a Christian philosopher for the first time establishing
the validity of using negative terms to support the idea of divine
II anscendence Justin's doctrine of God, which reveals Philonic
and Middle Platonic influences, consolidates the established
tradition in Christian writings of attempting to unite Plato and
11 See E F. Osborn Tlu Br::ginning of C!uistian Philowphy, p 31. and D. W.
Palmer, 'Atheism Apologetic and Negative Theology in the Greek Apologists of
the Second Century' p 251
12 SeeD W Palmer. op u1 p 243
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I give a ve1y short outline ot Justin· s theology h~rc; for more detailed discussion see E R Goodenough. The Theolog)' of Justin Mmt)r pp 123-128, who
stresses the Philonic background of Justin, and L W Barnard. Ju~tin Mmtyr Hi~
Lifr: and thought, pp 7.5-84. who sees Justin as more Middle Platonic than
Philonic
14
There are numerous references to agennetos in Justin's writings, see for example, I Apology 14 25, 49 and II Apol 6 and 12. Goodenough notes the difference
between dytvvTJTOt; whlch Justin uses and dy£v1110t;. the philosophical term
meaning no beginning see p 128ft
15
II Apol 6
16
I Apol 61; translation from T B Falls. Saint !u5tin Mar{)'! p 100; see also 1
Apo! 63 and II lO and 12
17
II A pol 6
18
I Apol 63
13
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we do not find the early Christian writers explicitly affirm the
unknowability of the Father; for them, transcendence only makes
sense in the light of the incarnation
While Justin Martyr was the first Christian philosopher to assert
the transcendence of God in negative terms, his use of such terms
was the means whereby the Christian God was differentiated from
the pagan gods (by the fourth century it is not any longer the difference between the Christian God and other gods that is argued
for through the use of negative terms, but the identity of God's
own nature itself) Justin's journey through the various schools of
philosophy, especially the Platonic school, ensured that his concept of God was a concept which stressed divine transcendence
and yet Justin cannot be accused of simply applying Platonic
terms to the Christian deity There has been a tendency among
some modern commentators to see a dualism in Justin's thought
between the biblical, more personal concept of God and the 'Platonic', or Hellenistic Judaic idea of God 19 I do not believe that
Justin himself would have been aware of two contmdictory ideas
of God, primarily because he and the early Christian Fathers, were
able to find scriptural texts which supported their claims of divine
ineffability and unnameability. Christian negative theology, even
in its earliest years, did not attempt by means of negations to make
God into the 'philosophic Absolute' Divine transcendence cannot
be divorced from divine immanence, or from the reality of the
incarnation, for the invisible Father is revealed through the visible
Son However, the kind of negative theology used by Justin Martyr does little more than sttess divine nanscendence (there is no
via negativa in the sense of a method of negation or abstiaction)
and yet it is important in that it was part of the foundation for the
development of negative theology among the Fathers of the fourth
century
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Clement of Alexandria's understanding of the use of negative
terms as descriptive of the divine nature is not very far removed
from that of Justin Martyr, although Clement's presentation is a
little more systematic than Justin's. There are, I believe, three
important concepts in Clement's writings which have a bearing
on the utilization of negative theology by Gregory of Nyssa,
namely, that we can know what God is not (not what he is), the
use of the concept of abstraction and his mention of the dark
cloud of Sinai, wherein God is invisible and ineffable Here I
examine only the most relevant passages from Book V of the
Stromata 20
In general terms, Clement of Alexandria's underlying aim
would appear to be the reconciliation of Pythagoras and Plato with
Moses, but it can also be said with regard to negative theology,
that he is attempting to reconcile Plato and St Paul We find his
expression of negative theology set firmly within a Pauline framework, a tradition which was to be continued by John Chrysostom
Having argued most persuasively that the highest tmth, the wisdom of God, is perceived by the mind alone (it cannot be apprehended by the science of demonstration21 ), Clement paraphrases
an important passage from Plato's Seventh Letter in order to
demonsnate that God's wisdom is veiled in symbol and mystery:
'fm the God of the universe, who is above all speech, all conception, all thought, can never be committed to writing, being inexpressible even by his own power' 22 For Clement, then, God is
essentially ineffable, and time and time again he stresses this
point
Clement's importance for the development of negative theology
by later Christian thinkers is due to the fact that he does not simply repeat the negations to be found in Justin and the other second-

°

2

E R Goodenough remarks that Justin s God was more personal and meant
far more than the catch-words of the Absolute which he had carried over from
Hellenistic Judaism·, p 137 and L W Barnard also sees a tension between two
conceptions of deity in Justin's writings: the biblical and the Platonic. see op cit.

For more detailed discussion see S R C. Lilla, C!onent of A!cJ.andi ia. p
212ft; J Hochstaftl Ntf?atht Thtologic pp 82-105 and R Mortley. Fwm W01d
to Siftnce II pp 36-41
21
St1om V, 12
22
Sflom V. 10; trans A Cleveland Coxe Fathu s of !he Second Cemwy, p 460;

p 82

see Ep VII 341C-D
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century writers; he goes much further 23 God has no attributes:
those mentioned in the Old I estament texts, are to be understood
solely in an allegorical sense 2 ' Like Justin, Clement stresses the
notion of God's ungene1acy; he needs nothing, is always equal,
immortal and ageless 25 The Final Cause is above space and time;
he has no name or conception; he is inexpressible, uncircumscribable and invisible 26 God has no genus, species, difference, indi"
vidual nor number; he is ineffable and one (neither having parts or
being divisible); he is infinite (without dimension and limit); he
has no fOrm and no name. 27 Clement also follows Justin in his discussion of the names given to God: One, Good, Mind, Absolute
Being, Father, God, Creator, Lord: these names are used as points
of reference only. No single name can circumscribe God, rather,
all names, taken together indicate the power of God. Clement also
couples the ideas of ungeneracy and naming, and argues that since
there is nothing prior to the unbegotten, he cannot be named, for
begotten things are things which are named. 28
It is important to note that although Clement comes very close
to the idea that God is essentially unknowable, he never makes
this concept actually explicit Fm the most part he appears to follow Timaeus 28C: the Father is difficult to know. 29 He does mention the altar to the Unknown God (Acts 17:22-23), but says that
the Unknown can be known both through divine grace and
through the Logos 30 Another idea which is derived fwm the
Timaeus text is that the knowledge of God cannot be divulged to
the multitude and Clement uses two very interesting scriptural
texts to consolidate his argument The first of these is Ex. 20:21:

Moses enters into the cloud alone leaving the multitude behind;
the second text Clement uses is Paul's description of the ineffable
visions he experienced on being rapt into the third heaven (2Cor
12: 2-4) 31 The mention of the dark cloud, although brief, is a significant one, for it is an idea which will be developed at length by
Gregory of Nyssa and the Pseudo·-Dionysius. According to
Clement, the cloud represents the fact that God is invisible and
ineffable, although for him, darkness refers to the unbelief and
ignorance of the multitude
My final point concerns the method of abstraction (aphairesis)
as it is outlined by Clement in Book V of the Stromata There
would appear to be three stages on the path to wisdom: illumination, which is achieved through instruction; 32 pmification, which
is attained through confession, and finally, contemplation, which is
achieved tluough analysis. 33 It is the final 'way' which is of interest here, for Clement advocates a methodology of abstraction in
much the same way as Alcinous does. The abstraction from a body
of all its physical properties: depth, breadth and length, will culminate in the single point which has only position; taking away
position results in the conception of absolute unity Having used a
typically Middle Platonic analogy, Clement then monlds abstraction into a Christian context: he explains that to be cast into 'the
greatness of Christ' and 'the immensity of holiness', the soul will
reach somehow a conception of God, although the knowledge will
be knowledge of what God is not, not knowledge of what he is.
Although, the exact relationship of the method of abstraction to
the casting of oneself into the greatness of Christ is not clear at
this point, it is the employment of abstraction leading to 'negative
knowledge', which has earned for Clement the status of being
called the first Christian negative theologian 34 Even though he

2~

H Chadwick has remarked that Clement goes as far as it is possible to go
towards the apotheosis of the alpha privative see 'Philo and the Beginning of
Christian Thought' p 179
2~

V. 11
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V, 11

31
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V. 11
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ibid
II

32
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v.
v.

V, 12

V, 12

v.

10

V, II

34
I find R Mortley· s interpretation ot the various levels of unity operative in
Clement's exposition of abstwelion a little strained in view of the rather incohate
description given by Clement, see F10m Word to Sileme 1/, pp 42-43
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does not devote much attention to the subject, it remains true that
Clement is closer to the later, more 'Plotinian' form of negative
theology than any other Christian writer of his time. ·15
While it can be argued that Clement's negative theology is
closely related to the negative theology of the Middle Platonists,
it is his use of texts from the New I estament, the framework for
his expression of divine transcendence, which puts negative theology firmly on the Christian agenda 16 The later Fathers have
now an expression of negative theology within the Christian tradition itself upon which to draw However, even for ail Clement's
use of the alpha privative and his stress upon the transcendence
of the divine nature, the predominant notion in his writings is that
the God who is above conception as difficult to know, can be
known both through grace and, more importantly through the
Log01
The pre-Cappadocian forms of negative theology, therefore, are
close to the negative theology of Middle Platonism, in that God is
not generally understood to be beyond nous and ousia The more
'Neoplatonic' fmm of negative theology which affirms that God is
beyond intellect and being will create a number of problems for the
Cluistian philosopher intent upon a more thorough application of
the principles of apopham. 17 Firstly, the apophatic claim that God
is beyond ousia, immediately confronts the great Cluistian metaphysic based on an exegesis of Exodus 3:14 ('Ego sum qui sum'), 38
Secondly, the apophatic assertion that God is unknowable must be
reconciled with the biblical assertion that human natme is made in
the image and likeness of God. An apophatic antluopology, which
can follow from an apophatic theology, immediately contradicts
the Socratic dictum, 'Know thyself', a notion utilized by many
'" SeeS R C Lilla, Cfenunt of Afe.wndlia p. 214ff. where he shows the correH
spondances between Clement and the Middle Platonists (Alcinous, Apuleius, Celsus, Maximus Plutarch and the Cmpu1 Heunetiwm).
36
For example. he uses .John 1:18 and Matthew 11:27
' 7 For a more detailed analysis of the problems involved in Christian negative theology see D Carabine. 'Gregory of Nyssa on the Incomprehensibility of God'.
38 See A H Armstrong· s comments on this theme in The Escape of the One', in
P!otinian and CIJJ iltian Studiel, Variorum Reprints I no XXIII p 77
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Christian philosophers, including Augustine, who employs it as the
focal point of his own understanding of conversion towards God:
',edite ad WI' 39 Finally, the most serious question for the Cluistian Father concerns the fact that Christian revelation itself would
appear to limit the scope of negative theology, for in the redemptive act, the incarnation of the Son focuses upon showing the way
to the Father The follower of the apophatic way who claims that
God is unknowable, will have to answer some fairly serious questions concerning the revelation of the Father through the Son Does
the incarnation render God knowable to the human intellect? If
God is unknowable, not only because of the weakness of the
human intellect, but also because God's ousia is supremely transcendent in itself, then how does the negative theologian claim to
have any knowledge of God at all? Surely kuowledge of the
unknowable is a contradiction? In the light of these apparent objections (which are by no means exhaustive), to the Christian adoption
of a fully-fledged negative theology, we can appreciate immedi·ately that the application of apophasi s to Cluistian thought in terms
which go beyond a simple corrective against a too antluopomorphic conception of God, is fraught with serious difficulties. Indeed,
it would appear tl1at an apophatic position is untenable, at least in
its more radical forms, from within the Cluistian perspective This
observation is perhaps borne out by the fact that those Western
philosophers who have had recourse to the negative way in varying
degrees - notably Eriugena, and Eckhart - have been accused of
promoting ideas which are not always compatible with Christian
teaching The tact that Dionysius himself escaped the condenmations which would undoubtedly have been levelled at him was one
of the finest, and indeed fortunate, deceptions in the history of
medieval thought That the Cappadocian Father, Gregory of Nyssa,
was able to propose a most radical form of negative theology from
within the Cluistian perspective will be the subject of my discussion below
39

Conf X 6; see the article by I I omasic for an excellent discussion of this
theme Negative Theology and Subjectivity'
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standing of the term 'ungenerate'; God's ousia is his agennesia~
Iris fundamental characteristic. It is this later heretical movement
which is of interest to the student watching the development
of negative theology in the fourth century, for we see two forms
of negative theology vying for superiority. According to R
Mortley's reconstruction of Eunomius's position, one basic point
is of the utmost importance For Eunomius, some names bring
out the essence of a thing, they are KIXTU <p\lmv, and not conventional 44 The term, 'ungenerate' can be understood as such a
name, that is, in terms of negation (not privation), for it denotes
God's very essence Gregory's position is, as we shall see, very
different
Why then did the Cappadocian Fathers take issue with
Eunomius when both parties appear to be arguing for the transcendence of God? In terms of the doctrinal issues at stake, the
Cappadocians saw Eunomius err on two very important points.
Firstly, the old Arian issue of the subordination of the Son compromised the unity of the trinity from a monotheist point of view
Secondly, the idea that the ousia of the Father can be characterized
and known through the term 'agenni!tos' was unthinkable for the
Cappadocians in the light of their emerging distinction between
the unknowable ousia of God and the knowable energeiai It is,
therefore, the stance of Eunomius which forces Gregory to insist
so strongly upon the idea of the absolute transcendence and
unknowability of the trinity. Indeed, so strong is his desire to
refute Eunomius that he sometimes manoeuvres himself into positions from which he is forced to argue very skilfully in order to
extJicate himself. 45

The speculations of the Cappadocian Father, Gregory of
Nyssa, cannot be divorced from the very complex theological
background of the fourth century Therefore, in order to set the
scene for an exposition of Gregory's employment of apoplrasis,
I must outline briefly the controversial heresies known as Arianism and Eunomianism, two of the deviant 'isms' prevalent in the
third and fourth centmies Arius (known as a Porphyrian and
excommunicated in 321 as the ultimate heresiarch), in what is
known as the T lralw, stressed the ineffable, ungenerate nature of
the Father and asserted that the Son, as generate, is foreign to the
Father in essence and, therefore, cannot know the Father 40 What
is interesting to note here is that Ar ius himself bases his conclusions upon the fundamental assertion of the absolute ontological
transcendence of the Father 41 If the Father, the agenniitos arc he,
formed (that is, made) the Son ex mhilo, then the Son had a
beginning in time and is, therefore, distinct from the Father in
essence . The main issue for Arius appears to have been the Son's
co-eternity with the Father, for the impartation of ousia would
imply divisibility in the Father 42 However, the official position
adopted by the First Council of Nicea in 325, 43 was not a complete victory over the Arian heresy, for a neo-Arian position,
spear-headed by Eunomius (d c . .394), asserted that the human
intellect can know the ousw of the Father through an under40
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See J Stevenson, c:d A New Eu\tbiu\. pp 350-351 Traces of subordinationism
of this kind. however. were not limited to those who were excommunicated, for
ante-Niccne theology. especially in Justin and 01igen. te-nded to make a rather
gnostic distinction between Father and Son.
41
On Arian and Eunomian negative theology, see R Mortley. F10m Wmd to
Silwu ll, pp 128-159; Mortley develops his speculations in terms of the Ncoplatonic interpretation of 'ifele.sis, apophasis and aplwilrli\
42
See J N. D Kelly. Emf} Clni~tian Doctrine. p 226ft
4
' The profession of faith from the 318 Fathers reads: Credimus
in unum
dominum Iesum Christum filium dei. natum de patre, hoc est de substantia patris
natum non factum, unius substantiae cum patre. quod G1 aeci dicunt lwmou~ion; see Dtuas o.f the Ecumenical Counul5 vol l. ed N P Tanner (Georgetown University Press. 1990)

44

op u'1 pp 147-148; see also p. 134 where Mortley develops the idea that
Eunomius sees the naming process in terms of the Philonic concept of the ontological priority of the namer
45
In the discussion to fOllow I rely chiefly on the following works: Contw
Eunomium (Confla Eun.); the Commentarie5 on the Beatitude5 (Sermon 6),
EcLle5!aste5 (Sermon 7), Canthle (Sermons 2 3, 5, 6, 11). and the Life
of Mo5es (Vita); unless otherwise noted references are to the Leiden edition of
W Jaeger
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The Transcendent God of Gregory of Nyssa

theology and that which we find in Gregory of Nyssa's writings, is
a theme which I keep in mind during the course of this discussion
The ultimate question is whether Gregory's negative theology is
simply a development of the form of negative theology found in
Middle Platonic and earlier Christian writings, or whether it displays any Plotinian characteristics I will return to this discussion
below For the moment, I note the very strong thematic links
between Plotinus and Gregory: God is unknowable, unnameable
and ineffable; we can know that God is but not what he is: we can
affirm his existence but not his essence; through aphairesis the
soul, which had become separated from the Good, is able to
become like God and become once again what it was before the
fall into the body Gregory's recurrent use of Plotinian themes and
terms are, perhaps, the strongest evidence that he had read at least
some portions of the Enneads
The early Fathers of the Church (who had found the idea also in
Philo of Alexandria), experienced little difficulty in applying the
Platonic term, ho on to God in the light of their exegesis of Exodus 3: 14. It was Philo's pioneering interpretation of :lycil d>tt 6
rov, which gave the early Fathers their inspiration, an inspiration
that was to continue in pattistic circles for five centmies 4 ~ Like
his Christian predecessors, Gregory of Nyssa shows no hesitation
in developing the Platonic theme His understanding of God's
being as o OVTW~ rov, reveals that God alone possesses the fullness
of being, while all other things exist through participation only

The question of a Plotinian influence on the fourth-century
Christian Fathers of Cappadocia is one which is extremely diffi~
cult to answer conclusively. It is generally accepted in scholarly
circles that it was a form of pre-Plotinian Platonism which is more
prominent in the writings of the fourth-century Fathers However,
there are strong, Plotinian ideas in the writings of Gregory of
Nyssa, which would indicate a Plotinian or post-Plotinian form of
Platonism l Danielou and P Courcelle, among others, have made
tentative explmations into the question of a Plotinian 01 later Neoplatonic influence on Gregmy of Nyssa, although a lack of concrete evidence makes the case in its favour extremely difficult to
develop with any degree of certainty 46 Gregory's own intellectual
background displays a strong reliance on Origen (although muchtransformed), Athanasius, Gregory of Nazianzus, and his brother,
Basil the Great, all of whom were influenced by Platonism in
varying degrees. The question of a Plotinian influence on Gregory's thought is compounded by the fact that he seldom acknowledges any source other than Scripture and Basil My own view,
especially with regard to the strong apophatic element in Gregory's writings, is that he had some acquaintance with the writings
of Plotinus. Even if Gregmy had not read the Enneads himself,
there is the possibility that he was influenced by Plotinian thought
tluough Basil 47 Had he read Ennead VI 9, as l Rist suggests Basil
had done, then we could conclude that the very strong apophasis
to be found in that treatise did have some influence on Gregory's
thought. The similarities between the Plotinian form of negative
46 J Dani€lou has noted the influence of Ammonius Sakkas in the fourth century,
see 'Gregoire de Nysse et le neo-Platonisme de !'€cole d'Athenes· and P Courcelle has argued that Gregory had. most likely read Porphyry's L(fe of Plotinus as
an introduction to the Enneads, see 'Gregoire de Nysse Lecteur de Porphyre'.
47 Basil's Hexiieme10n Homilies were indebted to Plotinus, see J Quasten,
Patlo/ogy, vol iii p 217 T M Rist has reviewed scholarly opinion on the question of a Plotinian influence on Basil and concluded that it was minimal, probably
only V 1 and VI 9, see Basil's' Neoplatonism": its Background and Nature', in
Plaroni5m and it5 Cl11i5tian He1itage, n XII

For even if the understanding looks upon any other existing things,
reason observes in absolutely none of them the self-sufficiency by
which they could exist without participation in true Being On the
other hand, that which is always the same, neither increasing nor
diminishing, immutable to all change . standing in need of nothing else, alone desirable, participated in by all but not lessened in
theii participation - this is truly real being. 49
48

See De Abwh 80; Mos ii, 100; Quod Deus 4; Confu\ 139; Pmt 15-16 and
!67
49
Vila II. p 40 (17-25), Opew VII i. ed H Musurillo (1964); trans A J Malherbe and E Ferguson, Gregm }' ofNyna I he Life ofMmes, p. 60; see also ConfiG Eun Ill vi. 186-187 (this book is printed in Migne as VIII)
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One of Gregory's most frequent analyses of reality is built upon
the Platonic distinction between the intelligible and the sensible;
between that which is unbounded and undetermined and that
which is bounded and limited, and yet he goes beyond the Platonic
distinction in placing considerable emphasis on the very obvious
differences which exist between created ousia and uncreated
ousia 50 This transformation of the Platonic notion is one which
immediately looks forward to the Eriugenian division of natura in
the Pe1 iphy~eon
Having established that God alone is true being, it would appear
that Gregory cannot assent to the Plotinian idea that God is beyond
ousw, or indeed, is non-being. According to the Middle Platonic
understanding of divine reality, the supreme principle could not
have been understood to exist above the level of the forms since
that would have made the deity unintelligible: true being was
understood to exist at the level of intellect, that is, the world of the
forms However, in Gregory's thought it is the Neoplatonic development of this idea which is found: if the One is elevated above
the level of being, that is, the forms, it must be beyond the level of
nous. It is important to note that Gregory does not deny ousia of
God in the way that Plotinus had at times denied being of the One.
Even though Gregory argues for the incomprehensibility of God,
nevertheless, God is still conceived of as being, even though that
being is absolutely transcendent In the Enneads, Plotinus quite
often denied that the One can be thought of in terms of being for
he has no need of it; 51 for Gregory, God is always understood as
the cause of being who is above all being 52
In his treatise Against Eunomius, Gregory argues to the idea of
an unknowable God beyond the level of intellect in terms which
will be farniliar to readers of the Periphyseon He begins with the
assertion that the human intellect cannot know the essential subw
stance of any entity and his reasoning is as follows If we take from

a body, colour, shape, weight, position, and so on, there remains
nothing for us to perceive, for we do not know the essence of a
thing without the 'accidents' which make it accessible to our
senses 53 Therefore, if the lower creation, which we can see,
remains unknowable to us in its hidden ousia, how much more is
transcendent ousia unknowable to our intellect? 54 Even if we
exhaust, as far as it is possible for us to do so, the nature of the
supramundane world, we will know only that all things are the
works of God and not God himself, nor will we know their
essences Let Eunomius tell us, then, challenges Gregory, what
human nature is, or what a geometric point without magnitude is (a
familiar analogy used by Alcinous), when we do not know what
sky is or even the natme of a tiny ant, although we can see both. 55
It should be evident that Eunomius cannot assert that he knows
God's ousia through the appellation 'ungenerate' It is, I believe,
with Eunomius in mind that Gregory declares time and time again
that God's essential ou11a cannot be known by the human intellect:
Now the divine nature as it is in itself, according to its essence,
transcends every act of comprehensive knowledge, and it cannot
be approached 01 attained by our speculation Men have never discovered a faculty to comprehend the incomprehensible; nm have
we ever been ab]e to devise an intellectual technique for grasping
the inconceivable. 56

However, the reasoning used to argue for the unknowability of
all created essences is not solely the means by which Gregory
argues to the unknowability of the divine essence; divine
unknowability depends primarily upon divine infinity. 57 Ihe
human intellect, which operates always on a dimensional level,

53

Cmlfla Eun II, 259-260 (Migne Xllb)

54

Contra Eun III. vi, 250

55

Contw Eun. III, vi., 262; see also III, viii. 238-239 (Migne X)
In hwt. 6, 1268B (PG 44); trans J Dani6lou and H Musurillo, hom Glory to
Glmy, p. 98; here Gregory uses Rom 11:33 in support of his argument
57
D. Duclow sees the concept of infinity in Gregory as the grounding principle of
the via negativa. see 'Gregory of Nyssa and Nicholas of Cusa: Infinity, Anthro-·
pology and the Via Ntf?Gliva'
56

50
E.l~ cO KnmOv Kai Oxnawv: Confla Eun I 295 p. 113 (26), Ope1a 1.. ed.
W Jaeger (1960)
51 Enn VI 7. 38.
52 Jnea! 7,413(1-4)
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cannot even begin to understand a nature which has no dimension
or limitation; hence the intellect cannot understand eternity. 58 Gregory's principle, then, for affirming the essential unknowableness
of the divine ousia is God's eternity. mme specifically, his infinity, a concept which Plotinus had used principally in connection
with the power of the One 5 9 As Plato had argued that the human
intellect cannot truly know changeable things, thereby channelling
finite intellectual effmts upon the intelligible world of the forms,
Gregory, like Plotinus, uses the Platonic defiuition of being in
order to channel finite intellectual efforts upon that which is infinite, something which the Middle Platonists would not have done;
the notion of apeuon was extremely difficult for the Platonists
before Plotinus (even Plotinus himself shows some hesitation in
using the term of the One) Gregory explicates his notion of divine
infinity - which is closer to the Plotinian notion than to the later
Christian development of the concept- in the context of his longstanding and sometimes extremely bitter dispute with Eunomius.
According to Gregory, infinity means that which escapes all limitation of knowledge and naming. The bounds of a creature are
necessmily finitude and limitation; it cannot, therefore, exceed the ,
bounds of its nature to attain to a knowledge of that which is simple, pure, unique, immutable, unalterable, ever abiding in the same
way, never going outside itself, good without limit, having no
boundary to its perfection, having no contiary; in short, it cannot
comprehend the uncreated, eternal nature 60 Although Gregory
does not use negative theology in any systematic fashion as a
process of order Jy affirmation and negation, the familim negations
which had been applied to the divine nature by Philo, the emlier
Christian Fathers and indeed, also by Plotinus, me present in his
thought; God is without shape, form, colom 01 proportion; he is
In uc! 7. 412-413
See for example. Enn V 5. I 0
60
In cant 5. 158 R Mortley appears to have some difficulty with Gregory's
equation of all negative terms with the eternity of God. see op cit p 178 how~
ever, etemity is not something which is predicated of God's essence, it means that
God is 'not finite'
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free from passion, has no contrary or boundary and is not subject
to the limitations of space and time. Since nothing else can be
attributed to this nature, it cannot be perceived by the senses or the
intellect; therefore, it is unknowable
It is his initial reliance on the Platonic understanding of that
which is tmly real and its Plotinian development, which forces
Gregory to admit to the in super able gap which he conceived to
exist between the finite and the infinite 'Wide indeed is the interval in all else that divides the human from the divine; experience
cannot point here below to anything at all resembling in amount
what we may guess and imagine there. ' 61 Yet, in his desire to
refute the erroneous claims of Eunomius, Gregmy stretches the
focus of human knowledge further and further towards the unattainable infinite Time and time again, we find him expressing the
idea of divine unknowability and ineffability in the strongest possible terms;
. incapable of being grasped by any term, or any idea, or any
other conception, remaining beyond the reach not only of the
human but of the angelic and of all supramundane being, unthinkable, unutterable, above all expression in words 62

Like Eriugena after him, Gregory is of the opinion that the human
intellect is not alone in its state of ignorance, for the angelic intelligences are also denied knowledge of the essence of God
In Book III of his treatise Against Eunomius, Gregory appears to
realise the extent of his refusal to admit created intellects to knowledge of the divine essence, for he stops to ask: do we then worship
what we do not know (John 4:22)? His answer to the question
(which would not appeal to those who criticize the Plotinian understanding of the One from a Christian point of view) is that we wmship the loftiness of his glory, we know it by the fact that we cannot comprehend it In short, we know that we do not know 61 This

SR
59

61

C01ltla Eun I. 620, p. 205 (2-6); tlans W Moore and H A Wilson, eds G1 egOJ y of Ny;sa. I, 39, p 93
62
Confla Eun I, 683. p. 222 (18-24); trans W. Moore, I 42, p 99 (adapted)
63
ContJa Eun Ill. i. 40 (Migne HI); see John 4:22
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reply, echoes a more Plotinian than Middle Platonic form of Plac
tonism, and is intimately bound up with the experiential aspect of
apophatic theology, a theme I discuss below Yet, is the knowledge
of the loftiness of God's glory enough to sustain worship and faith?
Do we not know something about God tlnough the Sacred Texts?
Gregory is of the opinion that we do not, for Scripture does not
provide any knowledge of God's ousia 61 So how, then, can we
come to the knowledge of the unknowable God?

'we know nothing else of God but this one thing, that he is (for
to this point the words 'I am he that is')' 67 Although this idea
appears frequently in the Enneads, Gregory would also have
found it in the earlier Fathers and in Philo who appears to have
been its innovatm. 68 Gregory's distinction between the ousia of
God and his energeiai - a distinction which will be developed
further by Gregory Palamas (b c 1296) in his dispute with the
anti-hesychast, Barlaam, and become standard Orthodox teaching at the Council of Constantinople in 1351 - is again an idea
for which the Cappadocian Father appears to find support in
Scripture 69 Great intellects, he says, never speak of God but of
his works, of that which comes after him It is from this principle that Gregory develops his argument for affirming that we
can, after all, speak of the ineffable God . However, he is
quick to note that we cannot simply move from a knowledge of
God's operations to infer the nature of their cause. We are
reminded of Augustine's famous semch through the realms of
created nature in his quest for God, when Gregory asserts that
effects point to the existence of their cause, not to its nature. 70
But what of human nature itself - can it bring us any closer
to the knowledge of the unknowable God? Gregory has the following to say:

Knowing the Image of The Unknowable God
Can the finite intellect know God? Gregory's reply- following
in the footsteps of Philo and Plotinus - is that we can know that
God is, not what he is. like all the great masters of the apophatic
approach, we find Gregory mguing to this position from creation
itself, which he interprets as God's operation in the world We can
know God 'by the process of inference through the wisdom that is
reflected in the universe' 65 However, the knowledge that we
obtain in this fashion is simply knowledge of God's wisdom, not
knowledge of his ousia. In the same way, when we look at ere,
ation, we form an idea of God's goodness, not an idea of his
essence. In this way, Gregory saves himself from the accusation of
a radical negativity: all the things of creation point to the operation of divine activity and show forth God's presence and his existence. It is in this context that we find Gregory employing the distinction formulated by Basil in order to explain the immanent,
knowable aspect of God's natme: 'for being by nature invisible,
he becomes visible only in his operations, and only when he is
contemplated in the things that are external to him ' 66
Even so, the knowledge gained through the contemplation of
creation is simply the knowledge that God exists, not what he is:
64
65
66

See COJilla Eun. II, 257-258
In beat 6, 1268C; trans F10m G/01 y ro Glory. p 99
In bwt. 6 1269A; trans F'10m Glol"} to Glor}. p 100

You alone are made in the image of that nature which swpasses all
understanding; you alone are a similitude of eternal beauty, the
imprint of the true divinity, a receptacle of happiness, an image of
the true Light, and if you look up to Him, you will become what
He is, imitating Him who shines within you, whose glory is
reflected in your pmity 71

67

Contw Eun III. vi, 8. p 188 (12-14). Opua II, ed W Taeger (1960): trans. W
Moore VIII, 1, p 201; see also III.. vi 186-187
6
s See Vii t. 25 and P1 aon 44
69
Coni/a Eun. III, v 183-184 (Migne VII); seePs 105:2 and Ps 144:4 For furthei discussion see V Lossky, Eswi sw la theologit mystique del Eglile dOlient, p 65ff.
7
Cmlf X, 6
71
In cant. 2, 68 (4-10). Opera VI, ed H Langcrbeck (1960): trans hom Glmy
to G/01 y, p 162 (adapted)
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It is a fact that any Christian thinker who is serious in the affirmation of God's unknowability must give serious consideration to
the scriptural assertion that human nature is made in the image and
likeness of God Gregory has already denied that the cause can be
known through the effect, and that the human intellect can come to
the knowledge of the ou1ia of any thing In order to be consistent,
Gregory must also deny that human natme can come to a knowledge of its own ousia. Howeve1, in his Commentary on the Canti~
de, Sermon 2, 72 we find him arguing that if created nature does
not know itself, it can never explain the things that rue beyond it 73
But having denied that the human mind can attain to a knowledge
of the essences of things, can it obtain knowledge of itself? Gregory is consistent:

Good Therefore, before the Fall, human nature existed as an exact
likeness of the Good; its present task is the restoration of that
image to its original purity
Gregory, like Plotinus, often laments the separation from the
Good and his expression of spiritual homesickness is evocative of
many passages in the Enneads: we cannot, he exclaims, ever
express the great catastrophe involved in losing the Good 76 When
we can remove from our nature all that has been added, all that is
foreign and corruptible (the 'garment of skins'), we will be able to
relocate om original nature and become what we were in the
beginning when we were created. 77 Therefore, it is the Plotinian
notion of the seruch for our original nature that becomes the focal
point of Gregory's attention in his quest for an understanding of
the nature of God The process of purification, of t'upa(pEcn,,
becomes the key to his solution to the problem of knowledge of
God, and it is employed in much the same way as it had been in
the Ennead\
The question we must ask is whether one will come to any
knowledge of God's essence when the process of restoration is
complete Here again we find Gregory pursuing a radical apophasis, fm he holds to his original principle that God's ou1ia cannot
be known, even by the restored soul, a theme which will later play
a prominent role in Eriugena's understanding of the process of
restoration What happens in the act of aphairem is that by
removing fiorn one's nature what is not natural, one becomes like
God, that is, one draws closer to the Beautiful and receives the
chruacteristics of the Good. 78 Yet because God can never be seen
in himself, his image is 'seen' in the 'min or of the soul': when the
purified soul becomes as a minor through which an image of the
Son is impressed upon it it is in this fashion able to comprehend
the inaccessible Gregory has recourse to the very Platonic image

. we pass our lives in ignorance of much, being ignorant first of
all of ourselves as men, and then of all things besides For who is
there who has arrived at a comprehension of his own soul ? 74

Gregmy's chief reason for asserting that the finite intellect cannot know itself is precisely the fact that it has been created in
God's image. In the treatise, De homim1 opijicio, he defines an
image as that which does not fail in any of the attributes which are
perceived in the archetype; since God's chief characteristic is
unknowability, the human mind must also be unknowable to
itself 75 At this point we might be justified in asking whether Gregory's conclusion is an example of a tight spot into which he has
backed himself in his desire to refute Eunomius, and yet I think it
is not, for Gregory's working out of a solution to this problem is
most Plotinian. It depends upon his concept of the original creation of human nature, who once had a share in the nature of the
Good, 'fashioned in the most exact likeness in the image of its
prototype', but through free-will, it became separated from the
n In wnt. 2. 63; see F10m Gl01y to G/01)', p 160
In ea! 7, 415-416.

73

76

Contra Eun II. 106 pp 257~258 (28-2); trans W Moore. Answer to
Eunomius '5ewnd Book, p 261 This idea had already appeared in Philo of
Alexandria; see Mut IO and SpeL i 263
7 5 De hom op(l XI, 3 and 4

77

7
4
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On the loss of the Good sec Dt 1 i1 ginitate. X. 288-291
Ibid XII. 297-302: see also Vita II 40; interestingly Gregory docs not adhere

to the distinction traditional among the Alexandrian fathers between ElKffiv
(supernatmal) and 6j..loirouu; (natural)
78
111 cant 2, 68 and 3 90
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of the light ot the sun blinding the eye when looked at directly, but
when viewed thwugh a mirror, the eye is able to gaze without
much distortion. 79

cal constitution of reality Yet we do not find Gregory resorting
to what is sometimes referred to as a kind of 'mystical atheism',
for he says, like Plotinus, that we should not give up hope on 'the
plea that he is too lofty and ineffable' 8' Yet wherein does this
hope lie? For the Christian philosopher we would suppose
d1at the reality of the incarnation could be the ultimate release
from the impossible position of affirming God's absolute
unknowableness
It is in this respect that we would expect to find that Gregory's
idea of God will reveal itself to be different from the Plotinian
idea of the One, but here again, the reader might be surprised at
Gregory's radical conclusions In his heroic refutation of the
Eunomian heresy (where we find a very clear exposition of Cappadocian ttinitarian theology), we cannot but be struck by Gregory's angry and sometimes violent reaction to the Eunomian
claims That itself brings into question the radical nature of Gregory's position- he was, after all deposed from his See in .376 by
Arian opponents. The basic question concerning revelation for the
follower of the negative way must be: what does the incarnation
tell us about the nature of God? Once again, Gregory asserts that
it tells us nothing of God's essence, it simply manifests his goodness. His understanding of the incarnation as atonement has
indeed a cosmic ring to it, much as it will have in the writings of
Pseudo-Dionysius and Eriugena 84 Gregory's understanding is that
the incarnation makes possible our restoration to our original
image The mediation of the Son effects the ultimate restoration
from death to life for humanity as a whole:

There is in you human beings, a desire to contemplate the true
good But when you hear that the Divine Majesty is exalted above
the heavens, that Its glory is inexpressible, Its beauty ineffable, and
Its nature inaccessible, do not despair of ever beholding what you
desire It is indeed within your reach; you have within yourselves
the standard by which to apprehend the divine 80

In this way Gregory focuses our attention upon the perfection of
an image which we will never achieve fully, for even as the most
petfect image, the soul cannot know the divine essence as it is in
itself 81 Therefore, sell-knowledge, for Gregory, would appear to
depend upon a rigorous practice of aphairnis, much as it had
done for Plotinus, for the divinity can be 'seen' only in the puri·
fied soul. 82 However, this concept is slightly confusing for the soul
cannot know its own essence What it does know is simply itself
as an image of the divine. It is in this way that Gregory 'solves'
the problem of the knowledge of God The human person is itself
an image of uncreated beauty

Incarnation and Negative Theology
We appear to have reached an impasse, for it is not simply the
huge gap that is conceived to exist between the finite and the
infinite which prevents the human intellect from attaining to a
knowledge of God's essence, but also the fact that its operation is
rendered invalid when it is confronted with the basic metaphysi79

In wnt 3; the mirror image is also found in Athanasius, see A Louth. The
Oligim of the C/11 i:.tian M)'5fica/ Twdition. p 79
~ 0 Inbwt 6, 1270C; trans H Graef, SaintGitJ?Ol) o.fN)\W IheLo1d sPrayer
I he Beatitudes, p 148
In wnt 3, 90
82 See A H. Aimstrong· s comments on this theme in
The Apprehension of
Divinity in the Self and Cosmos in Plot in us in Pfotinian and Clu i'>tian )tudies,
no XVlii
gJ

In the suffering of his human natme the Godhead
(joined) the
elements which had been thus parted, so as to give to all human
nature a beginning and an example which it should follow of the
resmrection from the dead 85

83 D{ lilg. X, 291; see F1om Glmy to Glm y, p. 106
84
See J Dani€1ou F10m Glo1} to Glor} introduction pp 16-17
85
Refutatio Confessionis Eunomii 179 p. 387 (17-22), Opew ii; tJans W
Moore. II 13 p 127 (Migne Cont1a Eun II) (adapted)
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However, it is in Gregory's ruminations on the mysteries Of trini..
tar ian theology that we find him affirming Basil's teaching that aU
the qualities predicated of the Father must also, of necessity, be
predicated of the Son and the Spirit 86 The consequences of this
idea are immediately clear: if the Father's primary characteristic is
unknowability, then the same must be true of the Son and the
Spirit In Gregory's eyes the pmpose of the incarnation was not in
order that the human intellect should thereafter be able to attain to
the knowledge of God's essence: he uses key texts fwm the New
Testament to support the view that it will come to the knowledge of
itself as the image of God. Fm although the Son had said, 'I am the
way', Gregmy still maintains that' the ways also that lead to the
knowledge of him are even until now untrodden and impassable'."
From this point of view, it would seem that Gregory's christology
is subordinate to his trinitarian theology, although this is not surprising in the light of the theological tumult of the fourth century. I
would suggest that it is Gregmy's underlying apophatic attitude
which leads him to a position whereby his stress upon the relativity
and unknowability of the tluee hypostases results in some loss of
their economic characteristics" While this is far from being
unorthodox, nevertheless, Gregory sometimes sacrifices certain
concepts which he might not have done had Eunomius not claimed
to be able to chaJacterize the essence of the Father.

speak about the divine nature. The theme of speaking about God is
a favourite of Gregory's and he retums to it again and again;
indeed his comments prefigure the great Dionysian treatise on the
subject Like all followers of the apophatic way, Gregory finds it
natural to assert the ineffable and unnameable nature of the divine
essence (his favom ite scriptural text is Phil 2: 9), and he would
have been familiar with the Philonic, Middle Platonic and earlier
Cluistian comments on this subject 89 Once again we find him
arguing to the unnameability of the divine essence from the perspective of the Eunomians who asserted that they could understand the Father's nature through the term 'ungenerate' The basic
premise upon which the idea of the unnameability of God depends
is, of course, the dogmatic assertion that God's eternal natme is
unknowable, for we cannot name that which we do not know Yet,
God is given many names in the Sacred Texts and it is there that
Gregory begins his discussion
Not all names in Scripture have a uniform signification (some
are applicable only to the Son) Some names signify God's
unspeakable glmy and his divine majesty, and others contain declarations of the operations of God in creation: uames like 'Lord',
'Shepherd', 'Bread' 90 However, even the names which signify
God more fully are 'man-made' names, conventional names, and
we find Gregory suggesting an immediate rejection of the outward
signification of these names and terms in favom of a more divine
interpretation 91 Typically down to earth with his examples and
illustrations, Gregory remarks that although some men give their
horses the names of meu, we do not think of the horse as a man,
and when Saul changes his name to Paul, we do not think that Saul
has changed (at least not in a physical sense) 92 The naming
process which came into force in time, cannot be applied to God
who exists outside of time, and, therefore, outside all form of lim-

Ihe Unnameable God
One further question I would like to raise concerning the incarnation is whether the Son's manifestation makes it possible to
R6

SeeR Mortky·s comments op cit pp 160-165. on Pseudo-Basil s argument
for the unity of the trinity in terms of incomprehensibility
7
H Cmma Eun III i. 107, pp 39-40 (28ff); trans W Moore III. S p 147; see
also Gregory· s comments In beat 6. where he examines the text 'Blessed are the
dean of heart for they shall see God - although the Word appears to promise
something which Gregory regards as impossible Gregory·s interpretation is that
man can 'see' God through his operations and also in himself as the image of God.
88 See V. Lossky. 'Apophasis and Trinitarian Theology' In the Image and Likene~s of God pp 13-29

89
See for example. Philo s treatise Sam i, 230; Cmma Eun. I. 217-225, III, i, 39 and 46-51; In cant. 2. 61 and 6. 181-182. and In ea! 7, 411-416
90
Refutatio. 365.
91
Confla Eun III. i, 46-51 lli, v, 178-184, and III vi 197
92
Cmma Eun III, v, 170 and 178-180
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itation; it must, then, always be used in a metaphorical
No name or term can indicate fully the incomprehensible essence
of God 91
like all negative theologians, Gregory asserts that although
some names and terms must be allowed of God - indeed we are
permitted to name the divine because of the variety of his dealings with us94 - these pertain solely to his operation; of his
essence we must not speak: '
anyone who attempts to portray
that ineffable Light in language is truly a lim -not because of any
abhorrence of the truth, but merely because of the infirmity of his
explanation' 95 According to Gregory, the attempt to express the
divine essence in words is a conscious offence to God 96 This
rather harsh judgement forcefully expresses Gregory's basic seep"
ticism regarding the inadequacy of all language. He mgues that
since we are forced to use human words about God, we must be
aware that these words surpass their normal meaning whell
applied to the divine essence It is, he says, the gulf between the
created and the uncreated which is the 'real measure of the sepa-.
ration of meanings' 97 In rejecting the 'univocal' predication of
any term, Gregory appems to assent to a kind of 'equivocal'
method of predication (to use Thomistic terms) The question we
must now ask is, can we make a complete separation of meaning?
Gregory explains as follows: we can speak of an earthly house
and a heavenly mansion, but the 'sameness', the univocal sense,
is solely extemal; these words have a human sound but possess a
divine meaning. 'So in almost all the other terms there is a simiR
larity of names between things human and things divine, revealing nevertheless underneath this sameness a wide difference of
meanings. ' 98

The radical sevemnce of any connective cognitive content in
terms of the divine essence once again displays the ferocity of
Gregory's reaction to the claims of Eunomius No names can refer
to the essence of God; they cm1, however, refer, although inadequately, to the operation of God and his dealings with human
nature 99 It is with Eunomius in mind that Gregory insists frequently that the name 'Father', is not an absolute term: it does not
refer to God's essence, rather, it denotes relationship 100 What all
terms used of God actually mean for Gregory is that through them
one can come to an understanding of what God is not. His argument is as follows: we use terms that are positive in meaning in
order to convey the idea of qualities in God (He is just), but we
also use negative terms in order to convey qualities that are not in
God (He is not unjust). Therefore, what we mean by terms such as,
passionless and impassible, is that God is not any of these things
Finally, what we mean by the term 'ungenerate', is that God is
'not generate'; it does not refer to what he is, but to what he is not
Negative terms which are applied to the divine natm e give no positive account of God's essence. 101 Names, therefore, for Giegory
me used of God because the 'nameless' has allowed himself to be
named; they do not represent his essence, but signify his operations.
In shot t, all expressions which me used of the divine natme me
inadequate and should be understood in the sense that they aie
simply a guide to the comprehension of what remains hidden
for as
Words me inadequate expressions of inadequate ideas: '
the hollow of one's hand is to the whole deep, so is all the power
of language in comparison with that Nature which is unspeakable
and unnameable' 102 No term can be applied literally to God
But if it were in any way possible by some other means to lay bare
the movements of thought, abandoning the formal instrumentality
of words, we should converse with one another more lucidly and

~·'

See Cont1a Eun II, 257 and III vi, 197
Refutatio 365 and Conti a Eun III. viii. 242.
Js De vi1g. X, p 290 (11-14); trans F10m Glmv to Glm} p 105; see also In
ccd 7 411-412.
96 !neal 7 410-411
9 7 Contra Eun I, 620 p 205 (8-10); trans W Moore. I 39 p 93
9R Contw Eun I. 622. 205 (19-22); trans W Moore I, 39 p 93; see also III, i,

94

46-47

9

~ Cont1a

100
101

102

Eun III, v. 183-IR4 and II 268

See especially Cmlfla Eun. I. IS Iff
See Cont1a Eun II 266-267.
Cont1a Eun III. v, 55, p ISO (10-12); trans W

Moore VII. 4. p 198
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can take hold of. neither place nor time, neither measure nor anything else; it does not allow our minds to approach. And thus the
soul, slipping at every point from that which cannot be grasped,
becomes dizzy and perplexed and returns once again to what is
connatural to it, content now to know merely this about the Transcendent, that it is completely different from the nature of the
things that the soul knows. 106

clearly I:vealing. by the mere action of though! the essential nature
of the thmgs which aJ e under consideJ ation. 105
_

Perhaps Gregmy is tired of the animosity between himself and
Eunomius, fm here V>e have a hint that it is the means of expression which separates the two warring parties What we do whert
we speak about God is described by Gregory in a most Plotinian
fashion: we move around the object of our search and announce it
as best we can 104 In the end, silence is recommended as the best
course of action (Proclus, the Pseudo-Dionysius and Eriugena will
come to the same conclusion)
Thus in speaking of God, when there is a question of his essence
then is the time to keep silcn( e When, however, it is a question of
his operation, a knowledge of which can come down even to us
that is the time to speak of his omnipotence by telling of his work~
and explaining his deeds, and to use words in this respect 105

I he Way of Unknowing

I have already mentioned the many thematic connections
between Plotinus and Gregory of Nyssa; as a further demonstration of the similarities between the two authors, I point to the following extracts, one from the Commentm y on Eu lesiaste5, Sermon 7 and the second from Ennead VI 9.
Imagine a sheer, steep crag . below, extending into eternity; on
top there is this lidge which looks over a projecting rim into a bottomless chasm Now imagine what a person would probably experience if he put his foot on the edge of this ridge which overlooks
the chasm and found no solid footing nor anything to hold on to.
This is what I think the soul experiences when it goes beyond its
footing in mateiial things, in its quest for that which has no dimension and which exists from all eternity F01 here there is nothing it
103
Contw Eun II. 392. pp. 340-341 (28-4); trans W Mome. An111t1 p 289; see
also Contra F-w1 III. vi, 197
104
Confla Eun ll. 393-394.
105
In (U/ 7, p 415 (17-22) Opua V, ed J McDonough and P. Alexander
(1962): trans From Gfm v to G/01 )' p 129
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The soul or mind reaching towards the formless finds itself incompetent to grasp where nothing bounds it or to take impression
where the impinging reality is diffuse; in sheer dread of holding to
nothingness, it slips away. The state is painful; often it seeks relief
by retreating from all this vagueness to the region of sense, there
to rest as on solid ground. 107

The thematic similarity of these two texts not only represents
part of the case for a Plotinian influence on Gregory, but is also a
clear exposition of a form of negative theology which is not simply content with making negative statements about the divine
nature Although the soul has slipped back to what it knows, it
now knows that knowing God consists in not knowing God; as
Plotinus says, our way takes us beyond knowing lOR
Gregory, unlike Plotinus, who can be called 'a mystic of light',
explains the ascent of the soul as the continual practice of aphai1 e<is, as a journey from light, through cloud, to darkness. For this
ascent he uses Moses as the prototype (as Philo of Alexandria had
done), and relies heavily on the search of the bride for her beloved
in the Canticle rog He describes the three stages of the journey of
the soul as a movement from light, which is the knowledge of created effects, through cloud, which involves the removal of foreign
matter so that God can be known in the 'mirrm of the soul', and
finally to the darkness of union with God, whereby the transcendent is 'known' through not knowing. It is the final stage of
the journey which is oi. most interest to the negative theologian
Both J Danielou and V Lossky have noted that Gregory uses the
106

107
10

In ad 7. 413-414 (5··13, 1-9); trans F10111 Glmy to G!mv p 127-128
VI 9 3 (4-9); trans S MacKenna P!otinu<,· !'In Ennead> p 616

~ VI 9. 4 (3-4): KatU Jru.poucriav EmcrTi))lll~ Kp.siTTOVa

109

Vita II, 86-87, In wnt 10, 311-314. and 11 315 and 322
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symbol of darkness in two senses, the one objective and the other
subjective: it denotes both the incapacity of the intellect to
prehend God and God's unknowable nature in itself 110 However
Gregory's portrayal of the spiritual darkness in which the so~
finds itself in its attempt to know God, is a darkness which does
not have a negative meaning It is, rather, a 'luminous darkness
for the soul has entered into the place where God himself is, th~
'secret chamber of divine knowledge'. 111 Yet, the knowledge
obtained in this darkness is simply the knowledge that God cannot
be known It is in the Life of Moses that Gregory develops this
idea most fully: 'this is the true knowledge of what is sought; this
is the seeing that consists in not seeing, because that which is
sought transcends all knowledge, being separated on all sides by
incomprehensibility as by a kind of darkness' 112 Gregory's
expression of unity, of being in the same place with God, as an
expe1 ience of divine presence, is anothei concept which is found
in the Enneads: Plotinus describes the final experience of unity in
terms of presence, not in tenus of knowledge 113 For Gregory, the
presence of God is experienced, his essence is never seen
This kind of experience of God, which is usually associated
with the Mystical Theology of Pseudo-Dionysius, is representative
of a seeing and a knowing which can no longer be said to confonn
to the normal operations of the dimensional cognitive faculty: the
'vision' of God is dn:cptK&I~un:tor;:: a vision which no longer
operates through the 'veil' of existing things 111 The bride in the
1

110
See V Lossky, 'Darkness and Light in the Knowledge of God, In I he Image
and Likent\\ of God p 32. and J Danielou. Platonisme et tlu!ofogit my5tique:
Dani€1ou structures this volume according to Gregory's conception of the ascellt
from light through cloud to darkness: se-e especially pp. 209-210 on the two~fold
meaning of the theme of darkness See also A Louth. I lu OJrgh11 of tlu Christran M}\"tiwl Tiadition. pp 80-97
111
In callf IL 321 F10m GlOJ} to G!my. p 247; sec: also Vita II. 86-87 anP.ln
wnt 6. 181-182
112
Vlfa II. p 87 (6-9); trans A J Malhe1be and E Ferguson. 164. p. 95 In Philo
of Alexandria we find that the end of the search fm God consists in knowing that
he cannot be known, see Pmt 15-16. Fuga 165 and Sptc i. 36
Ill VI 6, 6; VI 7 34; VI 9. 4. and VI 9. 7 and 8.
11
~ See Dt 111\ st !he of. I 3 and In cant 12. 369-370
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canticle has her veil taken away by the keepers of the city so that
she knows that what she seeks can be understood only in the very
inability to comprehend the divine essence. 115 'But I am suddenly
introduced into the realm of the invisible, surrounded by the divine
darkness, searching for him who is hidden in the dark cloud' 116
The process of aplrairesis, then, applies not only to the moral
realm but also to the intellectual realm, for Gregory notes that
intelligible atttibutes are a hindrance to those seeking 'knowledge'
of God; all things that can be contemplated by reason or sense are
left behind in the search fm the incomprehensible 117 The pmification of one's God-concepts, according to Gregmy, begins in Plotinian terms with the injunction: aplrele panta 118 At this point it
would seem that Gregory is suggesting that this 'knowledge' of
God is not any longer dependent upon divine economy, and for
this reason the 'knowledge' obtained has no perceptible cognitive
content This is indeed the radical conclusion of negative theology
when taken to its limits: something 'positive' is disce1nible in the
experience and yet nothing further can be said of it since words
pertain only to divine operation in the world
It is precisely because the foot has slipped over the edge of the
cliff that it cannot be spoken of- there are few who have stepped
from a great height in such a way and are able to tell of the experience! Yet, for Gregory the end of the quest is not rest in 'luminous darkness', for God's infinity can never be circumsciibed,
even by the resunected soul: there is always something more to
find, something more to spur the soul on in its unending search. 119
The First Good is in its nature infinite, and so it follows of necessity that the pa1 ticipation in the enjoyment of it will be infinite
also, fm mme is always being grasped, and yet something beyond
that which has been gJasped will always be discovered, and this

11
'
110

In cant 6
Ibid See F10m G!my to G!my p 201
117
In Lant. 6
liS v 3, 17
119
Funher comments on Gregory s understanding of
Danitlou, P!atonimit. pp .109-333

ej)(?Lfasis

can be found in T
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search will never overtake its Object, because its fund is as inexhaustible as the gwwth of that which pa1 ticipates in it is ceaseless J2o

Accordingly, the soul does not reach a state of 'rest', a state of
perfection, for ultimately, the 'vision' of God consists in never
being satisfied in the desire to see him 121 Therefore, although the
soul is able to grasp something of the divine nature, Gregory is
careful to protect always the inviolate, unknowable nature of the
divine essence: since God is infinite, the quest must also be infinite - the bride will discover more and more of the incomprehensible through all eternity In the end, although the darkness in
which God hides is a 'luminous darkness', it is unknowable and
inaccessible to the c1eated intellect; it remains always 'inaccessible light' 122 The light/dark imagery used by Gregory as descriptive of the ultimate state of the resurrected soul, is wholly scriptural in origin and it is precisely his use of scriptural texts which
marks the differences between Gregory's understanding of the
state of union and the understanding of Plotinus Philo had commented on the journey of Moses up the dark mountain of the deus
absconditus and it is this form of exegesis that Gregory appropriates and develops In contrast, we take note of the fact that the Plotinian and Proclean expressions of unity with the supreme are
always described in terms of light and vision
What we have found, in our examination of Gregory's negative
theological approach is a very forceful expression of divine transcendence and the constant proclamation of infinity over and
against finitude . His is a vivid portrayal of the uncomfortable
experience of the gap which exists between the human and the
divine, the created and the uncreated Gregory's constant reminder
to the created, finite intellect is that it can never attain to a cornM
120

ComwLun.I. 291. p . 112(15-20); tlans W Moore. 1,22,p 62; seealso/11

wnt 6 179-181 and 11,320-321.
121

Vita II, 239; see also Philo's Spu i, 36
m The theme of 'inaccessible light (I Tim 6: 16) is the subject of Contra Eun.
III, x (Migne XII)
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plete knowledge of its creator Yet, it is precisely finitude which
constitutes the quest for the infinite God as a return to the divine
nature Gregory relentlessly thrusts human nature forward into the
realm of infinity wherein we are constantly forced to reaffirm our
own finitude. At the same time, we are always being reconstituted
in our finitude, becoming more and more a better image of the
infinite itself
It should be clear that Gregory does not use the principles of
negation in any systematic fashion as Eriugena was to do in the
Pe1 iphy~eon; his is a more Plotinian, more aphairetic form of negative theology The fact that Gregory does not use the via negativa
in the 'sense of a way or a technique to be systematically pursued', 123 does not mean that his is not a truly apophatic theology
Even though a systematic form of negation is not evident in his
writings (we do not find him advocating negation and super-affirmation, or the negation of the negation), nevertheless, the negative
theology to be found there is indeed radical, for the distinction
between energeiai and ou~ia makes it possible for Gregory to
develop the Philonic notion that even the restmed soul will never
experience fully the ousw of the God who is absolutely and eternally ineffable, unnameable and unknowable. It was, I believe, this
Cappadocian understanding of never 'seeing' or experiencing fully
the essence of God, which was adopted and developed by the
Pseudo-Dionysius whereby it influenced Eriugena In this sense,
Gregory's negative theology is much more thorough than that of
Eunomius who declared knowledge of God's essence and thereby
compromised the principle of divine unknowability
I return now to the question I raised at the beginning of this discussion: is Gregory's utiJization of the principles of apophasis a
development of the Philonic themes developed by the earlier
Fathers through the mediation of Middle Platonism, or is it a more
m SeeR Mortley op Lit pp 177-178 and 191; Mortley's criterion for determining the tia negatha appears to be quite Neoplatonic and indeed technical in
character: 'there is no recognition of the unveiling power of the negative' (p
189) Accmding to Mort!ey Greg01y's use of negation is, therefore. tantamount to
saying nothing
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Plotinian form of negative theology? I must admit that this question cannot be answered satisfactorily, or conclusively. Even
though the Plotinian themes so obviously present in Gregory's
work make a strong case in favour of a Plotinian influence, there
is little in Gregory that could not have been developed from his
reading of Philo of Alexandria, the em lier Christian Fathers, the
Middle Platonists and his fellow Cappadocians Although it is true
that Gregory's employment of the principles of negative theology
is closer to the Plotinian understanding than any other expression
of negative theology in the fourth century, yet in one sense, it goes
much further, for it is developed as theological reflection upon the
central message of the New I estament I he difficulties which
Gregory was forced to resolve were not a central issue for Plotinus Whatever his guiding force in the development of a radical
negative theology, it seems most likely that it was Gregory's
understanding of apophasis which was to be adopted, at least in
part, by the Pseudo-Dionysius one century later Although the
Areopagite is credited with the transformation of Proclean
apophasis, I believe that the Cappadocian influence on his thought
was extremely important, especially in the De mystica theologia.
The chief characteristic of Gregory's inventiveness in the Iealrn
of negative theology is that he is able to push the finite further and
further away from its own limitations without compromising the
fundamental notion that God is, and will always remain, unknowable Had the heretic Eunomius not had the audacity to claim a
knowledge of God's essence and had Gregory not been forced to
defend divine unknowability from every possible angle and vantage point, then we would have been unable to appreciate that
even a radical form of negative theology can retain a prominent
position within a fmmative source of the philosophical and theological tradition of Eastern Christianity

CHAPTER NINE

SAINI AUGUSTINE: A NEGATIVE THEOLOGY'.?

Saint Augustine's recollection of his boyhood reluctance to
lemn Greek, 'driven witb threats and savage punishments', left
him with a certain distaste for it which evidently stayed with him
throughout his life 1 I he simple statement he makes in the Confessions leads the reader to wonder what direction his thought might
have taken if he had read the Enneads of Plotinus in the Greek
original, and not simply the selective translation of Mmius Victorious, especially with regard to the mme apophatic elements in Plotinian thought Nevertheless, Augustine presents an interesting
case for the probings of the student of apophasis, not simply
because he represents one of the most fOrmative influences upon
the philosophical and theological speculations of Western thought
but also because he was developing his own speculative thought at
a point when apopham had not as yet made its definitive entry
into Christian theology, which it was to do through the writings of
the Pseudo-Dionysius Although by 386-390 Augustine was
closely acquainted with the Neoplatonism of Plotinus and Porphyry, both at first hand and through the varying influences of
Ambrose, Marius Victorinus and Simplicianus, 2 his own writings
do not immediately confront the reader with an explicitly developed negative theology. Despite that, the predominantly kataphatic
thrust of Augustine's thought conceals a strongly and fundmnentally apophatic thrust, one which, I believe, is at the foundation of
Cm~f I. 13
For an update on the various arguments concerning which books of the Platon··
ists Augustine had read seeP F Beatrice 'Qumdam Platonic mum Li!Jim The
Platonic Reading of Augustine in Milan' Vir:;iliae Clui1·tianae. 43 (1989), pp
248-281
1

2
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his whole philosophical/theological speculation Thus, even though
we do not normally regard Augustine as an exponent of the negative way, the main principles of apophasis should be thought of as
a formative influence upon his thought I hope to demonstrate that
in Augustine's case, the notions of ineffability and unknowability
are crucial to the development of his thought
However, it should be clear from the outset that Augustine does
not employ the methodology of negation as a systematic process
of abstraction or denial; in any case, the systematic use of negation did not become explicit in theological discourse until Proclus:
even in Augustine's Eastern contemporru:y, Gregory of Nyssa, in
whose writings we have found a most radical form of apophasis,
the principles of negation are not systematized. Having said that,
there is a number of passages in Augustine's writings in which he
comes close to an explicit use of negation as a way of approaching
divine reality. What distinguishes Augustine (and other more predominantly 'kataphatic' thinkers) from Proclus, Gregory of Nyssa,
Pseudo-Dionysius and Eriugena, among others, is his response to
the primary assertion of the ineffability and unknowability of God.
Where the apophatic theologian will have recourse to the via negativa as a means of approaching transcendent Ieality, Augustine
chooses another way, the via amo1 is I will discuss the main direction of this path below
There are, I believe, two fundan1ental ideas in the thought of
Augustine which together determine his attitude towards divine
1eality The first of these is his Platonically-based understanding
of God as the fullness of being. His reliance on the Exodus text
(3: 14) is evident throughout his writings, and has, in general,
been the main reason for counting him among the Platonists
rather than the Neoplatonists (although I will later point to some
texts where Augustine declares that God's 'I am' is beyond
human understanding, a position Meiste1 Eckhmt will adopt
almost one thousand years later) Augustine's reliance on the
Exodus text obviously precludes him f10m p10pounding an
apophatic ontology, for it demonstrates his refusal to subordinate
being to One, ontology to henology; it does not, on the other

hand entitle us to conclude that his understanding of the 'I am' of
the Old Testament text is precisely conflated with the Platonic
understanding of Being 3
The second theme in Augustine's thought which determines his
more kataphatic outlook is perhaps the most fundamental chmacteristic of his thought and is based upon his understanding of the
role of faith, hope and love Augustine was a man whose life was
motivated by the hope of fulfilment in eternity: the night of this
world, wherein one is guided by love and faith in the unseen God
(2 Cor. 5: 6-7) will be turned into day when faith will be 1ewarded
by knowledge- the vision of God 'face to face' (1 Cor . 13: 12)
Leaving aside the problems generated by Augustine's use of this
Pauline text in later philosophical speculation, it is, I believe,
demonstrative of his fundamental belief that in this present life the
human intellect does not know God directly as he is in himself, but
rather through his works (Rom 1 :20) These three Pauline texts,
which could be regarded conjointly as a fran1ework for the understanding of Augustinian theology, me elaborated by him in a fashion which is ve1y close to the basic principles of negative theology. For Augustine, knowledge of God as he is in himself is
impossible In this world, knowledge of God is a secondruy
knowledge which is derived from an understanding God's works
This idea is very close to the Cappadocian thematic that while
God's essence is unknowable, his energies are indeed in some
sense knowable. What then me the main arguments fm claiming
that apophatic principles exist at the hemt of Augustine's
thought? 4

3

Although V Lossky amply demonstrates the Augustinian thematic that God's
being is unknowable to the human mind. he speaks only of the 'modest elements'
of negative theology present in Augustine's thought; Lossky's guiding principle
here is that the God of apopha~is is the God above being; see 'Les elements de
"Th€ologie negative" dans Ia pensCe de saint Augustin'
4
John Heiser 'Saint Augustine and Negative Theology" claims that there are six
passages in Augustine s writings where he gives more than a passing attention to
negative theology; the point I make throughout this chapteJ is that an apophatic
attitude is in reality the foundation stone of Augustine· s thought
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Problems of Language: Ihe Ineffahle God

later. Both writers recommend silence as a resolution of the 'problem', (as indeed do most followers of the negative way), although
Eriugena adopts what he considers to be the only valid alternative
to silence, namely, the two methods of theology: the apophatic
and the kataphatic 8 However, the fact that Augustine recommends
silence is not indicative of a decision to 'overlook the problem',
but is rather, an indication of his very precise understanding of the
problem in hand 9 The last line of the text quoted is, I think, the
key to an understanding of Augustine's thought: the ineffable
nature of God should indeed be left unspoken; and yet like all followers of the negative way, Augustine notes that human nature
must have some words to speak the unspeakable This is the
apparently contradictory observation that is found at the hemt of
all negative theology. 10 Augustine's continual use of the term
'ineffable' is a constant reminder that while nothing worthy can be
said of the divine nature, nevertheless, words are a necessaty
pointer in the right direction The relationship of this passage to
the extended discussion of semiotics in Book II of this work is
problematic, for there Augustine focuses his attention upon the
meaning attached to linguistic signs as the most important of all
semiotic systems He argues the point that meaning is conventional, not natural (01, as the later Neoplatonists would say, kata
plry1in) Having endorsed a positive view of language, it would
appear that the linguistic class of signs cannot function pr ope!ly in
relation to transcendent reality
Although the passage in De doctrina clrri11iana states the contradiction involved in speaking that which is essentially unspeakable, it is in De trinitate that the full force of Augustine's scepticism regm ding the adequacy of language comes to the fore I ime
and time again, he reminds the reader that he is attempting to
express in a most inadequate fashion something which almost

Augustine, like all followers of the negative way, frequently
laments the inadequacy of language to express the ineffable,
divine nature: whatever we can say of God is not worthy of him;s
whatever we have the power of saying about God is from beneath
him 6 Indeed, we find Augustine emphasizing the ineffability of
God in much the same manner and to the same extent that Plotinus
had stressed the ineffability of the One In one remarkable passage
in De doctrina du istiana, Augustine confronts head on the problem of divine ineffability:
Have we spoken or announced anything worthy of God? Rather I
feel that I have done nothing but wish to speak: if I have spoken,
I have not said what I wished to say Whence do I know this, it
would not be said And for this reason God should not be said to
be ineffable, for when this is said something is said And a contradiction in terms is created, since if that is ineffable which camiot
be spoken, then that is not ineffable which can be called ineffable.
This contradiction is to be passed over in silence rather than
resolved vet bally FOJ God, although nothing worthy may be spoken of him, has accepted the tribute of the human voice and
wished us to take joy in praising him with our wmds 7

In this passage Augustine raises the problem of divine ineffability
in much the same fashion as Et iugena was to do fOm centuries
5
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Conf. I, 4; see also De lib. mb III, 13, In ps. 99 (5-6) and In loft cvang. XIII,
5: I wish to acknowledge the assistance of M Paul Iombcm (Cctcdoc) of the
Universite Catholiquc de Louvain for assistance in tracing the references to the
tenn 'ineffable· in the Augustinian WI p1H
6
In Epi'it loh. IV., 6
7 Diximusne aliquid et sonuimus aliquid dignum deo 1 Immo uero nihil me aliud
quam dicere voluisse sentio; si autem dixi non hoc est quod dicere uolui.. Hoc
undc scio, nisi quia deus ineffabilis est? quod autem a me dictum est si ineffabile
esset dictum non esset Ac per hoc ne ineffabilis quidem dicendus est deus, quia
et hoc cum dicitu1. aliquid dicitur et fit nescio qua pugna ucrborum quoniam si
illud est ineffabile quod dici non potest, non est ineffabile. quod uel ineffabile
dici potest. Quae pugna uerbm um silentio cauenda potius quam uoce pacanda est.
Et tamen deus. cum de illo nihil digne dici possit, admisit humanae uocis obsequium, et ue1bis nostlis in laude sua gaudere nos uoluit: I. 6; C. C vol. XXXII,
Opew., part IV. I. ed J Martin (Tumhout. 1962); trans D W. Robertson, On
ChriJtian Do(fline. p 11

Pe1 iph; ~con, 458A and 456A
R Mort1ey, F1om Word to Silence 11, pp 219-220 suggests that Augustine does
not unde1stand how silence works: 'his rhetorical soul was not quite capable of
the great leap into silence of the Greek metaphysicians'
w ~ugustine expresses the same sentiment in De flin VIII, 2 (3)

8

9
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completely defies linguistic confines. His reticence when expounding trinitmian theology can be seen on almost every page of that
work: 'for the nature itself, or the substance, or the essence, or by
whatever other name the thing itself that God is, whatever it is,
should be called, cannot be seen corporeally ' 11 Even at the end of
his great theological excursion into the ineffable realms of trinitarian exegesis, Augustine again admits the poverty of his thought
and the attempt to express that thought

his wisdom and his wisdom is his essence, due to the simplicity of
the divine nature. 15 Even the revelations of God in Exodus are not
to be understood as Jevelations of the substance of God, but only
as revelations of his presence: the visible form of the invisible
God who showed himself in the Old I estament cannot be identical
with God as God is in himself 16
In fact, to say anything at all about God is not to say m1ything
properly but by means of similitudes, using metaphorical speech. 17
In one illuminating passage from his Commentmy on the Gmpei of
John, Augustine makes the following point: God cannot be understood in literal terms as 'bread', 'fOuntain', 'light', and so on, but in
some sense he can be said to be these visible, sepmate things; all
things can be said of him because he is all things (bread to the hungry, watei to the thirsty and light to those in dmkness); although in
the strictest sense nothing can be said worthily of his ineffable
majesty. 18 Although Augustine does not emphasize the negative
attributes of the divine nature in the same manner as Dionysius and
Eriugena were to do, nevertheless, we find abundant references to
the transcendence of God couched in negative teims: God is
unchangeable and has no human attributes; he cannot be thought of
in terms of time 01 place; he cannot be numbered nm measured; he
is uncontained, immutable and has no contrary

I have said nothing worthy of the ineffability of that highest trinity
among all these many things I have already said, but confess rather
that its sublime knowledge has been too great for me. and that I am
unable to reach it. 11

Although we do not find Augustine working out a systematic
means of speaking about the transcendent God in the way that
later Christian writers influenced by Neoplatonism were to do,
there is a number of passages in his writings where Augustine
comments on the 'attributes' of God as they are presented in scriptmal texts, just as the Pseudo-Dionysius after him was to do. References to God's emotions and feelings are, says Augustine, borrowed from moral discourses on human affections; 13 the qualities
we affirm of the divine nature are not present in God in the same
fashion as they me present in created nature. Even if we know that
God is good and that he made all things good, we still do not know
what kind of good God is 14 One further interesting observation
made by Augustine is that although we use many words of God
(good, great, blessed and so on), all these things me not different
qualities in the divine nature, because of course his knowledge is

Problems of Thought: The Unknowable God
For Augustine, the inadequacy of language always points back
from itself to the thought which is seeking expression, and the
15

11

De trin II 18 (35); all tmnslations of De flinitatc are from S McKenna, The
fl inity p 92; sec also De fl in V 9 (1 0) and De u\ Dei X 23
12

Verum inter haec quae multa iam dixi et nihil illius summae trinitatis ineffabil-

itate dignum me dixissc audeo profiteri. sed confitcri potius mirificatam scientiam
eius ex me inualuisse nee potuisse me ad illam: De trill. XV 27 (50); C C vol.
La, ed W J Mountain Opua part XVI, 2 (Turnhout 1968); trans S McKenna,
p 521
13 In p5 118 (50).
14
In p~ 134 (3-4)

SeeD£ (lin VI. 7 (8) VII. 5 (10) and XV. 13 (22)
De ch Dti X, 13
17
De trin V, 8 (9).
18
In loh £\'0/Jf!.. XIII 5; .J Heiser (op cit p 176) points to fom passages in
Augustine· s writings where he deals with the way the att1ibutes' of God are spoken of in Scripture; the most important of these texts is Contra Adimantum III 11
where Augustine says that sometimes Scripture uses words of God which are
regarded as pointing to defects in man in order to show that no words at all even
the most exalted tem1s, are worthy of God a theme which is developed by Gregory of Nyssa and the Pseudo-Dionysius
16
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thought points back in its turn to the reality which is thought Insofar as language cannot express the thought, in that same measure
the reality of the divine nature cannot worthily be thought The
uttered sound is not the same as the thought which it attempts to
make audible; 19 therefore, speech about God is, in fact, at a third
remove from the reality it seeks to express: 'What I cannot utter,
do you reflect on; and when you have reflected, it will not be
enough What no man's tongue utters, does any man's thought
utteJ? ' 20

In a formula which Augustine repeats (and Eriugena will
adopt), whatever we think of God is truer than what can be said;
but God's own being is truer still than what can be thought 21
Although Augustine's statements of the ineffability of the divine
nature are a forceful reminder of the inadequacy of language, his
observation that thought cannot worthily think the reality is a constant proclamation of the distance between the thinker and God. 22
It is in this spirit that Augustine begins his theological treatise on
the Trinity:
From now on I begin to speak of subjects which are altogether
above the powe1s of any man, or at least of myself, to express in
words as they are conceived in the mind; even our thinking itself,
when we reflect on God the trinity, is conscious of the distance
bel:ween itself and him of whom it is thinking; it is unable to com~
prehend him as he is 23
Dt u\ Dr'i. X 13
Quod sonare non possum tu cogita; et cum cogitaueris. parum est Quod cogitatio nullius explicat lingua alicuius explicat?: In ps 95 (4); C C vol 39, ed.
D E Dekkcrs and J f1aipont. Opua. part X 2 (Tumhout. 1956); tians. p 471.
The translations from the Enanatione5 in pm!mos have been adapted from A.
Cleveland Coxe, Expositions on tlu Book of P.w!Jm which follows the Hebrew
numeration for the Psalms; lam following the LXX numemtion
21
Quamobrem ut iam etiam de his quae nee dicuntur ut cogitantur nee cogitantur
ut sunt respondere incipiamus fidei nostme aduersariis: D£ t1 in V. 3 (4) and Vll,
4 (7)
22 Dcflin V 1 (1)
21
Hinc iam exordiens ea dicere quae dici ut cogitantur uel ab homine aliquo uel
certe a nobis non omni modo possunt. quamuis et ipsa nostra cogitatio cum de deo
trinitate cogitamus lange se illi de quo cogitat imparem sentiat ncque ut est eum
capiat: De flin V 1 (1); Ope1a, part XVI 1 (Turnhout, 1968); trans S.
McKenna. p 175; see also Sumon 384 (1)
19
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The idea of the unknowability of the divine nature is not one
which is immediately associated with the thought of Augustine;
yet it is, l believe, an idea which lies at the very heart of his theological speculation, for Augustine frequently proclaims that
God transcends our intellectual ability: not only are we unable to
comprehend God as he is, 24 neither can we comprehend the powers of God 25 Although Augustine does not respond to the principle of divine unknowability by working out a systematic means
of approaching the incomprehensible God in terms of aphailesis,
his insistence upon the idea of unknowability is couched in terms
which could well be found in the writings of some of the more
obviously apophatic theologians. Even though Augustine is normally regarded as a philosopher of 'being', there is a number of
passages in the Augustinian co1pus in which he says that it is
precisely because God is understood as the fullness of being that
he is unknowable: the eternity and immutability of God cannot
be known by a finite and mutable mind 'Behold this great I
Am! What is man's being to this?
Who can understand that
Io Be?' 26 It is interesting to note at this point that although
Augustine understands God's being as absolutely transcendent
being, he does not adopt the more explicitly Plotinian thinking of
Victorinus, where God is understood as !lll Ov because he is
np6ov
24

27

In pl 49 (18), 98 (3), 1.34 (2, 3 4); De: trin II. 18 (34) and De civ Dei X 12
See In ps 146 (9-11) It is interesting to note that Augustine, like Gregor~ of
Nys.sa, frequently couple_s the assertion of God's unknowability with the proclamatJOn that the human mtellect cannot know itself: Nam quo intellectu homo
d~um capit qui ipsum intellectum suum quo eum uult capere nondum capit? De
tun V, 1 (2); sec also XV 7 (13), In p1 39 (21) and 99 (5); this sentiment is also
found in Grcgmy of Nyssa; see De hom opif. XI, 2
26
Magnum e.cce Est, ~ag1~um Est! Ad hoc homo quid est} Ad illud tam magnum
Est. homo qwd est. qmdqmd est? Quis apprehendat illud esse? In ps 101, ii (10);
trans P 502; see also 121 (5) and In Epist loh IV., 5; in Pmisian Que\tions I
Eckh~rt s notion o~ the ineffability and unknowability of God depends upon his
as~e1t10n that God IS tHe abso!urum the fullness of being which is no particulm
bemg (em); see also the vernacular sennon. Qua~i 1·tel!a matutina
27
l~ffe1 to Candidus II, 11; see also E Gilson's remarks in Hi~t01y of Philo.wphy 111 the M1dd!e Ages pp 68-70 and V Lossky's comments. op cit pp 579580
25
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Not Knowing God: I he Via Remotionis

In the second text taken fwm De tJJnitate, Augustine commends
his readers to think of God, in so far as we are able to think of
him, as follows:

I have already noted that there exists a number of passages in
Augustine's writings which bear remarkable similarity with the
aphairetic method of negative theology, passages in which he
would appear to make explicit use of the via 1 emotioni ~ in order
to arrive at a more correct understanding of the divine nature.
One of the great themes of Christian negative theology is that
God is better known by knowing what he is not, and Augustine
makes use of this idea in at least four impm tant passages. I mention first two related passages from De tnnitate; the first of
these texts is one which could well have come from the
Enneads. Augustine lauds the goodness of creation and then
says: 'but why should I add still more? This good and that
good; take away this and that, and see the good itself if you
can' 28
If it were possible to put aside those goods which are good by a
participation in the good, and to see the good itself in which they
are good by participation - fCn when you hear of this or that good,
you also understand the good itself at the same time- if, therefore,
I repeat, you could put these goods aside and perceive the good in
itself, you would see God 29

This is, I believe, the closest Augustine comes to an expression
of the aphairetic method of Plotinus, although he does not
elaborate the point. However, that method is, I think, given
expression in Augustine's description of what he and Monica
experienced in the garden at Ostia: to silence the tumult of
the flesh and the images of earth, sea, air and the heavens,
whereby through silencing all the wmks of God, including
the self, one would be able to 'hear' the voice of God himse!f30

<g

De t1 in VIII, 3 (4); see also Enn V 5 6; V 5 13 and V 6. 6

29
3

Dt flin. VIII 3 (5); trans p 249

° Conf IX, 10

as good without quality, as great without quantity, as the creatOJ
who lacks nothing. who rules but from no position, and who con·tains all things without an external form, as being whole everywhere without limitation of space, as eternal without time, as making mutable things without any change in himself, and as a being
without passion Whoever so thinks of God, even though he does
not yet discover all that can be known about him, nevertheless, by
his pious frame of mind avoids, as far as possible, the danger of
thinking anything about him which he is not 31

In this passage, which is one of the most developed dialectical
passages of its kind in Augustine's writings, we find him confronting his reader with a most forceful denial of the applicability
of the ten Aristotelian categories to God Although Augustine
denies that the categories can be applied to the divine nature, nevertheless, the reader is left with a positive thought: God is good,
even though we do not know what good without quality means
This is precisely the nature of dialectical thought when applied to
God in terms of negative and positive theology, and it reflects the
dialectical natm e of the truth of revelation itself This kind of juxtaposition, which was to be utilized more extensively by Eriugena,
is not immediately characteristic of Augustine's thought in general, although we do find numewus isolated instances of it
throughout his writings: God is the uncreated creator, the unmeasured measure and the unformed form; he is everywhere and
nowhere, unmoved and yet active, the uncontained container and
the unnumberable number; he is hidden and revealed, both knowable and unknowable, most hidden yet most present In one memorable dialectical passage in the Confemons Augustine demon1
'
sine qualitate bonum. sine quantitate magnum sine indigcntia creatorem. sine
situ praesentem. sine habitu omnia continentem. .\inc low ubique tatum, sine tempore sempiternum. sir:.e ulla sui mutatione mutabilia facientem nihilque patientem
Quisquis deum ita cogitat etsi nondum potest omni modo inuenire quid sit pie
tamen cauet quantum potest aliquid de illo sentire quod non sit: De f1 in V, 1 (2);
trans S. McKenna, p 176; see also Conf X 6
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strates most persuasively that nothing in God is according to the
human means of pe1celving it. 32
I come now to the discussion of a number of texts in the Augustinian co1pu5 where we find him giving expression to the notion
that God is better known by knowing what he is not The first text
is perhaps the most frequently-quoted text in favour of Augustine's adoption of the principles of negative theology and it is
taken from his early and pwgrarnmatic work, De or dine If we do
not know what nothing or unformed matter is, what the informed
and lifeless is, what a body or what is lifeless in the body; what is
place, what is time; what is in place or in time; what is motion or
stable motion; what is eternity, what it is to be neither in place nor
nowhere, what it is to be beyond time and always, what it is to be
nowhere and nowhere not to be, and never to be and never not to
be; and if one is ignorant of these matters and yet wishes to invesquisquis ergo ista nesciens, non dico de
tigate and dispute: '
summa illo deo, qui scitur melius nesciendo, sed de anima ipsa sua
quaerere ac disputare uoluerit, tantum errabit quantum enari plurimum potest' 33
The juxtaposition of the concept of place and what it is to be neither in place nor nowhere, and between the concepts of time and
eternity, can, T believe, only with difficulty be applied to a dialectical understanding of the roles of positive and negative theology,
The phrase of most interest here (God is better known by not
knowing) has an almost Shakespearian quality of aside, and, unfortunately, Augustine does not elaborate upon it However, there are
three further texts where Augustine does elaborate much more pre-

cisely on the 'not knowing' of the divine nature. The first of these
is taken from his Commentary on Psalm 85 'Deus ineffabilis est;
facilius dicimus quid non sit, quam quid sit:' think of the earth or
the sea: these are not God; think of all the things which are on the
earth or in the sea; whatever shines in the heavens, the heavens
itself: none of these things are God- not even the angels, virtues,
powers, archangels, thrones, seats, principalities 'Et quid est? Hoc
solum potui dicere, quid non sit ' 14 The inner movement of the
mind suggested here by Augustine, as well as in the two texts to
follow, is, as always, ab inferiorihus ad superiora, a movement,
characteristic of his thought: from earth and sea to sky and finally
to the heavens, God is nothing that the mind can comprehend
In the second text I wish to mention, which is taken from his
Commentmy on the Gospel of John, Augustine notes that it is not
a small matter to know what God is not; and although he does not
suggest the way of unknowing as a systematic means of approaching the transcendence of the divine nature, the main focus of his
thought is nonetheless clear 'Nuncsi non potestis comprehendeie
quid sit deus, uel hoc comprehendite quid non sit deus; multum
profeceiitis, si non aliud quam est, de deo senseritis. Nondum
pates peruenire ad quid sit, perueni ad quid non sit ' The text continues: God is not a body, or the earth, or the heaven, or the moon,
or sun m stars - nm any of these corporeal things, nm even heavenly things If we pass beyond all mutable spirit, beyond all spirit
'ut si non uales comprehenthat now knows, now knows not
dete deus quid sit, parum non tibi putes esse scire quid non sit ' 35
The third text is once again taken from De trinitate: 'Non enim
patuae notitiae pars est cum de profunda isto in illam summitatem
respiramus si antequam scire possimus quid sit deus, possumus
iam scire quid non sit.' For God is neither emth nor heaven, nor
any such thing that we can see in heaven, nor any thing as we do
not see, that is perhaps in the heaven. 16

See Co1lf I 4 and XIII, 3 7
II, 16 (44); C C XXIX Opew part II. 2. cd W M Green (Turnhout. 1970);
see also II, 18 (47); R Mortley s view is that we do not know what Augustine
means by this statement and that it bea1 s no relation to the more developed nega~
tive thinking of the Neoplatonists, see F10m W01d to Silena II, p 217 In the
three passages to which J refe1 next. it should be clear what Augustine means:
God is not one of the created realities v,re can see and understand. In this sense his
negative thought does indeed bear a relation to the negative thought of the Neo~
platonists; I direct the reader to Lossky's excellent comments on this passage, op.
cit pp 576-577
ll

33

34

35
36

In ps. 85 (12); see also Ep 120. 3 (13)
In Ioh e1,ang 23, 9~10
De 11 in VIII, 2 (3)
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These professions of ignorance in Augustine's writings bring him
very close to the Enneads of Plotinus, and indeed fonn the basis for
the argument that Augustine was influenced by the negative theology present in the Neoplatonic works he had read. 17 However, in
exposing these so-called 'elements' of negative theology in Augustine's thought, we 1aise a number of questions which must, at least
in some measure, be answered It is not enough simply to bring
these passages to the fore and through them assert that Augustine
belongs, at least to some extent, to the apophatic tradition of theology How, then, are we to evaluate this presence of negative theology in the thought of Augustine, and how does it fit into the over'
all, more 'kataphatic' thrust of his thought? In other words, how
does Augustine react to the fundamental assertion of the ineffable
and unknowable nature of the transcendent God?

It would appear that the way of love is based upon the assertion
that God can be known (for we cannot love that which we do not
know)- but he is known and loved through his wmks; God is not
known as he is in himself. 'How far can we speak of his goodness? Who can conceive in his heart, or apprehend how good the
Lord is? Let us however return to ourselves, and in us recognise
him, and praise the maker in his works, because we are not fit to
contemplate him himself ' 39
It is in this sense that Augustine is very close to the guiding
principles of the apophatic way as that is advocated by Gregory
of Nyssa (and, indeed, also by Eriugena), in asserting that God
can be known to the human mind through his works only. 'Let
him return to his works
that he may become sweet through
the works of his which we can comprehend ' 40 Even though the
substance of God remains hidden, the creator can indeed be
known through creation itself - because divine wisdom has left
its imprint upon all things 41 The world itself, in its beauty,
'bears a kind of silent testimony to the fact of its creation, and
proclaims that its maker could have been none other than God,
the ineffably and invisibly great, the ineffably and invisibly
beautiful' 42
Augustine does of course admit that even the works of God cannot be known fully; but in so far as they can be known, they show
forth his presence and his beauty, fm the manner of creation itself
is as incomprehensible as its maker is incomprehensible 43
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Knowledge of God: The Via Amoris
Faced with the basic asseltion that God, as he is in himself, cannot be known by the human mind, the negative theologian, such as
Dionysius or Eriugena, will advocate the adoption of the via negativa as the sole appropriate means of approaching the transcendent God. Not so Augustine; what he suggests, although once
again not in any systematic fashion, is what I think we may call
the via a mot i 5
And he was exalted above the fullness of knowledge, that no man
should come to him but by love: for 'love is the fulfilling of the
Jaw'. And soon he showed to his lovers that he is incomprehensible, lest they should suppose that he is comprehended by corporeal
imaginations lR

37
I direct the reader to Lossky' s remarks on the notion of doua ign01 milia in
Augustine's thought. see pp 576-578
>H Et exaltatus est super plenitudinem scientiae ut nemo ad eum peruenirct, nisi
pet caritatem
et cito se incomprehcnsibilem esse dcmonstrauit dilectoribus
suis. ne ill urn corporeis imaginationibus comprehendi arbitrarentur: In ps 17 (II);
trans A Cleveland Coxe p. 51

w Ineffabili dulcedinc teneor, cum audio: Bonus Dominus; consideratisque
omnibus et collustratis quae fOrinsecus uideo, quoniam ex ipso sunt omnia, etiam
cum mihi haec placent. ad illum redeo a quo sunt. ut intellegam quoniam bomH
est Dominus Rursum, cum ad ilium, quantum possum, ingressus fuero interim·em
mihi et superiorem, inuenio; quia sic bonus est Dominus, ut istis non indigeat quo
sit bonus: In p.s. 134 (4); trans pp 624-625; see also Conf XIII, 32.
40
In ps 134 (6), trans. p 625; see also 144 (9) and (11) and 148 (10)
41
De lib arb. II. 16
42
De tiv Dei XI, 4; trans. H Bettenson City of God. p 432; see also Conf IX,

10
43

24

De

Liv

De1 X 12; see also In ps 134 (7) and 144 (9) and De

Liv

Dei XXII
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You look up_ to the heavens and are amazed: you consider the
whole earth and tremble; when can you contain in your thoughts
the vastness of the sea?
how great are all these, how beautiful,
how fair, how amazing! Behold, he who made all these is your
God.' 4 +
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knowledge that God, the creator of all things, became incmnate:
for in this world, we walk by faith, not by sight (2Cor 5: 7) 49 And
yet since faith has in some sense already 'found' God, hope seeks
to find him even more . 5

° Fot

Augustine, this sentiment is

expressed most forcefully in the scriptural text, 'seek his face ever

In this sense, Augustine's is a creation-centered theology, for
creation always points silently beyond itself to the unknowable
God, and it is here that the Pauline text, the invisible things of God
are known thwugh the visible creation (Rom I :20), assumes a
fundamental role for the understanding of the place of negative
theology in Augustine's thought 45 God signifies himself in created things in order to reveal his presence and himself in them,
'but without appeming in that substance itself by which he is, and
which is wholly unchangeable and more inwardly and more mysteriously sublime than all the spirits which he created ' 46
At this point, however, I must mention that Augustine's is not
solely a creation-centered theology, but also a Cluisto-centric the,
ology, for the centrality of the Cluistian message is also of paramount importance for an understanding of the place assigned to
negative theology in his thought. Firstly, and indeed primarily for
Augustine, the reality of the incarnation makes the hidden God
manifest to human eyes: 'The unknown one is no longer
unknown; for he is known by us, our Lord Jesus Christ ' 47 God's
being is too much to understand: 'Remember what he who you
cannot comprehend, became for you' 48
The via amoris, for Augustine, is essentially the way of faith in
the unseen God; it cannot be identified with the methodology of
the via negativa It is a way of living without the knowledge of
God as he is in himself, but at the same time living with the
44
Suspicis caelum. et exhonescis; cogitas iniucrsam terram, et contremiscis;
maris magnitudinem quando cogitatione occupas')
omnia ista quam magna,
quam praeclara. quam pulchra quam stupenda! Ecce qui fecit haec omnia, Deus
tuus est: In ps 145 (12); trans p. 663
45 In ps 148 (10) De !lin VI, 10 (12) XV 2 (2) and De Lh Dei VIII 6
46 Dr: t1in III, 4 (lO): twns p 105; see also XV, 2 (3)
47
In p<; 98 (9); trans. p 486; see also 137 (7)
~ 8 In JH 121 (5): trans p 594

more':
Why, then, does he so seek if he comprehends that what he seeks
is incomprehensible, unless because he knows that he must not
cease as long as he is making progress in the search itself of
incomprehensible things, and is becoming better and better by
seeking so great a good which is sought in order to be found and is
found in order to be sought? 51

The 'way' advocated by Augustine is expressed clearly in his
development of the notion that God is best sought within: ah extetioribus ad inleriora, that he is recognized in his image when that
image has been re-made according to its likeness with God, a theme
developed at length by Gregory of Nyssa Augustine's frequent references to remodelling and perfecting the image of God often have
a very Plotinian feel, for the soul is admonished to withdraw what
has been added to itself, so that the image of God may be seen more
clearly within 52 God cannot be seen as he is in himself, but he can
be seen tluough love in his image. In this sense, Augustine's admonition, redlle ad wr, becomes the key to an understanding of his
resolution to the 'problem' of knowledge of God 5·1 Augustine's
~9

In ps 17 (12). 120 (3), 149 (3) Dt t1in VIII 4 (6) and I11 Epist loll IV, 8
'That discovery should not terminate that seeking. by which love is testified.
but with increase of love the seeking ot the discovered one should increase··: In
ps 104 (3); trans p 521
51
Cm ergo sic qum-erit si incomprehensibile comprehendit esse quod quaerit nisi
quia ccssandum non est quamdiu in ipsa incomprehensibilium rerum inquisitione
proficitur, et melior meliorque fit quarens tam magnum bonum quod et inueniendum quaetitur et quaerendum inuenitur? De 11 in XV 2 (2); trans S McKenna
p 452; see also In /oh ewng LXIII. 1 and In Epist Ioh IV. 6; once again, we
find Augustine expressing an idea which is developed at length by Gregory of
Nyssa; see Cmma Eun I. 219 and Vita Mos I, 5 and II. 219.
52
SeeD( !lin X, 8 (11) and X, 10 (13); see also In p.s 94 (2) and Inioh evang
XXIII, 10: Enn III 8, 9; VI 7, 31, and VI 9, 8
53
Inioh nang XVIII 9-10
50
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'way', ab exteriotibu~ ad interima, ab inferioribus ad ~upehora ,
carries with it the sense of the method of negation His journey is

last a man who accepted, lived and preached the reality of the
Christian message, and for him, that message was expressed in the
dialectical truth of revelation itself: God is most hidden and yet
most revealed 56 Augustine was not simply being selective ln
emphasizing the immanence of God over against his transcendence; his Christo-centric theology is precisely the most important
indication of how Augustine attempted to guide his flock to the
vision of the unseen, unknowable God. No Christian philosopher
who embraces the apophatic way in all its radicalness can afford to
neglect the consequences for negative theology of the reality of
the incarnation, and yet in Western theology, this has sometimes
been the case . In this sense, Augustine saves himself from certain
difficulties which were to trouble some later thinkers. In conclusion, it may be said that Augustine's use of negative theology,
although by no means systematic, achieves a certain balance in
theological method, one which is not found again in the Western
tradition until Aquinas's re-evaluation of the role of negative theology in the thirteenth century

portrayed in terms of a movement away fi:"om creation into the self

and upwmds towmds the transcendent God

Reappraisal
What then are we to make of Augustine's 'negative theology'?
Are we to understand him primarily as a follower of the kataphatic
way, or are we to re-evaluate his position and place him in the
apophatic tradition of the Latin West? Keeping in mind that all
theology is in some measure apophatic, it would appem that
Augustine's position affirms this statement Moreover, the degree
of negative theology found in Augustine's thought is certainly not
minimal, nor is it simply a trace of the Neoplatonic writers he had
read. While it is true that Augustine does not develop an explicit
and systematic method of affirmation and negation as the PseudoDionysius will do, that does not mean that the principles of negative theology can be simply relegated to the background of his
thought R Mortley's appraisal of the 'traces' of negative theology
in Augustine's thought, as appemances of the language of the
Neoplatonists, where any negation found is simply a preparation
for affirmation, is an unwarranted reduction of the rich apophatic
principles found in Augustine's writings. 54 No Christian philosopher or theologian ends theology in absolute negation, lor negation is undertaken, as Meister Eckhart says, in order to affirm in
the truest sense possible. 55
Augustine was closer to the negative theology of Plotinus than
to the kind of negative theology developed by the Athenian Neoplatonists; therefore it is illegitimate to attempt an evaluation of
his negative theology in the light of an ultimate and systematic
negatio negationi~·. It remains true that Augustine was first and
54

55

F1om Wmd to Silt nee II pp 217-218
Quasi sttlfa matutina

What is promised to us? 'We shall be like him. for we shall see
him as he is ' The tongue has done what it could, has sounded the
words: let the rest be thought by the heart 57

56

Iu autem e1 as interior intimo meo et superior summo meo: Conf VII, ll

57

In Epi~t !oh IV. 6
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The authority of one known as 'Blessed Dionysius the Areopagite' was appealed to for the first time (enoneously, as it turns
out, in support of the Monophysite position) at a theological
assembly in Constantinople, in the year 532. 1 Thus began the public life of the C mpus Areopagiticum, an inauspicious enough
beginning, but one which was to have enonnous repercussions in
both Eastern and Western Christian scholarship thwughout the
Middle Ages and indeed right down to the present day. Although
the authenticity of the Cor pus was questioned most courageously
by Peter Abelard in the eleventh century and later by Nicholas of
Cusa and the Italian Humanist, lorenzo Valla (among others), it
was only the astute detective work of J Stiglmayr and H Koch at
the turn of this century which established (independently) that the
works were not of first-century provenance 2 The assumed identity
of St Paul's Athenian convert was not arbitrarily, but rather well
chosen, for it heralds the meeting of Athens and Rome at the altar
to the Unknown God. However, it was a most auspicious deception on the Areopagite's part, for without the authority of subapostolic status, his works would undoubtedly not have exerted
1 An excellent study of the Christian he1 itage- of Dionysius can be found in A
Louth, Denys the A1eopagite., ch I
2 H Koch, 'Der pseudo-epigraphische Character der dionysischen Schriften'.
Theologische Qumtal~chrift 77 (1895) pp 353-421 and J Stiglmayr, Der Neuplatoniker Proclus als Vorlage des sog Dionysius Areopagita in der Lehre vom
Obel' Histmis(he~ Jahrbu(h, 16 (1895), pp 253-273. and 721-748 John of
Scythopolis. the earliest scholiast of the Cmpus Al'eopagiticwn was the first to
have doubts about its authorship; see H -D Saffrey New Objective links
between the Pseudo-Dionysius and Proclus' pp 66-67
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the enm mous influence they did upon the philosophical and theological development of Christian thought, most especially in their.
role as a vehicle for the consolidation and diffusion of the principles of apopha1is. Although the debris of the various legends surrounding Dionysius have finally been swept away, the identity of
the Areopagite remains still shrouded in mystery 3 However, it is
evident, from the Proclean, 01 Athenian form of Neoplatonism his
wmk displays, that he was writing, most likely in Syria, at the turn
of the fifth and sixth centuries 4
Although the influence of Dionysius was far reaching and his
writings commanded a wide readership, he is not an easy author to
read. Quite apart from the subject matter of the works, his language and means of expression makes understanding a difficult
task; the Cmpus AreopagrtlCunr is unlike anything else in early
Christian literature The complexity of the Areopagite's thought is
such that many times he is forced to coin new words - as indeed
were his commentators in the Latin tradition - in his attempt to
steer language further and further towards its limits 5 The fact that
scholars f10m John of Scythopolis in the East, and Eriugena in the
West, right down to the present day have been attempting to elucidate his thought, is ample proof of the complexity of these early
texts However, even fm all the secondmy literature that exists on
almost every conceivable aspect of Dionysian thought, there still
remains a certain underlying ambiguity which is focused upon his
own peculiar fusion of Christian and Neoplatonic principles, one
which involves even the modern reader in a battle for objectivity.
' R F. Hathaway has reviewed scholarly speculation on the ide-ntity of this most
elusive \Hiter. see Hie1 m ( 11} and the Definition of 01 do in tht LttleJ ~ of PseudoDion)l·iu\. pp 31-35
~ Apart from the later Neoplatonic influence. Dionysius himself. although
extremely careful to protect his assumed identity . makes a number of slips: he
mentions Ignatius (D N IV, 12, 709B) and Clement (D N V 9 8240) All translations of the Dionysian works are from C L uibheid and P Rorem, Pseudo-

Dion}sius I he Complete Wmk>
5
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Dionysius himself claims to be elucidating the more condensed and singular
mental gymnastics in the writings of his master, Hierotheus. see D N III, 2
(68JB). p 69
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One reading of Dionysius sees in the Cm pus A1 eopagiticwn a
continuation of the patristic tradition, and concludes that he presents a truly Clnistian theology; 6 while another reading stresses
his Neoplatonic inheritance and concludes that Dionysian theology
is not Christian theology. 7 Although such eminent scholars as V
Lossky and J Vanneste (to name but two) give careful and illuminating accounts of the Dionysian system, they are each guilty of
emphasizing only one aspect of the Areopagite's thought The student of Dionysius has every right to be confused regarding what
appears to be the central underlying issue: Clnistian or Neoplatonist?
Although the Proclean and later Neoplatonic influence on
Dionysius was obviously important, indeed his expression of negative theology owes much to that source, his pattistic inheritance has
often been relegated to a place of less significance The blame for
this can be said to be the author's own. Although he was a Cinistian writer who must have been well-schooled in earlier patristic liteJature, Dionysius never mentions any somce by name (with the
exception of his master, Hierotheus), confining himself to scriptural authority at the risk, of course, of compromising his assumed
identity Therefore, while it is exttemely difficult to say with
absolute certainty that Dionysius had read the earlier Fathers of the
Greek Church, it is possible to establish strong thematic links in the
Cmpu1 Areopagiticwn where the author appears to depend l:ugely
on his Clnistian predecessors in the patristic ttadition. 8 Since much
has been written on the Dionysian dependence upon Proclus and
the later Neoplatonists in terms of apophasi1, my underlying aim
6

See for example, R Roques. V Lossky and A Louth
J Vanneste R F Hathaway and J Meyendorff
R H -Ch Puech· s study of the employment of darkness and cloud in Dionysius
suggests that between the scriptmal concept and the Dionysian interpretation,
there stood an intermediary who inspired him, namely Gregory of Nyssa; Puech
concludes that this particular aspect of Dionysian thought firmly situates the Mystiwliheolor;y -dans la perspective continue de Ia tradition patristique, see 'La
t€nf:bre mystique chez le Pseudo-Denys l'ArCopagite et dans la tradition patristique' p 53; see also V Lossky, Ilu Vision of God. p. lOOff
7
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during the comse of the discussion to follow will be to probe the
A1 eopagiticum fOr traces of emlier patristic sources

lengths in his attempts to place the unity of the divine essence
beyond the limits of thought and speech? How does such a radical
expression of transcendence find its place within Chiistian theology? In other words, how can God be known? 12
The central aspect of Christianity, of revealed religion, is that
the transcendent God is known, first and foremost as the immanent cause of all creation which is eternally moving back to its
likeness in him 'It is the life of the living, the being of beings, it
is the source and cause of all life and of all being, for out of its
goodness it commands all things to be and it keeps them in
being' 13 God is not entirely uncommunicable and unnameable,
for as the divine ray works outwards to multiplicity, he reveals
himself in order that all things may be drawn upwards to himself 14 God is known, therefore, from the orderly arrangement of
all things which are, in a sense, projected out of him; this order
- in Dionysian terms, hieJaichy - possesses certain semblances
of the divine God is known in all things as cause, and yet is distinct from all things as transcendent, a familiar Neoplatonic
statement about the One. 15 The tension between t1 anscendence
and causality (as the foundation fm divine immanence) is the
axis upon which the Dionysian system revolves, and as such, can
be said to 1eflect the central dialectic at the heart of theism 16
Causality, as the p1inciple of divine economy, establishes both
the relationship and the distance between the created and the
uncreated
One very important aspect of the Dionysian system, indeed the
central thesis at the heart of his theology and one which links him
directly to the Cappadocian Fathers, is that God is knowable
through his works (ene1 geiai) or distinctions (diakl iseis), but he

Divinity Veiled and Unveiled
The Areopagite's understanding of the divine nature is well
known, popularized by the anonymous English work of the fourteenth century, The Cloud of Unknowing In terms of the development of negative theology, the Dionysian works contain the apotheosis of negation, for God's essential quality is transcendence.9
Throughout the Divine Names and the MystJcal Theology, Dionysius heaps negation upon negation, as the first few chapters of the
Divine Names demonstrate: the divine nature is invisible, incomprehensible, inscrutable, unsearchable and infinite; there is no perception of it, no image, opinion, name or expression for it, no contact with it 10 It is neither wmd, power, mind, life nor essence, but
is sepatate from every condition: movement, life, image, opinion,
name, word, thought, conception, essence, position, stability and
boundary. 11 The great hymn of negations in Mystical Theology IV
and V is the finest, and indeed most radical statement of divine
transcendence in Greek ChJistian thought
Howeve1, Dionysius does not attribute to God, 01 negate of the
divine essence, any concept which cannot be found in eithei the
Christian or Neoplatonic traditions before him, with the exception
of the distinctions within the trinity and the t1inity itself His originality comes fiom the hard-won alliance of the Neoplatonic
method of 'supe1 '-affirmation with the Christian notion of divine
transcendence, and it gives Christian negative theology a new
twist Nevei before had any Chiistian WI iter found it necessary to
stJess so comprehensively the utterly unknowable and transcendent nature of God Why then did Dionysius go to such great
9

Sec Ep. I (l065A)

w D N !, 2 (588C) and !, 5 (593A)
11
SeeD N I 5 (593C)

12

Dionysius himself asks and answers this question; see D N VII. 3 (869C)
D N I, 3 (589C); trans p 51
" D N I 2 (588D) and C H !, 2 (l2lB)
" D N VII. 3 (872A)
16
.J Vanneste sees the apparent opposition between transcendence and causality
in the Dionysian works as a reflection of a Neoplatonic schema; see Le myste1 e de
Ditu. pp 130-131
13
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is unknowable in his essence (ousia) or unity (henosis) This crucial distinction is the foundation for the function and constitution
of the two theologies: since God is all things in all things, he can
be spoken about, and since he is no thing among things, he cannot be spoken about 17 'We therefore approach that which is
beyond all as far as our capacities allow us and we pass by way
of the denial of all things and by way of the cause of all things '"
Every attribute, therefore, can be predicated ot him, and every
attribute must also be denied 19 The dialectic at wmk in the juxtaposition of essence and energies (or powers) is explained by
Dionysius using a typically Neoplatonic metaphor: the bright
rays which stream out from one luminous somce can be seen and
apprehended; just as the source itself cannot be seen, God can be
apprehended only in the 'rays', the manifestations which proceed
from him 2 Knowledge of God, therefore, is limited in that it is
knowledge which is derived from God's powers 01 manifestations; it is not knowledge of his essence. One can know only that
God is above all things, that he is transcendent; one cannot know
what God is in his ousia OJ henosis Dionysius makes it very
clear that the methods of theological investigation, the affirmative and the negative, refer only to what is next to the divine
unity, to the providence of God which is made known to human
nature, not to that unity in itself 21 Dionysius, like Augustine,
uses the Pauline text, the visible creation makes known the invisible things of God, to suggest that it is by way of creation (the
orderly arrangement of all things) that one can be led back to the
maker 22
He is all things since he is the cause of all, and yet he is superior since he is above everything: he is every shape and struc-

ture, yet at the same time, he is formless and beautyless21 If God
is both manifest and hidden, the cause of all yet beyond all, in all
things yet not in anything, surely this must indicate some form of
duality in the divine nature According to Dionysius, God's
nature is the ultimate paradox of unity in distinction: even though
the light of the sun is one, it can be understood in distinction for it
renews, nourishes, protects and perfects all things. 24 The powers
of God which can be apprehended, are 'part' of God in so far as
they partake of his nature and make him manifest, yet they are
not God, since they are not his essence; they are distinctions
adapted by the divine in order that human nature may be raised
up to him 25 The visible things of creation, which proceed from
the divine ideas, are signs of the invisible, and in their similarity
to God they are traces of the divine. 26 To praise the divine,
we must turn to creation, for visible things make known the
invisible 27
However, any knowledge which can be gained of the divine
nature through the study of created things must be secondary
knowledge which is adapted to human nature; it is not knowledge
of God as he is in himself 28 It would appear, therefore, that secondary knowledge is the only option open to the human intellect
Can there be any other 'knowledge' of this supremely transcendent and unknowable God? This is precisely the question Dionysius addresses in the My1tiwl Theology, and I return to this point
below

°

21

D N V 8 (824B)

24

" D N VII 3 (872A)
18
D N VII, 3 (869D-872A): trans p 108
''' D N V. 8 (824B)
20 Ep I (1065A) and D N I. 4 and I 2
" M I h V (l048B) and D N V, 2 (8l6C)
22
Rom 1 :20; see Ep IX. 2 (li08B) See also Ep X (l117A): &AT]8&~ 8).l<pavcl~
dKovE~ cicn c&. Opaw nOv (iop6:rcov

1bid ; God remains one in plurality and unified in pmcession. see D N II, 11
(649B)

25 Dionysius explains the powers of God in te1ms of the 1adii of a circle which
meet in the centre and all numbers which pre-exist in the monad; see D N V 6
(820D-82IA)
'" C H I. 2 (l2IB-C) and D N IX, 6 (9I3D-9l6A)
" D N VII. 3 (869C-D) and I, 5 (593D)
" C H ll. l (l37B) and I 2 (l2lB-C)
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Affirmative and Symbolic Theologies

unveiled; 34 therefme, we must look beyond the image to the hidden beauty within 35 The task of Dionysian theology, therefore,
can be described as a journey towards unveiled mystery
It is well known that Dionysius advocates the employment of
two main branches of theology in his search for truth: the kataphatic and the apophatic A wider interpretation of the two theologies broadens into four: affirmative, symbolic, negative and
mystical, although Dionysius himself does not make this distinction formally. 36 These 'theologies', however, should not be viewed
as separate sciences, Jather, they are to be understood together as
the expression of one continuous movement back to the transcendent source of all being Kataphatic theology, which can be said to
culminate in symbolic theology, is concerned with the manifestation of God and how he can be named through his effects
Apophatic theology, which uses affirmations as a springboard
from which to pioceed to negation, culminates in mystical theology and is concerned with the natme of God as he is in himself,
apmt from his effects However, Dionysius always makes it quite
clear that whatever theology can say about God, it does not speak
of transcendent unity itself, but about the providence of God
which is made known to human nature. 37 His theological method
pivots upon the repeated and central question: how we can say
something about God when he is above that something?"
It is the aim of the treatise on the Divine Names to investigate
how we can use the names of special importance which have been
given to the nameless in the Oracles. The rationale behind the
employment of affirmations can be understood as logos descend-

Theology accmding to the Areopagite is the 'science of God'
or the word of God; 29 it is also a tool for the examination of
what Scripture says about the divine nature Since theology is
the wm d of God, the truth about the divine essence must be confined to what has been revealed in the Oracles, the sacred texts;
one must be lifted up through the manifold forms given in Scriptme to the divine simplicity itself 10 A correct investigation of
Scripture, which is a form of divine manifestation, becomes the
means of the ascent to divine unity; the journey of logos
descending must be retraced upwards. 31 The theology of Dionysius is, therefore, scripturally based The sometimes blatant
Neoplatonic principles to be found in his reading of the sacred
texts is explained by our authm in Epistle VII where he reconciles his two somces: philosophy is concerned with the knowledge of beings, and with the same wisdom and knowledge which
St Paul sought 32
Theology is also the means of ditfe1entiating the divine unity,
for it refers to the manifested being of God, that is, the divine p!Ocessions, which come to us wiapped in sacted veils: 'so that what
is hidden may be brought out into the open and multiplied, what is
unique and undivided may be divided up, and multiple shapes and
forms be given to what has neither shape nm fmm' ·13 Beyond the
veiled representations of God, his mystery remains simple and

29

D N II 1 (637A); for a fullei discussion of theology in the Dionysian w1pus
see R Roques Notes su1 Ia notion de thtologia cheL le Pseudo-Denys
I' ArCopagite p 204. and P Rorem Bibliwl and Llfw ziwl Symbol<; in the
Pseudo-Dwnpian Synthesis, ch 2
0
'
D N I. 1 (588A) C H II 1 (117 A) and I. 2 (588C) Dionysius uses the word
logia rather than graphf
" D 'I I, I (588A) VII. 4 (872C) and M Th Ill (10338-C)
32
VII. 2 (10808) and II, 2 (640A); trans p 60: if
someone is entirely at loggerheads with sciiptUie. he will be fa1 removed also from what is my philosophy'.
11
Ep IX, I (1058-C); trans p 283; see also D N II 4 (640Dff) II, 5 (641Dff),
II I I (649A-C) and V. I (816B)

'~ M Th I. 1 (997A) On the concept of veiling in Dionysius see F O'Rourke
P\wdo-Dion',·\iu\ and the Metaphy>iL'i of Aquina'i pp 9-10
"M Th Il(l025B)
' 6 I P Sheldon-Williams interprets affirmative theology as the science of God as
efficient cause (cause can be named from effect), symbolic theology as the science
of God as final cause and mystical (negative) theology as the science of God as
moni!; see The Pseudo-Dionysius p 460
" D N V. 2 (816C)

;e D N I. 5 (591A-B)
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ing of which there can be many words, but these words must be
interpreted correctly lest anyone be led to an improper idea of the
transcendent This treatise places Dionysius firmly within the
Christian patristic tradition from Justin and Clement, up to
Eunomius and Gregory of Nyssa, although interest in the question
of names is also, as we have seen, a Neoplatonic thematic employed chiefly in the context of theurgy in Jamblichus and Proclus 39 Howeve1, the treatise of Dionysius remains the most exacting and comprehensive of all discussions on this theme in the early
medieval Christian tradition
The D1vine Name~ is a detailed exposition of the different
names and titles of God: intelligible names, such as Good, Beautiful, Light, Love, Being, Life, Knowledge, Intellect, Word, Wisdom, Power, Justice, Salvation, Redemption, Righteousness,
Omnipotent, Eternity, Time, Place, Faith, Tmth, Perfect and One;
sensible names: sun, cloud, stars, fire, wateJ, wind, dew, stone and
rock, and biblical names: 'All Powerful', 'Ancient of Days',
'Peace', 'Holy of Holies', 'King of Kings', 'Lord of Lords' and
'God at Gods' 40 Dionysius follows the Cappadocian Fathers in
making a distinction between different types of divine names:
those used for the whole deity (unified or common names), those
denoting cause, and finally, distinctive or diffetentiated names 41
He insists, however, that all names must be ascribed to the divinity in its entirety, even though they pertain solely to the manifestation of God 42 Names must be understood as symbolic titles for
they are what we say of God, not what God is in himself; this will
become the fundamental reason for their ultimate denial Dionysius quotes the angel's rebuke to Manoah from the Book of Judges

in support of his claim that the human intellect cannot know the
name of him who is celebrated both with no name and with every
name 43 The Areopagite explains that names are given in order to
reveal God to finite intelligence: so that we may be drawn
upwards and transcend their literal interpretation 44 We must, he
insists, resist the temptation to measme the divine by human standards For instance, to call the transcendent God, 'life', 'being',
'light' or 'word', points to the fact that the mind lays hold of God
as life-bearing', 'cause of being', and so on 45 Therefore, for
Dionysius, affirmative theology is imperfect since it proceeds by
the way of analogy, and yet it is an important starting point, for it
constitutes the rapport between the human and the divine 46
The highest level of affirmative theology fm Dionysius, is trinity: the three-fold distinction within the unutterable unity of the
divine essence. Yet even tiinity is a title which must ultimately be
understood as falling short of the unknowable Godhead - an idea
which can still cause tremors of shock in some theological circles
For Dionysius, God is the unknown oneness beyond the source of
all unity 47 It is for this reason that Dionysius also denies the title
'One', for God is One beyond the One The reasons for the denial
of both 'three' and 'one' (trinity and unity) are to be laid at the
door of his fascination with the later Neoplatonists In their desire
to protect totally the unknowability of the One, they pushed language and conceptualization to their furthest limits. If Dionysius
was to deny One, then he would also be forced to deny Three" In
sweeping aside the bounds of trinitarian theology in this way,
Dionysius is not denying the triune nature of God, but attempting
to find the three beyond the three According to V Lossky, Dionysius succeeds in freeing the trinity from the bounds of economy, to

l'J R Mortley address the Neoplatonic background of the naming process in his
chapter on Dionysius in F1om H'01d to Sihnu If; on the Syriac inheritance of
Dionysius on this point see A Louth. op tit. p. 79ff
~ 0 Dionysius also considers the application ot some philosophical terms: small,
great, same. different, equal unequal similm. dissimilar- a ve1y definite Neoplatonic theme based ultimately on Pmmenidn 137Cff" D N It 3 (640B) and It. II (652A)
" D N II I (637C) and tl. II (652A)

~3

Tudges 13; 17-18; seeD N I, 6 (596A)
D N VII, I (865C-D) and Xttl 3 (980D)
" D N ti 7 (64SA)
46
On Dionysian analogy . see V Lossky
Pseudo-Denys 1· An~opagite
47
D N It, 4 (641A) and XIII 3 (981A)
4 e D N XIII 3 (981A)

44
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become the 'unitrinity' of Christian transcendence: 'if the God of
the philosophers is not the living God, the God of the theologians
is only such by halves, as long as this last step has not been
taken' 19 Ultimately, the names 'trinity' and 'unity' are simply
names for that which is above every name (Phil 2:9) and in the
tina! chapte1 of the Divine Names Dionysius presents the most
forceful expression of divine ineffability in Christian thought'O
Symbolic theology is concerued with the ascent of the mind
from the realm of the sensible to the level of the intelligible concept and it is focused upon the manifestation of God in Scripture5I
In the Mystical I heology, Dionysius tells us that the (supposed)
treatise, 'i)mbo!lC Tlrcology, is concerued witl1 the interpretation of
the anthropomorphic images and attributes said of God in the Oracles, which can sometimes apperu absurd or shocking, things which
are transferred from the sensible to the divine realm: God's places,
pruts, organs, anger, grief, sickness, sleeping and awakening 52
Scripture often uses images and pictures derived from the lowest of
things: God can be described as a perfume, a comer-stone and even
as a lowly worm 50 'All this is revealed in the sacred pictures of the
Scriptures so that he might lift us in spirit up th10ugh the perceptual
to the conceptual, from sacred shapes and symbols to the simple
peaks of the hierarchies of heaven ' 54 The importance of the symbol is its intelligible content and that is why the process of
metonymy must be reversed: 'all this is to enable the one capable
of seeing the beauty hidden within these images to find that they
are truly mysterious, appropriate to God and filled with a great theological light' 55 For exan1ple, Dionysius explains that 'drunkenness' in God is nothing else but the ecstatic overflowing of his love

and goodness to all creatures 56 Symbolic theology, therefore, discards the sensible clothing of the symbol in order to unveil and
apprehend its significant intelligible content 'We must make the
holy journey to the heart of the sacred symbols' 57 This Dionysian
thematic can be -illustrated in a liturgical sense as a movement
behind the iconostasis to the hidden mysteries beyond it In the
same way, Scripture is understood to be a veiling of the divine
which must be transcended. 58 It is in this sense that symbolic theology can be regarded both as the culmioation of affirmative theology and the beginning of negative theology 59
One most important idea in the Diooysian explanation of the
function of the symbol is that unlike-symbolism is more appropriate to God than like-symbolism: like-symbolism, being no less
defective than unlike-symbolism, can end up as an idol in place of
the transcendent divine itself 60 The fact that unlike-symbolism is
more easily negated (the 'sheer crassoess of the signs is a goad' 61 ),
makes it a good starting point for the whole process of negation
At this point, and indeed at many others, Dionysius cautions that
the inner secrets veiled by symbol are not to be revealed to the
unholy, the uninitiated, for it is precisely the function of symbol to
protect the inexpressible and invisible from the many 62 It is only
tl1e genuine lover of holiness who is led to leave aside the protective covering of the symbol and enter into the simplicity of the
divine nature; knowledge is not for everyone 63

49

50

51

rd God p 28
Xlll. 3
Symbols bear the mark of the divine as manifest images of the unspeakable,

In the Jmar:;t and Lif.-tn( ss

Ep IX, 2 (I OOSC)
" M Ih III (1033A-B) Ep IX (1104B) and D N I 8 (597A-B)
51
C II II 5 (1440-145A)
_'i-1 C H I 3 (124A); trans p 147
55
Ibid

"' Ep IX 4 (III2B-C)
57
EjJ IX., 2 (1108C); trans p 2:34 According to Sheldon-Williams if this process
is not undertaken. the methodical science of God will end in adolatry; see The
Pseudo-Dionysius· pp 463 and 467
'" See E H III 2 (428C) C II I. 2 (l21B-C) and Ep IX, I (IIOSA-B); on rhc
litmgical aspect of the symbol in Dionysius. seeP Rorem's excellent study
59
SeeR Roques. Symbolisme et th€ologie negative chez lc Pseudo-Denys· p. 105
w C H IL 2 (140C)
61
C H II. 3 (141B); t1ans p 150; P Rorem notes: 'The lowest point of the
divine procession into dissimilmity reveals most fOJcefully that its essential purpose is to p10voke a movement in the opposite direction': op Lit p 96
"' C H II 2 (140B). M I h I, 2 (IOOOA). and E H I, I (372A)
"' Ep IX I (IIDSD) and D N I 8 (597B-C)
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Negative Theology

moving beyond the limits of affirmative and negative theology, we
must understand God to be super-good, more than good, the superexcellent goodness, the super-divine divinity (tmi:p TO dvcn
880TT)<; 68 ), the super-real real and the oneness beyond the source
of oneness 69 He is the more than ineffable and more than
unknowable aloneness: ti']<; urrcpCLf)p~Tou Kai urrEpayvtilrnou
f10Vt)lOTT)T0<; 70 The prefix, 'hyper', which is indicated in every
negation, is ultimately a linguistic device which provides the key
to the central dialectic in Dionysian thought: it indicates something positive, but it is an affirmation which can no longer he
thought Eriugena will follow Dionysius closely in this respect
The familiar direct juxtaposition of concepts in the Dionysian corpus has the same intention: God is mind beyond mind and word
beyond speech; 71 nameless and many-named, eloquent and taciturn; always at rest and always on the move and never at rest and
never on the move The gospel itself is described as vast and
small, wide-ranging and restricted; while we ourselves must lack
sight and knowledge in order to see and know the divine darkness
which is 'to arrp6crtTOV <jlOlt;' 72
Perhaps the most crucial paradox in Dionysian thought concerns
the incarnation, which he describes as the most obvious fact of all
theology, yet it 'cannot be enclosed in words nor grasped by any
mind not even by the leaders among the front ranks of the
angels' 73 One very enigmatic remark concerning the incarnation
in the C01 pu1 Areopagiticum has long been the source of discussion: that even after the incmnation of the Logos, 'what is spoken
remains unsaid and what is known unknown' 74

At the point where the mind has divested itself of symbolic protection in its search after the unity of the divine, comes the moment
when it begins the ascent through negation Since God cannot be
comprehended through intellect, only the ultimate destruction of all
conceptual limitations will free the reality of the Godhead from its
association with human forms of thought The role of negation in
Dionysius is first and fOremost a corrective measure against any
anthropomorphic and even intellectual representations, and, therefore, is to be preferred to the method of affirmations 64 The panegyric
of negations in MystlCal Theology IV and V denies the validity of all
concepts, beginning with the lowest and moving successively
towards the highest Even the highest names and titles are denied in
this most radical act of negation: wisdom, one, divinity, good; even
spirit, paternity and sonship, the distinctive names of the trinity are
denied, for God is totally beyond the linguistic realm 65
Yet, Dionysian negation is not simply a denial at the verbal or
intellectual levels, for the negative concept pushes conceptualization to its utmost limit of affirmation, a limit which once again
finds expression, although in more cum bel some te1ms
When we talk ot God as being without mind and without percep~
tion, this is to be taken in the sense of what he has in superabundance and not as a defect Hence we attribute absence of reason to
him because he is above reason
and we posit intangible and
invisible dmkness of that light which is unappwachable because it
so far exceeds the visible light 66

Negative terms me used in a cont1 ary sense to deprivation in order
to indicate that God is above all affirmation and negation. 67 In

66

C II IV I (I 77D)
On the transcendence of God as being beyond being' see F O'Rourke, op dt
pp 76-84
70
SeeD N II. 4 (640D-64IA)
" D N I, I (588B)
n Ihn 6:16 D N I 6(596A);M Th I 3(IOOOC);Ep IX,3(1109D);M lh
II (1025A) and Ep. V (I073A)
" D N II 9 (648A)
74
Ep III (l069B): Aq6~-tcvov 6.PP11cov ~-tEvn Kai vooU~-tc:vov Ciyvcocnov
69

64

C H II 3 (140Dff) and D N XIII. 3 (981 B) On the priority of negation, see

J W Douglas ··rhe Negative Theology of Dionysius the Areopagite' and F.
O'Rourke, op Lit pp 16-21
65
According toR Mortlcy, op Lit p 230. this is an act of reductionism on the
trinity
D N VII 2 (869A); trans p 107
00
D N VII I (8658)
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Theology Abandoned: From Logos To Unity

everything, even the most holy things which are akin to the divine
(divine lights, celestial voices and words) 79 When the soul has
become free from all and released from all, it is then in a worthy
state to enter into the divine darkness and to be raised into union
with the divine: 'by an undivided and absolute abandonment of
yourself and everything, shedding all and freed from all, you will
be lifted up to the ray of divine shadow, which is above everything
that is' so However, in his exegesis of the Exodus text, Dionysius
explains that in order to be raised unknowingly into union with
God, Moses first of all sees the place where God is, not God himself who is invisible When he finally breaks from all that is seen
by silencing all intellectual pursuits and becomes an 'eyeless mind'
(no longer a knowing subject), he enters fully into the darkness,
there to be completely united with the transcendent Unknown (no
longer a known object): 'being neither oneself nor someone else,
one is supremely united by a completely unknowing inactivity of
all knowledge, and knows beyond the mind by knowing nothing' 81
It is, explains Dionysius in very Nyssean (and indeed Plotinian)
terms, through 'not seeing', and 'not knowing' that one truly sees
and truly knows. 82 LofiOS ascending into unity moves from the eloquence of many words, to fewer words and finally to no words at
all: 'the more it climbs, the more language falters, and when it has
passed up and beyond the ascent, it will turn silent completely,
since it will finally be at one with him who is indescribable.' 81

Fm Dionysius, negative theology does not stop at the simple
level of negation or of super-affirmation: its fullest expression can
be reached only when the mind leaves all intellectual pursuits
behind and enters into agnOsia, the experience of unknowing
knowing beyond all affirmations and negations: 'darkness and
light, enor and truth -· it is none of these. It is beyond assertion
and denial. ' 75 The kathm m which is embraced at the final stage of
theology has tluee levels: detachment, unknowing and union, and
to explain this final ascent, Dionysius uses a scriptm al illustration
which had already been employed by Philo of Alexandria and
Gregory of Nyssa much in the same context: the journey of Moses
up the dark mountain of the deus ahiConditus Moses first purifies
himself and having separated himself from the unpurified, moves
upwards towards the highest ascent, and finally enters alone into
the darkness of unknowing through which he is eventually united
to the unknown. 76 The treatise on the Myll!cal Theology, con,
densed as it is, will be remarkably familiar to readers of Gregory
of Nyssa, for many of the Cappadocian Father's themes appear in
this Dionysian work The theologies of affirmation, symbolism
and negation had remained on the level of intellection; the final
stage in the Dionysian journey towmds unveiled mystery is mystical theology, which involves a surpassing of the intellect in effect,
ing a shift fiom knowledge to experience 77
The process of aphairesis, which had already entered into Chris,
tian thought through the writings of Clement of Alexandria, is
expanded and developed by Dionysius in a most Plotinian fashion,
for it is a concept which was not stressed by the later Neoplatonists.
Abstraction involves the removal of all things starting from the
lowest and working up to the highest; 78 it is detachment from
75
76
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M 1 h V (1048A·B) and D N II 4 (64lA)

M Ih I. 3 (lOOOC-lOOlA) The liturgical facet of the unifying experience of
theM) 1tiw/ 7 hwfo:n is brought out by A Louth op Lit p 101
n D N II. 9 (648B)
'"M Ih II (l025B) and lJI (l013C)

79
Like Plotinus, Dionysius uses the image of the sculptor chipping away at a
statue in ordeJ to bring forth its inner beauty to illustJate the kind of purification
involved in apliailois, see Enn 16, 9, 6; seeM Th II (1025A-B)
~ 0 M Jh I. l (997B-1000A); trans p 135 See also C H III. 3 (1650) and E 1-1
III. 5 (40 lA-B) According to .J Vanneste s interpretation. the kind of purification
advocated by Dionysius is primarily intellectual and not moral; he concludes that
the practice of aphaiJe1·i1 is not a Christian one; see Le mystt!it dt Dieu, p 230
XI M Th I, 3 (IOOIA); trans p. 137
82
M Th II (1025A); trans p 138: ·1 pray we could come to this darkness so fm
above light! If only we lacked sight and knowledge so as to see so as to know,
unseeing and unknowing that which lies beyond all vision and knowledge
8
' M Jh. III (1033B); trans p 139
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The movement of the blinded soul throwing itself (epiballein)
relentlessly against the rays of the divine darkness into afin6sia, 84
is literally a movement of ekstasis, and corresponds to the loving
ekstasis of God in his bountiful procession into all things. 85 It is
also the key to the crucial moment in the mystical experience of
Dionysius, for it spans the boundary between knowing and
unknowing, between intellection and union. This casting of oneself is by nature 'sudden' (exaiphnes), the same word used by
Plotinus to express the nature of ekstam 86 It is a projection of
oneself, not into 'the immensity of Christ', as Clement of Alexandria put it, but into the darkness which God has made his hiding
place. 87
Although Dionysius speaks of God as darkness in terms of the
final moment of mystical ascent, he is, properly speaking, 'unapproachable light', that excess of light which so blinds the eye that
the gazer cannot see it 88 The metaphor of darkness is, once again,
a Christian one, and Dionysius exploits it fully, for it would appear
to be the best way to express the idea that no senses are operative
in the unity which lies at the summit of the apophatic joumey 89
The soul is in the same place with God, it does not know him
intellectually; thus, Dionysius protects the inviolate unknowability
of the divine natme In symbolic terms, light becomes the medium
in which things are hidden, contrary to the experience in the phys-

ical world: all things which can be known are those things which
have been lit up through manifestation. The knowledge and light
of beings (distinction) prevents the darkness (unity) of God being
'seen': 'darkness disappears in light, the more so as there is more
light Knowledge makes unknowing disappear, the more so as
there is more knowledge'. 90 On the descent into manifestation, the
katabasis, it is indeed quite legitimate to speak of the manifestation of God in terms of light; the contrary movement, the anabasis must always refer to the divine itself as 'unapproachable light'
which can never be attained to Union for Dionysius is not the
cosy intimacy of a private conversation with God: all emotion,
sensing and intellection have long since been abandoned; to have
made the return journey back to one's source is precisely to be
unknowing in the same place with God. The Dionysian understanding of the final experience of the soul is one of unity with
divine darkness, it is not an experience of the light of God which
is unapproachable . In this sense, the soul is eternally at one
remove from the unknowable God, for his light can never be seen
Although the foregoing discussion of the methods of theology
in Dionysius follows his own outline and progression, it should
now be clear that even this division and conceptualization must be
transcended The two ways of theological analysis come together
dialectically in poiutiug towards the unknown quality of the divine
nature, and finally disappear in the darkness of unapproachable
light
Before I turn to some concluding remarks, I would like to note
that a full understanding of Dionysian thought will necessitate a
reading of the Celestial Hw1mchy and the Ecclesiastical HieiGJchy. The question of the relationship of these works to the Divine
Names and the My1tical Theology has been regarded as problematic . However, the Dionysian understanding of final unity attained
through transcending all sensible and intelligible images and symbols, is related to the notion of hierarchy with which a substantial
portion of his work is concerned. Hierarchy, as the orderly arrange-

84

M Ih I 1
See C H I I (120B): every good gift descends from the father of lights and
every outpoming is reciprocated by a reversion into union with the father
H6 See Ep III (1069B): The word ·sudden
was also used by Plato. Ep VII
(34JC-D) Philo. MiR Ah1 VII. 1 (441) and Plotinus. VI 7. .16 (15-21)
s7 Dionysius refers to the darkness where God hides in Ep V (1073A) and M Th.
I, 3 (IOOOC); seePs 17: II and Ex 20:21
ss ITim 6:16; Ep V(l073A)
R9 V Lossky has pointed out that darkness and agnOsia have a double reference
fm Dionysius: objective and subjective: they 1efer to the eternally unknowable
nature of God llimselt and also to the soul s inability to know God see In the
lma:sc and Likuun of God pp 31-43; this view contwsts with the judgement of
J Vanneste that darkness in Dionysius is devoid of mystical content; see Le mysft}}( de Diw p 222
~~

90

Ep I (1065A); see also M Th II (l025B)
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ment of all things, at once delineates the distance between cause
and caused, yet it is also the means whereby the mind can move
upwards and back to its source. Mystical theology is the culmination of that journey; it is not an alternative way to God which can
bypass either hierarchy or indeed Scripture, and it does not function as a tool for the deconstruction of the concept of hierarchy,

saw, a very important concept in Gregory's thought and Dionysius adopts it readily
Apart from the obvious Nyssean themes which can be
detected in the Dionysian works, there are also faint echoes of
the earlier Christian Alexandrian and Plotinian traditions which
somehow survive in spite of the strong Proclean influence As I
mentioned in chapter six above, the later Neoplatonists were not
particularly concerned with the method of aphmrem, a theme
which had entered into the Christian tradition through Clement
of Alexandria The great Plotinian exhortation, aphele panta, is,
however, taken up by Dionysius with enthusiasm 92 Another
very Plotinian sentiment to be found in the Dionysian co1 pus is
that the divine is present to all things even though all things may
not be present to it 91 Dionysius also echoes the Plotinian sentiment that by not seeing, one sees most of all. 94 Although these
echoes are faint, they raise the question of a direct Plotinian
influence on the Areopagite. Of course, Dionysius may well
have been open to an indirect influence of Plotinus through Gregmy of Nyssa
To conclude, I would suggest that there is little in Dionysius
which cannot be found already in his Christian and Neoplatonic
predecessors His genius, daring and originality can be said to lie
in his comprehensive synthesis of Christian and Neoplatonic
apopha1i1 and his relentless pursuit of the transcendent which
led him ultimately to deny even trinity and unity As a result, the
writings of this most elusive champion of the apophatic way present the strongest account of negative theology thus far encountered in Christian thought Few later Christian writers of the
medieval period take negation so seriously or apply it in such a
radical fashion And yet, despite their strong Neoplatonic
themes, the works of Dionysius slowly but surely permeated the
Scholasticism of the La tin West In perpetrating one of the

Dionysius: Patristic or Neoplatonic?
We can interpret the Areopagite's apophasis as a very definite
strengthening of the negative theology of the Cappadocian Father,
Gregory of Nyssa, through the use made of Proclean principles.
However, there are many themes in the Cm pus Areopagiticum
which differ notably from the Nyssean form of apophasis In
Gregory, the unknowing soul knows itself as a minor of the
unknowable God; in Dionysius, only the angels are mirrors of
divine goodness, although the orderly arrangement of all things
as semblances of the divine, causes members of hierarchies to
minor the glow of divine light 91 Absent too from Dionysian
thought is the great Nyssean theme of 'eternal discovery': in
Dionysian darkness the soul does not discover anything at all
about God . Dionysius does not take up the Cappadocian thematic
which had been a part of philosophical and theological discussion
since Justin Martyr, namely, the 'ungeneracy' of God, and he
does not use the Christian, and indeed Plotinian catchphrase: we
know only that God is not r1Jwt he is (although this is implicit in
his thought) The Dionysian distinction focuses not upon
hypmxi~ and ousia, but on henOsis and diakle_d~ (unity and distinction). Gregory of Nyssa's influence on Dionysius is reflected
most in the Areopagite's understanding of divine darkness, the
focus on presence rather than intellection, and the idea that true
knowing comes about through unknowing The idea that words
pertain only to the manifestation of the divine natme is, as we

92
93

"' C H Ill, 2 (165A) and D N VI. 22 (724B)

9
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See the closing remark of Enn V 3. 1 7
D N. lll. 1 (680B) and E H III, 3 (400A): see also Enn V 5. 12
Enn V 5, 7, 29-30
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greatest forgeries rn early medieval times, Dionysius undoubtedly spared himself the indignity of condemnation and ensured
the survival of a method of theological analysis, without which
the Scholasticism of the West would have been greatly impoverished

CHAPTER ELEVEN

JOHN SCOTIUS ERIUGENA: A NEGATIVE ONTOLOGY

A most fortunate moment in philosophical history, not only in
terms of the intellectual development of Western scholarship, but
also for the development of apophasis, took place when the
Byzantine Empe10r, Michael II, sent the celebrated manuscript of
the works of Dionysius the Areopagite as a gift to Louis the Pious
of Frauce 1 Hilduin made the first trauslation, around 830-8 35
Eriugena 's translation, done at the request of Charles the Bald,
heralded the entry of this enigmatic Irishmau into the pages of
intellectual history 2 Eriugena's translation, although deficient in
places, ensured that the principles of negative theology embodied
in the writings of the Areopagite would become part of the heritage of Western Scholasticism 3
Eriugena's work, therefore, is an importaut landmark in the history of Western philosophy, for he was the first Western thinker to
have taken such a comprehensive account of Greek Christian
sources Ihe most important of these for an understauding of the
negative theology of Eriugena, are Gregory of Nyssa and the
1

This manuscript is still extant: nn Pmi5 B N gr. 417
Of Eriugcna's life we know very little. and the few details we do possess are
largely unsubstantiated. such as William of Malmesbury's account of his death (a
pue1 iv qum docebat gw.f/is pu:fossm); whether this stmy is to be understood literally or symbolically is still a disputed question; see M Cappuyns. Jean Swt
£1igilu sa vie wn otuv1e sa pensee, p 252
3 Robert Grosseteste, who complied an edition of the Dionysian works criticizes
Eriugena s translation on a number of occasions without actually naming him: he
notes that Eriugena uses invisibilis for Uv61J.IJ.a-roc; and mundu\' for K6e>IJ.Oc;. see
U, Gamba. ed ll (Ommento di Roberto G1o.nate.sra a! 'De my~tica theologia del
Pscudo-Dionigi Auopagita (Milan, 1942), p 35 (11-12) and p 48 (30-31) On
Eriugena's translation and use of the Corpus Areopagitiwm seeR Roques, 'Traduction ou interpretation'
2
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Pseudo-Dionysius In his main work, the Pe; iphyseon, we see the
convergence of a number of different adaptations of Neoplatonic
systems and ideas: the Plotinian/Porphyrian form of Neoplatonism
present in the writings of Augustine, Eriugena's most important
Latin authority; the mme obviously Plotinian form of Neoplatonism found in Gregory of Nyssa; the Dionysian adaptation of Proclean Neoplatonism, and finally the re-interpretation of Dionysius
by Maximus the Confessor. 4 It is a testimony to the genius of Eriugena that his philosophical system united Greek East and Latin
West at a time in intellectual history when learning had reached a
low point 5
However, Eriugena's divetse sources do not always fit comfOrtably together There is a general underlying tension in his thought,
not only between Christian and Neoplatonic principles or between
recta JatJo and authority, but also a more specific tension which
can be described as the Pseudo-Dionysius versus Augustine
('sanctissimus diuinusque theologus' 6 ) This latter tension is especially evident with regard to the thematic of negative theology,
although even in his earliest work, De p1aede~tinatione, Eriugena
was aware of the importance of negative theology. 7 The apophasis
he encountered in both Gregory of Nyssa and the Pseudo-Dionysius undoub: ·ctly strengthened the kind of negative theology he
would have found in the writings of Augustine The systematic
method of affirmation and negation in the C orpu~ Areopagiticum
gave a very definite focus to the negative theology and ontology
present in the writings of Gregory of Nyssa

As a Christian philosopher, Eriugena always attempts to steer a
middle course in philosophical analysis, a mid-position between
auctoritas and 1 ecta ratio, it is rec.ta ratio which is his guideline
as he seeks clarification of the truth of the divine essence 8 For
Eriugena, as for Dionysius before him, Scripture presents itself as
an intelligible world consisting of four levels: pwktike, phy1ike,
ethike and finally, theologike, which is concerned with the highest
part of truth for it is the supreme contemplation of the divine
nature 9 Although Scripture itself is the ultimate guide to tmth,
reason is the tool whereby the correct interpretation is determined 10 Thus, the basic method of Dionysius becomes the guiding principle of Eriugena' s philosophical analysis

~ On Eriugena s Platonism sec W. Beierwaltes. Marginalen zu Eriugenas "Platonismus'" and 'Eriugena's Platonism'
5 On the intellectual background of the ninth century see. D Moran. I he Philosoph} of fohn Swttu'i Eliugena ch 1 and M L W Laistne1. Thought and Letters
in We~te111 Ewope
6
gQ3B; unless otherwise noted, all references are to the Periphy5eon; quotations
from the Pe1iph}\eon l. IL III are taken from the edition by I P SheldonWilliams. and Peliphy~eon IV and V from Pat10logia Latinae, 122
7
Quomodo enim signa sensibilia. id est corporibus adhaerentia. remotam illam
omni sensu corporeo naturam ad liquidum significare possent, quae uix purgatissima mente attingitur omnem transcendens intellectum? IX, I (390B)., ed G.
Madec See B McGinn 'Negative Theology in John the Scot' pp. 232-233

Apophasis and Kataphasis

Book I of the Pe1 iphy1eon gives tbe initial impression that it
will explain the first division of nature: ueat et non creatw (that
which creates but which is not created) In fact, this book tmns out
to be an elaboration and explanation of the inapplicability of the
ten categories to the divine essence However, this apparent
digression on Eriugena's prut turns out, in fact, to be no such
thing, for he uses the categories as a methodical means of testing
the workings of kataphatic and apophatic theology 11 According to
Eriugena, definition is concerned solely with created effects, with
coming into being, and he describes this process in a very Plotinian way: form is the measmement imposed on unformed matter
8
441A. 509A and 511Bff: Vera enim auctoritas rectae rationi non obsistit ncque
recta ratio ucrae auctoritati Ambo siquidem ex uno fonte diuina uidelicet sapientia, manare dubium non est
9 599B and Homily on the P10logue of fohn. Xlll. 291B-C; fOr a more detailed
discussion of the role of Scripture in Eriugena s writings seeR Roques. L '€criture et son traitement chez Jean Scot ErigE:ne'
10
Reason probes scriptural texts in order to come to a correct interpretation of the
allegories and transferred meanings contained in them, see 509A, 511B 513A-B
and IOIOB-C
11
463A
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which places it within the realm of limitation and, therefore, definability.12 Definition, then, pertains to the 'whatness' of a thing and
Therefore, what the human intellect can
its focus is finitude
know about created things stems from the fact that these things are
differentiated: they possess quantity, quality, relations, have a
condition, are in place and time, and so on. In othet words, we are
able to define things and come to a knowledge of them through the
circumstantiae, the accidents and attributes which differentiate
them and sunound their hidden essences. 14 Like Gregory of
Nyssa, Eriugena argues that the e<<entiae of things cannot be
known without the clothing of accidents 15
Can we then use the ten categories to come to an understanding
of the natme which creates but is not itself created? It would be
rather surprising, to say the least, if Eriugena had answered this
question in the affirmative Since the categories do not properly
pertain to the divine essence- we do not perceive God's quality,
quantity and so on - it follows that we cannot know the divine
essence at all; unclothed as it is by attribute (in Dionysian terms,
unveiled without symbol), it remains inaccessible to the human
mind This approach, then, is not a superfluous exercise, for the
dialectic operative between the terms created and uncreated, provides a starting point for the two theologies: the one pertains to
affirmations (ueat), and the other to negations (non ueatw ).
In his analysis of the five modes of being and non-being found
in the first few pages of the Periphy1eon, Eriugena elaborates the
Neoplatonic principle that every mder of nature can be said to be
since it is known by the orders above it, and it can be said not to
be since it cannot be known by the orders below it 16 Thus Eriugena finds the grounding metaphysical principle for denying that

reason or intellect can understand the divine essence: that which
has the capacity to define something must be greater than that
something: 'maius enim est quod diffinit quam quod diffinitur •17
The human mind can define only that which is below it in the hierarchical order of creation; hence, it cannot define God However,
according to Eriugena's theory of the unknowability of e11entia, it
is because the essences of things are hidden in the divine essence
(in the Primordial Causes), that we can know about things only the
specific accidents which smround their unknowable essences
Therefore, the mind cannot know the essences of things below it;
it can know only that they exist through the application of the ten
categories. We cannot say what ousia is, only that it is. 18 Since all
things participate in the divine essence - there can be no being
outside of God- all things are ultimately unknowable . However,
the fact that creation 11 in a sense the 'attribute' of God, it enables
the human intellect to come to the knowledge that the divine
essence exists Therefore, although the ten categories provide the
enquirer with the rational tools for defining things as they exist,
they do not apply to the divine essence: both it and its extension
in all things remains inaccessible to the human intellect The intellect can, therefore, come to some knowledge of essences clothed
with accidents - veiled in symbol, as Dionysius would say - and
yet this is simply the knowledge that they exist, not what they are
in their essential being
Therefme, apophasi< and katapha<i< in the Periphyseon are
not simply highly-schematized theological devices whereby we
are enabled to speak, or not speak, of the divine essence; rather,
these two ways are to be understood in terms of Eriugena's basic
metaphysical analysis of divine, indeed all reality. It is via the
process of dialectic that Eriugena explains how the two theologies are grounded in an ontological understanding For Eriugena,
like Dionysius before him, the Neoplatonic theme of exitu1 and

I'

12

590A-B
" 591B-C, 483C 590A-B and 484Atf.
14
4438-C; 487A-B; 586C-D. and 587A
15
487A
16
444C: Hac item ratione omnis ordo rationalis et intellectualis creaturae esse
dicitur et non esse Est enim quantum a superioribus uel a se ipso cognoscitur, non
est autem quantum ab inferioribus se comprehendi non sinit

17

4858 and 7668; E1iugena disagrees with Augustine on this point; see De lib

arb. II, 12
18
487A-B: OYCIAN per se ipsam diffinire et dicere quid sit nemo potest;
OYCIA itaque nullo modo diffinitur quid est sed diffinitur quia est
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1editU'';, by which God is understood as p1incipium and finis,
underpins the four divisions of nature and is the means whereby
they can be reduced, first to two categories and then, ultimately
to one. 19 Although Eriugena insists that we think of the divine
essence as arche and telos as the result of om deficient understanding; our 'double contemplation' of it refers only to the
human level, for in itself the divine nature is unity. 20 It is, then,
the metaphysical concepts of processio and reve1 ~io which
ground the two theologies, much in the same way that 'unions'
and 'distinctions' had grounded theology in Dionysius In the
exitus of all things flam the initial darkness of God, created
effects are lit up in the manifestation of being; in the 1 editus we
find the converse movement: all things which bad become
clearly visible in their differentiation, in their being, return again
to the darkness of the divine essence 21 Cieation, then, in its vast
cosmic cycle, becomes the instance of God's self-manifestation
before it returns again to itself. 22 This occulti man{festatio, the
manifestation of the hiddenness of God's own being, is a theme
which Eriugena would have encountered in his reading of the
works of Dionysius especially, but it is a theme also present in
Gregory of Nyssa
The whole focus of Eriugena's thought can be stated in terms
of the Dionysian p10blematic of how the divine essence, incomprehensible in itself, can be comprehended and spoken of in its
manifestation in creation: how God is undetstood to be both transcendent and immanent, similar and different, hidden and
revealed
19 The four divisions of natura are: utal etnon owtu1 utatw et ueat ueatur
et non u eat, na u tat na u eatu1, see 442A
20 527B-528A 549B, 640C-D, 927B-928D and 1010A; for an expostion of the
double aspect of contemplation, see W Beierwaltes Dupin The01 ia Zu einer
Denkfonn E1 iugenas', in Beg1 fff und Metaphu pp 39-64
21 In his exegesis of Gen 1:1-2, Eriugena describes creation as a process of manifestation, that is of light see 551Aff
22 For a general introduction to the notion of creation as divine theophany, see J.
Irouillard, 'Erigene et Ia theophanic creatrice' W Beierwaltes, 'Negati Affirmatio: Welt als Metapher, and S Gersh Omnipresence in Eriugena'
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nothing is more hidden than it, nothing more present, difficult as to
where it is, more difficult as to where it is not, an ineffable light
ever present to the intellectual eyes of all and known to no intellect
as to what it is, diffused through all things to infinity, is made both
all things in all things and nothing in nothing 23

Although Eriugena's language sometimes conveys what has
been called 'pantheistic overtones', he is always careful to assert
that it is the notion of pm ticipatio which is the key to understanding how the divine essence is in all things. Thus, we find him
developing the Augustinian, Nyssean, and ultimately Platonic
notion that God alone is true being It follows that all things which
come from this Being, will do so by means of a sharing in it 24
God alone is true being because he alone sustains and holds all
things in being. Eriugena explains this notion using a favourite
simile of Maximus: just as air filled with light appears to be nothing but light, so God, when joined to a creature, seems to be nothing but God. 25 Being and other attributes, then, are predicated of
the divine essence because from it created effects receive the
capacity to subsist 26 Everything that exists, exists not in itself but
through participation in that which truly exists: the divine essence
Divine theophany (expressed in kataphatic terms) is the only
way the incomprehensible essence of God can be comprehended
and spoken of; even then it is a partial comprehension only 27 Eriugena's the01y that creation has a sacramental value as a sign of

2
'

668C:
qua nihil secretius nihil praesentius, difficile ubi sit. difficilius ubi
non sit, lux ineffabilis omnibus intellectualibus oculis semper praesens et a nullo
intellectu cognoscitur quid sit per omnia difussa in infinitum et fit in omnibus
omnia ct in nullo nullam
24
5 16C. 518B 523D and 528B
25
450A: Sicut enim aer a sole illuminatus nihil aliud uidetUJ esse nisi lux non
quia sui naturam perdat sed quia lux in eo praeualeat ut idipsum luci esse' aestimetw. si<.: humana natum deo adiuncta deus per omnia dicitur esse, non quod
desinat esse natura sed quod diuinitatis participationcm accipiat ut sol us in ea deus
esse uideatur; see Ambigua XCI (10710)
26
454A and 589A; on the idea of participation see 630Aff
27
Eriugena follows Pseudo-Dionysius, Ep I (l065A) in the notion that if we
think we understand God that is not God but a created manifestation of him:
920C: see also 446C-D; 4488-C, 539C; 633A; 68IA 865D-866A
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the divine essence again reflects his Dionysian inheritance: while
kataphatic theology contains at least some vestige of tmth, the
statements of apophatic theology are more properly true since they
pertain to the supreme transcendence of the divine. 28 Eriugena has
no hesitation in fOllowing his great apophatic mentor in asserting
that God is both the maker of all things and he is made in all
things: 'deus itaque omnia est et omnia deus'; 29 although he is
careful to stress the fact that to speak of God 'being made' in all
things is to be understood as metaphorical speech The implications involved in the truth that the divine essence is in all things
and that it surpasses all things, must be clarified; again this is a
basic Dionysian problematic Divisio and reso/utio can be best
understood as an attempt of the intellect to impose some degree of
comprehensibility upon the incomprehensible divine essence in
tenns of the familiar Neoplatonic spatial metaphor of proceHio
and reve1 sio

ply a human expression of the manifestation of divine reality Eriugena never lets the reader forget this point
It God's essence is unknowable, then there cannot be any true
speech about it- for one cannot in general speak about that which
one does not know; as Eriugena says: the innuatw of language
cannot signify the divine natme 31 Yet there can be some speech
about the divine nature since, metaphorically speaking, its effects,
its creative activity and self-manifestation do have quantity, quality, are in place and time and so on . The term 'metaphorically' is
stressed here because it is in this sense that all things can be predicated of God as cause. True contemplation, as Dionysius had proclaimed, will establish that God is none of the things predicated of
him through metonymy
Where Augustine had been reluctant to face the problem of
resolving the apparent conflict between 'effable' and 'ineffable',
Eriugena, following Gregory of Nyssa and Dionysius, did not
fear to ttead. In ttue apophatic style, Eriugena asserts that
although we cannot truly speak of the divine essence, nevertheless, we are permitted to do so by that essence itself: 12 we can
utter the unutterable, name the unnameable, and 'comprehend'
that which passes all under standing 33 Eriugena gives a threefold reason why we must be able to speak of the divine essence:
for the instruction of simple minds, for the refutation of heresies,
and so that we might be able to praise and bless it 34 In Plotinus's
words, thete must be some speech about it because pme negation
does not indicate it; the 'sheer dread of holding to nothingness',
forces one back to the realm of concept and language . 35 However, it is not simply human inadequacy which necessitates the
utterance of the unutterable, for creation itself, as the manifestation of God, makes it possible to speak of the divine essence in
terms of its effects So, if one is not going to keep silent about

Speaking The Ineffable
The task of language, which endeavours to describe a reality
both transcendent and immanent, admits of two sets of problems,
In terms of the Perrphyseon, the first problem is centered upon
Eriugena's scepticism regarding the inadequacy of language as it
attempts to describe the excellence of the ineffable, incomprehensible and unnameable divine essence. The second, and perhaps
more complex problem, concerns his belief, following Gregory of
Nyssa and Dionysius, that theological language is not totally
divorced from its objective ground 10 Throughout the Periphyseon
we find Eriugena seeking to balance these two apparently contradictory positions Problems of speech about God are necessarily
expressions of metaphysical problems; speech about God is sim-

31

'-~

539C 613A and 865D-866A
29 650C-D
3° For more detailed discussion sec W. Beicrwaltcs, Sprache und Sache Reflexion zu Eriugenas Einschiitzung von Leistung und Funktion der Sprache

12
33

34
35

522C: see also 4550, 460C and De p1acd 390B
509B, 518B-D and 528C-D
5I2Cand619C.
509B 518C and 614C
VI 7 38 9-10 and VI 9, 3, 4-6
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the divine essence in 'true orthodox fashion', then the best way
to approach an understanding of it is via the two main branches
of theology 36
Since kataphatic statements rest on the fundamental logic of
God's casual activity, it is the immanence of the divine essence
which establishes their validity as theology. Kataphatic theology
is permitted to predicate of the divine essence all the things that
are; it does not say that it is those things, but that they take their
being from it 17 However, the names and terms applied to God
through affirmations are predicted in a transferred sense only, a
metaphorical sense: a ueatura ad ueatmem JR Even the names
and terms used in Scripture- which uses words understood by
the finite intelligence - must be understood in this way 39 One
further interesting point occurs in Eriugena's discussion of the
names used in Scripture and that is that they all signify the
divine essence itself which is simple and immutable Following
Augustine, Gregory and Dionysius, Eriugena argues that willing,
loving, desiring, and other such terms as can be adapted for the
human intellect, do not represent separate things in God, but
together point to his ineffable essence 40 Affirmative statements,
however, do attain some measure of validity in terms of speaking the truth about the divine essence for they clothe its nakedness in terms accessible to the human mind 41 In this way,
kataphatic theology represents not the truth about the divine
essence, but a trace of the truth: that which the human mind can
think about it

Apophasis and Super-Affirmation

J(, 458A: Vna quidem. id est AITOcDATIKH diuinam essentiam se-u substantiam
esse aliquid eorum quae sunt. id est quae did aut intelligi possunt, negati altera
uero. KAT A<llA IIKH, omnia quae sunt de ea praedicat et idc:o affirmatiua dici~
tur- non ut confinnet aliquid esse eOJ um quae sunt. sed omnia quae ab ea sunt de
ea posse praedicari suadeat
37
458B
'" 458C, 4538, 460C 5!2C and 516C
39 4048 4538 458C 460C, 4638, 508D 511C-512C 518C, 592C-D and 757D,
10 518B-C.
41 461C: Nudam siquidem omnique propria significatione relictam diuinam
essentiam talibus uocabulis uestit
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The successive moment of apophatic theology in affirming
God's absolute transcendence, must, therefore, deny that the
divine essence is any of the things that are, for these things can be
differentiated, defined and understood. 42 Negative statements are
not metaphorically but literally predicated, and as such have more
power to signify the ineffable essence as it is in itself 43 Apophatic
statements do not say that the divine essence is not, for example,
truth, beauty or goodness: they say that it cannot be understood
properly as truth, beauty or goodness Thus, the affirmations
which had clothed the divine essence in comprehensible terms, are
stripped away, leaving it once more naked 44 lt is because negative
statements do not completely deny the truth of positive statements
that the two ways of theology are not opposed when applied to
God; they are rather, an 'ineffable harmony', for the conflict
remains at the verbal level and not at the level of inner meaning
'Haec enim omnia puldua ineffabilique arrnonia in unam concordiam colligit atque componit ' 45
Although Eriugena does not advocate a systematic method of
negation, moving from the lowest to the highest as Dionysius had
done, he follows his lead in denying even the highest terms of all,
terms which had traditionally been applied to God without question The reason Eriugena gives is as follows: to each of the terms
we can attribute to the divine essence, such as being, good, beauty,
truth, and so on, belongs an opposite term: non-being, evil, ugliness, falsity 46 All opposition necessarily belongs to the realm of
differentiation, that is, to created nature, for there can be no opposition in the divine essence, not simply because the categories do
not apply to it, but because things in discord cannot be eternal 47
42
458A
" 5108-C 5228, 684D 686D, 758D and 771 C
"' 461A-D
45
517C
46
See 458Cff
47
459B: Nam ea quae a se ipsis discrepant aeterna esse non possunt Si enim
aetema essent a se inuicem non discreparent
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The affirmative way of theology says that God is good, while the
negative way says that God is not good; such methods of speech
do not pertain to the unity of the divine essence which is beyond
all affirmations and negations. 48
Although Eriugena stresses God's tJanscendence over against his
immanence, in preferring negation to affirmation, he too, like
Dionysius, understands that the negation of all created attributes
implies a super-affirmation: 'hyperphatic' theology, in which both
theologies ate ultimately transcended 49 The divine nature can be
called 'essence', since it is the cause of essence, but properly

we find Eriugena advancing a most interesting theory with regard
to language, one which he would have encountered in his reading
of Gregory of Nyssa. 54 He differentiates between the outward
sense of a word and the inner meaning by which the object is signified by that outward form Since the 'plus quam' terms lack the
negative particle, they cannot be included in apophatic statements,
but neither can we include them in kataphatic statements, for that
would not do justice to the inner meaning of such attributions In
outward form the construction of the statement, 'plu~ quam bonita~', is positive, but its meaning conveys the sense of the negative,
fm it does not indicate the nature of 'more than good' 55 Since we
have gleaned no precise knowledge of what 'more than good'
means, such statements cannot be regarded as definitions; they do
not say what the divine essence is, only what it is not - a theme
which is laden with distinct echoes of Philo, Plotinus, Gregory of
Nyssa and Augustine, among others According to Eriugena, 'plus
quam' statements do no more than point to the existence of the
divine essence, they do not define its nature . We can, therefore,
know that God is, his quia e<t, but not what he is, his quid est: 56
superat enim omne quod est et quod non est et nullo modo
diffiniri potest quid sit' 57
Accmding to Eriugena, even in the attempt to divest the symbol
of its outward form in moving beyond the symbolic manifestation
of God in creation, we do not appreciate its immediate intelligible
content, except insofar as it is a symbol of God's manifestation
Thus, in the surpassing of created effects we are left simply with
the knowledge that God is and that the divine essence exists as the
cause of goodness, beauty and being in the created wmld. At this
point it would seem that despite all Eriugena's attempts to work

speaking it is 'not essence' for essence stands in opposition to non-

being It is, therefore, 'wpe1essentialis', 'more than essence' 50 In
the smne way, God is said to be 'goodness', 'not goodness' and
'more than goodness' This reasoning is applied to all the divine
names in the Po iphyseon, and Eriugena follows Dionysius closely
when he includes the term deus, for the divine essence is, properly
speaking, plus quam deus 51 Even the affirmation of trinity (which
is a 'trace' of the truth) must be transcended, for the differentiated
names of the trinity denote relationship rather than nature 52 Here
we find an echo of the old debate between Eunomius and the Cappadocians, a theme which had been absent in the Pseudo--Dionysius. Strictly speaking, although all terms are ruled out, it would
appear that the divine essence can be signified by these 'plus quam'
terms

53

However, here we come up against the original difficulty which
had troubled Augustine, for if these terms are said p1oprie of the
divine essence, then it is not, after all, ineffable, a problem which
did not arise for Dionysius It is in his solution to this problem that
48

461B-D.
" 459C-460B

'" 459Dff

51 459D-460A: Deus dicitur sed non p10p1ie deus est Visioni enim caecitas
opponitur et uidenti non uidens lgitur YI1EP0EOL id est plus quam deus.
8EOL enim uidens interpretatur.
52 456D and 614C See also 457C: Non enim potcs negare talia nomina, id est
patrem et filium. relatiua esse. non substantia
51
460C-D

54

461Aff.
462B-D: Nam quae dicit: Superessentialis est. non quod est dicit sed quid non
est; dicit enim essentiam non esse sed plus quam essentiam. quid autem illud est
quod plus quam essentia est non exprimit Dicit enim deum non esse aliquod
eorum quae sunt sed plus quam ea quae sunt esse illud autem esse quid sit nullo
modo diffinit
06
522B 634B, 779C, 919C and IOIOD
57
572D; see also 487B and 585B
5';
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out a systematic method of speaking about God, what he is saying
is that effects simply point to causes and the cause of any given
thing cannot itself be that thing. 58 Like Plotinus and Dionysius,
Eriugena affirms that the cause of beauty, goodness, truth, and
being cannot itself be any of those things: it must be 'more than'
beauty, goodness, truth, and being. God is, properly speaking, nihil
(no thing), because he is supremely transcendent Therefore, to say
that the cause of all is nihil is simply to say that it is 'plus quam
e'>sentia'. 59
In the Periphy,.,eon, the divine essence, even when described as
the reconciliation of all opposition in the 'hype1 phatic' way,
remains unknowable. Although Eriugena appears to have found a
satisfactory way of reconciling the two ways of theology, of
euabling us to speak about the transcendent-immanent in appropriate terms, the 'plus quam' way asserts most strongly that language
must always be regarded as inadequate in the face of that which is
essentially uuknowable in its 'inaccessible light'; nevertheless it
remains a pointer in the direction of God. The very fact that 'plus
quam' statements do not define and limit the divine essence,
means that they do not yield positive knowledge and yet they provide the imagination with enough to think, at least partially, the
unthinkable
Language, then, is an expression of metaphysical reality, for the
visible world contains the symbols which point to the divine; created effects, as the corporeal expression of the incorporeal, are
reflected in the symbolic statements of kataphatic theology. 60
Although apophatic statements speak the truth about the divine
essence as it is in itself, 'plus quam' statements are still rooted in

symbolic manifestation aud do no more than stretch both thought
and word, as far as they can be stretched, in the direction of God
\Vords which attempt to convey the natme of the divine essence in
comprehensible form lie at a third remove from the reality they
seek to express: language is the verbal expression of the corporeal
manifestation of the incorporeal Its authenticity derives from the
fact that creation is in some sense pru t of the divine. An interesting parallel between language and divine creation is to be found in
Eriugena's account of creation as the Father 'speaking' the reasons
for all things thought in the Ver hum.. 61 The exteriorization of inner
thought in the proce11io of all things points to a reversal in the 1 esolutio- that is, movement away from speech to thought. Eriugena
echoes a most Augustinian sentiment when he notes that the trinity is contemplated at a deeper and truer level than it can be
expressed in speech, and is understood more deeply than it is contemplated and it is deeper and truer than it is understood, for it
passes all understanding. 62 language can never escape fully from
its metaphorical moorings even when the symbol has been abandoned as far as it is possible to do so; neither can thought
Just as the human mind divides divine reality in the attempt to
understand God under the aspects of principium and finis, language reflects this duality of thought It is thus that the famous
dialectical statements of the Periphyseon can be understood correctly: the absolute unity of the divine essence ultimately resolves
all distinction and opposition into 'a beautiful and ineffable harmony' 63 Although Eriugena had very painstakingly worked out
the 'plus quam' method of theological speech, the dialectical bent
of his mind turns again and again, not to affiimation, negation and
super-affirmation, but to the double truth of the unity of the divine
essence. In his dialectical expression of the 'dual' nature of God,

ss 482A, 5898 and 622A
59 634Bff and 6800: Ineffabilem et incomprehensibilem diuinae bonitas

inacces~

sibilemque claritatem omnibus intellectibus sine humanis sine angelicis incognitam- superessentialis est enim et supernaturalis On the notion of nihil and superesw11ia see D Duclow, 'Divine Nothingness and Self-Creation in Tohn Scottus
Eriugena'.
60 See 551 C-D and 633B-C The role of language in the Po iphy\'C0/1 is discussed
in the fOllowing articles by W Beierwaltes, 'Sprache und Sache·, and 'Negati
affinnatio: Welt als Metapher

61

642B and 441 A
614B-C: Sed haec altius ac uerius cogitantur quam sem10ne proferuntur et
altius ac uerius intelliguntur quam cogitantur. altius autem ac uerius sunt quam
intelliguntur; omnem siquidem intellectum superant; see De flin V, 3 (4), VII. 4
(7) and De cir Dei X, 13
63
517C
62
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Eriugcna confronts the reader with the full force of the inexplicable nature of God as the reconciliation of all opposites: God is the
'infinitas onmium infinitaturn', 'oppositorum oppositio', 'contrariorum contrarietas' 64 On the verbal level we will always find a tension between the notion of transcendence and immanence:

God alone is capable of defining human nature 68 Thus far, Eriugena seems to hold a fairly reasonable position, and one which
owes a debt to Gregory of Nyssa, but what about the idea that
God cannot know his own essence? Surely this would appear to
be taking negative theology too far in that it appears to contradict
the traditional notion of God's omniscience? The doctrine that
God cannot know himself is not original to Eriugena for it comes
trom the Neoplatonic, and specifically Plotinian criticism of
Aristotle's self -thinking thought. According to Plotinus, if the
One could think even self-thought, that idea would introduce
duality into his nature, for the One would become both subject
and object; since it is absolutely one, it cannot have thought 69 In
the same way Eriugena argues that if God could understand himself, he would become an object, a 'what', and he could then
define himself. Since Eriugena has already established that God
is not a 'what', (he possesses none of the attributes necessary
for definition), it follows that he is unlimited, undefinable, and
infinite. 70 If God could define himself, he would then be infinite
and undefinable only to creatures and not to himself The divine
essence, as the uncreated, has none to define him, not even
himself 71
At this point it would seem that Eriugena has taken apopham to
its utmost limits, he has reached an impasse: God cannot know
himself, the human intellect cannot know God (except for the fact
that he exists), or itself, neither can it know the created essences of
the things of creation The ultimate resolution to this problem is to
be found in negation itself: just as we understand the divine
essence more truly when we deny all things of it, so too God's
ignorance of himself is an understanding that he is none of the
things of creation. Divina ignorantia thus becomes an 'ineffable

For everything that is understood and sensed is nothing else but the
apparition of what is not apparent, the manifestation of the hidden,
the affirmation of the negated, the comprehension of the incomprehensible, the utterance of the unutterable, the access to the inaccessible, the understanding of the unintelligible, the body of the bodiless, the essence of the superessential, the form of the formless. 6s

God is 'mensura omnium sine mensura et numerus sine numero
et pondus
sine pondere'; he is the unformed form of all things,
and that which contains all things without being contained. 66 This
kind of understanding of the divine essence, which Eriugena
develops more fully than Dionysius had done, reflects the metaphysical duality of natw a

Ignorantia and Divine Darkness
It is Eriugena's original discussion of the five modes of being
and non-being in the first few pages of the Periphyseon that
gives focus to the idea that not knowing is true knowing; he
atgues to this theory as follows. Human nature cannot know
itself because its essence resides in the divine essence which is
unknowable; it can know its own quia est, but not its quid est. 67
64

517B-C. 515A and 453A-B.
633A-B: Omne enim quod intelligitur et sentitur nihil aliud est nisi non apparentis apparitio, occulti manifestatio, negati affirmatio. incomprehensibilis comprehensio (ineffabilis fatus inaccessibilis accessus), inintelligibilis intellectus, incor65

poralis corpus. superessentialis essentia informis forma

; see also 678C and

680D-681A
66
669B; see also 590B and 633B The phrase unformed form (599D-600B;
546D-547A and 525A) also occurs in Plotinus: VI 7, 33. 4; VI 7 17, 35~36 and
V 5, 6 4-5 and in Augustine: Dt trin V, l (2) and Conf XIII. 6
67
768A-B, 770B, 443C and 771B; see B McGinn, 'The Negative Element in the
Anthropology of Tohn the Scot'

r,s 770B and 768B: Possumus ergo hominem definire sic: homo est notio
quaedam intellectualis in mente diuina aeternaliter facta
69
Enn. III 8, 9, 15.
'" 589B-C 590C, 470C-4 74C 482C-483C and 586B-C
71 587B-C 586Bff and 589B: Quomodo igitur diuina natura se ipsam potest intelligere quid sit cum nihil sit?
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wisdom', and it is wisdom precisely because God knows that he is
'more than' all things 72
In the same way, human ignorance of the divine essence is
really true wisdom which comes from the realization that God is
not to be understood in terms of the things that exist; we know
the divine essence better when we know what it is not 73 This
Dionysian, and indeed Augustinian sentiment, becomes the key
to a fuller understanding of apophasis in the Penphyseon, much
as it had done in the Mystical Theology of Dionysius We
know God truly when we know that he is not one of created
things; in this way om knowledge becomes true wisdom 74 In
this respect, Eiiugena finds both Augustine and Dionysius in
agreement 75
Thus, knowing that God is more than all things is the knowing
which is above both knowing and unknowing; it is knowledge
quw est, for knowledge quid est is absolutely ruled out There is,
then, according to Eriugena some positive content in this kind of
knowing, but since it is 'unknowing knowing' it can no longer be
desciibed from a creaturely point of view In the end, Eriugena
does not, indeed he can not explain further, for the process
whereby unknowing is transformed into knowing remains, in the
tradition of all the great masters of apophasis, an ineffable mystery 76 It would seem, then, that 1ecta 1atio has not fully refined
speech and knowledge out of existence; but it would also appear
that philosophical analysis can go no further, for the concept of
unknowability does not have much credibility in any metaphysical
analysis and the positive content of such knowing is not recogniz-

able as knowing according to the normal epistemological categories operative at the level of the knowing subject
It is clear, then, that Eriugena does not diverge significantly
from his Dionysian source in asserting the impossibility of attaining to a knowledge of the divine essence; he does differ notably
from the Areopagite in that he appears to give little place to the
Dionysian ascent into the realm of mystical theology This difference is most apparent in Eriugena's exposition of the dark/cloud
metaphor. He does not (except for one fleeting mention in Book
V 77 ) make use of the great Dionysian exegesis of the cloud of
Sinai as expressive of the ultimate ontological and epistemological
condition of the restored soul. Instead, we find him focusing upon
the clouds of the New I estament: the clouds of the Ascension and
Transfiguration, but more especially the cloud of heaven upon
which the Son of Man will come (Matt 26:64) and the clouds into
which those who have died with Christ will be taken up to meet
with the Lord in the air (I Ihess 4: 17) 78 It is this eschatological
dimension of Eriugena's thought which puts it at one remove from
the mme immediate spiritual and epistemological significance of
'cloud' to be found in Gregory of Nyssa and in Dionysius 79
In the Periphyseon, clouds symbolize the means of experiencing
theophany; because God is invisible in himself, he can be seen
only in cloud: 'Deus enim omnino nulli creaturae visibilis per
seipsum est, sed in nubibus theoriae videtur' 80 The ascent into the
'cloud of contemplation' is explained by Eriugena as the highest
theophany, the vision of God 'face to face'," wherein each will
'see' God according to capacity 82 It is this aspect of Eriugena's
77

72

593C-D: Ipsius enim ignorantia ineffabilis est intelligentia; see 590B-D. 594A,
5960 and 598A See also 5960 where Eriugena appears to make a distinction
between God's LOgnoscu t and his inttlliger(
" 597D and 5IOB-C
" 59 7D-598A 686D and 771 C
7
-' 5970: Nam quod sancti patres, Augustinum dico et Dionysium, de deo uerissime pronuntiant - Augustinus quidem 'qui melius (inquit) nesciendo scitur',
Dionysius autem ·cuius ignorantia uera est sapientia'- non solum de intellectibus
qui eum pie studioseque quaerunt uerum etiam de se ipso intelligendum opinor.
76
976C

999A; he does reter once in the Commentary on the Gmpel of fohn to vision
via the cloud: I xxv (302B)
78
998Aft and 945D-946A At this point I note that Eriugena also uses cloud symbolism in a privative sense: the cloud of fleshy thoughts and the cloud of error and
faithlessness of the anti-christ. see 683C and 996A-B
79
In fktct. Eriugena repeats Ambrose's most un-apophatic description of cloud:
the cloud of light which moistens the mind with the dew of faith and is sent by the
word; see lOOOA-B
so 905C; see also 945C-D
Hl 926 C-D; see also Commwtm )'on the Go\pel of John I xxv (302A-B)
82 876B and 945C-D
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thought- which carries with it something of the sense of visiOn_
that sets him apart from the Dionysian portrayal of the blinded
soul throwing itself against the ray of divine darkness In the Periphyseon, the eyes of the intellect are open, even though they do
not see the hidden essence of the divine nature.
Er iugena follows Gregory of Nyssa in the idea that the quest for
God is endless: God is found (as that) in theophany, but is not
found as to what he is in himself 83 Even in the final reso/utio, neither human nor angel behold the divine essence unveiled, but
through theophany 84 The Seraphim cover their feet and their faces
before the splendour of God, a sign of the limitation of their
vision 85 However, paradoxically, Eriugena's explanation of final
theophany hinges on the great Platonic, and indeed biblical, theme
of light: the divine essence is itself light, 'inaccessible light',
which blinds the eye as the eye of the sun-gazer is blinded; it is
thus that it is called darkness 86 Here we find the notion of negation and deprivation linked to the positive idea of plenitude Yet,
in the last analysis, the soul is still left without knowledge or sight
of the divine essence upon which it has returned to gaze. Even the
final theophany of the righteous (the vision of God 'face to face')
is a manifestation of God 87 Eriugena argues quite consistently that
the essence of God cannot be seen: 'Non ergo ipsum deum per se
ipsum uidebimus, quia neque angeli uident (hQ_c__enim omni creaturae impossibile est)' 88 Although Eriugena stresses the cosmic
nature of the process of reditus, there is one passage in the Periphyseon where he comes very close to the Dionysian explication

of mystical theology None can draw near to God unless the sensible and intelligible realms are abandoned Then, through the
unknowing of created nature, one can be united, as far as that is
possible, to that nature of which there can be no reasoning, understanding nor word 89 However, this text is singular in the Pe1 iphyseon; for the most part, the restoration to unity is described as a
collective process, in terms of different classes of beings I can
find very little evidence to support the view that Eriugena did follow Dionysius up the cloud-wreathed mountain into the darkness
of mystical theology 90

~' 919C:
semper quaerit, mirabilique pacto quadammodo inuenit., quod
quaerit et non inuenit quia inuenire non potest Inuenit autem per theophanias,
per natmae uero diuinae per seipsam contemplationem non inuenit
8
'

447Bff; 557B; 773C; 905C: 920A and 926C

s:>

Is. 6:1; see 668A-C and 614D-615A

"" 551C; 557B; 634B; 681B-C; 920A-B; !O!OC; 1015C and 10200
s7 Eriugena s understanding of final theophany as the ·vision'' of God 'face to
face' betrays an Augustinian theme see J. J O'Meara. 'Eriugena's Use of Augustine in his Teaching on the Retum of the Soul and the Vision of God ; see also D.
Carabine. Eriugena· s Usc of the Symbolism of Light Cloud and Darkness in the
Pe1iphyseon' in E1ilt[?UW Ea5t a11d West
RS 448C

The negative theology to be found in the Periphyseon constitutes a broadening out of the frontiers of Dionysian negative theology, as we find Eriugena elaborating ideas he encountered in his
reading of the Eastern Fathers, especially those of Gregory of
Nyssa Yet, there remains one vital and striking difference
between the negative theology of Dionysius and that of Eriugena:
in the latter gone is the lonely soul who struggles relentlessly in
the purification both of itself and of its God-concepts, in the hope
of attaining to unity with God Instead, we find Eriugena centte his
attention upon a more cosmic kind of rewlutio which does not
depend on individual purification except at the highest level of the
deified The individual ascent of the soul through the via negativa,
as presented by Pseudo-Dionysius, would appear to loose its sharp
edge in the Periphyseon, even so Eriugena did not escape the condemnations to which apophmis leaves itself open by the very
nature of its less categorical statements concerning the divine
It is extremely difficult to assess the influence of Eriugena on
the development of apophasis in the Latin West, for it was Diony89

SIOC:
ad quem ncmo potest accedere nisi prius conoborato mentis itinere
sensus omnes deserat et intellectuales opemtiones et sensibilia et omne quod est et
quod non est et ad unitatem (ut possibile est) inscius restituatur ips ius qui est super
omnem essentiam et intelligentiam. cui us neque ratio est neque intelligentia neque
dicitm neque intelligitur neque nomen eius est neque uerbum
<)O On the nature of return in E1iugena seeS Gersh. 'The Structure of the Return
in Eriugena's Puiphvw:m( A M Haas argues that Eiiugena did take note of the
mystical ascent of the soul see his article in £1 iuf?uw Redivivus
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sius himself who appears to have exerted the stronger influence In
the tenth and eleventh centmies, the Penphyseon was genemlly
seen as a dialectical exercise on the categories and the more speculative elements of Eriugena's thought were to a large extent
ignored 91 Although the twelfth century saw an awakening of
interest in Eriugena, the successive condemnations associated with
the Pe1 iphyseon ensured that its influence was marginal after
1225 92 However, there are unmistakable Eriugenian traces in the
writings of Meister Eckhart and Nicholas of Cusa Whatever the
extent of his influence upon medieval thought, Eriugena confronted the same problematic as did Plotinus, Gregory of Nyssa,
Pseudo-Dionysius (and later Meister Eckhart and Nicholas of
Cusa) What is shared by these thinkers is a basic scepticism
regarding the inadequacy of language and the possibility of knowing that which is essentially ineffable and unknowable.

EPILOGUE

The first time I saw a Kingfisher, a minute flash of brilliant blue
as it swooped into the river to catch a fish, I was entlualled. I
wanted to find out more about this little bird and searched tluough
many books I was disappointed, for none of the artists' reproductions fully caught its magnificent colom, Kingfisher Blue . We have
narned our colour after the bird, for no other words can describe its
unique iridescence. In a similar fashion, followeis of the via negativa have affirmed that we cannot adequately describe the divine
nature, except in such terms as 'bright darkness', ineffable word',
'silent music' Moses Maimonides has the following to say:
In the contemplation of his essence, om comprehension and
knowledge pwve insufficient; in the examination of his works
our knowledge proves to be in ignorance, and in the endeavour to
extol him in wmds, all our effOrts in speech are mme weakness
and lailure 1

91

See D Moran. Jlu Philosophy of lalm Swttu5 Eriut;wa. pp. 65-67 and pp.
271-281.
n See E Jeauneau. Le Renouveau erigtnien du xnc siecle in E1 iugena Redi' ilu\ Recent research has suggested that the influence of Eriugena can be seen in
some of the less a p1 im i scholars of the medieval period, such as Robert Grosseteste; see J J McEvoy 'Ioanncs Scottus E1iugena and Robert Grosseteste: An

Ambiguous Influence·. in

£1 iugena Ruii1 i1 u\

Here Maimonides encapsulates the essential principles of the
via negativa, sentiments shared by many of the authors examined
in this volume. However, the fact that God is ineffable, unnameable and unknowable, is not the whole story, for negative theology
is not simply a theory of negative language. It can, of course,
remain at the intellectual level, even up to the point of the negatio
negationis, but it can also be a spiingbomd into the seaich for
unity with the transcendent The kind of negative theology to be
found in Plotinus, Proclus, Gregmy of Nyssa and the PseudoDionysius does not stop at pure negation, but reaches fmther and
fmther towards the boundary of the unknowable transcendent The
journey's end for these lovers of wisdom is ultimately an unspeakable unity with the unknowable God
1
Moses Maimonides, I he Gwdt [01 the Pe1plned, trans M FriedUinde1. 2nd ed
rev (New York 1956), p 83
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The general aim of apopha1i1, that is, freeing the idea of God
f1om rational, conceptual rep1esentation and its successive embodiment in language, is an extremely difficult task for we do not
have anything with which to replace language The very fact that
negative theology does not always remain on the level of philosophical/theological discourse leaves it vulnerable to misinterpretation Many advocates of the negative way have advised that we
become aware of the dangers involved in the expression of the
divine nature Nicholas of Cusa remarked that the works of Eriugena and Eckhart should never have been given to 'the weak-eyed
ones' who would misunderstand them 2 The dialectical method
favoured by advocates of the negative way necessitates a transcending of its own tension and opposition Any philosophical
system which seeks to examine the relationship between the finite
and the infinite, whether or not the method used is expressed in
terms of negative theology, finds that it is a difficult task to which
words do not easily lend themselves
The application of the two theologies, both positive and negative, has a metaphysical foundation which is most clearly demonstrated in the Plotinian assertion that the One is all things and no
thing 3 The Christian expression of this truth is the affirmation of
the transcendence and immanence of God. Therefore, all theological speech stresses one or other aspect of this truth and must be
understood as an expwssion of the human understanding of divine
reality On the verbal level there will always be a tension underlying the intellect's understanding of the dialectic operative between

cal analysis can deal with negative theology only up to a certain
point: afte1 that, it too, like one who has not been' There', as Plotinus would put it, eventually becomes bewildered From an
apophatic viewpoint, the only way to cross the distance that is
seen to exist between the soul and the One, between the soul and
God, is the breakdown and negation of all the normal epistemological categories of subject and object, which me, of course, the
basis for all cognition. If as philosophers today, we are left bereft
of our tools of rational analysis, in that we are no longer on solid
ground with a sure footing in a familiar method of philosophy,

the idea of transcendence and immanence

In the end, it would seem that the negative theology raises more
questions than it can answer, at least in philosophical terms The
familiar tension of the dialectical method of analysis and resolution, as it applies to apopha1i1, is a process which may, in the last
analysis, lead into the realm of unity with the unknown, an area
not open to general exploration. Ultimately, therefore, philosophi" Apolo'{ia douar:: ignmantiac eel R Klibansky, val I (Leipzig. 1932). pp 29-

30
' Enn V 2 2, 26-28: see also Enn V 2. 1 1-2
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either we must admit that a metaphysics which involves negative

theology is nonsense, or else take np the challenge to rethink the
role of philosophical analysis, keeping in mind that philosophy, as
the love of wisdom, can sometimes lead into the presence of the
Unknowable
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